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ABSTRACT
This thesis seeks to develop a new conceptual territory in literature—the
“transnational-uncanny”—based on the convergence of two border-crossing realms:
transnationalism and the uncanny. To contextualize the convergent space of the
transnational-uncanny, I primarily draw from Jahan Ramazani’s work on elegiac
transnationalism in A Transnational Poetics; Nicholas Royle’s examination of
uncanny themes in The Uncanny; and Michael Jackson’s explorations of alterity in
The Politics of Storytelling: Violence, Transgression, and Intersubjectivity as
theoretical underpinnings. My thesis then establishes how both transnationalism and
the uncanny inherently challenge the divide between the known and the unknown,
and therefore lead to encounters with the “strangeness” of the “other”, particularly in
narrative portrayals of death. In transnational-uncanny moments of death and
mourning, the lived life and the worldview(s) of the self may be called into question,
allowing for the potential to transform notions of self and other, and facilitate
negotiations of alterity.
My theoretical framework is then used to analyze two contemporary Australian
novels: Merlinda Bobis’s Fish-Hair Woman and Gail Jones’s Sixty Lights. Although
the approaches of these authors vary, there is an uncanny overlap in their
investigations of geographical, cultural, and psychical border-crossings through lived
and

imagined

experience,

resulting

in

texts

that

convey

expansive

landscapes/mindscapes imbued with critical explorations of self/other. Textual
analysis of transnational-uncanny spaces during elegiac moments in Fish-Hair
Woman and Sixty Lights reveals the potentiality to reconfigure arbitrations of
otherness and transform notions of being-in-the-world.
The conceptual territory of the transnational-uncanny, as examined in this thesis,
opens up new ways of encountering, and navigating, “strange” otherness in
narratives. It thereby cultivates a border-crossing consciousness that connects selfand-other while acknowledging our differences.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
All representations, even the most abstract, infer a rendezvous with intelligibility
or, at the least, with a strangeness attenuated, qualified by observance and willed
form. Apprehension (the meeting with the other) signifies both fear and
perception. The continuum between both, the modulation from
one to the other, lie at the source of poetry and the arts.
—George Steiner1
I have always been fascinated by what Bruce Springsteen calls “the darkness
at the edge of town,” the thresholds, margins, or borderlands between the
seen and the unseen, the known and the unknown.
—Michael D. Jackson2
This PhD thesis—The Transnational-Uncanny: Strange Territories in Contemporary
Novels—examines how transnationalism intersects with, and is facilitated by, the
mode of the uncanny in two contemporary Australian novels with themes of death.
My inquiry explores the confluence of transnationalism and the uncanny into a new,
expansive space—a convergent territory that I call the “transnational-uncanny.” This
interstitial space explicitly interrogates cultural asymmetries through negotiating
multiple perspectives and realities, thus arbitrating alterity. I ask whether a
“strangeness attenuated” during physical and imaginative explorations of otherness
in these novels, especially in their portrayal of death, can facilitate kinship and lead
to, in the words of Maurizio Calbi, “a sense of community that is harrowingly
open to the alterity of the other” (2005, n.p.).
1
2

From Real Presences, p. 158.
From “‘Doing Justice to Life’: A Conversation with Social Anthropologist Michael D. Jackson.”
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I argue that transnational storytelling in the examined novels—Gail Jones’s Sixty
Lights and Merlinda Bobis’s Fish-Hair Woman—employs the uncanny as a portal
towards the negotiation of alterity in order to foster a deeper understanding between
diverse identities, cultures and nations. Where the texts exhibit both transnationalism
and the uncanny, I propose potent areas for the destabilization of conventional
perception, thereby opening up the self to transformative empathy for the other.
I was inspired to begin this study because it informed my worldview regarding
ethical relationships with others. It also complemented my life experiences and
creative practice as a transnational writer from the United States currently living in
Australia. Although this thesis does not have an exegetical component, it is important
to note that a catalyst to this inquiry was my own novel, Bone In Her Teeth, which
resonates with the works of Bobis and Jones. After observing that our novels share
transnational and uncanny elements, I was intrigued about how these concepts were
working in concert in the narratives. I found myself asking the following questions:
§

What are the features shared by both transnationalism and the uncanny? How
are they constructed in narratives?

§

How does this confluence impact negotiations of alterity? Where is this
confluence most relevant?

§

How does the confluence—the transnational-uncanny—operate in portrayals
of death?

While researching these questions, I discovered a new territory3 in literature: the
transnational-uncanny. The discovery is an original contribution to the field, as it

3

Throughout this thesis, I will sometimes refer to transnationalism and the realm of the uncanny as
conceptual “territories.” By “territory” I refer to its sense as a “field or sphere of action, thought, etc.;
domain or province of something” (as described by dictionary.reference.com). The use of “territory”
when referring to transnationality and uncanniness also serves to extend my metaphor of “traveling”
and “journeying outward” in narratives that demonstrate these concepts.
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offers a fresh critical framework for literary analysis of contemporary novels. This
new territory serves as a lens to conceptually re-imagine negotiations of alterity in
literature on a transnational scale.

Scope and Limitations
As aforementioned, this thesis primarily explores concepts of transnationalism, the
uncanny, their convergence in the transnational-uncanny, and the notion of alterity,
which underpins these concepts. These are employed in the textual analysis of the
novels under examination, with specific focus on their theme of death.4 Although I
contextualize and comprehensively discuss these key concepts in Chapter Two, I
have also provided brief definitions below to foreground the coverage of this thesis.

Definition of Terms
Transnationalism
Transnationalism is the state of border-crossing across nations, regions, and cultures.
I draw this definition from Jahan Ramazani’s A Transnational Poetics, when he
refers to “transnational” writing as an indication of “cultural works that cross

4

This particular element will also be thoroughly defined in Chapter Two. Also, I’d like to note that in
this thesis, I occasionally capitalize “death” to emphasize its significance. For example, in The Politics
of Storytelling, Michael Jackson recalls Georg Groddeck (1977, pp. 132-157), who wrote of the
“forcefield that lies beyond the direct experience and scope of the ego as the It. While the It is
impersonal or transpersonal, it nonetheless is felt as a vital presence that shapes and guides our lives,
which is why ‘it’ is so often anthropomorphised in theory and theology alike” (2002, p. 258).
Groddeck’s statement reminds me of how death is also anthropomorphized. Common examples of
death described as a sentient being include the Grim Reaper; the Biblical Angel of Death; the Hellenic
Thanatos (the twin of Hypnos—the god of sleep); the Celtic Ankou, a spirit who drives a wagon piled
with corpses; the Norwegian hag, Pesta; and Yama, the Lord of Death in Hindu scriptures. (See
wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_(personification) for more examples). Because of death’s “vital presence,” I
capitalize it in the theoretical framework of Chapter Two when I intend for it to appear
anthropomorphically.
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national borders, whether stylistically, topographically, intellectually, or otherwise [
. . . ] to highlight flows and affiliations not among static national entities, as
sometimes suggested by ‘international,’ but across the borders of nation-states,
regions, and cultures” (2009, p. 181). He punctuates this definition of
transnationalism by writing that the development of a transnational poetics “can help
us both to understand a world in which cultural boundaries are permeable and to read
ourselves as imaginative citizens of worlds that ceaselessly overlap, intersect, and
converge” (2009, p. 49). The notion of transnationalism allowing permeability
between boundaries of converging worlds is of utmost interest to this thesis.
In later chapters, I build upon Ramazani’s poetics by applying his
investigation of transnational poetry—particularly the transnational elegiac form—to
the domain of prose in the novels of Bobis and Jones. Through this lens, my textual
analyses are limited to sites within the narratives that engage with the territory of the
uncanny.

The Uncanny
In The Uncanny, Nicolas Royle identifies the term in relation to literature as “the
experience of something at once strange and familiar. Uncanniness entails a sense of
uncertainty and suspense [ . . . ] As such it is often to be associated with an
experience of the threshold, liminality, margins, borders, frontiers” (2006, p. vii).5
This “sense” of familiar-strangeness arises from the term’s etymology, which is
discussed later This thesis locates instances of “uncanny strangeness” (2006, p. 2)

5

With respect to literature, it is important to note that the genre of the fantastic borders the uncanny.
For this reason, I will discuss Royle’s work in regard to Tzvetan Todorov’s The Fantastic (1973) and
Rosemary Jackson’s Fantasy: The Literature of Subversion (1981) in my theoretical framework.
The Transnational-Uncanny
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triggered by narrative portrayals of death. It explores how these instances disturb and
unsettle rigid conceptions of identity and alterity.

Alterity
Both concepts of “transnationalism” and “the uncanny” inherently confront notions
of alterity, or otherness. Philosopher Hannah Arendt writes:
Otherness—the curious quality of alteritas [is] possessed by everything that
is and therefore, in medieval philosophy, one of the four basic, universal
characteristics of Being, transcending every particular quality. Otherness, it is
true, is an important aspect of plurality, the reason why all our definitions are
distinctions, why we are unable to say what anything is without
distinguishing it from something else. (1958, pp. 175-176)

Negotiations

of

various

forms

of

alterity—such

as

self/self,

self/other,

self/environment, self/world (which overlap with the familiar/strange)—take a
primarily role in my discussion regarding the narrative effects of transnationalism
and the uncanny in literature.

The Transnational-Uncanny
The convergent transnational-uncanny6 is a narrative territory that exhibits multiple
and layered border-crossing landscapes/mindscapes to facilitate negotiations of
alterity in novels, particularly those with the theme of death. This definition

6

This concept will be demonstrated in the analyses (Chapter Three and Four).
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developed from discovering the underlying similarities of the separate concepts. The
main qualities7 of transnationalism include:
a. border-crossings from a to b, from self and other
b. transitional shuttling between disparate worlds (i.e., across nations or
cultures), thus intrinsically negotiating alterity
And the qualities of the uncanny include:
a. being beyond what is apprehended as normal, thus situated in the realm of the
other
b. modulating between two separate spheres (i.e., between the real and the
imaginary, the familiar and the strange) or being in-between a and b, self and
other, thus being-in-the-border
The juxtaposition of these terms demonstrates their mutual quality of bordercrossings8 (between nations, between states of mind/psyches/sensibilities/realms of
apprehension). As terms that involve crossing boundaries, they are also inherently
transitional (they shuttle between disparate worlds or are positioned on-the-border).
Moreover, this transitional flux across disparate spaces inherently intertwines the
main concepts of this thesis: alterity, death, transnationalism, and the uncanny.

Methodology
Using Jahan Ramazani’s “transnational poetics” and Nicholas Royle’s treatment of
“the uncanny,” I analyze two contemporary transnational novels: Gail Jones’s Sixty
Lights and Merlinda Bobis’s Fish-Hair Woman. To narrow the investigation, my
textual analysis is limited to the construction of, and intersection between,
7

I elaborate upon these qualities in the theoretical framework of Chapter Two.
Although both of my key concepts display transitional and border-crossing qualities, providing a
thorough examination of border theories is not within the scope of this thesis. I mention bordercrossings and transitions due to the boundary-hopping nature of my key concepts (transnationalism,
the uncanny), as elucidated by theorists Jahan Ramazani, Michael D. Jackson, and Nicholas Royle.
8
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transnationalism and the uncanny in these narratives. To further limit the scope of
my study, I focus upon transnational-uncanny narrative junctures that portray death.
In anthropologist Michael D. Jackson’s The Palm at the End of the Mind:
relatedness, religiosity, and the real, he writes of moments in life where we face “the
limits of our knowledge, yet are sometimes thrown open to new ways of
understanding our being-in-the-world, new ways of connecting with others” (2009, p.
xii). To convey his inquiry into these unknown regions of the world, Jackson offers
the metaphor of the penumbral “(from the Latin paene, almost + umbra, shadow)
with its connotations of a phenomenologically indeterminate zone ‘between regions
of complete shadow and complete illumination,’ ‘an area in which something exists
to a lesser or uncertain degree’ and ‘an outlying or peripheral region’” (2009, p. xii).9
This border-crossing, sable territory of the penumbral—a place where unlikely
connections are forged—can be adopted as an image that permeates this thesis. My
main concerns (transnationalism, the uncanny, alterity, and death) share this notion
of the penumbral, delving into that which is shadowy, uncertain, and outlying.
To locate this penumbral region, this place where all of my concepts
converge into what I call the narrative territory of the “transnational-uncanny,” I
primarily employ the theorists Michael D. Jackson, Jahan Ramazani, and Nicholas
Royle. I also refer to the works of Gloria Anzaldúa, Tvetzan Todorov, Rosemary
Jackson, George Steiner, and Hannah Arendt to underpin my analyses of the chosen
novels.

9

As referenced by Jackson, the definitions are from the “penumbra” entry in The American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Language, 4th ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2000).
The Transnational-Uncanny
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Relationship of Key Novels to Transnationalism and the Uncanny
Jacob was aghast. The woman he loved, the strange woman, spoke in stagy
speeches and entertained supernatural visions. She spoke like someone who
[. . . ] knew beforehand of her own death.
—Gail Jones10
The gravedigger looked up one last time. The hills are now hiding in the
dark, and the dark is looming with a familiar-foreign face. "How did he die?"
—Merlinda Bobis11
He never tells her why it happens night after night and she has stopped
asking. It is their one secret. How could he admit he dreams of her death?
—Tara Goedjen12

Consider an uncanny secret brought to light through transnationalism: I read and
explore contemporary novels written by writers I have met on and off the page.
Writers who live in close proximity: in Wollongong and Sydney, New South Wales.
However, their characters—Estrella/Stella and Lucy, Bolodoy and Molly Minchin—
do not. Their characters seek shelter all over the world, in “other” places that I have
trekked: India, Europe, England, and America. Some of the penumbral themes found
in their stories—death, drowning, mysterious tragedy, strange dreams—are
uncannily similar. My thesis hopes to benefit from this strange-familiarity made

10

From Sixty Lights, p. 218.
From Fish-Hair Woman, p. 292.
12
From the manuscript of Bone In Her Teeth, as-yet-unpublished: the creative component of this PhD
submission. Please note, however, that this thesis is not exegetical in nature.
11
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possible through the uncanny coincidence of shared themes and through
transnationalism, this coming together in Australia. As I engage in textual analysis of
Bobis’s and Jones’s novels in Chapters Three and Four, I move between an observed
distance and a lived proximity. Brief gists (of the narratives) that touch upon the key
concepts are provided below.

Merlinda Bobis’s Fish-Hair Woman
Fish-Hair Woman is a novel that leaps across borders, memories, cultures, and
echoes of the dead. It moves between two narrative strands and voices: 1) the
Filipina Stella Alvarado telling the story of a Fish-Hair Woman who trawls the
corpses of the Total War from a river with her hair, and 2) the Australian Luke
McIntyre in search of his missing and estranged father who disappeared in that war.
Luke’s and Stella’s family histories grow into multiple strands of other people’s
stories implicated in the war—and weave between the real and the magical, and the
cultures of the Philippines and Australia, as well as evocations of the U.S., Japan,
and Spain, key players in the Philippines’ colonial history. This novel, too, is
permeated with ghosts, hauntings, and dreams, and its penultimate, uncanny event is
a double-death.13

Gail Jones’s Sixty Lights
Sixty Lights delves into the life of Victorian photographer and pseudo-philosopher
Lucy Strange, and opens with a double-death when Lucy is orphaned in Australia as
13

As I will mention again during my analysis, Fish-Hair Woman has been previously examined
through the lens of magical realism (Herrero 2003). My analysis, however, is limited to elements of
the uncanny (and its relationship to transnationalism) that appear in the novel.
The Transnational-Uncanny
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a child. Death remains a consistent theme throughout the course of the novel, which
also explores the uncanny notion of preserving the bygone through the mode of
photography. While the text is overtly transnational14—following boat passages from
country to country as Lucy moves to England and then to Bombay—the mode of the
uncanny appears subtly, in the form of hauntings and death and strange mythologies
in Lucy’s singular world. Lucy, an Australian, is an “other” when she arrives in
England, and more so in India, where she begins to look at the world and its cultural
particularities in even more extraordinary ways. At the end of Sixty Lights, Jones
takes her readers on an uncanny, final journey—Lucy’s passage into death.

Outline of Chapters
In order to address the concepts previously outlined, this thesis covers the following
chapters:
§

Chapter One: Introduction

§

Chapter Two: Theoretical Framework (From the “Transnational” and “The
Uncanny” to Their Convergence)
o Michael D. Jackson’s narrative as border-crossing journey
o Transnationalism
o Jahan Ramazani’s transnational poetics
o The mode of the uncanny: Nicholas Royle supported by Tzvetan
Todorov and Rosemary Jackson

14

Sixty Lights has been previously examined through the lens of postcolonialism (Khorana 2007), but
the scope of my thesis is limited to the investigation of transnationalism (and the uncanny) present in
the novel.
The Transnational-Uncanny
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o The convergence of the transnational-uncanny and its qualities
o Negotiations of alterity in relation to the transnational-uncanny
o The relationship of death to the transnational-uncanny
o How I will use the above when analyzing transnational-uncanny
territories in the novels of Jones and Bobis
§

Chapter Three: Textual analysis of Merlinda Bobis’s Fish-Hair Woman

§

Chapter Four: Textual analysis of Gail Jones’s Sixty Lights

§

Chapter Five: Conclusion

This introduction leads us to Chapter Two, where I explicitly contextualize the
conceptual terrains of transnationalism and the uncanny, and discuss their roles in
literature (primarily through the lens of Ramazani’s transnational poetics and
transnational elegiac writing; Royle’s writing on the uncanny and notions of death;
and Jackson’s investigations of alterity and storytelling). The theoretical framework
concludes with a discussion of each concept in relation to death and alterity. In
Chapter Three, I examine Bobis’s novel, Fish-Hair Woman, through the lens of
transnationalism, the uncanny, and the transnational-uncanny, so that this
convergent territory becomes evident through the text. I also focus on arbitrations of
alterity and the absolute otherness15 of death in the analysis. Chapter Four undergoes
the same methodological process with Gail Jones’s novel, Sixty Lights, and is
followed by Chapter Five, the conclusion of this thesis.

15

This term is explained in Chapter Two.
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CHAPTER TWO
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK:
FROM THE “TRANSNATIONAL” AND “THE UNCANNY”
TO THEIR CONVERGENCE
One time or another, everybody’s got to drive through
the darkness at the edge of town.
—Bruce Springsteen16

Narrative as Journey into the Unknown
In The Politics of Storytelling: Violence, Transgression, and Intersubjectivity,
Michael Jackson writes of stories that travel to the limits, of narratives that cross
cultural and psychic borders and bring together normally separate spheres of being.
Jackson writes,
To say that storytelling moves us, transports us, carries us away, or helps us
escape the oppressiveness of our real lives, is to recognise that stories change
our experience of the way things are. But stories are not only like journeys
because of the effects they have upon us; stories are so commonly and
conspicuously about journeys—between such disparate realms as town/bush,
heaven/earth, the land of the living/the land of the dead—that one may see in
journeying one of the preconditions of the possibility of narrative itself.
(2002, p. 30)
Likewise, the effects of particular (and peculiar) journeys are aspects of Jahan
Ramazani’s A Transnational Poetics and Nicholas Royle’s The Uncanny. At first
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From the opening of Bruce Springsteen’s performance of “Darkness at the Edge of Town,” recorded
at Capitol Theater, Passaic, NJ (1978).
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glance the territories of transnationalism and the uncanny may seem incongruous, but
Jackson has implied one of the qualities they share: their journeying into “disparate
realms” through story, through language. While my introduction to this thesis
established brief definitions of both terms—transnationalism and the uncanny—this
chapter provides a thorough discussion for these concepts that “journey.”
The compulsion to journey, the innate sense of traveling and border-hopping,
is not only connoted by transnationality and the uncanny, but also evidenced by their
prefixes. A prefix, placed in front of a word as “a bound inflectional or derivational
element,” is added “to form a fresh stem or a word.”17 The stem of transnational is
trans—associated with the meanings “‘across,’ ‘beyond,’ ‘through,’ ‘changing
thoroughly,’ ‘transverse,’ in combination with elements of any origin.” The trans in
transnational sends the concept out into the world, journeying across and beyond the
nation. And the stem of uncanny is un, a prefix meaning “not,” which “gives
negative or opposite force.” Thus the un forces the uncanny out and away from its
source, from that which is “canny”—that which conveys a sense of knowing, of
comfort, of homeliness. Both prefixes are positioned in front of the concepts to lead
them into fresh territories, to boundary-hop.
When Jackson writes that stories are about journeys (2002, p. 30), we are
reminded of both the psycho-geographic journeys of transnationality (town/bush or
country/another country), and the unhomely journeys of “the uncanny” (the land of
the living/the land of the dead).18 Both terms share the quality of border-crossing into
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All definitions mentioned in this section have been sourced from dictionary.reference.com
(accessed May 2012).
18
Jackson’s observation is congruous with how scholar Gloria Anzaldúa describes notions of
borderlands, how crossing borders creates “a change in the way we perceive reality, the way we see
ourselves” when confronting geographical, psychological, and spiritual borderlands (1987, p. 102).
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the unknown. Confronting notions of “otherness” in unmapped territories can
challenge perspectives, tug loose common stereotypes, and unsettle dogmatic beliefs.
In short, it can transform consciousness. As scholar Gloria Anzaldúa explains, a
border-crossing consciousness, or what she calls a “mestiza consciousness”
necessitates a “shift out of habitual formations: from convergent thinking, analytical
reasoning that tends to use rationality to move toward a single goal (a Western
mode), to divergent thinking, characterized by movement away from set patterns and
goals toward a more whole perspective, one that includes rather than excludes”
(1987, p. 101). In expansive territories, when the transient self crosses borders to
meet the other, the potential for deeper understanding may arise. But first, one must
be willing to recognize and acknowledge otherness, and then one must make the
journey of crossing over to the “other side.”
How these types of boundary-hopping, transnational-uncanny journeys alter
perceptions of otherness is the investigation of this thesis. But what is at stake when
we speak of these narratives having the potential to alter “the way things are”? And
when we speak of a journey, where must we start? At home, with the self.19 Stories
that journey from the “home” and into what Jackson calls “disparate realms” bring us
to a brief discussion of another key concept—alterity.

19

I am not implying that we are always “at home” with the self—this query is left to the domains of
psychoanalysis or theology. Instead, I suggest that “home” (in the sense of a primary dwelling or
location in space) could be thought of as a starting place for any form of physical travel, and that the
self could be thought of as a likely departure point for any type of imaginative travel.
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Alterity: Self and “Other”ness
For outness is but the feeling of otherness (alterity)
rendered intuitive, or alterity visually represented.
—Coleridge20

Transnational peregrinations in tales. Traversing space and time through story. A
leaving home, a going out in the world. This movement of the self into the “beyond”
(trans), or into what Samuel Taylor Coleridge calls “outness,” implies an inevitable
meeting with the other. This meeting can be represented visually by self/other, the
slash reminiscent of Jackson’s fusions.21 Or perhaps this encounter results in a
competitive self vs. other, like in a sporting event. Or self + other, a willing
coalescence. Perhaps even self <> other, indicating a temporary, shared space (or
gap?); or self >< other, a crossroads, a multidirectional exchange between two
discrete entities. Like elements of an equation, the operators, or symbols placed in
between the two “constants”22 are representations of the specific operation, or
exchange, taking place in the relationship. Because of what is placed “in-between,”
our “constants” (self, other) lose their constancy. An alteration takes place. Verbal
sleuthwork reveals the various potential outcomes of said alteration—from to alter, a
verb derived from the Latin, alter, meaning “different, other, another; to change.”23
Here our verb, alter, expresses an action, in this case “to change, transform, make
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From “Selection from Mr. Coleridge’s Literary Correspondence No.1,” p. 249.
As when Jackson writes, “…stories are so commonly and conspicuously about journeys—between
such disparate realms as town/bush, heaven/earth, the land of the living/the land of the dead—that one
may see in journeying one of the preconditions of the possibility of narrative itself” (2002, p. 30).
22
I am intentionally using mathematical terminology to further the metaphor.
23
Referenced from “English Word Information” found online at http://wordinfo.info/unit/90/ip:6
(accessed May 2012).
21
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different, modify.” From alter we have the adjective alterable, “able to be changed.”
And the compound noun, alter ego, meaning “another aspect of one’s self, a second
self; an intimate friend; a very close and trusted friend” perhaps culled from the Latin
phrase—alter ipse amicus, “a friend is another self.” But the Latin alter also appears
in the word alterity,24 “the state or quality of being other; a being otherwise.”25
Initially this seems an illogical relationship: what does the “quality of being other”
have to do with “change” and “friendship”? Coleridge’s observation expresses this
paradox: “outness is but the feeling of otherness rendered intuitive, or alterity
visually represented” (1821, p. 249). Feelings and intuition are commonly perceived
as aspects of the inner self. What does the “intuition” have to do with the “other”?
These seemingly contradictory concepts and expressions—“close friend” and
“otherness,” or “intuitive” (inner contemplation) and “outness”—are linked by
language. They are linked at the root—alter.
I reiterate Arendt’s argument: otherness, the shared quality of alteritas, is
“possessed by everything that is” and is inextricably linked to our inherent nature
(our “Being”) and our speech—the ability to “say what anything is” by
distinguishing objects that are “other” to us (1958, pp. 175-176). She elaborates the
import of “alteritas,” or otherness, when she writes that it is “the presence of others
who see and hear what we hear” that “assures us of the reality of the world and

24

The concept of alterity was established by philosopher Emmanuel Levinas in a series of essays
written between 1967 and 1989, collected into the text, Alterity and Transcendence, where he
proposes that, in etymological terms, transcendence is “a movement of crossing over (trans), but also
of ascent (scando)” and that it is “alive in relation to the other” (1999, p. ix). This concept of
otherness is a defining feature of his work—“My relationship with the Other as neighbor,” he writes,
“gives meaning to my relations with all others” (1999, p. 159).
25
From dictionary.reference.com (accessed May 2012).
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ourselves” (1958, p. 50).26 Arendt’s notion of otherness as a characteristic of Being
that seeps into our speech can also be taken a step further. In Real Presences, George
Steiner posits that “unboundedness in language entails a preceding, generative
infinitude in human thought and imaginary representation” (1989, p. 55). Our speech,
and the import of otherness, is not limited to mere “confirmation” of what Arendt
calls the “reality” of the world. Instead, Steiner reminds us that “to speak, either to
oneself or to another, is in the most naked, rigorous sense of that unfathomable
banality, to invent, to re-invent being and the world” (1989, p. 55). Here he suggests
that speech has the potential to alter “the world,” to transform our self, to change our
sense of Beingness. Michael Jackson echoes this claim when he remarks that “Being
is a potentiality that waxes and wanes, is augmented or diminished, depending on
how one acts and speaks in relation to others” (2002, p. 13). In other words, our
Being is altered depending upon how we behave (“act” and “speak”) in relation to
others. We speak because of our meeting with the other, we “act” or gesture when
encountering the other (1989, p. 138). These types of exchanges have the potential to
influence and alter our Being.
Jackson reminds us that storytelling is “one of the most vital of these crossing
points” and “confound[s] or call[s] into question our ordinarily taken for granted
notions of identity and difference, and so push[es] back and pluralise[s] our horizons
of knowledge” (2002, p. 25). When we call into question these “notions of identity
and difference”—or self and other—we have the potential to experience a change
within, to be altered from without. This concept is elegantly expressed by Steiner,
when he writes, “The act of the poet [ . . . ] enters the precincts, spatial and temporal,

26

Also cited by Jackson in The Politics of Storytelling, p. 41.
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mental and physical, of our being, it brings with it a radical calling towards change”
(1989, p. 147). I argue that these narrative “entrances” and “crossing points” that
offer the potential for radical change are intensified by stories that journey outwards27
into the territories of transnationalism and the uncanny.

Transnationalism
Do you know what Life is to me? A monster of energy . . .
that does not expend itself but only transforms itself . . .
[A] play of forces and waves of forces, at the same time one and many;
a sea of forces flowing and rushing together, eternally changing.
—Friedrich Nietzsche28
“Mélange,” hotchpotch, a bit of this and a bit of that is how
newness enters the world.
—Salman Rushdie29
I am concerned with transnationality—or the condition of cultural
interconnectedness and mobility across space.
—Aihwa Ong30
I am afraid you can’t put that globe together until you have all the pieces.
—Ms Frizzle31

27

By “journey outwards” I am referring to imaginative travel that moves beyond psychological
interiority and/or psychological realism.
28
From The Will to Power, entry 1067.
29
From The Satanic Verses, p. 391.
30
From Flexible Citizenship: The Cultural Logics of Transnationality, p. 4.
31
From The Magic School Bus (1994) television series; all quotations from this series are provided
online by IMDB at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0108847/quotes (accessed June 2012). As a side note,
I have referred to this series because of my fascination with it as a child. The Magic School Bus
stories were unforgettable, not only because of the frizzy red hair of the leading character, the
schoolteacher Ms. Frizzle, but also because of her class’s impossible adventures. Every story began
with the premise that ‘the Friz’ could whisk her class on extraordinary fieldtrips around the world and
beyond. These were journeys through space and time, across countries and cultures, and into
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In 2009, literary critic Jahan Ramazani altered notions of transnational territory in
literature by publishing A Transnational Poetics. In his text, Ramazani re-examines
poetry influenced by cross-cultural exchange and dialogue, thereby tracing the ebbs
and flows of a “transnational” poetic imagination. This thesis applies Ramazani’s
observations of transnational poetry to the analysis of transnational novels,
particularly those displaying “transnational elegiac” writing.32 My study is a
contribution to Ramazani’s call for a global framework for approaching literature, or
an “aesthetically attuned transnational literary criticism” (2009, p. xi). But how
might we pin down the term “transnational” in order to further explore its
“aesthetically attuned” relationship to literary analysis? When we try to think in an
orderly way about the territory of transnationalism, we find it resists being contained
within distinct boundaries. It is useful to briefly explore the history of the term’s
evolution and appearance in neighboring disciplines to determine how those aspects
contribute to transnational literature.
According to Merriam-Webster, the first known use of the word
“transnationalism” appeared in 1921, but the term proliferated in circulation in the
early 1990s, during a period of increasingly faster technology and transportation
when perceptions of global boundaries were ever-changing due to narrowing
distances of space and time. Therefore, a predominant aspect of “transnationalism”
describes the myriad cross-cultural networks and social relationships established in
this era of global transfiguration—what Anthony Giddens labels as modernity’s

endearingly eerie landscapes. Oddly enough, all of these concepts meet in my exegesis: the notion of
story as journey, transnationality and the realm of the uncanny, and encounters with what the other.
32
I explain this term in detail later in this chapter.
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“stretch.”33 In other words, technological progression enabled “relations between
local and distant social forms and events [to become] correspondingly stretched” as
“modes of connection between different social contexts or regions become
networked across the earth’s surfaces as a whole” (1990, p. 64). Ideas of “stretch”
and “connection” are central to the concept of transnationalism.
Of utmost importance to this thesis is this “stretch” of enmeshed patterns and
flows across national territories that have surfaced around the globe. In their book,
Global/ Local: Cultural Production and the Transnational Imaginary, editors Wilson
and Dissanayake refer to this network of multilocalities as “cross-border linkages and
synergies at the global/local interface [ . . . ] a space of disorientation” (1996, p. 6).
Because of this space of disorientation and rhizomatic routes tracing cross-cultural
influences around the world, a transnational aesthetics not limited to the confines of
one particular nation-state has come into being. Our former adherence to nationalized
literary identities is loosened by what Wilson calls a “fast imploding heteroglossic
interface of the global with the local: what we would here diversely theorize as the
global/local nexus” (1996, p. 3). This nexus triggers mutable identities34 and
relationships, brought together in what Stuart Hall calls an “imaginary coherence”
(cited in Vertovec 2009, p. 6) or what Lionnet and Shu-mei Shih refer to as “one
shared transnational moment and space” (2005, pp. 5-7). Interestingly, the concept of
transnationalism does not necessarily hinge upon physical travel. As Robin Cohen

33

Giddens proffers this term in The Consequences of Modernity.
This idea echoes Wilson’s and Dissanayake’s claim that “deterritorialized spaces and individuals
can be actualized in between the dominant arrangements of social space ‘as a local-global correlation
of becoming other’ disorganized around the counterlogic of the both/and” (1996, p. 8). This
deterritorialized sense of identity, or an identity that is constantly shifting, or “becoming other”
through a “counterlogic of the both/and” epitomizes the potential alteration of the self when exposed
to the poetics of transnational literature.
34
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points out, “transnational bonds no longer have to be cemented by migration or by
exclusive territorial claims. In the age of cyberspace, a diaspora can, to some degree,
be held together or re-created through the mind, through cultural artifacts and
through a shared imagination” (cited in Vertovec 2009, p. 6). A transnational,
“shared” imagination can be delivered through stories, through literature.
Transnational stories offer the potential to reinforce, develop and engage with the
shaping and reshaping of this transnational “shared imagination”35 between self and
other.

A Transnational Poetics
When living poets face the hard political boundaries of nation-states
at airports and checkpoints, it may not count for much that they practice
traveling poetries, that they are citizens of imaginative webs
formed by cross-national reading and rewriting.
—Jahan Ramazani36

Writing that reflects a shared, transnational imagination and multidirectional global
flows is the subject of Ramazani’s A Transnational Poetics. He investigates what
Azade Seyhan calls literature “precariously positioned at the interstices of different

35

Another way of looking at the role that transnationalism plays in the creation of literary (and nonliterary) narratives is revealed by Rebecca Golbert’s study of young Ukrainian Jews. Golbert observed
that Ukrainians exposed to constant traffic of those immigrating or returning home become
“embedded in a transnational frontier of intersecting ideas, relationships, histories and identities; at the
same time, transnational practices are localized through intimate and shared experiences” (2001, p.
725). She names this effect a “double consciousness” fortified by transnational links and the sharing
of stories. In a commentary on Golbert’s study, Vertovec notes that even Ukrainians who have never
journeyed outside of the country are still influenced by global narratives and acquire a “habitus reoriented to more than one locality [ . . . ] drawn from diverse cultural configurations” (2009, p. 69). As
instanced here, the sharing of stories becomes invaluable to the formation of multinational identities
established through global networks not limited to physical mobility.
36
From A Transnational Poetics, p. 43.
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spaces, histories, and languages” that enters “novel forms of inter/transcultural
dialogue” (2001, p. 4). Although Ramazani developed his transnational poetics by
analyzing transnational/transcultural poems, my thesis builds on his findings by
examining two contemporary novels that also display a transnational poetics in their
local-global approach to writing and reading the world.
Transnational writing37—whether prose, nonfiction, poetry, or script—is a
reflection of the developing interstitial, cross-cultural heterogeneity and citizenship
across the globe. For example, in “Phobic Spaces and Liminal Panics: Independent
Transnational Film Genre,” Hamid Naficy writes that transnational films “further
destabilize the traditional gendered binarism of space since in transnationality the
boundaries between self and other, female and male, inside and outside, homeland
and hostland are blurred and must continually be negotiated” (1996, p. 128). This
sort of boundary-blurring occurs in other forms of transnational writing. Narrative
hybridization due to “destabilized” boundaries, transnational/transitional flows, 38 and
imaginative and physical journeys39 across national borders is the paramount aspect
of a transnational poetics in contemporary literature.40 Ramazani posits that a

37

As Ramazani writes, “there are no perfect terms: contextual use of ‘transnational,’ ‘international,’
‘global,’ ‘planetary,’ ‘cosmopolitan,’ ‘cross-cultural,’ ‘world,’ and related terms with various shades
of meaning are meant to bring out different aspects of the extranational poetics I seek to explore. The
similarly imperfect vocabulary I use for cross-cultural processes includes ‘hybridization,’
‘creolization,’ ‘interculturation,’ ‘indigenization,’ and so forth” (2009, p. 181).
38
It is significant to note that this model of cross-cultural transference and affiliations is not
considered “unidirectional” (Boyd 1989, p. 614). Revathi Krishnaswamy supports this view when he
writes, “movement between cultural/geographical areas always involves selection, interpretation,
translation, mutation, and adaptation—processes designated by terms such as indigenization and
vernacularization—with the receiving culture bringing its own cultural resources to bear, in dialectical
fashion, upon cultural imports” (2008, p. 11).
39
This transnational journeying can be thought of as imaginative “travel” on the part of characters,
readers, writers, and even the material circulation of texts around the world.
40
Ramazani suggests that these dialogic, transnational conversations and integrative, border-crossing
routes that appear in contemporary literature are overflowing existing models of analysis in the arts.
He writes, “As we move away from the mononational paradigm, as identitarian ways of structuring
knowledge come under increasing scrutiny, as postcolonial and global studies make deeper inroads,
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transnational poetics recognized by literary theorists can assist us in “understand[ing]
a world in which cultural boundaries are permeable” (2009, p. 49). The notion of
transnational writing allowing permeability between converging worlds is the
cornerstone of this thesis, which examines writing that “travels.”41 As Ramazani
explains,
Whereas travel writing, the Odyssean tale, or, for that matter, the travel poem
(as opposed to the traveling poem) involve “the territorial passage from one
zone to another”42—that is, a macro-level transition, a mimetically plotted
border-crossing from home to foreign land—the travel in what I am calling
traveling poetry often occurs at the micro-level. (2009, p. 53)
Here he suggests that his notion of “traveling poetry” can function at both the macrolevel (mobility in content; a “travel poem”) and micro-level (line-level mobility; a
“traveling poem”). In other words, his primary concern is poetry that exhibits
territorial and spatiotemporal shifts both diegetically and extradiegetically.43 While
Ramazani’s text only examines poetry that shuttles back and forth through geocultural spaces, novels can be analyzed in the same way.
Although the scope of this thesis does not permit a thorough application of
Ramazani’s transnational poetics, it is important to note that many of the stylistic
elements and poetic devices he employs are also relevant to prose. These devices

English studies and other humanistic disciplines will be better able to project and delineate models of
cross-national imaginative citizenship that are mobile, ambivalent, and multifaceted [ . . . ] A concept
of poetic citizenship allows for poems formed by both unwilled imaginative inheritances and elective
identifications across national borders” (2009, p. 48). Transnational literature, seen in this light,
welcomes “elective identifications” across nations in a transnational imaginary that outstrips “singlestate or single-identity affiliations” (2009, p. 31).
41
Ramazani prefaces his idea of “traveling” poems in A Transnational Poetics by referencing James
Clifford’s theory of “traveling cultures” or “the ways people leave home and return, enacting
differently centered worlds” (cited in Ramazani 2009, pp. 51–52).
42
Ramazani cites Brian Musgrove in Travel Writing and Empire: Postcolonial Theory in Transit, p.
31.
43
I use this terminology to begin to transfer this idea to prose.
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include “rapid, multidirectional [ . . . ] geographic displacements” (2009, p. 51)
through allusion; circumlocution and hyperbole reflecting “estrangement from a
cultural practice” (2009, p. 66); “swift territorial shifts by line, trope, sound, or
stanza that result in flickering movement and juxtaposition” (2009, p. 53); “figurative
substitutions” through intercontinental metaphor44 (2009, p. 57); orthographic
manipulations that signify “geocultural migrations of names and legends” (2009, p.
59); “sonic patterning” evoking disparate places (2009, p. 55); the stanza45 (or any
other structural unit or sectional division such as a paragraph) as a “mapping tool that
helps efficiently establish location and translocation” (2009, p. 54). Ramazani’s
examination of these literary devices and transnational themes has invigorated
studies of contemporary literature,46 as a transnational poetics is pertinent to a world
experiencing the newness of local/global networks made possible by cross-cultural,
transnational territories.47 Alongside transnationalism, another space this thesis
examines is the realm of the uncanny in literature; how these two distinct territories
overlap is discussed later in this chapter.

44

Here Ramazani observes that “metaphor derives from the Greek ‘transfer’ or ‘carry across’” (2009,
p. 57).
45
Ramazani identifies “the logic of stanza as geographic room, [where] the white space in between
functions like a doorway between cultural worlds” (2009, p. 54).
46
In regard to transnational studies of poetry (which can be extended to prose), Ramazani appeals for
“dialogic alternatives to monologic models that represent the artifact as synecdoche for a local or
national culture imperiled by global standardization, a monolithic orientalist epistemology closed to
alterities within and without, or a self-contained civilization unit in perpetual conflict with the other”
(2009, p. 12).
47
Or what Ramazani terms the “intergeographic” spaces and “compound identities” of transnational
literature (2009, p. 60). As Edward Said indicates, “we are mixed in with one another in ways that
most national systems of education have not dreamed of. To match knowledge in the arts and sciences
with these integrative realities is, I believe, the intellectual and cultural challenge of the moment”
(1993, p. 331).
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The Uncanny
We are all haunted houses.
—H.D.48
Are you looking for the monster, too, Ms. Frizzle?
Well, if you don’t look, you don’t see, and what you don’t see
can be very hard to find!49
This is one weird house.50

Nicholas Royle’s 2003 critical analysis, The Uncanny, shows us that the territory of
the uncanny (das Unheimliche in German; L'inquiétante étrangeté in French) is
slippery terrain. As Royle and other scholars reveal, the uncanny evades strict
definition; thus it is helpful to trace its evolution and historical emergence in order to
understand how it is connoted in literature.
In the introduction to his book, Royle writes that his study is “haunted” by
countless other texts including the works of philosophers Karl Marx, Friedrich
Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger and Jacques Derrida. However, the “real” ghost
looming over the realm of the uncanny is Sigmund Freud’s 1919 essay, “The
Uncanny.” Like nearly all critics,51 Royle acknowledges that Freud was first to
recognize that the distinctive nature of the concept belongs in its strange
familiarity.52 What remains most “strange” about Freud’s contribution is his poetic—

48

From Tribute to Freud, by H. D. With Unpublished Letters by Freud to the Author, p. 146.
From The Magic School Bus (1994) television series, quoted from IMBD at
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0108847/quotes (accessed June 2012).
50
See previous footnote.
51
As Martin Jay writes, “By common consent, the theoretical inspiration for the current fascination
with the concept is Freud’s 1919 essay” (1995, p. 157).
52
See p. vii of Royle’s The Uncanny.
49
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rather than scientific—approach to the term. Thus, some scholars approach the essay
for its narrative qualities rather than its theoretical discourse.53 As Helene Cixous’s
influential reading points out:
As a commentary on uncertainty [ . . . ] this long text of Freud employs a
peculiarly disquieting method to track down the concept das Unheimliche, the
Disquieting Strangeness, the Uncanny. Nothing turns out less reassuring for
the reader than this niggling, cautious, yet wily and interminable pursuit (of
“something”—be it a domain, an emotional movement, a concept, impossible
to determine yet variable in its form, intensity, quality, and content). Nor does
anything prove to be more fleeting than this search whose movement
constitutes the labyrinth which instigates it; the sense of strangeness imposes
its secret necessity everywhere. (1976, p. 525)
Cixous indicates the uncanny’s “disquieting” paradox: its refusal to be delineated
mirrors the “uncertainty” it is meant to evoke. Both “strangeness” and hidden
“secrets” are inextricable connotations of the term, which evades a univocal
definition. Robert Young writes, “Of all Freud’s writings, ‘The Uncanny’ is
generally recognized as the text in which he most thoroughly finds himself caught up
in the very processes he seeks to comprehend” (1984, p. 93).54 It seems the uncanny
unsettles any tight grasp of logical discourse or rational inquiry. Julia Kristeva
remarks, “with Freud indeed, foreignness, an uncanny one, creeps into the tranquility
of reason itself” (1991, p. 170).55 The uncanny disrupts a “tranquility of reason”
because of its inherent strangeness that permeates any attempt to definitively
categorize the concept. Royle observes that the term has one of modernity’s most
53

For further reading, see Anneleen Masschelein’s “The concept as ghost: Conceptualization of the
uncanny in late-twentieth century theory” in A Journal for the Interdisciplinary Study of Literature
35.1, 2002.
54
Young goes on to describe Freud’s essay as a “mystery tale.”
55
Also cited on p. 7 of Royle’s The Uncanny.
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daring philosophers seeking refuge in a dictionary (2003, p. 9). Yet embarking upon
a “lexicological pilgrimage” (2003, p. 9) helps extract the uncanny’s persistent
qualities, which can then be applied to understanding its presence in literature.

Etymology and Definition of “Uncanny”
At bottom, the ordinary is not ordinary; it is extra-ordinary, uncanny.
—Martin Heidegger56
Criticism cannot be content to think a thought. It must work its way back,
through this thought, from image to the sensations.
—Georges Poulet57

The word “uncanny” is defined in The Macquarie Dictionary as:
Uncanny
adjective 1. such as to arouse superstitious uneasiness; unnaturally strange.
2. preternaturally good
And Merriam-Webster provides:
Uncanny
a: seeming to have a supernatural character or origin: eerie, mysterious
b: being beyond what is normal or expected: suggesting superhuman or
supernatural powers <an uncanny sense of direction>
As instanced here, Macquarie demonstrates that “uncanny” is defined as being not
only “beyond” normality, but also “unnaturally strange,” triggering “uneasiness.”
Merriam-Webster indicates that the uncanny is not necessarily “supernatural” in

56
57

From p. 54 of “The Origin of the Work of Art” in Poetry, Language, Thought.
From the preface of Litterature et Sensation (1954); also cited in Todorov’s The Fantastic, p. 50.
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source, but is suggestive of something beyond the natural world, or what is available
to normal perception (Royle 2003, p. 10).
Royle also notes that all of these definitions are predicated on the root word
“canny”—for comprehension both words must be interrogated. Relevant aspects of
the current usage of “canny” (drawn from the Oxford English Dictionary) are
provided below.58
1. Careful or cautious in motion or action; hence, quiet, gentle, “soft” of
speech; free from commotion, disturbance, or noise.59
2. Quiet, easy, snug, comfortable, pleasant, cosy.
3. Agreeable to the eyes or perception, tidy, seemly, comely.
From these connotations of the word “canny,” consider how “uncanny” has arrived at
its principal meanings:
1. Arousing sense of “unease” (versus “quiet” and “free from disturbance”);
and
2. “Unnaturally strange” (as opposed to “comely” and “comfortable”) being
beyond what is normal.
Oddly enough, all of the above dictionaries also list the archaic sense of “canny” as
“having supernatural or occult powers.” This means that both “uncanny” and
“canny,” seemingly hold conflicting meanings and nuanced translations. Royle
observes witnessing a “strange-familiarity” (that which is “uncanny” doubling back
on the archaic definition of “canny”) while looking at how the term has progressed
into its current usage, when he writes:
Of course the German unheimlich is not simply synonymous with the English
word “uncanny.” At the same time, what is uncanny or unheimlich is
58
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As also notated on p. 10 of Royle’s The Uncanny.
This is actually listed as “sense 7” in Oxford English Dictionary.
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crucially a matter of the strange vicissitudes of translation, including
transitional effects within what may appear to be a single word: “unheimlich”
or “uncanny.” (2003, p. 11)
Thus, the uncanny elides simple categorization due to its association with nonEnglish words (das Unheimlich) and the “transitional” effects of its prefix. While the
above etymological derivations of the words “uncanny” and “canny” provide some
clues as to how the term operates in literature, it also helpful to briefly list other
words and concepts connected with that which is “uncanny.” In Chambers Thesaurus
we have:
Uncanny:

astonishing,

astounding,

bizarre,

creepy,

eerie,

eldritch,

exceptional, extraordinary, fantastic, incredible, inspired, miraculous,
mysterious, preternatural, prodigious, queer, remarkable, scary, singular,
spooky, strange, supernatural, unaccountable, unco,60 unearthly, unerring,
unheard-of, unnatural, unusual, weird.
As can be expected, these associated terms seem to reinforce the notions that both
“strangeness” and “unease” are created by that which is uncanny (or “eerie,” or
“mysterious,” or “unheard-of”). However, my purpose in sharing this list of uncanny
synonyms is to draw attention to the proximity of the word “fantastic.” The
connection between “the uncanny” and the “fantastic,” and their function in current
literary criticism, is covered by the next section.

60

An unusual-looking adjective meaning “strange; extraordinary; uncanny.”
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Neighboring Literary Modes: The Fantastic and The Uncanny
It is less a question of . . . trying to master the “unheimliche” or the uncanny
so that it becomes simply the familiar, than it is of the opposite movement.
—Derrida61

In order to identify the role that the uncanny plays in literature, it is helpful to briefly
detour into a discussion about its relationship to its literary neighbor—the realm of
the fantastic. As instanced in Tvetzan Todorov’s seminal text, The Fantastic: A
Structural Approach to a Literary Genre, the literary genre of the fantastic is situated
between “the uncanny” and “the marvelous,” two “genres which it overlaps” (1975,
p. 44). Todorov lists adjacent “sub-genres” (the uncanny; the fantastic-uncanny; the
fantastic-marvelous; and the marvelous), all which share a suspension of hesitation
due to the occurrence of an inexplicable event (1975, p. 25). He differentiates
between genres when he writes,
The person who experiences the event must opt for one of two possible
solutions: either he is the victim of an illusion of the senses, of a product of
the imagination—and the laws of the world then remain what they are; or else
the event has indeed taken place, it is an integral part of reality—but then this
reality is controlled by laws unknown to us [ . . . ] The fantastic occupies the
duration of this uncertainty. Once we choose one answer or the other, we
leave the fantastic for a neighboring genre, the uncanny or the marvelous [
. . . ] the fantastic is therefore to be defined in relation to those of the real and
the imaginary. (1975, p. 25)
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From The Ear of the Other: Otobiography, Transference, Translation: Texts and Discussions with
Jacques Derrida, p. 156.
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Todorov distinguishes the genre of the marvelous as having a reality with
“unknown” laws; the genre of the uncanny as a product of “illusion” in a reality of
“known” laws; and the genre of the fantastic as occupying the “duration of this
uncertainty.” However, Freud attributes the same liminal quality to the uncanny
when he writes that its effect occurs “when the distinction between reality and
imagination is effaced” (cited in Royle, p. 135). And Freud’s predecessor on the
topic of the uncanny, Ernst Jentsch,62 links “the emergence of sensations of
uncertainty” to “the shading of the uncanny.”63 Thus, Todorov’s description of what
he deems “the fantastic” overlaps on more than one account with qualities attributed
to the uncanny, including both the feeling of uncertainty and the blurring between the
real and the imaginary. As Royle observes,
The uncanny is no more uncanny when “explained rationally” than it is when
explained supernaturally. The liminal, uncertain, but persistently uncanny
sense we are concerned with here is indeed tacitly inscribed in the
strangeness of Todorov’s [ . . . ] characterization of the uncanny as a
“neighboring genre” (at once apart from and linked to, familiar yet
unfamiliar, a genre of the para-, the border and bordering). (2003, p. 34)
Like the fantastic, the uncanny is situated in a liminal space—the crossroads between
two separate spheres (i.e., the real and the imaginary, the mimetic and marvelous, the
familiar and the strange). Undoubtedly the fantastic and the uncanny are “linked to”
each other, both as borders and bordering concepts. Even Todorov acknowledges the
uncanny as also being associated with “an experience of limits” (1975, p. 48). He
describes the uncanny as creating a reaction similar to the type of reaction produced
62

Jentsch wrote “On the Psychology of the Uncanny” in 1906, before Freud published his essay on
the uncanny.
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From “On the Psychology of the Uncanny,” pp. 7-16.
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by the genre of the fantastic, when narrative events occur that “may be readily
accounted for by the laws of reason, but which are, in one way or another, incredible,
extraordinary, shocking, singular, disturbing […]” (1975, p. 46). Again Todorov
foregrounds the overlapping of the uncanny and the fantastic, as both unearth
sentiments such as unease, hesitation, or even fear.
While Todorov initially claims that both the fantastic and the uncanny should
be defined as literary genres, he later contradicts himself when he writes that the
uncanny is not a clearly defined genre. His “hesitation” in definitively naming the
uncanny as a genre has been remarked upon by several scholars, including Rosemary
Jackson in Fantasy: The Literature of Subversion, when she observes:
For to see the fantastic as a literary form, it needs to be made distinct in
literary terms, and the uncanny, or l’etrange, is not one of these—it is not a
literary category, whereas the marvelous is. It is perhaps more helpful to
define the fantastic as a literary mode rather than a genre [ . . . ] (1981, p. 32)
Like Todorov, Jackson recognizes the close proximity between the fantastic and the
uncanny, but unlike Todorov, she classifies the fantastic not as a genre, but as a
mode. Her statement suggests that “the uncanny” is also better suited as a literary
mode—or what is defined as a “broad but identifiable literary method, mood, or
manner that is not tied exclusively to a particular form or genre.”64 When elements of
the uncanny appear in literature and are attributed to the production of a particular
narrative reaction, it is easy to see how this quality complements its classification as
mode (tied to method, mood, manner), rather than genre. This categorization is also
established by Harold Bloom when he writes of the uncanny as being a “strangeness,
64

From “The Writer’s Web” found online at http://virtualworldsedu.info/wweb/terms.html (accessed
May 2012).
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a mode of originality that either cannot be assimilated, or that so assimilates us that
we cease to see it as strange” (1995, p. 3).65 Viewing the uncanny as an inclusive
mode allows us to examine its manifestation and psychological effect across multiple
genres (such as magical realism, mystery, and horror), and across a constellation of
themes and motifs (such as doubles, déjà vu, dreams, and death). As Samuel Weber
writes in “The Sideshow, or: Remarks on a Canny Moment,” the uncanny “is a
certain indecidability which affects and infects representations, motifs, themes, and
situations” (1973, p. 1132). The uncanny as mode infuses and “affects” different
literary genres, including thematic elements shared by the territory of the fantastic
(and the transnational). Finally, the shared qualities between my two key concepts—
the uncanny and transnationalism—are discussed next, in relation to novels
displaying elegiac themes.

“Crossing Over”66: Shared Qualities of The Transnational-Uncanny
Stonehenge, in virtue of the simplicity of its plan, and its good preservation,
is as if new and recent; and, a thousand years hence, men will thank this age
for the accurate history it will yet eliminate. We walked in and out, and took
again and again a fresh look at the uncanny stones. The old sphinx put our
petty differences of nationality out of sight. To these conscious stones we
two pilgrims were alike known and near.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson67
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Also cited in Royle’s The Uncanny, p. 15.
I use this phrase in conjunction with my key terms as I like how it connotes both the film, Crossing
Over (2009), about immigrants of different nationalities in Los Angeles, and the unrelated TV show,
Crossing Over With John Edward (1999-2004), about a psychic medium’s communications with the
dead.
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Ralph Waldo Emerson recalling a visit to Stonehenge with Thomas Carlyle in July 1848, cited
Royle’s The Uncanny, p. 9.
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This brief recollection by Ralph Waldo Emerson of his 1848 visit to Stonehenge with
the British writer Thomas Carlyle shows the connection between transnationalism
and the uncanny. Gathered among a penumbral circle of stones are the main concepts
of my thesis, including the notion of otherness—alterity. Emerson describes the
stones as “both new and recent” yet also “ancient,” existing in a timeless state that
eliminates “history” and merges temporal states of being in a strange-familiar way.
The stones, though typically perceived as inanimate, exude a presence—they appear
to be “conscious” observers of two foreign “pilgrims.” The structure causes the
travelers to repeatedly take a “fresh look” and, in their shared observation, they
become “alike known and near.”
In a time when the friendship and written correspondence between the
American Emerson and the British Carlyle had dwindled,68 the uncanny experience
brings them together and temporarily sheds national differences.69 Emerson’s transAtlantic experience is intensified by the uncanniness of the stones—they become the
subject of his writing, a portal into meditating upon his time “crossing over” into
another country. Various layers of otherness manifest in this anecdote: Emerson is
“other” to Carlyle and both are “other” in the midst of Stonehenge—their “alike”
reaction to the strange alterity knits solidarity between them in a transnationaluncanny moment. It is in border-crossing moments like these that the transnational-
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The two writers established a firm friendship early in their careers, but in later years their
relationship began to suffer over a few disagreements, including the issue of slavery. The abolitionist
Emerson held divergent views from Carlyle, who publicly condoned slavery in his book, Latter-Day
Pamphlets (1850).
69
Interestingly, in this recollection of Stonehenge, Emerson references “the old sphinx” in a possible
allusion to his poem, “The Sphinx,” which expresses themes of the uncanny: Who’ll tell me my secret/
The ages have kept? and Out of sleeping a waking,/ Out of waking a sleep;/ Life death overtaking;/
Deep underneath deep? (From Poems (1846)).
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uncanny can be evinced. But the transnational-uncanny, as a philosophical and
physical territory, is a layered territory. It proves to be even more layered and
“unfixable” than its components, and by its very nature resists borders and rigid
definition, which is why it is best demonstrated through the text itself. However,
when this ambivalent space is revealed, it appears to enhance the shared qualities of
transnationalism and the uncanny—especially in narrative renditions of death—as
discussed in the following sections.

The Transnational-Uncanny: Homely and Unhomely Economics
Pero yo ya no soy yo, ni mi casa es ya mi casa.
But now I am no longer I, nor is my house any longer my house.
― Federico García Lorca70

The confluence of the transnational-uncanny is facilitated by this key feature: both
concepts of the uncanny and transnationalism operate under the premise that there
must be an attachment—however diaphanous—to that which is “familiar” in order to
become aware of the “unfamiliar.” In other words, a sense of “the home” must be
established in order to experience any sort of effect when encountering its opposite.
As I mentioned earlier, Ramazani’s transnational poetics accounts for the experience
of leaving home and returning, of belonging to everywhere and nowhere at once, and
how this transitional space is translated to the page. Movement, a shift in
perspective, implies that there must be a place from which to launch outward.
Nicholas Royle also applies this condition to the uncanny when he writes that there
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From “Romance sonámbulo” in Romancero Gitano, 1928.
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has to be “a grounding in the rational in order to experience its trembling and breakup. There has to be a sense of home and homeliness within and beyond which to
think the unhomely” (2003, p. 25). Royle names this sentiment an “economics of the
home,” from the Greek word “economy” meaning “law” (nomos) of the “house”
(oikos) (2003, p. 25). In both transnationalism and the uncanny, there must first be a
lodging in familiarity in order to enter the unfamiliar. In other words, there must be a
principle axis from which to understand what Rosemary Jackson calls “paraxis”71 or
that which juxtaposes the dominant conceptual “axis” and provides an alternative
way of thinking about and experiencing the world (1981, p. 19).
This contrast between the “economics of home” and unhomeliness, between
axis and paraxis, between familiarity and unfamiliarity, is what allows for a potential
transformation, a potential shift in worldview, when experiencing both uncanniness
and transnationality. These two states of being inherently infuse stories with a
“spatial syntax”72 or code of passageways across boundaries. As Michael Jackson
writes,
Metaphors of journeying and of storying simply convert this habitual sense of
moving to and fro in the world into spatial and temporal terms. But the
intelligibility of any story or journey will depend on this unconscious bodily
rhythm of going out from some place of certainty or familiarity into a space
of contingency and strangeness, then returning to take stock. A sense of
existential peril always attaches to such migrations. (2002, pp. 32-33)
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I will further explain her definition of “paraxis” later in this chapter.
In The Politics of Storytelling, Jackson notes Michel de Certeau’s idea that “stories possess a
‘spatial syntax,’ partly because they encode the correct itineraries and protocols governing movement
within a social environment, partly because they provide ‘delinquent’ and tactical clues as to how
boundaries may be infringed, gulfs crossed, and movement varied” (2002, pp. 32-33).
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A spatial syntax, an economics of travel between axis and paraxis, is encoded in
stories that journey out from the “home” to transnational spaces and into the
strangeness of the uncanny. These encounters away from “home” and into the
(un)homeliness of strangeness lead to, in the words of George Steiner, “a gravity
breaking into the small house of our cautionary being” so that “the house is no longer
habitable in quite the same way as it was before” (1989, p. 147). Notions of
un/familiarity, of the “home” and the “self”, constantly shift as borders are crossed
and re-crossed in transnational-uncanny spaces. The way that our migrant
“cautionary being” (the self) is touched by a “sense of existential peril” in light of
these two terms is the next main shared quality between transnationalism and the
uncanny.

The Transnational-Uncanny: From Within (Self) to Without (Other)
The transnational-uncanny inevitably involves an encounter with the “other”
because, by our established definitions, both transnationalism and the uncanny imply
movement into terra incognita. When these conceptual territories converge in a
narrative, they magnify the story’s potential to provoke change from within (to alter)
due to a lived relationship with the other. In Real Presences, George Steiner reminds
us that “in a wholly fundamental, pragmatic sense, the poem, the statue, the sonata,
are not so much read, viewed or heard as they are lived. The encounter with the
aesthetic is [ . . . ] the most ‘ingressive’ transformative summons available to human
experiencing” (1989, p. 147). This lived, “human experiencing” during a rendezvous
with the other is what gives narratives such power to initiate internal change. As
Jackson notes,
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Etymologically, the Indo-European root of the word “experience” is per (to
attempt, to venture), hence the Latin experientia, denoting experimentation,
trial, proving, and test. But experience is also cognate with the Old English
faer (danger, peril, fear), hence faring forth, ferrying, and, by implication, any
peregrination in which the self is risked. (2002, p. 31)73
The “self is risked” anytime either an uncanny incident or a transnational experience
occurs, since both imply a convergence of separate spheres of being through a
relationship with the other. A transnational or uncanny egression into “otherness”
can involve meeting with a “foreigner,” or that which is “foreign,” a doppelganger,
an unknown landscape, another countryside, a schizophrenic state of mind. The
convergent transnational-uncanny is doubly premised on encounters with otherness,
with the unknown—a notion that constantly shifts and reformulates in these bordercrossing ventures. The next section discusses the layers of otherness that
transnationalism, the uncanny, and their convergence, inherently broach.

Approaching “The Other Night”: Death, Alterity, and The
Transnational-Uncanny
In the night, everything has disappeared. This is the first night... But when
everything has disappeared in the night, “the everything has disappeared”
appears. This is the other night.
—Maurice Blanchot74
Nowhere is the transnational-uncanny more evident than in death. Transnationalism
implies expanded perspectives, horizons, and vistas. The uncanny implies an
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Jackson has noted that this passage has been carried forward from Victor Turner’s On the Edge of
the Bush: Anthropology as Experience (1985).
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unearthing of that which has previously been hidden, a perception of invisibility.75 As
Paul de Man says, “to make the invisible visible is uncanny.”76 The “vantage points”
of transnationalism and the uncanny innately bring separate worlds together (the
familiar and the strange), and are, as William James puts it, “fringed forever by a
more” that overflows them (1976, p. 35).77 This “more” is one way of considering
alterity, or otherness. Transnationality and the uncanny allow glimpses of this
“more” which is also “other.” The most inaccessible, unknowable region of otherness
that the transnational and the uncanny encroach upon, as referenced by both
Ramazani and Royle, is the penumbral region of death (and all its variations: dying,
comas, burials, the return of the dead, the grief of the living, ghosts). Regarding the
otherness of death and literature, George Steiner writes,
Where it engages, uncompromisingly, the issues of our condition, poetics
seeks to elucidate the incommunicado of our meetings with death [ . . . ]
However inspired, no poem, no painting, no musical piece—though music
comes closest—can make us at home with death [ . . . ] the artist, the poet, the
thinker as shaper, seek out the encounter with otherness where such otherness
is, in its blank essence, most inhuman. (1989, p. 141)
Indeed, death is the most “inhuman” and unknowable layer of otherness that
temporarily draws together the living. As Ramazani points out, mourning “overruns
the boundaries of a single language, culture, or nation. It is the irreducibility of death
to the nation that often transnationalizes or even denationalizes the elegy” (2009, p.
90). Because people the world over can only imagine death, it is “unlocalizable,
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See Todorov’s The Fantastic: “The sentiment of the uncanny originates, then, in certain themes
linked to more or less ancient taboos” (1975, p. 48).
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Also cited in Royle’s The Uncanny, p. 108.
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irreducible to an empirical reality that can be mapped and known” (2009, p. 92), and
it uncannily eludes boundaries. But how might death intensify the convergence of the
uncanny and transnationalism? By examining the relationship of death to both
transnationalism and the uncanny, its impact on the conceptual territory of the
transnational-uncanny becomes apparent.

Death as Uncanny: The “Return of the Dead”
In The Uncanny, Royle describes the term as “a matter of something gruesome or
terrible, above all death and corpses, cannibalism, live burial, the return of the dead”
(2003, p. 2). Royle goes on to suggest that uncanny events may indicate a “secret
encounter” or a fleeting apprehension of “something that should have remained
secret and hidden but has come to light” (2003, p. 2). Encountering death and corpses
is always a partially hidden affair. As a visual analogy, the realm of the uncanny
displays what I call “vertical” border-crossings through the unveiling of hidden (or
“buried”) secrets—particularly those involving death.
Another way of thinking of the uncanny’s relationship with Death is to
consider Rosemary Jackson’s notion of “paraxis”78 which she describes as:
an inextricable link to the main body of the “real” which it shades and
threatens [ . . . ] The paraxial area could be taken to represent the spectral
region of the fantastic, whose imaginary world is neither entirely “real”
(object), nor entirely “unreal,” (image), but is located somewhere
indeterminately between the two. (1981, p. 19)
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Likewise, uncanny death in literature can never be pinned down as “entirely ‘real’”
or entirely “‘unreal.’” Paraxial territories therefore “propose latent ‘other’ meanings
or realities behind the possible or the known” (1981, p. 23). Paraxis implies layers.
Uncanny death and the “return of the dead” can be thought of as layered, paraxial
territories indicative of border-crossing ventures. Death, as a “permanent fixture” in
the realm of the uncanny, acts like Royle’s description of the term: it “unsettles time
and space, order and sense” (2003, p. 2). Death can “return” to haunt the living,
anywhere in the world, without reason.

Death as Transnational: Elegiac Transnationalism

Ramazani remarks that Death “eludes containment”; it is “unlocalizable” (2009, p.
92). He writes of death in relation to the literary genre of “elegiac
transnationalism”—transnational commemorations of the dead (2009, p. 92). Elegiac
transnationalism offers a framework for investigating the consequences of death on a
transnational scale.
Ramazani names three intrinsic factors of elegiac transnationalism:
1. Translocal geography (2009, p. 88);
2. Formal apparatus (stanza, rhythm, trope, allusion, et cetera) (2009, p. 90);
3. Refusal to nationalize death (2009, p. 90).
While he has earmarked these features for the formal poetic elegy, they are also
applicable to other forms, including novels.79 Regardless of form, I argue that elegiac
transnationalism allows for border-crossings and linkages between nations and
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peoples in mourning. The potential for collective grief to build transnational
relationships is described by Ramazani when he writes:
[ . . . ] Constructing transnational cultural spaces of mourning, spilling grief
across boundaries of race, ethnicity, and nation, [transnational elegies] build
structures of feeling that represent alternatives to modern nationalist efforts to
bind mourning within an imagined community of compatriots. (2009, p. 85)
Elegiac transnationalism’s overflowing of geographic—or “horizontal” borders—can
be witnessed both intrinsically (through the line-level of the text, or an “apparatus”
that leaps borders) and extrinsically (in the elegy’s macro-level content reflecting
transnational communities). Foregrounding the universal aspects of death and
mourning, or what Ramazani terms the elegy’s “ever-mutating affective universe
across boundaries of place and culture” (2009, p. 72), allows for the possibilities of
border-crossing kinship with the other when grieving. Because both the uncanny and
transnationalism are linked with death, the confluence of the transnational-uncanny is
intensified by negotiations of self and other in the midst of death.

Death as “Absolute Other”: Death and Alterity
Death is the absolute other of being, an unimaginable other,
beyond the reach of communication […]
—Zygmunt Bauman80
If much of poetry, music and the arts aims to “enchant” – and we must never
strip that word of its aura of magical summons – much also, and of the most
compelling, aims to make strangeness in certain respects stranger. It would
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instruct us of the inviolate enigma of the otherness in things and inanimate
presences. Serious painting, music, literature, or sculpture makes palpable to
us, as do no other means of communication, the unassuaged, unhoused
instability and estrangement of our condition.
—George Steiner81
In Real Presences, Steiner writes of the intellect’s inability to completely understand
the state of death. He argues that this inability is a driving force behind much human
inquiry:
Where it engages, uncompromisingly, the issues of our condition, poetics
seeks to elucidate the incommunicado of our meetings with death [ . . . ] the
artist, the poet, the thinker as shaper, seek out the encounter with otherness
where such otherness is, in its blank essence, most inhuman. (1989, p. 141)
Death—the opposite of life—is a most inhuman otherness. All attempts to converse
with death and live to tell the story are thwarted;82 it remains incommunicado and
blank, like the euphemism “beyond the veil,” or what I later refer to as the “void.”83
Death remains outside the realm of definitive human comprehension, regardless of
one’s (trans)nationality, ethnicity, cultural background, or perspective. Among these
layers of otherness in the world, Death is firmly situated as the “Absolute Other”84—
the antithesis to life. For example, consider Maurice Blanchot’s description of death
as the “other night.” He writes, “When we oppose night and day . . . it is still to the
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From Real Presences, p. 139.
When I describe death as unknowable, naturally I do not mean that one cannot see someone die, or
cannot see a dead body. Instead, I mean that the experience of dying ultimately remains enigmatic to
the living, as it is impossible to describe the complete experience of death (unless one has “lived”
through it). I am aware that there are documented instances of people who have been pronounced dead
(or suffered “clinical death”) but who were then resuscitated; under these circumstances, a claim could
be made that death is indeed “communicado” in rare cases.
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night of day that we allude, to the night that is day’s night, but the “other night” is
“always other” and is neither “comprehensible” nor “ascertainable.”85
This “absolute otherness” of death is elaborated upon by Steiner when he
states: “It is the facticity of death, a facticity wholly resistant to reason, to metaphor,
to revelatory representation, which makes us ‘guest workers,’ frontaliers, in the
boardinghouses of life” (1989, p. 140). Steiner foregrounds the perspective that we,
the living, are all “frontaliers” positioned at the edge of death’s dark precipice. When
Steiner refers to the “boardinghouses of life,” he accentuates the transitory state of
life. Life “borders” death. Death’s “facticity” reinforces our shared position the
world over: we are all guests temporarily hosted by life. Mortality is the great
equalizer, since not one of us can evade border-crossing into death.86 Living—and
dying—are states of transition.87 The living are temporarily conjoined on the opposite
“side” of death88 until “death do us part.” Death is the ultimate otherness. Moreover,
in the midst of death, the other doesn’t seem so “other” from the self. I would argue
that witnessing death’s absolute otherness often facilitates cross-border connections
between self and other.
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Paraphrased from p. 115 of Royle’s The Uncanny; originally from Blanchot’s “The Outside, The
Night” in The Space of Literature, 1982.
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This is perhaps reminiscent of the Mexican artist José Guadalupe Posada’s philosophies as reflected
in his infamous zinc etching of La Calavera de la Catrina.
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The transitional nature of death is alluded to in common idioms that express the act of dying:
“passing away,” “fading away,” “riding the pale horse,” “going to the pearly gates,” “crossing over to
the other side.”
88
This gap between the living and the dead reminds me of a passage from On Creaturely Life, when
Eric L. Santner writes of “[…] fissures or caesuras in the space of meaning. These are sites where the
struggle for new meaning […] is at its most intense.” (from Creatures, p. xv)
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Death and The Transnational-Uncanny

As I have previously shown, occurrences of death and mourning 1) reverberate upon
the territories of the uncanny and of transnationalism, and 2) facilitate negotiations of
alterity. Furthermore, portrayals of death intensify the negotiations of alterity at work
in transnational-uncanny territories, which trigger shifts in perspective. The
conceptual territory of the transnational-uncanny, then, potently exhibits bordercrossing landscapes/mindscapes (or what I have referred to as “horizontal” and
vertical” leaps) in novels with elegiac themes.
To demonstrate the transnational-uncanny convergence and its relationship
with death in narratives, my literary analysis (of Bobis’s Fish-Hair Woman and
Jones’s Sixty Lights) contains a separate investigation of each novel’s transnational
and uncanny elements,89 and concludes with a discussion of the transnationaluncanny convergence in portrayals of death. This concluding section is the most
important aspect of the analysis, as it evidences the transnational-uncanny at work
upon arbitrations between self and other in the midst of death.
It should come as no surprise, then, that the two transnational texts that I
chose for analysis uncannily coincide in their “examining” of death, dying and grief
while traveling across borders. It becomes apparent that in instances of “bordercrossing” death, transnationalism and the uncanny converge in peculiar ways. In
transnational-uncanny spaces of death, there arises the potential for empathy and

89

I would like to reiterate that the scope of this thesis only covers the “transnational” and “uncanny”
aspects of exemplary novels, such as Merlinda Bobis’s Fish-Hair Woman and Gail Jones’s Sixty
Lights. My analysis of Fish-Hair Woman will not discuss the novel’s magical realist elements, as
magical realism is not the subject of my argument. Instead, as I’ve stated in Chapter Two, my focus is
limited to aspects of the uncanny that appear in the book, which crosses multiple genres and modes.
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kinship between self and other. The transnational-uncanny, and its effects, will be
demonstrated and discussed in the following literary analyses.90

90

I reiterate that the territory of the transnational-uncanny elides definition precisely because it is
about crossing borders into what is unfamiliar and unknown. However, this new territory will be
“shown” through my analyses.
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CHAPTER THREE
FISH-HAIR WOMAN AND THE TRANSNATIONAL-UNCANNY

[…] History hurts my hair, did you know that? Remembering is always a bleeding
out of memory, like pulling thread from a vein in the heart, a coagulation so fine,
miles of it stretching upwards to the scalp then sprouting there into the longest
strand of red hair. Some face-saving tale to explain my twelve metres of very thick
black hair with its streaks of red and hide my history. I am a Filipina, tiny and dark
as a coconut husk, but what red fires glint on my head! […]
Very black net
but blood soaked
our fisherwoman
hair to save-fish
all our beloved
from the river […]
My scalp ached. Piled on my head, the braids began to grow. A chain of
handspans, too much remembering. Enough, enough, I wanted to scream.
His jealous pout was luminescent. ‘The river is not fit for drinking, again –
lemon grass taste, bah! And the light from these flies, putang ina! They've scared all
the fishes away – all because you fucked him!’
Tony McIntyre, my lover who had come all the way from the base of the earth
to gather our grief into print, so he could purge his own. […] He quoted Rilke as he
watched me unbraid my hair. He kissed it, kissed me, his voice as if from a dream.
‘For beauty is nothing but the beginning of terror…’ And the strands snagged his
hands, his limbs, ay, how tightly, I felt him tremble so. (pp. 3-6)

Within the text of Fish-Hair Woman is a visual representation of the “transnationaluncanny”: a braid of hair. The braid is colored by transnationalism (black with
“streaks of red” that reveal the Fish-Hair Woman’s mixed ancestry) and stretches to
an uncanny length (“a chain of handspans” that continually grows). Tying the braid
together is the strand of death and mourning, since the Fish-Hair Woman trawls dead
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bodies from the river with her net of hair. Her ever-growing braid is long enough to
stretch the distance between self and other—it accommodates both the body of the
dead (Filipino Total War victims) and the living (the Australian Tony McIntyre).
This plaited net of hair becomes an apt image for the “transnational-uncanny,” a
border-crossing concept linked to death and mourning and to the facilitation of
kinship91 between self and other. In this chapter, which follows the theoretical
framework established in Chapter Two, I demonstrate how the “transnationaluncanny” operates in narratives and to what end, as evidenced by the text of FishHair Woman. But before examining the interwoven braid itself, I will comb through
each strand: transnationalism, the uncanny, and their tie with the absolute otherness
of Death.

Transnationalism in Fish-Hair Woman
Fish-Hair Woman begins with death weaving into local and global territories. The
novel is narrated by two main characters: 1) a Filipina woman, Estrella/Stella/FishHair Woman92 and 2) an Australian boy, Luke McIntyre. Due to instances of death
and mourning, both characters cross geographic and cultural borders (what I earlier
referred to as “horizontal” border-crossings). But Estrella and Luke are not the only
transnational characters in the novel. The complex narrative has a multi-character

91

Later in this chapter, I refer to the idea of kinship, particularly in relation to its synonyms, such as
connection, linkage, interrelation, bond, tie, union, sameness (list from Merriam-Webster). These
concepts complement the Filipino indigenous psychology of kapwa, a notable term also mentioned
later.
92
Estrella is the Fish-Hair Woman’s birth name. As an adult, Estrella shortens her name to “Stella.”
Interestingly, these different names indicate the transnationalism at work in the text. “Estrella” is a
Spanish name. “Stella” is an Americanization of her name (which she took on in Hawai’i). Yet the
villagers in Iraya call her the mythic “Fish-Hair Woman.” As she border-crosses, her name bordercrosses too.
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cast spanning countries, generations, and various points of view, as indicated by the
diagram93 below.

This simplified illustration points to the transnational relationships inherent in the
story. Estrella/the legendary Fish-Hair Woman falls in love with Australian Tony
McIntyre when he visits the Philippines during a time of war.94 A decade later,
young Luke McIntyre travels to Manila in search for his missing (and deceased)
father. These transnational stories are connected by death and mourning (the Fish-

93

This diagram is provided to serve as a reference during the analysis.
This conflict is called the “Total War” in the novel. The “Total War” refers to a military strategy
launched by Philippine President Corazon Aquino against the New People’s Army (NPA) in 1986. As
Arnel de Guzman and Tito Craige report, “President Aquino and her U.S. military advisers mapped
out a strategy dubbed Lambat Bitag (Operation Fishnet-Trap), a Filipino expression that suggests a
noose tightening around a victim’s neck” (1991, p. 40). The counterinsurgency strategy resulted in a
militarized Philippine countryside with “free-fire zones, bombing and strafing, the displacement of
civilians, the hamletting of villagers […]” (from “Women of the Philippine Revolution,” and cited by
Guzman and Craige on p. 41).
94
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Hair Woman trawls the river for dead bodies, and Luke’s father died in the river95)
and by love (the Fish-Hair Woman loved Luke’s father, and Luke falls in love with
her maid, Adora). However, as I mentioned before, the web of transnational
relationships and physical and emotive border-crossings expand beyond the
Philippines and Australia, Estrella and Luke.

Transnational Border-Crossings: Space, Time, Point of View
Although the novel shuttles between the two storytellers (Estrella/Fish-Hair Woman
and Luke), within their primary narratives are other stories—crossing space, time,
and point of view—that are likewise intertwined with death. Stories of death cross
borders in Fish-Hair Woman. This is shown from the opening page of the novel,
when an embedded, fictionalized newspaper clipping publicizes a murder
investigation. The article from the “Philippine Daily News” reveals that a human
rights lawyer is demanding a public inquiry into a series of river murders in the
village of Iraya during the 1970s and 1980s. The clipping is dated July 20, 1997, the
day Luke McIntyre boards a plane to Manila to meet his estranged father, Tony. On
the plane, Luke experiences a sense of drowning, which echoes the “river murders”
in the news clipping: “The howling starts again. It dives into the river and I can't
breathe. The water fills my mouth, my throat, my lungs” (p. 1). At the outset of the
narrative, Death is not localized to a single region, or to a particular body. In the
novel, Death, like the narrator's memory, crosses borders. Death braids self and other
together.

95

Later I will show how the river comes to represent the fluidity of Death and its transference from
character to character within the novel.
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The narrative continues to spill across transnational boundaries. The novel’s
“present-moment action”—Luke’s search through the Philippines in 1997—is
permeated by his memories of Australia and his father's prior departure, and by the
Fish-Hair Woman’s memories of the riverside village of Iraya during the Total War
of 1987. In this global backdrop local border-crossings are also at work, as when the
Fish-Hair Woman finds the body of a small boy:
Along the river, the crowd queried the little corpse, crossing and re-crossing
themselves. ‘Thank God, it’s not ours, but whose is it? We don’t know. It
must be from the next village. But it can't be one of the rebels, too tiny, too
young – ‘
‘It is not it!’ I screamed, and hid my face […] (p. 11)
“Thank God, it’s not ours” profess the villagers: to them, the tiny body is the body of
the other. Therefore they are not compelled to mourn. But the Fish-Hair Woman
becomes distraught over the death because every-body—whether Filipino or
Australian, from Manila or Iraya—settles into her hair and heart. Her heart
continually crosses borders, as when she wonders “why my memories weave in and
out of death and love and why I wept over the enemy as my hair grew […]” (p. 142).
Her weeping, her demonstration of mourning, brings self and other together. It is
even a consolation to her “enemy”—the dying Sergeant Ramon, who led the
militarization of her village:
I touched the lips of the dead soldier, but they were still and cold. I
looked around for the others but nothing was visible. The night jealously
guarded its facelessness.
‘The Fish-Hair Woman weeps for me …’ the voice sighed.
‘Ramon?’ I backed off, but a hand grabbed my ankle. […]
‘The heroine loves … the white man.’
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‘Where is he?’
‘Yet she weeps … for me.’ The chest heaved and was still, then it
heaved again, straining for the next breath. I drew closer and heard none but a
distant serenade, measure after measure of dying. (p. 142)
The dead reach through the water to grab at the living—white or black, friend or foe,
Philippine or Australian—in a final request for due acknowledgment. As witness to
death, the Fish-Hair Woman is unable to “back off.”
Death doesn’t “back off” either. In the novel, it unceasingly crosses
boundaries: physical, temporal, and historical. For example, the novel’s main setting
of the Philippines has a transnational history. Its violent history of Spanish
colonization (and Japanese and American occupations) are embedded in the psyches
of the characters. Filipina Estrella, “dark as a coconut husk” (p. 4), inherits a tie to
colonial Spain from her Spanish father—Doc Kiko—who is later revealed to be a
murderer (and who is eventually murdered himself). Doc Kiko’s character can be
interpreted as an embodiment of Spanish colonization and aristocracy: he is the
authoritative and wealthy invader who takes advantage of Estrella’s vulnerable
mother

and

leaves

her

pregnant

(a

pregnancy

which

kills

her).

Colonization/occupation of another nation forces transnational border-crossings.
Stories and memories of these border-crossings extend through time, as shown when
Estrella debates the origins of her brother Bolodoy's sweet potato harvest, his duma
crop:
Some things are never outdated. […] Bolodoy's farm could have been Tiya
Dami's sweet potato kingdom where she was found lying on a cushion of
green and purple vines, as if having a siesta [...] The old woman had been
executed by a retreating Japanese platoon, because she had lied about her
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only living son – then the war ended and a family of scavengers chanced
upon the incredible plantation, ay, all of two acres. Tales about the sweetest
potato spread around Iraya. Dami’s duma – or Bolodoy’s duma? (pp. 156 157)
Estrella’s and Bolodoy’s great-grandmother, Tiya Dami, grew sweet potatoes in the
hills during the Japanese invasion. Tiya Dami planted duma to survive, just as her
great-grandson Bolodoy planted duma fifty years later during the Total War.
Ironically, both Tiya Dami and Bolodoy are found murdered near their farms during
wartimes. Death “with the same face” crosses different times. History repeats itself.
The past also catches up with Luke during his travels. He is haunted by
memories of his dead mother Patty who “never surfaced from the water” (p. 26) from
the family pool in Australia. Patty’s suicide follows him across the world on his
search for his father Tony, who—as it turns out—also never surfaced from the river
in the Philippines. In the narrative, Patty’s death in the pool seems to evoke Iraya’s
river victims, and vice versa. Death is relentless; mourning spills across nations.
Grief transfers from self to other, and back to self. Note this instance, during the
wake for Estrella’s biological father:
[Pay Inyo] translates for the boy. ‘Our sadness very big … ’ […]
Luke feels as if Pay Inyo has summed up his life. There is a rush of
heat behind his eyes, his heart opens its little shutters. He imagines he is
admitted to this collective grieving, for the first time. (p. 276)
Here the gravedigger Pay Inyo translates the Bikol language into English so that
Luke, the other, can understand the funeral proceedings. They share a terrible grief,
but for different reasons (Luke mourns for his own dead parents, while Pay Inyo
mourns for Estrella/Stella and for all of Iraya’s dead). In this moment of mourning,
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of collective grieving, Luke’s heart opens to the other, and vice versa. Luke is
admitted—he moves from “outsider” to “insider” in an empathetic crossing over to
the other. In the presence of death and mourning, connections with the other forge a
proverbial “bridge.” In another example, Kumander Pilar, the revolutionary, falls in
love with the Australian journalist Tony while fighting in the Total War. For a brief
time they become inseparable lovers:
Both were near collapse, like ghosts that have not yet left their bodies. The
Kumander was limping from a bullet wound. Tony had bruises on his arms
and face. They kissed a lot, hands full of each other, holding onto the body a
little longer. (p. 260)
In the face of death, it is the body of the other that they caress. Mourning intertwines
self and other across physical and political borders. The “body” of the self (the
Filipina revolutionary) and the other (the Australian traveler/writer) are both affected
by Death. It has dissolved boundaries.
But death, either literal or figurative, can also create lines of division. There
is figurative death in the plot of Fish-Hair Woman when transient characters (like
Tony and Estrella) become “dead” to their native countries after choosing to live
abroad. Once they border-cross outside the confines of their homeland, they become
the other. As well, due to actual death(s), other characters, like Adora, are forced to
flee their homeland. When her baby brother dies in Iraya, Adora is re-located: “He
falls from her arms, she hears him drop. Then the good doctor comes to her rescue.
He takes her away to Hawai'i” (p. 245). Because of tragic death, Adora “loses” her
tongue (she ceases to speak), and she also loses her “native tongue” (she leaves her
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country). Adora—Doc Kiko’s charge and Luke’s future lover—carries her mourning
across transnational borders.

Transnational Border-Crossings: Global and Local Structures
Border-crossings and their transitional qualities permeate the text on both global and
local scales. The local level of the text’s structure (the line-level) reveals multiple
border-crossings and transitions that mirror the transnational nature of the
overarching story. Consider this excerpt, which shuttles between the voices of Luke
and his Aunt Therese as they discuss whether Luke’s missing father might be dying
in the Philippines:
On the phone she explained they had arrived much earlier, intermittently
from the Philippines, like the other letters, strange love letters from some
woman (of course), it was all quite confusing, these two sets of – of
connections with your father, considering … and we didn’t know how to tell
you at first, knowing how you feel … until this (yeah, the heart letter) … I
think he’s very ill, he could – he could be dying … (p. 18)
Within a single sentence, the passage leaps from a) Luke’s register as narrator to b)
Aunt Therese's voice to c) Luke’s asides. The sentence structure continually reflects
the permeability at work in the text. Micro/local structures reinforce the macro/global
structure.
The macro (or global) structural level of the text transitions between space,
time, point of view, and modes.96 When I refer to modes within this thesis, I mean

96

Later, I will also briefly address the book’s intertextuality (which I distinguish from its various
“invented” modes) in relation to the border-crossing structure of the narrative. However, a thorough
discussion of intertextuality is not within the scope of this thesis.
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different literary methods, manners, or forms in which the text is presented. These
fictionalized modes include embedded letters, newspaper clippings, songs, and
prayers. At its heart, Fish-Hair Woman is a local-global story of mourning embedded
in a “love letter” that crosses borders (from the U.S. to Australia to the Philippines).
The macro-level of the narrative has a border-crossing structure made possible by its
two transnational storytellers (Estrella and Luke):

So, during Luke's international flight to Manila, he begins to read a
“letter”/manuscript called Fish-Hair Woman that had been mailed to his Australian
home by its author, Estrella Capili. This (embedded) manuscript is Estrella’s love
letter to Tony, Luke’s father. However, because Tony has “passed away,” the
manuscript/letter “passes” to Luke. Luke reads Estrella’s story of mourning and later
responds to her letter by writing his own story.97 This global “call and response”
structure of the text narrows the gap between self and other, space and time.
Another macro-level structural element functioning in the text is the use of
chapters that alternately catapult the reader into these different modes (primarily
letters and newspaper articles), spaces (Philippines, Australia), times (1997, 1987),
and points of view (mainly Estrella and Luke). Stories of death and mournful love
trigger these transitions, as illustrated below:

97

Verification of Luke’s “response” to Estrella’s love letter/manuscript is found in the epilogue of the
novel. In a journal entry dated in “2011,” Luke addresses the reader for the first time: “Yesterday,
close to midnight I wrote the final sentence. I hope I’ve done justice in finishing her story with my
own. ‘Finish it, I know how mine ends,’ she said” (p. 301).
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The narrative’s global structure begins with Estrella’s love letter (because she is
pining for the dead Tony) and ends with Luke’s multi-perspective “response” to her
letter (Luke “answers” Estrella by imagining the stories of others.)98 This transitional
structure allows every significant memory-event to be examined through multiple,
transnational perspectives—belonging to Estrella/Stella, Luke, Mamay Dulce, Pilar,
Bolodoy, Matt Baker, Minyong, and a host of other characters. The multiple points
of view accentuate how every story is open to interpretation and permeation. So, just
as the child Estrella falls to her death and then comes-back-to-life, nothing in the
novel remains fixed. Each memory is resurrected anew—transferring from self to
other—through the point of view of another character. This border-crossing
arrangement demonstrates the transitional quality of memory: a single event, like
death, is never remembered or retold in a single way. Multiple deaths, loves, and
“other” stories are carried to and fro across transnational borders, in the hearts and
minds of characters in mourning. In these moments, transnational communities
commemorate together, even if the source or “heart” of their grief is not the same.

98

Although the narrative employs a metafictive literary device, the technique of metafiction is not the
focus of this thesis. My discussion of Fish-Hair Woman’s structure only serves to illustrate the
multiple border-crossings at work due to transnationalism.
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For instance, when Tony’s friend Matt Baker asks Professor Inez about the river
murders, she takes him to the river only after a “change of heart,” despite initially
insisting that Matt grieves solely for “the white man,” and not for the dead Filipinos
(including her murdered husband). During her own time of mourning, she extends
her hand to the other: “Then she will take [Matt] to the river, her heart quietly
comprehending the change” (p. 226).
Furthermore, as different versions of death and mourning begin to speak to
one another (across people and places, countries and eras, and chapters and
sentences) borders become increasingly porous. Consider Luke’s recurring “howl”
when he witnesses death. He first howled as a child in Australia when he found his
mother in the bathtub with her wrists slit, following her initial suicide attempt. When
Luke finds Doc Kiko’s corpse in Manila, he again begins howling. This traumatic
event border-crosses into other traumatic events, other territories, other stories:
By the time Adora finds Luke howling before the body, the jeep’s tyres have
already slowed down in her head, in another time.
On the third shot she’s still holding the baby in her arms. It wakes, it
cries, it stops. (p. 244)
Here Luke’s mourning evokes an earlier trauma in the Philippines. Adora hears Luke
howl and remembers the cries of her baby brother when he was killed in her arms
from a drive-by shooting—“it cries, it stops.” Mourning passes from the body of the
self to the body of the other through the senses (an auditory trigger, in this case). The
howling/crying imagery also connects with the plaintive dirge that Fish-Hair Woman
sings for the dead in Iraya: “very black net but blood soaked our fisherwoman hair to
save-fish all of our beloved” (p. 5). Later, the Fish-Hair Woman expresses how she
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laments: “Paghaya. Deep weeping. Pag-haaaa-ya. The wail is in the middle
syllable” (p. 137). The wail is the “bridge” that extends from self to other; it is the
“middle” ground. Mourning is expressed through the body (through howling,
weeping, and singing) and reverberates in the body of the other: in the ear, in the
hair, in the heart. Mourning passes from self to other through death’s myriad
transitions in the novel—“because it takes forever to get to the last note” (p. 138).
Earlier I mentioned how the narrative transitions into different “invented”
modes—such as fictionalized letters, manuscripts, newspaper articles, songs, and
interviews. Notably, the narrative also leaps into different texts. Through the literary
technique of transnational intertextuality, Bobis explores different ways of
translating grief across cultures. Cross-cultural, intertextual transitions serve to
enhance the transnational border-crossings at work. In the novel, global and local
communities connect over shared stories, shared sentiments, shared texts. For
example, the words of Rilke—for beauty is nothing but the beginning of terror—are
passed from Tony to Estrella. Biblical quotes evoking the Spanish colonization of the
Philippines are recited by Doc Kiko to Luke, as is a local Filipino serenade: “In my
life / Suffering is great” (p. 97). Pay Inyo plaintively sings the American song,
“Unchained Melody,” to Mamay Dulce: “I’ve hungered for your touch / A long,
lonely time.”99 Regional Iraya’s mournful dirges—Lambat na itom na itom (p.
200)—are contained within Estrella's “manuscript,” which is mailed from the U.S. to
Australia, and then carried to the Philippines. Through these intertextual bordercrossings, Estrella’s and Luke’s story of grief for the dead affects more than just the
Filipino community: it is translated across national boundaries to engage the Western

99

Single released by the Righteous Brothers in 1955. Music by Alex North and lyrics by Hy Zaret.
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world. “Hair, hair, catch me a story!” (p. 151). Tendrils of hair extend to the other
side. The self commemorates with the other as stories of death and mourning are cast
across borders.100
Lambat na itom no itom […]
Very black net
but blood soaked
our fisherwoman
hair to save-fish
all our beloved
from the river, from the river
Ay, that ditty hovered around our bid for sanity as more families
packed their meager possessions and eloped with their fear (p. 200).
As texts, stories, and elegiac mourning border-cross globally and locally in
the novel, so too does fear. Fear of the dead, and the return of the dead, are
sentiments attributed to the uncanny.101 So, before eloping to the interwoven
convergence of the “transnational-uncanny,” I will examine the way that the uncanny
operates in Fish-Hair Woman.

The Uncanny in Fish-Hair Woman
“Very black net, but blood-soaked.”102 To me, the “red glint” of the Fish-Hair
Woman’s hair signals both her transnational heritage and her attachment to uncanny
death. As with transnationalism, the thread of the uncanny in Fish-Hair Woman is
triggered by acts of death. The dead and the return of the dead surface through
100

Merlinda Bobis writes of storytelling and transnationalism: “I am a transnational story-maker. My
body, as is my sensibility, is inscribed by the experience of migration and inevitably I write
transnational texts that can be viable globally” (2010, p. 17).
101
As discussed and defined in Chapter Two.
102
From Fish-Hair Woman, p. 200.
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dreams, hallucinations, and other abnormal states of mind, all of which serve to
create a sense of the uncanny.103 Uncanny border-crossings (what I earlier referred to
as “vertical” border-crossings) occur through shifts in perception: from waking states
to dream states, “reality” to imagination, the known to the unknown.
In her book on the fantastic (and the uncanny) in literature, Rosemary
Jackson notes “that which isn’t seen, or which threatens to be un-seeable can only
have a subversive function in relation to an epistemological and metaphysical system
which makes ‘I see’ synonymous with I understand” (1981, p. 45). In Fish-Hair
Woman, reality is distorted when the narrator jeopardizes a reader’s or character’s
“sight” by 1) presenting multiple truths through alternate states of mind; 2)
summoning unforeseeable territories such as visions of the future or the return of the
dead; and 3) partially revealing hidden secrets. All of these conditions contribute to a
sense of the uncanny. Borders between “reality” and imagination, the seen and
unseen, “truth” and fiction, are continually effaced in uncanny ways. The sensation
of the uncanny is not rational, it is sensory: it creates unease, fear, anxiety, shivers
and shudders primarily through auditory and visual cues. It enters the body first, then
border-crosses to the mind. Like the Fish-Hair Woman’s ever-growing hair, the
uncanny rustles throughout the body of the text through the literary devices of dream
vision and metaphor.

103

I would like to reiterate that although Fish-Hair Woman is seen as a magical realist text, it is also
working with the uncanny. My textual analysis is limited to the lens of the uncanny, transnationalism,
and their convergence, which is of the greatest interest to me.
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Uncanny Border-Crossings: Dream Visions
Michael Jackson describes the function of dreams as “glimpses into other, parallel,
realities, ordinarily invisible and intangible – like things glimpsed in the penumbra of
a fire” (2002, p. 273). Rosemary Jackson echoes this point when she notes that
“‘abnormal’ psychological states conventionally categorized as hallucination, dream,
insanity” have the potential to “undermine ‘realistic’ ways of seeing” (1981, p. 49).
In the realm of sleep, the self border-crosses into other places and realities only
accessible while in the transitory state of dreaming.104 Within these “abnormal”
states, conventions of everyday reality are unhinged.
Dream visions of death act to unsettle the waking world in Fish-Hair Woman.
They are an entrance point into experiencing or perceiving events—such as Death—
that are otherwise impossible to experience in a normal psychological state. Consider
this example, when Luke encounters “death” in his sleep:
[Luke] pours the water on his head to wash off the shampoo. His head begins
to itch. He scratches it, but it itches even more. The itch is growing bigger,
the itch infects his fingers. He looks at them – there are maggots under his
nails! His hair is full of maggots! He must wash them off, so he dips for more
water, but it’s no longer clear. It has dimmed with maggots. He panics. (pp.
99-100)
In this dream, the border between life and death has collapsed. Luke’s body is
infested with maggots, as if he were a corpse—“his hair is full of maggots.” His
dream experience triggers apprehension and fear; he cannot escape the maggots or

104

The scope of this thesis is confined to the parameters established in my theoretical framework.
Therefore, my discussion of dreams is limited to the affective context of the uncanny, and does not
delve into the realm of psychoanalysis.
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the decay that they represent. Luke does not yet desire to see Death in its totality, yet
it is within view. What should have remained “hidden” has now come to light. In
another example, the Fish-Hair Woman’s sister Pilar dreams of dying. In her dream
she sees a “tightrope hair, a bridge held at the other side by nothing. […] At the other
end, a door appears. Someone, whose face she can’t see, pushes a coffin in with a
huge crown of flowers” (p. 52). The tightrope-hair snaps and Pilar falls, presumably
to her death. This dream is a portent: later in the novel, Pilar dies tragically. Notably,
before her death, the same uncanny dream returns to haunt her: “Far away owls call
to each other. Pilar feels a prickling on her back. A dream sneaks in from long ago:
the tightrope hair and someone pushing a coffin in. She shudders” (p. 150). Her
memory of the sinister dream occurs with the auditory detail of hooting owls—an
animal often associated with death, the supernatural, and the dreamworld. Pilar
shudders because she is not prepared to border-cross into the unknown region of
Death. Like Luke’s reaction to his dream of maggots, Pilar’s unease is triggered by
what Royle refers to as “strange sights, unveilings, revelations, by what should have
remained out of sight” (2003, p. 45). External reality (the hooting owls) mirrors
Pilar's internal dream. Borders become porous.
Sometimes the dreams in Fish-Hair Woman seem more “real” than everyday
reality, as suggested by this excerpt:
I believe in omens and so did Mamay Dulce. Dear reader, you must hear
about this day of omens and ask yourself what it is you believe in. Mamay
Dulce lost all her teeth in a dream [...] Now she checks her dentures with a
dry tongue. Still here, still complete. The dream was so clear, especially the
sound, even the rustle of her dress against the sill. [...] She opened her mouth,
but her front tooth broke. The crisp snap was so audible [...] The next tooth
broke as well [...] all her teeth collapsed and she woke up, sweating. The
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sixty-year-old-woman undoes her blouse to ease the tightness in her chest and
rubs the scapular there. (p. 161)
Here the narrator implicates the reader: do you believe in dreams? Mamay Dulce
knew that her dreams had potential to transfer messages. To her, a dream could be a
warning, a portent. This is why she rubs her scapular, because the dream has made
her anxious—“she woke up, sweating.” Later in the text Mamay professes her
intractable belief in dream visions when she says, “All my teeth broken, ay, ay, it’s
an omen, someone will die, I knew it, I dreamt it” (p. 168). And someone does die:
first Bolodoy, then Pilar, and then even Mamay Dulce herself. In the novel, dreams
border-cross into waking life. Originally portents, they later become reality. Mamay
Dulce expresses this notion when she says, “I shouldn’t have slept after she left, I
shouldn’t have dreamt … “ (p. 168). She does not want to glimpse Death anymore
than she must; she does not want to dream. This resistance is likewise echoed by the
soldier Minyong, when he is in the hospital after a near-fatal grenade explosion. Due
to his proximity to Death, Minyong receives “real” visitors (activists) and
“imaginary” visitors (the dead):
Minyong nearly died from the grenade explosion. For half a year he was in
hospital. He was approached by human rights activists to testify against the
doctor. Nightly in his dreams he was approached by the dead. Ah, so much
more to testify against, so much more to confess: women and children
snagged in the trap, and a drunken night around burning pregnant flesh. Long
ago but suddenly present in his dreams. (p. 232)
For Minyong, dream experiences are tantamount to “real-life” experiences. His
dream visitors are no less “real” than the human rights visitors he receives in the
hospital. There is no hierarchy of perception. Through Minyong’s dreams, the dead
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return and self and other meet. Distances of space and time are diminished: “long ago
but suddenly present.” The uncanny power of dreams appears again in this brief
excerpt, when a family in Iraya relocates after a death in the household: “Months
later this stench will drive Mayor Reyes and his family from the house. His wife will
have nightmares over it […]” (p. 280). In the novel, internal dream visions are a
force to be reckoned with, as they drive (or foresee) external conditions.
But dream visions are often obstructed visions. This concept is affirmed by
Rosemary Jackson, when she concludes that experiences during abnormal states of
mind lack the possibility of “definitive interpretation or vision: everything becomes
equivocal, blurred, ‘double’, out of focus” (1981, p. 49). Dream visions are attempts
to “articulate ‘the unnameable’” and “visualize the unseen” (1981, p. 41). In the
novel, they provide distorted versions/visions of “reality”—doubles of reality—that
don’t necessarily remain “in focus.” Through the uncanny device of dreams, Bobis
allows her characters and her readers to glimpse other, unknown vistas. Therefore,
the unknown (temporarily) becomes the known. To bridge the gap between the seen
and unseen, the tangible and intangible, the self and the other, uncanny metaphors
are also used in the narrative.

Uncanny Border-Crossings: Metaphor
Implicit Metaphor: Water as “Death”
In Fish-Hair Woman, the uncanny emerges through metaphor—a border-crossing
trope. In A Transnational Poetics, Ramazani describes how metaphor is a potent
transnational device on both the macro- and micro-level. On the micro-level (linelevel) of the text, metaphor demonstrates “swift territorial shifts by line, trope, sound,
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or stanza, that result in flickering movements and juxtapositions” (2009, p. 53). On
the macro-level of the text, metaphor becomes “intercontinental” when it consists of
a figurative substitution that is recognizable across borders (2009, p. 57). Bordercrossing is also evoked by Herbert Read’s definition of metaphor as “the swift
illumination of equivalence” where “two images or an idea and an image, stand equal
and opposite; clash together and respond significantly, surprising the reader with a
sudden light” (1963, p. 25). Merlinda Bobis extends Read’s definition when she
writes of “illumination” that is “inspired by transformation—metaphor is an image
transformed, an image enriched by another dimension […]” (Bobis 2004, p. 9).
Metaphor implies layers and leaps. It is a border-crossing, transitional trope that sets
self and other on an equal plane. Michael Jackson describes its ability of
Cross[ing] to and fro between one’s own standpoint and the standpoint of
another dialogically, availing oneself of common images or tropes to compare
one’s experiences with the experiences of the other. The result is a rough
overlapping that uses the inexactitude of metaphor (the things compared are
not exactly alike) to open up conversation, to break an impasse, to close the
distance between self and other. (2002, p. 259)
In Fish-Hair Woman, metaphor “breaks an impasse” when it links an unknown
concept (Death) to a known image (water).105 The tangible image of water connotes
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Other implicit metaphors are also connected with the motif of death, such as the Fish-Hair
Woman’s hair. Consider how her hair is described as “a bridge for our dead” (p. 138) and how it
becomes a bridge to death in this excerpt: “I wound my hair around his neck, tight, tighter, choking
his coming cry” (p. 45). In moments like these, the image of hair implies impending death. However,
since the image of hair in Fish-Hair Woman is also seen as a magical realist image, I have limited my
discussion of implicit metaphor to the text’s equation of death and the image of water. Interestingly,
the text also reveals a subtle equivalence of the image of hair and the image of water, in the way that
hair is often described as fluid and watery. For example: “I couldn’t see all of her hair but I swear I
heard it rustle the kogon […] and suddenly she was not running, Dios mio, she was floating, all of her
hair untangling from the orchard […]” (p. 295). Here the Fish-Hair Woman seems to float on a stream
of hair before she is murdered. Moreover, images of hair and water border-cross figuratively and
literally, since hair is a border-crossing appendage (the visible shaft of hair is dead biomaterial
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the intangible concept of Death in border-crossing moments of illumination that
close “the distance between self and other.” The impasse between the known and the
unknown is bridged through metaphor106 (in this case, water evokes death).
Bobis anchors her overarching implicit metaphor in her primary setting. By
making Iraya’s river a dumping ground for bodies, she immediately establishes the
relationship between water and death. In Iraya, it is the Fish-Hair Woman’s task to
retrieve the dead from the river. It becomes one of the novel’s central, recurring
images, and is described as such:
Each time a body was dumped into the water, the river always changed
flavour, no longer sweetened by the hills but tasting almost like brine, raw
and sharp with minerals. Like fresh blood, something that remained in the
tongue. (2012, p. 9)

The river carries the taste of death. It is imbued with the “fresh blood” of the newly
dead. Its description also alludes to a sensation of haunting: of “something that
remained.”107
Water's uncanny evocation of Death also border-crosses to Australia, where
Luke’s mother attempted suicide in the bathtub (and later succeeded in the pool):
“Once upon a time Patricia McIntyre never surfaced from the water, but now her

extending from the living scalp) and water is a border-crossing substance (it can change form into ice
or gas).
106
Metaphor crosses borders and creates new meanings. As Bobis writes in her essay, “Border
Lover”: “The border is dark, the signs are not familiar; worse, there might be no signs at all in this
alien territory. But I can invest the border with my own signs” (2003, p. 119).
107
In this excerpt, water evokes death. Interestingly, the reference to “the tongue” also evokes
language—communication between self and other. In Iraya, the locals name Death’s various forms.
By naming Death, they attempt to understand it, as shown here: “Nasino: death caused by the river
spirits which Carmen had probably hurt unknowingly in all that swimming before, or she didn't ask
permission from them, didn't say please-may-I-pass before she went into the water” (p. 51). The river
can be deadly—it is the home of the river spirits. Before border-crossing into the other’s territory,
permission is required. Respectful consideration of the other is necessary—please-may-I-pass.
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husband has” (p. 26). Even in Australia, water—in pools, tubs, pails, or rivers—
marks a place of death. Later in the narrative it is revealed that Luke’s father Tony is
also dead—executed in the river. And, when Doc Kiko is murdered in Manila soon
after his return from the U.S., his daughter Stella arranges for his funeral to be held
near the river. On the final day of Kiko’s wake, there is “rain that does not let up” (p.
275). Water is inseparable from Death.
The relationship between water imagery and death is also subtly connoted in
the following passage: “On the last day of the wake […] there is always the humid
scent of agitation, like armpit sweat, and then finality. These and the smell of spit on
a body turning to earth, to dirt, are impossible to erase […] she will wake up choked
by it” (p. 280). Words associated with water, like “humid” and “sweat” and “spit,”
work indirectly (and thus delicately) to illuminate the metaphor linking water and the
finality of death. Even the discreet choice of “wake” carries layered connotations: it
is both a vigil for the dead and a track of waves left by a moving object in the water.
The presence of water imagery in the text reveals how Death continually wets and
permeates the skin of certain characters, as shown here: “We were of the water
octave, Pay Inyo said. Our voices were too low, strange for children, and none could
surface towards a high note” (p. 138). All of the “water octave” children grew up
alongside the river and all eventually suffer tragic deaths in young adulthood; they
never surface from the “water’s” pull. Moreover, the image of Iraya’s river begins to
act as a portent of death. This is shown when the Fish-Hair Woman states: “I waded
through the water, clear water, but still running to my final appointment: the river,
death, and lemon grass” (p. 44). Her life is “running” toward the river—toward her
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inevitable death. Later in the novel, she will reach her “final appointment” by dying
in the river. The river is literally and figuratively a place for “crossing over.”
Due to the implicit metaphor, the characters (and readers) are overcome by an
uncanny sense of foreboding when the river is mentioned.108 They resist returning to
the river; they resist their own inevitable deaths. Consider this excerpt when the FishHair Woman implores, “But no, we cannot go into the water yet” (p. 174). This
echoes ex-soldier Minyong’s warning: “No go river … no go there” (p. 216). No,
they will not go willingly to the water’s edge. The river’s impending sense of doom
is again apparent when the Fish-Hair Woman writes of her dead mother, Carmen:
“The villagers talk of sightings of a woman with the longest hair, wailing because
she cannot untangle the strands from the brambles, because she cannot get to the
water” (p. 297). The excerpt implies that Carmen’s ghost has become “snagged,” or
“earthbound.” She now haunts the living because she is stuck in transition, unable to
get to the water (or “cross over” to “the other” side). Carmen’s appearance near the
river is a portent of Estrella/Stella/Fish-Hair Woman's109 own death:
I swear it was […] the dead Carmen, that Carmen of the longest hair, madre
de Dios! […] I saw her face, clearer this time, no, it was not Carmen, but
someone else, ay santamaria! […] she was floating […] then the shots. (p.
295)
Stella’s death in the river confirms the association between death and water. As the
Fish-Hair Woman observes: “My village is well-named. Iraya: upstream, towards the
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This sense of doom surrounding water imagery infiltrates the reader as well. As argued in Chapter
Two, these connotative layers/images (acting on subconscious and conscious levels) are a function of
the uncanny; thus, whenever the reader encounters descriptions of “water” in the text, a sense of
unease is likely to follow.
109
As I mentioned before, these names refer to a single character. In the novel, the iconic Fish-Hair
Woman is actually Carmen’s daughter, Estrella, who later changes her name to “Stella.”
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source of the water” (p. 293). The derivation of Iraya’s name is a signpost to indicate
the village’s preoccupation: the passage to the “source of the water.” The river’s
“source,” in this case, evokes the inevitability of Death and the transitional nature of
human life.

Implicit Metaphor: “The Return of the Dead”
In the novel, river imagery does not only come to represent Death, but also Life. The
river becomes an “in-between” space, an uncanny passageway for the dead to return.
Note this example, when the Fish-Hair Woman remarks that she “served this
homecoming, fished out their bodies from the navel of the water […]” (p. 9). Here
the natal diction indicates that the river is an in-between place, accommodating both
death and birth, self and other. Although water is equated to the “void” of Death in
the text, it is important to note that the image of water also evokes a territory where
the non-living dwell before they are born. (Hence, Death is referred to as a
homecoming.) I would argue that this void of death represents far more than the
notion of non-existence, or some impenetrable vacuum of darkness. My use of the
term “void” in relation to the novel resonates with the words of Michael Jackson,
when he writes of a narrative's search “for ends and afterlives”:
… [it] is less a search for determinate moments when the ego emerges from
nothingness or disappears into the void – moments that have no before or
after – than for extensions or beginnings in a time and a place before one’s
own, and for continuity in a time and place that outlives and outlasts one’s
own singular existence. Stories that link microcosm and macrocosm provide
these crossings between the singular and the trans-subjective. (2002, p. 108)
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Extensions and beginnings both belong to the unknown “void” of Death/“Non-life.”
In Fish-Hair Woman, the void of Death is presented as a fluid, transitional territory
that one must travel through after dying and before being born. This unknown
territory is a place of multidirectional border-crossings, of Jackson’s extensions and
beginnings. Thus, the void of death can be thought of as a multidirectional
corridor,110 a passage in-between two separate events. The dead can uncannily return
to life; the unknown can transition into the known. The Absolute Other can move
into the self.
More evidence linking water to the “return of the dead” (or to
multidirectional border-crossings) appears when the Fish-Hair Woman is seduced by
Sergeant Ramon: “I could not leave the stream where my mother had conceived me.
I had to become her, and the boy with the rifle had to wear my father’s face. I wanted
to betray, to outwit death in the womb of the water” (p. 45). In the river where the
Fish-Hair Woman was conceived, she felt compelled to “become” her mother. In a
strange reversal, the daughter conceives her dead mother. In this imaginative
moment, the Fish-Hair Woman becomes fixated on the other and thus conjures and
temporarily possesses an(other) “in the womb of the water.” The recurring natal
imagery (which is also watery and amniotic) serves to remind us of transitional
borders: we all die, but before that we are all born—“it is the river’s currents tracking
all of them down, taking them home” (p. 7). Yet again, cyclical death (the river’s
currents) is referred to as a “homecoming.” Images of water continually elicit
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In relation to this chapter, I use the term “multidirectional” to mean “extending or operating in
several directions at the same time; functioning or going in more than one direction.” (Definition
taken from dictionary.com.)
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“boundary-crossing ventures”111 into death and into life, as instanced here: “They
arrived in the stream where their sergeant was struggling between coming and dying,
his neck bound by my hair” (pp. 55-56). In the stream, Sergeant Ramon is being
tugged in opposite directions, pulled between life and death, “coming” and “going.”
The sexuality/fertility diction112 demonstrates the transitional border-crossings from
past to future, here to there, us to them, from self to the vastness of the other side.
Notably, another implicit metaphor reinforcing the uncanny territory of Death
as a transitory, in-between place is at work in the text. Images of death are constantly
juxtaposed with images of food. This pairing hints at the exchange of energy
between the living and the dead—a transition from decaying flesh to food for the
living, a transformation from life to death to life again.113 Linking the corpse to food
implies that the dead continue to exist as nourishment for the living:
How strange that the motions of harvest and burial are so alike […] Sweet
potatoes in his eyes, cheeks, belly, groin, even in his little toes – when this
war ends, Sergeant Ramon will be garnished with grated young coconut and
served with a cup of rice-coffee. (p. 156)
Strangely, what the narrator refers to as “motions of harvest and burial”—with two
seemingly opposite intentions (one is an act to provide food for the living, the other
an interment of the dead)—are found to be “alike.” They are both storage(s) of
bodies that have reached maturation. A burial, as the text of Fish-Hair Woman
suggests, could soon lead to a harvest. Or, in other words, the dead gnaw at the living
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These are qualities that Ramazani also attributes to transnational poetics and creative expression
through poetry (2009, p. 11).
112
In French, the euphemism for “orgasm” is “the little death” (la petit mort). (Sourced from G.
Howarth’s Encyclopedia of Death and Dying, 2002, p. 245).
113
This concept is commented upon by Julia Kristeva in Powers of Horror, “Decay: privileged place
of mingling, of the contamination of life by death, of begetting and of ending” (1982, p. 149).
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through memory and/or ceremonies of burial, and the living feed on the harvested
dead. The self mingles with the other. Although seemingly incongruous, these
images of ingestion accompany death in the novel to create an implicit relationship.
Comparing the harvesting of food with a burial reminds the reader of the to-and-fro
border-crossing between life and death. For example, in Sergeant Ramon’s imagined
afterlife, he lives on as sustenance for the bellies of the living—sweet potato
“garnished with grated young coconut.” This transition and subsequent die-gestion is
a moment of hope in Fish-Hair Woman: the violent Sergeant Ramon is imagined as
living on as something sweeter. A more brutal connection between death and lifesustaining food is made when young Miguelito finds a mutilated body inside the pig
kennel114 where “he and his uncle brought the sweet potatoes […] Nine-year-old
Miguelito Morada could not put his uncle back together again, even if he tried. The
pigs were in the way, the pigs were hungry” (p. 239). Life sinks its teeth into the
dead (as shown by the ravenous pigs) while the dead enter the thoughts of the living
(Miguelito will always be trying to “put his uncle back together again”). This excerpt
also carries a tinge of hope since the uncle lives on through the pigs and through
Miguelito’s memory. The corpse is made of transitional material.
The implicit relationship between ingestion and uncanny Death is shown
again in this excerpt, when the Fish-Hair Woman talks of the river:
‘To keep a place alive in your heart, it must dwell in your mouth. So speak its
creatures aloud as if in a prayer. Then you won’t forget their home’ […] My
Iraya, if I were to keep this river alive in my heart, I must chant not the
creatures that had fins and wings to escape, but those who came home to
drown. (p. 201)
114

These same pigs appear again in the narrative, as the roast pigs that the Governor (a.k.a. “Doc
Kiko”) feasts upon during a party.
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This honoring through ingestion (through speaking the names of the dead),115 is the
hopeful antidote to an unacknowledged and untimely death. As Pay Inyo says, to
keep a place or person alive, they “must dwell in your mouth.” Those who came
“home to drown” need to be remembered through the mouth so that they come alive
again. The dead body needs to enter a living one.116
Through these initially paradoxical associations, Bobis subverts conventional
conceptions of Death. The landscape of Death is imagined as a transitory, in-between
passageway, a “strange-familiar” meeting ground of the known and unknown where
the self border-crosses into otherness. Where, in fact, self and other ingest each other.
In these moments, it could be argued that the other is in the self and the self is in the
other. Interestingly, this boundary-crossing concept of self/otherness emanating from
the text is neatly illustrated by the Filipino indigenous psychology of kapwa. Kapwa
means “shared identity”117 or, in effect, SelfOther. There is no separation. In kapwa,
the self is organically bound with the other. As a “kinship principle,”118 kapwa braids
together self and other into one length of hair, into one net.

115

As George Steiner writes, “We cannot imagine being, and imagining is, immediately, a semantic
move, without discursive openness, without the potentiality of questioning even death. Above the
minimal vegetative plane, our lives depend on the capacity to speak hope, to entrust to if-clauses and
futures our active dreams of change, of progress, of deliverance” (1989, p. 56); and “To speak, either
to oneself or to another, is in the most naked, rigorous sense of that unfathomable banality, to invent,
to re-invent being and the world” (1989, p. 55).
116
Perhaps this is why the river tastes “sweet” with “lemon grass” when there is a body found in its
waters (p. 3). The river is permeated by the taste of lemon grass. It both flavors food and “perfumes”
the dead. It alludes to recipes with food and “recipes” of death.
117
From Virgilio Enriquez’ From Colonial to Liberation Psychology. Quezon City: University of the
Philippines Press (1992, p. 43). Also referenced in Merlinda Bobis’ essay, “Confounding light:
subversion and transnational sympathy.”
118
From Merlinda Bobis’ “‘Weeping is Singing’: After the War, a Transnational Lament,” p. 5.
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Death as Black Net: Capturing the “Transnational-Uncanny”
‘You’re crazy, your village is crazy, this is mad, a nightmare, why, how could
you ... this is not happening, I don’t understand, I don’t know anymore...’ A
week after he arrived, Tony wished he had not come to the river. He wept on
my wet, salty hair that had wrapped the naked body of a female guerrilla […]
Later in my hut Tony ranted his shock, lost under my hair […]
His limbs went cold and locked around him, his sweat soaked my mat.
He was incoherent for weeks. Deranged by his strange ailment, he screamed
about the lemon grass fish growing fat and swimming inside the belly of the
dead girl. I wrapped him with my hair each night to keep him warm, then fell
in love. (pp. 10-15)
This excerpt ties together the transnational-uncanny. In the transnational-uncanny
braid with Death, borders are crossed. Self and other are brought together. Here
Australian Tony McIntyre has just arrived in the small village of Iraya during the
Total War. He witnesses the atrocities of war and cannot stomach them. When he
sees the Fish-Hair Woman retrieving bodies from the river—a very mysterious
river—he reacts with hysteria and disbelief at the site/sight of Death. He rants and
hallucinates, “this is mad, a nightmare.”119 In his abnormal state of mind, he
experiences an uncanny vision of death: he believes he can see inside the belly of a
corpse—a dead Filipina girl. In this moment, the boundaries between life and death,
self and other, Filipino and Australian, have temporarily dissolved. Initially, Tony
resists the “otherness” of Iraya and wishes “he had not come to the river.” Death, the
Absolute Other, leaves him senseless and “cold.” But he is consoled by the Fish-Hair
Woman’s hair, which wraps around him as it did the corpse. This transnational119

According to Todorov, when “visions are the product of either madness or dreams” in narratives,
then they are considered to be “uncanny” and “not of reality” (1975, p. 37).
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uncanny scene “tightens” the connections between self and other(s). Tony is the
other, yet the Fish-Hair Woman offers him warmth as together they grieve over the
dead.
The literary strands of the uncanny and the transnational border-cross in
instances of death. Death is undeniably uncanny; death is also the raison d'être of
elegiac transnationalism, which Judith Butler problematizes:
Some lives are grievable and others are not; the differential allocation of
grievability that decides what kind of subject is and must be grieved, and
which kind of subject must not, operates to produce and maintain certain
exclusionary conceptions of who is normatively human: what counts as a
liveable life and a grievable death? (from Precarious Life: The Powers of
Mourning and Violence, pp. xi-xv).
As Butler indicates, mourning does not necessarily cross cultures if the self fails to
conceptualize the humanity of the other. Yet, if conceptions of who or what is
“normatively human” can be made inclusionary, then mourning across borders is
possible (and can have far-reaching effects). Mourning, Butler suggests, is perhaps
an agreement “to undergo a transformation […] the full result of which one cannot
know in advance” (p. 21). An act of shared mourning has the potential to change
one’s way of looking at the world, just as an experience of the uncanny shakes one
out of “normal” perceptions. Encounters with death and mourning within the
frameworks of transnationalism and the uncanny transform notions of alterity, or
what is seen as “other.” In narratives imbued with both the uncanny and elegiac
transnationalism, sites of intersection in Death are rife with the possibility of
inclusivity: “I wrapped him with my hair each night to keep him warm, then fell in
love.”120 In the transnational-uncanny space of Death, both “horizontal” (geographic)
and “vertical” (psychological) border-crossings between self and other are
120

From Fish-Hair Woman, p. 15.
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continually at work. An expanded perception of the world allows the self to see
(an)other “reality” in a fresh way. By stretching our attention out of our comfort
zones (through horizontal and vertical shifts in space and awareness) the self is
immersed in other-ness. Negotiations with alterity are intensified. That which is
liveable and grievable is extended to encompass more of the other. Grief (and love)
is reallocated as it crosses borders. In transnational-uncanny moments, self and other
mingle and become one: SelfOther, kapwa, plaited hair.
This dissolution of borders is apparent in other moments of transnationaluncanny events in the novel. After Luke arrives in Manila and is invited to stay in
Doc Kiko’s mansion, he meets “Stella”121—Doc Kiko’s impulsive daughter. Stella
secretly interrogates Luke for details of his father Tony, whom she imagines to be
alive. She believes Luke will somehow divulge the whereabouts of his father. Her
intense, nighttime interviews are steeped in the uncanny:
‘Why did you come?’ the woman’s voice asks in the dark.
[…] ‘God, love, death?’ Each word is dead air.
It goes on and on. […] Each query is answered by another, hers, as if
she has reached an understanding with the boy on the couch. [Luke] must not
speak; her pauses will accommodate breath, not answers. His lids grow heavy
[…] Then he hears the rustling from the floor, weaving in and out of her
questions. His lids finally shut. He begins to see (p. 99).
Stella wants answers, so she ambushes Luke. She forces him into the confines of her
strange bedroom in the dead of the night. That Luke has just arrived in the country
adds to his sense of disorientation during these nocturnal conversations. Furthermore,
as Stella interrogates him, he experiences an uncanny vision of her hair growing and
121

As I’ve mentioned before, Stella is short for Estrella, who also imagines herself as the Fish-Hair
Woman.
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rustling through the room. Luke isn’t sure what he sees: he suspects his drink has
been drugged and that he is hallucinating. Borders disintegrate further as Luke’s
perception hovers in-between imagination and reality, sleep and waking: “his lids
finally shut. He begins to see.” In this moment, Luke reaches “an understanding”
with Stella. Later in the novel, Luke sees the bigger picture: Stella is the author of the
manuscript that he received in Australia. She has written herself as the Fish-Hair
Woman, a legendary character partially based on her own deceased sister, the
militant Kumander Pilar. In an uncanny twist, Stella “brings back” the dead Pilar
through her morphine-induced manuscript. Her manuscript is a love letter to the
dead—Tony, Pilar, and the Total War victims. By mailing the manuscript across the
world to Tony’s loved ones (Luke and his Aunt Therese), she creates a bridge
between self and other, she invites them to share in her grief.
Shared mourning occurs in other transnational-uncanny scenes where the
dead are “brought back.” For example, Luke is also mailed a stack of postcards
purportedly signed by his missing father. Later in the novel, it is revealed that
“Tony’s” letters were actually written by his ex-business associate Doc Kiko. Doc
Kiko has forged the letters for personal gain, in an effort to lure Luke to the
Philippines. But this border-crossing manipulation and deception has an uncanny
effect on the deceived: Luke believes his father has returned from the dead. His
father has been “resurrected” (p. 13). When Doc Kiko’s manipulation begins to
reveal itself during Luke’s stay in Manila, a transnational-uncanny moment occurs:
‘Ah-ah, dispensa, hijo, sorry, my boy. But you see, it will grieve my heart
greatly, especially if you cause it – don’t you ever-ever break my heart!’
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Heart, heart, heart! Sounds like Tony’s florid letters. This resonance
in tone – he scans the face of the drunken supplicant. What’s it with you and
my father? […]
‘I helped him out, he stayed in my house, you saw our photo… very,
very stubborn… makes me sad remembering, you know, so sad… but I’ll
make up for it. You’re here, and I’ll bloody make up for it – is that how you
say it? Okay then, my Luke, I’ll bloody-bloody make up for it!’ (p. 114).
Here Luke experiences an uncanny realization that his host, the “foreign” Doc Kiko,
sounds exactly like his father: “this resonance in tone.” The drunken Doc Kiko
almost forgets his façade during a moment of mourning. He tries to include Luke in
his misconstrued grief by adopting the Australian idiom: “I’ll bloody-bloody make
up for it!” But Doc Kiko needs to “make up for it” to more than just Luke. His forged
letters also have an uncanny effect on Tony’s old friend, Matt Baker. “Tony’s”
correspondence with Luke is uncanny to Matt because he has good reason for
believing his old friend to be dead. To Matt, it seems the dead are writing letters. Doc
Kiko’s manipulation causes Matt to search the Philippine countryside for Tony once
more, to once more assist the “return” of the dead.
The “return” of the dead also intensifies the connection between self and
other in the following transnational-uncanny excerpt. Here Pay Inyo believes the
ghosts of Tony and Pilar are visiting him:
The old man lights a candle—they’re back! The girl is holding the
boy’s hand as if she would never let go, as if no one could part them – ‘Why
have you come, my dear girl – why can’t you rest, Mister Tony?’
The girl makes constricted noises in her throat, the boy steps back.
The question was not asked in English but he is shaken by the address. ‘Sir,
I’m not Tony…’
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The candle drops to the floor. Pay Inyo fumbles to restore the light.
Nothing in his ninety-three years can help him ward off this apparition […]
Should they not vanish after they have tricked the eyes?
The girl extends her free hand, pulling the boy forward with the other.
The old man smells the long journey in their bodies […] ‘Why you come, I
pray good for you, I not tell them all … oooo …. Oooo … jus’ some I tell …
he love, she love once upon a time.’ But none of the visitors move. Ay, I’m
out of practice with the dead.
The girl takes his wringing hand and touches it to her brow in the old
gesture of respect. Then she touched it to her scars. The old man’s agitation
ebbs. […] If only she could say, Pay Inyo, this is the son of your favourite
white man.’ (pp. 253-254)
Pay Inyo experiences an uncanny moment: the dead lovers have returned to Iraya.
The dead are holding hands with each other as they did in life. But when Pay Inyo
uncannily addresses Luke by his father’s name, it is Luke’s turn to be “shaken.” In
Pay Inyo’s fear, he drops the light, adding to the confusion and strangeness of the
scene. Adora “extends her free hand” to the agitated old man. She tries to
communicate with him through touch. In this border-crossing moment, the gesture of
friendship (her touch), eases Pay Inyo’s fear of the other(s). She then touches her
brow in “respect,” also as if asking permission to connect with Pay Inyo. The
intensity of this transnational-uncanny moment—the sheer strangeness of the
encounter after a very “long journey”—facilitates a strong, intractable connection
between self and other. Pay Inyo opens his home to the son of “his favourite white
man.”
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Border-crossing links between self and other are also exhibited in another
transnational-uncanny scene, when Luke and Pay Inyo are wading through the river
at night to find the place where Luke's father died:
‘Sshh … no light, I know way, ... sshh, spirits sleeping ...’ Pay Inyo squeezes
their hands reassuringly, then addresses the darkness. Maki-agi tabi – pleasemay-we-pass. The water is cold and slimy, but the air is warm, moist. Even
the vegetation perspires. This is the one place that the loggers have spared.
People lose their way here. (p. 297)
Here Pay Inyo reassures Luke by holding his hand during their passage through the
strange river. To Pay Inyo, the river accommodates a layered reality: it is both lush
and full of life yet borders the spirit world.122 In the presence of the darkness hiding
uncanny secrets of Death, the connection deepens between Luke and the old Filipino.
They clasp hands, forming a tangible bridge between self and other. This connection
is cross-realm (between cultures, nations, known and unknown spaces), as they cross
into the territory of Death. On the journey, Luke “screams” with fear (p. 297) and
Pay Inyo “shudders” at the sight of a firefly “light[ing] the dead, so the living can see
them” (p. 298). During this border-crossing, Pay Inyo and Luke glimpse the
otherness of Death together. The river becomes a rite/“right” of passage, as attested
by Pay Inyo's whisper of “Maki-agi tabi – please-may-we-pass.” The “right” to
passage, to cross to the other’s side, may be gained by asking permission. Pay Inyo
speaks for both himself and for Luke: they have forged a kinship on their “unknown”
route from here to there, despite innumerable differences.

122

Rosemary Jackson notes that ghost stories “disrupt the crucial defining line which separates ‘real’
life from the ‘unreality’ of death, subverting those discrete units by which unitary meaning or ‘reality’
is constituted” (1981, p. 69).
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Kinship and empathy between self and other are also engendered when Luke
finds Doc Kiko’s murdered body. The sudden encounter with Death puts Luke in a
state of distress. He uncannily re-lives his mother’s suicide attempt all over again:
No one heard anything until the howling began. It is three in the morning.
The boy is a dog. […] Yesterday’s headline graces the body’s feet; a crown
of chrysanthemums circles its head. The pool of blood heightens the gold of
the flowers and the Colt gleams, a true collector’s item. The faint engraving
on the handle affirms the doctor’s Spanish bloodline: Estradero, his maternal
surname. Now the room’s smell has justified itself. Dead air. Howl after howl
escalates in pitch. The boy is doing his scales. He is seven again, before
another body, the pool of blood deeper, a whole tub running red, like a river.
The girl, herself in shock, rocks him. Her eyes are fixed on the blood and the
flowers. Her mouth is opening and closing, making air.
‘Ay, Luke, ay,’ Adora finally says. (pp. 132-133)
This long excerpt is rife with transnational-uncanny layers. It reveals the
transnational heritage of the murder weapon—a “collector’s item” manufactured in
the U.S., with an engraving that signposts Doc Kiko’s Spanish descent. I would
argue that both details are carefully chosen by Bobis, due to their association with the
violence of colonization. The description of the pool of blood is also a significant
detail, as it signals a cross-over point in the narrative: Luke’s mother also died in a
“pool.” At the sight of blood and death, Luke enters an uncanny trance. Doc Kiko’s
corpse “becomes” his mother’s body as Luke experiences her death for a second
time. Time and space collapse, order and sense unsettle, one body becomes another.
While Luke lets out his mournful howl, Adora comforts him; she “rocks him as he
sits on his haunches before the body of his host” (p. 132). In this elegiac moment,
Adora—who is also in shock—reaches across the border and speaks for the first
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time: “Ay, Luke, ay.” While “ay” is an expression of strong emotion in the
Philippines, “ay” also seems to stand for “yes,” an expression of consent to a nativeEnglish speaker. The word border-crosses into “other” meanings. “Ay, Luke, ay” can
be read as Yes, Luke, yes. Adora is in-agreement: she and Luke understand one
another through grief. Interestingly, “Ay, Luke, ay” also sounds like “I, Luke, I” (p.
133). This in turn can be interpreted as the “I” declaring the self—or as a bid for
interconnectedness: “Self, Other, Self.” It seems to place the other at the center of the
self. Or the other in the heart of the self.
That transnational mourning brings cultures together is more subtly
demonstrated in the following excerpt, when a Filipino stranger tells Luke about his
father’s disappearance/death:
‘[Tony] walk to river … jus’ walking, walking …’ then [he] shrugged, palms
raised in the air – what is the English word for ‘vanish’? Suddenly [his] face
lit up, the palms waved their emptiness. ‘No come home … ’ (p. 285)
Here the Filipino man attempts to retell an uncanny incident: the story of Tony’s
vanishing. The stranger’s English falls short, and he is forced to search for words—
“his palms waved their emptiness.” But Luke understands the stranger’s gestures and
his remarks (Tony “no come home”), because Death is translatable across borders.
The unhomely terrain of Death is a transnational concept; it is a shared reality of the
human condition. Together, through “body” language, both Luke and the stranger
contemplate Life's bizarre exit and Death's strange entrance.
Transnational kinship in the presence of Death is again demonstrated when
Luke encounters the uncanny “darkness” of Death with Adora and Pay Inyo: “The
Australian boy has found her hand. His grasp is not foreign. It’s warm. The old man
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peers into darkness [...]” (p. 292). Experiencing the “darkness”/unknown territory of
Death has the potential to unify the living, despite national and cultural borders. In
this moment, the self warms to the other; the other becomes less strange, not foreign.
I would argue that it is the utter “foreignness” of Death—its absolute otherness—that
holds the most potential for accelerating border-crossing kinship. The transnational
self and other forge a unity in the face of the uncanny “absolute other.”
Finally, the sense of collectivity between self and other in the midst of Death
is also reflected when Luke and Pay Inyo bury Doc Kiko. Looking on are “others”
who have been affected by Doc Kiko’s history: Doc Kiko’s poorly treated ex-wife,
Nenita, and Miguelito, one of his victims. During the burial, the narration moves into
a collective third-person voice, to indicate solidarity in the presence of Death:
They are looking into the pool with their own little pails, not quite certain if
they can find only their own reason to mourn. Their eyes well with tears that
will collect into the pool, that will blend with the anonymity of grief. They
think it strange that the white boy should bury the dead. Even more strange
that they would be here at all, with this abhorrent ache pacing up and down
between the gut and the heart. (p. 287)
Mourning for the dead moves beyond the boundaries of nations, cultures, ethnicities.
In this transnational-uncanny moment, those attending the funeral report that their
insides—their “guts” and “hearts”—feel strange, and they are aware that this
strangeness affects the “white boy” as well. It is strange that Luke, as other, is
shoveling the grave of one of their own, yet they find it “more strange” that they
themselves are there at all (since they are former victims of Doc Kiko). Death and
mourning have triggered a connection—however fleeting—between the villagers and
the foreign boy who shovels. This instance, among many others, ultimately indicates
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that the strangeness of Death can be a portal towards the other: a “black net” with
room for all.

The Transnational-Uncanny and Death as Absolute Other
This is the wake of the world: each of us standing around a pool that we have
collected for centuries. We are looking in with our little pails. We try to
fathom the depth of the pool until our eyes are sore. We try to find only what
is ours. We wring our hands. Ay, how to go home with only my own
undiluted pail of grief? To wash my rice with or my babies, to drink? But the
water is my dead kin, an enemy, a beloved, a stranger, a friend, someone who
loved me or broke my heart. How to tell them apart? How to cleave water
from water? (p. 276)
Transitional border-crossings expand perspectives by moving the self into other
territories—other strands of hair, other pools of water, other pails of grief. I am
reminded of a statement by Michael Jackson, when he alludes to William James’s
description of perspectives and concepts “fringed forever by a more” (1976, p. 35).
This “more” is the vast territory of experiences that, as Jackson states, “elude[s]
language” and “entail[s] an awareness of the shadowline between the living and the
dead, the living and the unborn, and ourselves and unknown others” (2002, p. 24).
Both transnationalism and the uncanny are bordered by a “more”: the “wake of the
world.” The transnational-uncanny is a place where selves and others, and otherness,
meet. As a concept, it criss-crosses multiple territories—belonging to “ourselves and
unknown others” and “the living and the dead”—shuttling back and forth between
separate spheres, separate realities, separate “pools” and “pails.”
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In Fish-Hair Woman, transnational-uncanny negotiations with alterity have
the greatest potential for resulting in kinship, or even kapwa, during encounters with
Death. As Ramazani writes, “the looming presence of death exerts a transformative
pressure on everyday things […] a pressure not unlike that exerted by the poet’s
imagination” (2009, p. 91). Death is a transformative portal that connects disparate
peoples and perspectives. Death and mourning trigger intense arbitrations between
self and other, self and self. “Ay, how to go home with only my own undiluted pail
of grief?” In the novel, the pail constantly overflows. For, as the Fish-Hair
Woman/Stella/Estrella mourns for her beloved by trawling the river for dead bodies,
Australian Luke also mourns over the loss of his father by searching the country
where his father was last seen. Despite being from different worlds, these characters
(and others)123 commingle in the transnational-uncanny space of Death and
mourning. “The infinite keening is muffled on her daughter's hair, which comes
undone, spilling them around them like a pool” (p. 190). Here, in the midst of hair
and water, of death and life, the borders between self and other come undone,
spilling over into “other” territories. The novel Fish-Hair Woman emphasises, again
and again, that transnational connections between self and other—and the potential
for reaching an understanding of kapwa124—are strengthened by encounters with
uncanny Death.

123

Death and mourning continually facilitate border-crossing kinship throughout the narrative. For
instance, Luke and Adora have a child; Pilar and Tony became steadfast lovers; Tony begins to
understand Minyong; Inez guides Matt to the river; Luke becomes protective of Pay Inyo; the FishHair Woman and Sergeant Ramon share a moment of forgiveness.
124
In her essay “Confounding light: subversion and transnational sympathy” Bobis writes of kapwa:
“The Filipino psychology of kapwa – and, in fact, the ethics of kapwa, as I see it – is integral to
transnational sympathy that is more than ‘an other-thinking.’ […] [it is an] embodied configuration,
the agency of one empowers the other, and the anguish and/or loss of one, equally hurt each other.
Thus, everyone not only feels for the other when s/he is hurt, but also takes extreme care not to hurt
each other, otherwise the house would collapse” (p. 12).
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Ultimately, the absolute otherness of Death allows humanity to be more
willing to embrace the “otherness” in life. “The water is my dead kin, an enemy, a
beloved, a stranger, a friend, someone who loved me or broke my heart.”
Transnational mourning links self and other to our shared fate: we are all equal in
Death. Consider the words of Pay Inyo: “‘They say your father bad, the Kumander
good. But I say, white, brown, same-same. Loving, hating, dying, same-same’” (p.
257). In death, we are all same-same—“How to tell them apart?” In life, we are all
kapwa—“How to cleave water from water?” Perhaps only through kinship can our
“pool of grief” be mitigated and our “pool of joy” (p. 303) filled to the brim.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SIXTY LIGHTS AND THE TRANSNATIONAL-UNCANNY
Then [Lucy] thought of the camera, the extension of her eye, the black-magic
box of secluded light, the black box of recorded and refracted information, of
objects inverted, of death defeated. She thought too of the glass plates that
held the envisioned world – in eight by ten inches – returned to itself […]
(2005, p. 154)
In Gail Jones’ Sixty Lights, the image of the Victorian camera can be seen as a
representation of the “transnational-uncanny” at work in the text. In this excerpt, the
main character, Lucy Strange, meditates upon the intoxicating allure of the camera
and the way it can hold the whole world inside its lens. Lucy spends her short life
looking for arresting images—objects “inverted” and made strange—that extend and
reconfigure her world. Lucy’s quest hearkens Shklovsky’s defamiliarization device, a
tool to “recover a sensation of life, to feel things […] to make things ‘unfamiliar,’ to
increase the difficulty and length of their perception” (1965, p. 13). Her camera
represents a way to recover life, to enliven the sensations and render unfamiliar
perspectives.125 Lucy Strange becomes the epitome of her birth name’s etymology:
she is a “light” made “strange.” Her vision is the world in a “strange light,” a light
that simultaneously warms the heart and estranges the mind from conventional

125

In “Viktor Shklovskij: Différance in Defamiliarization,” Lawrence Crawford observes the
connection between Shklovsky’s defamiliarization and Derrida’s différance—a “quasi-concept
melding temporal deferral and spatial-material difference” (1984, p. 212). Différance, Crawford
infers, triggers the death of conventional perception, as it “forces us to consider that this difference,
making possible ‘live’ and full aesthetic perception, has to be simultaneously, paradoxically thought
as the ‘death’ or effacement of the system and its differences, the forfeiture of the time aesthetically
expanded and the ‘spacings’ of meanings achieved, a loss of perceptual presence from the economy”
(1984, p. 212).
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perception. Objects perceived as strange evoke the “sea-change” (or “see-change”) in
Shakespeare’s The Tempest:
Full fathom five thy father lies;
Of his bones are coral made;
Those are pearls that were his eyes:
Nothing of him that doth fade
But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange.
Throughout the novel, the photographic image, and its accompanying stories, are
proposed as a way to defeat death, to forge connections between the living and the
dead—(“of his bones are coral made”). Lucy’s black-magic box beholds the images
of beloved others and evokes emotion and empathy despite vast distances between
times, spaces, people, and perspectives that acquire a “sea-change.”
Like the previous analysis, this chapter will illuminate the significance of the
“transnational-uncanny” convergences at work in the text. But first, I will
disassemble the camera to examine the individual parts: transnationalism, the
uncanny, and their relationship with death.

Transnationalism in Sixty Lights
Sixty Lights opens with twenty-two-year-old Lucy Strange in India, on the night that
she witnesses a stranger fall to his death. Images of tragic death, and the paradoxical
beauty of a “maculate aesthetic” (p. 146),126 echo throughout the text as it leaps from

126

Lucy’s preference for a “maculate aesthetic,” or photographs that are considered “blemished” and
streaked with light, is a recurring motif in the narrative. The definition of “maculate” in its adjectival
form means “spotted; stained; defiled; impure” and “to sully or pollute” in its verb form. Interestingly,
a comparison can be drawn to the concept of transnationalism, which by its very nature indicates
something decidedly impure, something that is not “free from anything of a different kind”; not of
“unmixed descent”; not absent of “foreign elements.” (All definitions sourced from
dictionary.reference.com.)
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self to the other, from the familiar to the strange. The text constantly beams a
“strange” or “maculate” light into the past and future, across countries and
continents. Lucy’s nomadic life is illuminated by her travels, and yet each country
also holds the darkness of death and its swift entrances and exits.
The novel unfolds in a non-linear account of the life and death of Lucy
Strange and her loved ones, who are all imbued with a sense of transnationality, of
strangeness. This quality is shown by the following diagrams: (1) Lucy’s family tree
(which includes relevant birth and death places), and (2) Lucy’s family stories
(which reveal the places that have contributed to her sensibilities).
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As demonstrated by these diagrams, Lucy is a woman who unceasingly travels;
throughout her short life she immerses herself in “other” places. Transnational
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images prove central to Sixty Lights. Lucy, a photographer, maintains during her
travels a pillow book: a record of “Special Things Seen” (p. 86). Images are layered
upon images, a literary device which acts to defamiliarize. Yet with every layer and
iteration—(and despite the many changes in setting, time, and perspective)—both
image and story become more texturized and complete, even as they become strange.
The narrative is seemingly rhizomatic in form, as it operates as memory does:
in fits and starts, leaps and bounds. By the end of the book, it is possible to assemble
the startling images of Lucy’s life: how her parents met, how she and her brother,
Thomas, were orphaned at a young age, and how their life unraveled following their
parents’ death. The narrative flanks Lucy through her childhood in Australia, her
adolescence in England, and her motherhood in India, and ends with her death in
London. Each translocation in the novel is triggered by an instance of death or
mortality, and yet every new landscape allows for an expansion of life—Lucy’s
awakening body, voracious intelligence, and impassioned love. The novel, however,
is not limited to Lucy’s experiences. Instead it delves into myriad perspectives,
stories, and images, all which reveal what it means to live in a maculate,
transnational world.

Transnational Border-Crossings: Point of View, Space, Time
Although the novel is primarily situated within Lucy’s thoughts, interspersed
throughout the trajectory are shifts in perspective. The reader briefly enters into the
thoughts and experiences of significant people in Lucy’s life: her mother, Honoria;
her father, Arthur; her brother, Thomas; and her lover, Jacob; as well as many other
peripheral characters. Embedded within all of the characters’ psyches are “tokens” of
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transnationalism that are either appreciated or carelessly discarded. For example,
Lucy’s paternal grandfather, James Strange, was a missionary in China, and felt far
more at home in his new culture than in his former, as indicated by this excerpt:
James had settled on the goldfields and opened a small general store, mostly
servicing the community of Chinese diggers […] In return he was offered
genuine friendship – such as he had never experienced as a missionary. (p.
20)
After James’ wife died in China, he returned to Australia, where he married a
Chinese woman. “The European community considered the family absurd (strange
by name, strange by nature), and the marriage was regarded as somewhat perverse”
(p. 20). In contraposition, Lucy’s maternal grandfather—George Brady of
Nottinghamshire—utterly despised the experience of immigration, and longed for his
old culture in his new home:
[…] he was already learning the expatriate modes of bitterness – the heat, the
foreignness, the less-than-expected remuneration, all sorts of vague
subtractions he perceived or imagined – but his children prospered. In their
unbitter child-hearts even the boarding house was an adventure […]
everything, even voices, were incalculably novel and full of surprise […] The
blindness Honoria had been folded into during the torturous voyage unfolded
like a fan to show a concertina of spectacles. (p. 42)
Like Lucy’s other grandfather, George is a widower who desired the possibility of a
“New Beginning” (p. 30) in another country, perhaps as a way to deal with his grief.
Yet George recoils in his new environment; his bitterness contracts him. It is his
children, with their open hearts and minds, who embrace the adventure, and are able
to see the “concertina of spectacles” that their adopted country offers.
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Other perspectives are also tinged with a desire for new images and places to
re“place” a sense of loss or grief due to death. For example, on the first occasion that
Thomas’ perspective is introduced in the narrative, he is mourning the death of his
mother. He and his sister Lucy travel to their grandfather’s mining town in Australia
and are later taken by their Uncle Neville to London. Along these routes, Thomas
imagines a particular fantasy to deal with his grief:
He was concentrated and preoccupied, formulating Brazil. In his head longlimbed monkeys swung loops on jungle vines and screeched "Gold! Gold!"
There were waterfalls, panthers, and quick carnivorous fish. Bronze Indians,
neat and featureless, looked on contentedly. Not this grubby fellow, this
phony uncle, who was so unlike their lost mother and so outrageously
unkempt. (p. 67)
Young Thomas conjures—romanticizes—unknown, “other” places because he
cannot deal with the death and trauma that have breached his life, his heart. He longs
for a gold-struck version of greener (jungle) pastures. But Thomas is not the only
character overcome by tragedy, as all are engaged with the presence of death and
how to manage “life after death” (p. 21). For instance, Lucy’s friend, Miss Minchin,
is an optimistic and pragmatic English woman who contently lived in the Far East
with her sea captain husband until he was washed overboard “by a freak storm […]
Molly had suffered four miscarriages during their life together: her main regret, she
said, was the washing away of the children” (p. 53). Even stalwart Molly, it seems,
encounters a grief that sets her in motion, expelling her from her Indian birthplace to
the West.
Place is salient in the story. While place, and transitions between places,
intrinsically shape the experiences of each character, the various territories inherent
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in the novel seem anthropomorphic at times, functioning almost like characters
themselves. They demand the reader to look, to listen. For instance, when Lucy and
Thomas are orphaned, the landscape of Australia is described as thus: “It was during
one of those Australian summers when the sky was so fiery and brittle that it could
barely sustain incursions of flight, so that birds, sun-struck, fell dead to the ground.
Earth cracked open, flowers bleached and dropped away […]” (p. 6). The
environment mimics the traumatic “site” in the narrative, when Lucy’s and Thomas’s
lives are metaphorically fractured by the sudden death of their parents. This same
mirroring of character and place is shown again, during Lucy’s tearful departure
from India, where “hibiscus flowers inclined like melancholy faces. Insects sounded
mournful and full of complaint. The inanimate world was registering a kind of
depression” (p. 167). The external space encompassing Lucy seems to respond to her
own interiority, as though it is a space inhaled, settling both within and without the
self, like the constant flow of air.
Throughout the narrative, these variegated, local/global spaces compare and
contrast, bringing forth ever-shifting notions of otherness (of strangeness) stemming
from the characters’ experience of place. The countries of Australia, England, and
India become “a tripod. Australia, England, and India all held [Lucy]—upheld her—
on a platform of vision, seeking her own focus. These were the zones of her eye, the
conditions of her salutary estrangement” (p. 212). This particular excerpt imparts the
text’s complex negotiations of otherness. Lucy has contentedly “estranged” herself
from a mononational existence. Her vision encompasses not one but three countries,
three cultures—a triple-storey “platform of vision.” And yet she is not initially
“upheld” by this manifold existence. When she and her brother are orphaned in
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Australia and embark with their uncle across the sea, the first glimpse of London
“uncannily opposed Melbourne on the spinning globe; it was half a planet away, the
far side of things known, dark when the other was light, cold when the other was
warm, yet consecutive seasons somehow registered its peculiar affinity […] It was
the scale of the place she could not assimilate” (p. 81). Lucy has shifted from a
known place—Australia—to “the far side of things known.” And yet London’s
“peculiar affinity” is soon undermined, when Lucy is unable to “assimilate” to the
new environment. Within this brief excerpt, Lucy is stretched between the known
and unknown, the self and the other. Through her continual transits from place to
place Lucy creates a global “tripod” identity that admits her everywhere and nowhere
at once. Her “salutary estrangement” can be isolating at times, as expressed here:
“Molly grew up in Madras, so we speak together of India […] We are both rescued
from our loneliness, and I from the feeling of being perpetually foreign and from a
country no one else really knows of, or believes in” (p. 201). It seems Lucy’s
prismatic, place-filled perspective(s) can be a blessing or a curse. Her tripod may
“uphold” her at times, but it also distances her from those who are “grounded”—who
are unable, or unwilling, to travel physically or imaginatively in daily life.
The notion of traumatic time is also cardinal to the book. The narrative
constantly plunges itself into the future or the past, commingling memories and
spaces, the living and the dead. These fluctuations are prefaced by transitions—brief
temporal notations such as “in the future” (p. 41); “years later” (p. 21); “when she is
an adult” (p. 85); and “it would be another eleven years before [Molly] saw Lucy
again, but then they would love each other, and would at last confide” (p. 63). This
last excerpt, for instance, flings the reader into the future, into England, where Lucy
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will again encounter Molly Minchin (her childhood adversary blamed for her
parents’ death in Australia), only this time they’ll become fast friends. This
happenstance perhaps echoes the “peculiar affinity” observed between Australia and
England—the world is so large yet has its affinities and magnetism, as two people
can strangely and coincidentally bump into each other on the other side of the world.
Time, and its relationship to place, is indispensible to the text. The setting of
the Victorian era accommodates a capricious belvedere inhabited by technological
discovery, feminist ideology, and territorial expansion. The English Empire in the
1860s represented a quarter of the world’s population, and its imperialism extended
into the multicultural terrains of India and Australia,127 hence it is not too much of a
“stretch” that Lucy and Molly accidentally find each other in a park in London after
being apart for almost a decade. The era also accounts for the plethora of illnesses
and contagions that were part of everyday Victorian life, particularly in the colonies.
These “border-crossing” illnesses, coupled with complications from pregnancy and
the lack of modern medicine, account for the many occasions of death within the
novel.128

Transnational Border-Crossings: Local and Global Structures
Sixty Lights also exhibits local and global border-crossings within the structure of the
narrative. The local, or micro level of the line executes border-crossings that mirror
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During the Victorian era, the reach of the British Empire extended into several more countries—
South Africa, Canada, the Bahamas, British East Africa, the Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Fiji, Jamaica,
Kenya, and many others.
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As a side note, Jones mentioned in a 2005 interview with Lynn Gallacher that Sixty Lights appears
“be mimicking a Victorian novel to have a solid plot that progresses from childhood to death […] but
in fact is anachronistic […] a modernist text.”
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the transitions occurring within the macrocosm of the book. For example, consider
how this moment sends the reader through space and time:
When they were at last on the ship together, up high at the rusty, red-painted
railing, Lucy and Thomas stood hand in hand – in biographical reversal and
repetition – as Honoria and Neville had once done, approaching their New
Beginning. (p. 77)
Directly before the appearance of this line, the narrative focalizes on Lucy’s
thoughts. Then the perspective swiftly shifts as the narrator superimposes the image
of Lucy and Thomas as children with another image of Honoria and Neville as
children, years before. An omniscient observation—one that could not have been
known by Lucy or her brother—is inserted into the narrative: “[they] stood hand in
hand – in biographical reversal and repetition […]” Another interesting biographical
repetition has already been revealed to the reader before this point: Lucy will die
young just as her mother did. Therefore this particular journey, this “New
Beginning,” contains only a small sliver of hope for the Stranges. Only one child will
survive into old age. Lucy is marred by death, as was her mother. These reversals
and repetitions of time, space, and perspective continually occur at the line-level of
the text, as well as at the macro-level.
Regarding the macro (or global) structure, the text is notable for its bordercrossing devices of intertextuality and adaptation. For example, the novel Jane Eyre
is Honoria’s favorite book and is continually mentioned throughout the text of Sixty
Lights. In this way, Honoria’s Australian landscape interlaces with the Brontë
English setting. Honoria memorizes and recites the entire plot of Jane Eyre; the book
becomes a part of her and is embodied. She mentally carries the story with her during
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her Italian honeymoon. Consider this excerpt, which takes place on the day that
Honoria, who is reading Jane Eyre, meets Arthur: “[Honoria] was about seventeen,
plain, her skin rather bluish in the early morning light, yet she carried about her an
aura of erotic intensity, as though she had travelled with special knowledge from a
foreign country” (p. 14). The “special knowledge from a foreign country” is
delivered to Honoria by the pages of a book. Her “erotic” physicality is fueled by her
devotion to the “other”—to the story of Jane Eyre. For bookish Honoria, the self
takes on the bluish tint of otherness, like fingertips blackened by the pages of a
newspaper. Reading Jane Eyre reveals to Honoria inklings of intensified love and
“motivating desire” (p. 12). Although this palpable transference of emotion from
book to reader spurs Honoria’s future husband into taking notice of her, the feelings
she experiences while reading Jane Eyre are never again ignited.
That books and texts prompt imaginative border-crossings, which otherwise
would be impossible, is underscored in Sixty Lights. For example, during the first
harsh winter in London, Uncle Neville reads Great Expectations to the bedridden
Lucy and Thomas, and they bond as a family because of it. Later in life, Lucy
ponders the communal, transmutable qualities of books:
[Lucy] thought for the first time about what it meant to read a novel. What
process was this? What self-complication? What séance of other lives into her
own imagination? Reading was this metaphysical meeting place [...] in which
black words […] persuaded her that hypothetical people were as real as she,
that not diversion, but knowing, was the gift story gave her [...] There were
sight-lines, image tokens, between people and people, between people and
objects and words on a page, that knitted the whole world in the purest
geometry of connections. One simply had to notice. One had to remark. (p.
114)
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Here Lucy articulates the “self-complication” that reading creates due to the act of
“séance,” or communication with “other lives”—with the dead. The trans-temporal
act of reading, Lucy proposes, is a feat of transcendence whereby one consciousness
merges with another, bringing self and other closer together, intertwining “people
and objects and words on a page.” This idea of words in a story as a dynamic
exchange between storyteller and listener is a premise of Sixty Lights. How words
and stories are internalized by a listener and then reinterpreted in the external world
is shown in the following passage:
“What I love,” she added, “is very loud birds. We have so many in this
country, filling the sky.” After this Lucy heard loud birds singing all week. A
single sentence had reorganised the presences in the world. A single sentence.
Just one. (p. 55)
Just one sentence altered Lucy’s consciousness, metamorphosed her observations of
the external world. Imagine, Sixty Lights seems to proclaim, imagine how just one
story could change the entire world for the better. But the intertextual insertions of
stories, novels, and “picture shows” within the structure of the novel also have the
power to distance self from other. For instance, Lucy’s brother Thomas works at the
Magic Lantern Establishment, where each theatrical picture show begins with “the
rose-tinted slide of a fairy, holding up a flowery sign saying Welcome to all!” (p.
185). But “all” do not seem welcomed—for when Lucy watches the slideshow
portrayal of the Indian Mutiny of 1857, she is disheartened by ethnocentric
inaccuracies: “In this vision Indians were a nation of snarling barbarians with
daggers in bared teeth and murderous attitudes, and the British a noble race [...] Lucy
felt goose-flesh arise on her arms. She was chilled, upset” (p. 185). When incensed
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Lucy censures both the production and “National Spirit” (p. 185), her brother and his
fiancé seem “surprised and critical” (p. 186). They fail to see why Lucy does not
approve of the “historical” picture show.
Another structural device at work in the text is the element of transnational
adaptation: the way a story transfers and translates itself into fresh forms and new
spaces. The story of the Flying Dutchman is imaginatively reinvented again and
again across generations and countries. In Australia, Honoria tells young Lucy
fabulous tales full of transnational ventures and tragedies—for her tales always end
in death. Later in the novel, the source of the initial Flying Dutchman tale is revealed
to be Molly Minchin, who once told Honoria “of a Dutch balloonist who floated
above Madras […] only to fall out, spectacularly, when he leaned to catch a letter he
had dropped” (p. 53). Molly Minchin adapts the folktale to suit her life: her personal
experiences of being widowed in India. Thereafter, Australian Honoria envisions her
own constructions of the story. She passes on her Flying Dutchman variations to an
impressionable Lucy, who later shares this malleable tale with others during her
travels across the globe: “The stories they exchanged threaded the gulf of night,
years, nations, and experience, lacing them close” (p. 156).
Also traveling across the globe, and across “the gulf of night,” are Lucy’s
letters. The epistolary element embedded within the novel’s structure allows for
transnational commemoration between people separated by distance. After leaving
India, for example, Lucy writes to Isaac and tells him of Neville’s death. In this way,
both grief and love cross borders and are shared by two hearts on opposite sides of
the world. But this transnational communication also allows for expansion of
imaginative thought and vision: “words circulated in the air like a new kind of
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energy, in waves and particles, focused and diffuse, showing and obscuring what
might exist in the world” (p. 100). The posted letters, just like shared stories, give
their recipients an opportunity to experience a wider existence, a divergent
perspective, a different vision. Yet there is a saying that an image speaks more than a
thousand words. In Sixty Lights, Lucy records the world that she sees in her book of
“Special Things Seen” (p. 86). Through her ability to simply notice, she transforms
the mundane into the extraordinary. The “marvel”lous images that Lucy describes
become part of the novel’s transnational image bed. “In the pavilion of wild images
she was entirely at home. She accepted everything with curiosity and sincere
equipoise” (p. 216). Because of Lucy’s equipoise—her complete refusal to judge or
hierarchically categorize her images—the novel’s images implicitly place self and
other on equal footing. Nonjudgmental Lucy is “at home” everywhere she goes,
despite the vast “pavilion” of visual stimuli that she is privy to because of her
“tripod.”129
As a photographer, Lucy’s camera, her black-magic box, becomes “the
extension of her eye” (p. 154). Lucy extends her sight—and heart—across borders
and into the unknown. She receives flashes of “in”sight as the outsider traversing
unknown, “other” territories and taking the time to truly notice them. Her cherished
camera “held the envisioned world […] returned to itself” (p. 154). Through
acknowledging the other, Lucy is returned to the self, to the known—to her own
humanity. Her warm attentiveness to the vast spectrum that is the human condition—
encompassing all life experiences from birth to death—manifests in her love for
photography. Photography itself, or what the author Gail Jones refers to as a
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Here I refer back to the “tripod” metaphor mentioned on p. 212 of Sixty Lights.
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“photographic intelligence,”130 becomes a structural device that shapes the narrative,
which builds through the accumulation of imagery. Much of the novel’s imagery
reiterates and recurs across time and space, as if to emphasize shared experiences—
grief and love, life and death—between disparate peoples. For example, early in the
story it is revealed that Lucy’s father Arthur habitually breaks out in a rash (due to
the trauma of his own mother’s early death). Arthur’s “errant body” was
mysteriously “coloured bright crimson” (p. 61). This same “rash” imagery inhabits
the strange Molly Minchin, the woman who Lucy blamed as a child for the death of
her parents, and who “bore a purple birthmark that lay across one third of her face”
(p. 7). And before Lucy’s mother Honoria dies, she is described as being “coralpink” (p. 11) with a “hectic blush” (p. 245). Much later in the novel, the image of the
rash is again educed when Lucy’s lover Jacob remembers a hailstorm that left him
“ring-streaked and spotted” (p. 205). This biblical phrase haunts Jacob. He believes
he inadvertently killed his father, who rescued him from the hailstorm. “Ringstreaked and spotted,” and other strange images connoting death and grief are also
discussed within the frame of the novel’s uncanny features.

The Uncanny and Sixty Lights
The “black-magic box of secluded light” that doubles an image, inverts objects and
defeats death (p. 154) augments most of the uncanny moments in Sixty Lights. The
novel, through subtly delving into the realm of the uncanny, works to subvert
ideological paradigms and transform notions of otherness. The far-reaching narrative
is interested in crossing boundaries to unsettle notions of self and other, known and
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From a March 2005 interview.
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unknown. For example, when Lucy is “disturbed” by a “posthumous scent of
gardenia […] saturated with a who-knows-what betokening” she “becomes, at this
very moment, one whose mission it is to unconceal” (pp. 45-46). Lucy, forevermore,
has been altered by this uncanny moment, this “who-knows-what betokening,” when
the dead have inexplicably encroached upon the living. Forevermore, Lucy will seek
to unveil that which is mysterious, that which is meant to remain hidden. Lucy’s
“black-magic box” photography becomes a metaphor to represent the uncanny
communion of images and stories between the living and the dead, the known and
the unknown, the present and the past. Her timeless images transcend borders in
unsettling flashes of “unconcealment.” Other unveiled, uncanny imagery in the text
primarily crosses into the dark and secluded territories of dreams and sleepwalking,
death and dying, and into predictions and other distortions of time.

Uncanny Border-Crossings: Dreams and sleepwalking
Dreams of the dead collapse definitive notions of “reality” in Sixty Lights. All of the
novel’s many dreams are directly associated with the “waking world” of the
narrative, thereby offering different ways of interpreting “truth(s).” For instance,
after Lucy’s mother Honoria dies, Lucy dreams that she has “intervened to prevent
her mother’s death” (p. 11). The dream continues:
When Honoria was coral-pink and burning with poison, Lucy had taken ice
and a spoon and a candle to light the way, curled up very small, small as a
new baby, and squeezed, eyes closed, into her mother’s belly. She had
scooped out the fleshy matter that caused such harm, and then slept there a
while, her job well done, within the snug crimson dome of her mother’s
secret insides. (p. 11)
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Here, Lucy crosses borders to rescue her mother from death. With her “eyes
closed”—a reminder that she is still asleep—she is given access to unknown realms:
the dome of her mother’s stomach. There she takes a candle and scoops out the
poison within her mother’s “secret insides.” An unknown territory has been
illuminated, and the impossible occurs: Honoria has been (posthumously) saved from
death. This imaginative outcome reveals Lucy’s grief over her mother’s death and
also reflects other “realities,” as it incorporates elements from Lucy’s waking life—
the stories that Honoria used to tell her about ice caves and candlelight. While
dreaming, Lucy crosses the border between “reality” and “imagination.” While
sleeping, Lucy brings back the dead in her dreams and gives them life again. The
recurrence of dreams in the novel seems to intimate other ways of looking at the
outer world, and other ways of coping with grief through dream worlds. “Dream
knowledge,” author Gail Jones writes, “is not, after all, historical knowledge; it is its
emotional and figurative residue, its ingenious symbology” (“A Dreaming, A
Sauntering: Re-imagining Critical Paradigms,” p. 17).
Later in the novel, the ingenious symbology of dreams “torments” a pregnant
Lucy. She has nightmares “of her mother’s last pregnancy” (p. 159)—the pregnancy
that killed Honoria. Lucy’s residual grief and anxieties are replicated in a dream
about her eyes, as described here:
To match the size of her body, her eyeballs grew and grew, so that she was
deformed and saw everything with alarming magnification. At first this was a
kind of pleasant surprise, like discovering a new or superhuman skill, but
then the world loomed over and crowded her; everything achieved a
monstrous proximity and definition. (p. 159)
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The dream gives Lucy an expanded sense of perception: she is able to see things
“with alarming magnification” that she otherwise could not. Initially Lucy finds this
extraordinary, super-human skill to be fascinating, but it soon becomes unbearable.
A “monstrous proximity” between self and other, between the known and unknown,
is created in the dream, but this larger world “loomed over and crowded” her. This is
the risk of crossing borders and “magnifying” the world: the existing self can be
“crowded” out, as it must too change shape.131
This ability to cross boundaries and “change shape” during sleep is reinforced
by Thomas’s habit of sleepwalking. Thomas’s somnambulism is witnessed one night
by his Uncle Neville, who believes the boy has come to murder him, before he
realizes that Thomas is “vacant” (p. 69). Interestingly, this “vacancy” mirrors the
description of Thomas’s and Lucy’s father, just before the man commits suicide—
“As to their father: he was absent; he was unrecognizable” (p. 9). Arthur had already
“crossed over” to another place. Years later, entrenched in his sleepwalking habit,
Thomas is referred to as being “implacably absent” and “otherworldly” by Lucy,
who observes: “She knows he communes with ghosts. She knows he meets in this
nomadic state, this shadowy night wandering, the father and mother she herself never
manages to see” (p. 105). In sleep, Thomas “sees” things that he shouldn’t, he sees
Arthur and Honoria. His night wanderings allow him to traverse unknown territories
and commune with the other—with ghosts. These ghostly dreams could be compared
with Rosemary Jackson’s observation that ghost stories “disrupt the crucial defining
line which separates ‘real’ life from the ‘unreality’ of death, subverting those discrete
131

This statement resonates with Jackson’s observation that I mentioned in Chapter Two, that any
experience (with the greater world) “is also cognate with the Old English faer (danger, peril, fear),
hence faring forth, ferrying, and, by implication, any peregrination in which the self is risked” (2002,
p. 31).
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units by which unitary meaning or ‘reality’ is constituted” (1981, p. 69). In a state of
parasomnia, Thomas defies the boundaries separating the “real” from the “unreal,”
and the living from the dead, as shown here:
Lucy was roused in the night – disturbed by a metaphysical shiver that awoke
her – to find her brother walking in his sleep, apparently lost and bewildered.
Thomas was naked and cradled his genitals in one hand; the other arm
crossed his chest, reaching to the throat, as though feeling at the base of his
neck for his pulse. It must have been near dawn, for the darkness was
thinning, and Lucy could see his slender body, a pale human light, moving in
slow motion in its otherworldly state, delicate, tentative, almost no longer her
brother. (p. 27)
In this uncanny moment that takes place during the in-between time of dusk, Lucy is
“disturbed” by a “shiver.” She realizes, one again, that Thomas has been
sleepwalking. One of his arms is “feeling at the base of his neck for his pulse,” as
though Thomas’s own subconscious mind fears his body has crossed over into death.
As Thomas moves between one world (the dream state), and the next (waking
consciousness), he seems “almost no longer her brother.” In this uncanny state, he
has been transformed, he has changed shape.
Later in the novel, Thomas longs for the transformative border-crossings of
dreams and the snatches of other “realities” and connections they bring. “As an old
man [Thomas] wants to will this, to dream resurrections, as blind Mrs O’Connor did.
To recover his dead sister’s face, drifting over the surface of a desert” (p. 58).
Thomas132 wants to envision his beloved Lucy while dreaming. He wants to
“resurrect” her from the dead. And Lucy also resurrects the dead when she dreams of
132

Like his Biblical namesake, Thomas yearns for his beloved to appear to him, he wants to “touch”
what he cannot see.
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her murdered co-worker, Rose. The dream is triggered by Lucy’s illness—at this
point in the narrative she is dying and there is blood in her mouth. The blood evokes
the memory of Rose’s violent husband, and Lucy’s consciousness crosses borders, as
demonstrated here:
Lucy had seen herself, once again, felled by his blow, and somehow in this
dream she was both Rose and herself; somehow the taste of blood in her
mouth was a fold back to the sudden irruption of violence […] (p. 207)
In the dream, self and other are brought together as Lucy becomes the dead
woman—“she was both Rose and herself”—a detail which also serves as a
premonition of Lucy’s own impending death.

Uncanny Border-Crossings: Death and dying
The realm of the uncanny is also expressed through the cultivation of a pervasive
sense of death and dying. These occurrences are mitigated by the idea that “an
abbreviated life is not a life diminished.”133 And yet the ubiquitous accounts of early
death in the narrative haunt the characters. Lucy, even as a child, experiences “a
larger tenuousness” (p. 70) of life, since death seems to unsettle “the specificity of
things” (p. 70)—her everyday reality. These anxieties are elaborated upon here:
[The world] held in cruel secret the possibility of erasure. Death, what an odd
word, Lucy thought. Death, breath, she rhymed to herself [...] Her body
carried trapped within it a sensation of shivering; even though the air was hot
Lucy seemed to exist in a chilly grief-envelope. (p. 70)
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From an interview with Gail Jones, January 2004.
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Death is “odd” and “other,” yet borders life. Death, breath, death, breath. Thinking
of death induces Lucy to experience sensations of the uncanny: she shivers and feels
chilled. The coldness of death is life’s “cruel secret” that is “never quite spoken
aloud” (p. 8). Paradoxically, Death is hidden (or “buried”) and it is heavy, weighing
down upon the living—particularly in moments of mourning. But it is a weight that
can be “upheld” by others. Later in the narrative, Lucy’s private “grief-envelope” is
opened; her grief is shared with those who have also experienced death’s
covetousness. For example, after Thomas and his wife suffer a miscarriage, the
somber household is described as “their own community” (p. 228). They are drawn
together by death and grief.
Death—and abbreviated lives—pervades Sixty Lights. The novel’s brief
opening chapter begins with Lucy recounting the death of a stranger. The second
chapter reveals her mother Honoria’s death and her father Arthur’s suicide. When the
narrative shifts to inhabit her parents’ perspectives, their memories divulge the early
deaths of their own mothers. Honoria’s mother died in England when Honoria was
only five years old (p. 18) and Arthur’s mother died in China when he was a boy (p.
14). The deaths in the novel accumulate as the reader encounters Lucy’s lover, Jacob,
who lost his father to a stroke at a young age. Lucy’s Uncle Neville is struck down
by a carriage before she returns from India with her newborn daughter. And Lucy’s
dear border-crossing friend, Molly Minchin, is likewise scarred by death: four
miscarriages and her partner drowned. Death begins to smother the living, just as
Lucy’s last breath is stifled by blood in the lungs.
Death and its consequence—grief—even weighed down Lucy and Thomas as
children in “drastic invasions, that hung omnipresent in the air itself” (p. 19). Yes,
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death is heavy, but is it because it brings more “presences” in the world to see, to
carry?
A kind of anaesthetic quality smothered their experience; they were
disengaged in each task they performed, and their feelings, such as they were,
were delayed and denuded. Moreover, the children had become convinced
that there were ghosts in the house, presences that seemed everywhere to call:
behold me! At night they saw flitting shapes and weird transparencies. Noises
like whispers filled up the darkness. Once Thomas swore he saw his father’s
face – unshaven, eyes bloodshot – hovering on the surface of the hallway
mirror; and Lucy dreamed that the baby that would have been their sister was
crawling in the cramped, dark space beneath her bed. (p. 19)
This lengthy passage illustrates how sensations of the uncanny—“noises like
whispers” and “weird transparencies”—pervade the Strange house during this time
of psychological trauma. Thomas sees what he should not be able to see: the
reflection of his deceased father in the mirror. Another ghost haunts Lucy, when she
dreams of her dead sister crawling in the darkness.134 Uncanny experiences triggered
by death and grief offer Lucy and Thomas fleeting perspicacity of other realms.
These supernatural abilities are likewise harnessed by Lucy’s lover, Jacob, who
recounts his “untypical clarity” triggered by grief: “the force of circumstance,
orbiting around death itself, had given his hand preternatural skill” (p. 230). Here it
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Author Gail Jones writes in her essay, “A Dreaming, A Sauntering: Re-imagining Critical
Paradigms,” that “metaphorically this attachment we have to virtuality, the phantasmic, the magical,
the indeterminate, the weirdly dematerialised, locates the wish to venture across physical and
ideological boundaries, to assess the claims the dead have on us to be heard and acknowledged, the
claim, moreover, of unreconciled alterity. I have in mind here not just the dead, but those made
invisible or voiceless by our culture” (2006, p. 17). This “unreconciled alterity” is similar to what I
refer to as the “absolute otherness” of death in Chapter Two. How “heavy” are the “claims the dead
have on us”, the “voiceless”?
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would seem that the presence of death opens up space for extraordinary experiences
and inquiries.
Later in the novel, as Lucy is dying of consumption, she becomes
increasingly curious about death—“Was it the eradication, above all, of those selves
brought into being […] the self swaying between consciousnesses” (p. 211). Her
conscious awareness is stretched and made strange; it too “changes shape.” During
her feverish illness—an uncanny state prone to auditory and visual hallucinations—
she is “susceptible to in-between states” (p. 234). Lucy drifts between dreams,
hallucinations, memories, and brief moments of acute, extrasensory lucidity full of
“strange sign[s]” (p. 243) as she approaches death. Her affliction is described as a
“flotation with no visible landfall, an unbecoming” (p. 245).135 In this uncanny
delirium, Lucy crosses psychological borders into new terrain(s). She wittingly
experiences an “unbecoming” of the self—a diffusive eviction into other territories.
Lucy, who feels she is as “indistinct as water” (p. 243) and “molten, inhuman” (p.
243), can permeate into spaces previously unknown. For example, she dreams that
she performs a series of photographic tasks “disincarnate, as though she were a kind
of spirit” (p. 234). This separation from the flesh—the deliverance of Lucy’s
consciousness from her body—implies an uncanny amplification of awareness, a
radical shifting from normative thought patterns. Her feverish mind undergoes new
discoveries and confounds preconceived notions of self. Her own feverish
incandescence metaphorically illuminates the dark. With closed eyes, Lucy sees
“herself, at midnight, meeting a woman in white, who might be her mother, or an
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It is interesting that the imagery reverses here; whereas the living are described as experiencing the
“heaviness” of death, the dying Lucy becomes “lighter”, more fluid, as pieces of herself, her
consciousness, are dispersed across time and space(s) to weigh upon the living.
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Indian widow, or her own spooked self, a quivery pale presence” (p. 243). Lucy
seems to commune with hovering ghosts, and even encounters her “own spooked
self.” In these uncanny, transformative moments, boundaries become attenuated and
distinctions between self and other, past and present, and the known and unknown,
are eradicated by death.

Uncanny Border-Crossings: Predictions and other distortions of time
In Sixty Lights, the accession of death renders uncanny visions of the future. These
mystifying foresights uttered by Lucy during her illness unsettle the other characters,
like her lover, Jacob:
The woman [Jacob] loved, the strange woman, spoke in stagey speeches and
entertained supernatural visions [...] like someone who was watching history
unfold, like someone who knew beforehand of her own death, and was
speaking posthumously [...] Unbidden, he had glimpsed Lucy in another
realm. In this context of so many night-lights and revelations, he had perhaps
glimpsed her own certainty of her coming death. (p. 218)
Here Jacob refers to keenly intelligent Lucy as being “strange.” The word itself is
presented in lower-case, which suggests that it’s also serving an adjectival purpose as
well as referring to her surname. Lucy Strange is strange—she continually accesses
the “supernatural.” In this excerpt she is likened to being dead, to someone who is
“speaking posthumously” from “another realm.” Lucy, with all of her uncanny
revelations, defies the logic of time by crossing borders to glimpse the future. But her
strange predictions—“One day, Lucy believes, one day in the future, people will
discover how to photograph the vast night sky” (p. 183), for example, and “Thomas
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is convinced, as I am, that there will one day be moving pictures shows” (p. 197)—
do not only disturb her lover. Lucy’s unerring foresights, in a sense launched through
time (from the narrative’s Victorian age to the contemporary moment), also create a
sensation of the uncanny for the reader. It is unsettling to bear witness to any
prophecy made evident over time. This period novel, with its setting lodged in the
past, is haunted by the future, as shown here:
Someday – this [Lucy] knew – doctors would have an apparatus to
photograph the inner body. To light the dark […] They would even, Lucy
imagined, photograph the brain, and these photographs would have a lyric
and lambent quality: they would be like pods of loveliness, like newly
discovered planets, remote, elaborate, drifting on glass plates like secrets still
unbroken. (p. 190)
Lucy becomes sage-like; her feverish hallucinations and abnormal states of
consciousness reveal remote “secrets” that prove to be strangely accurate. Her
insights “light the dark,” scintillating the obscurity that cloaks the world to come. But
the narrative’s unsettling displacement of time is not limited to Lucy’s predictions of
the future. Throughout the novel, time folds and unfolds, quickens and lengthens.
Time is a mere construct, Sixty Lights seems to insist. The common perception of
time behaving in a logical, mechanical fashion is just another belief subject to
interpretation: “It was as if, for a second, evanescent time settled down. As if the
glass lens, apt and uncomplicated, saw for her and for all time complete testimony of
the moment” (p. 175). The present moment—the now—seems to encompass both the
past and the future. When Lucy directs her attention upon the outer world, when she
takes the time to truly notice the other, she crosses borders of furrowed, “evanescent
time” that can stretch or fold back upon itself: “Years later, in the middle of the
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night, in a pleat of time” (p. 46) … The future and the past are lingering at the edge
of perception, waiting to be unconcealed. The consciousness’ uncanny ability to
experience the unveiling of time as a malleable property evokes Michael Jackson’s
commentary on transitive and intransitive moments, when he writes:
One might say that the stream of consciousness sometimes flows steadily and
without interruption, is sometimes broken by a submerged snag, sometimes
whirls or eddies because of countercurrents, and is sometimes driven faster
by narrowing banks. Just as the being of a bird consists in both its flight and
its perching, or the being of a stream consists in both its flowing and not
flowing, so consciousness must be understood dialectically. Both intransitive
states and transitive moments are implicated, as when, for example, a person
observes that the time is exactly 12:30pm, then notes how time flies, or drags
[…] Most of the time we are not troubled by these fluctuations, switchings
and oscillations of consciousness – indeed, we are scarcely aware of them.
We declare that we are in two minds [...] (2002, pp. 88-89)
Encountering a distortion of time is experienced as a transitive moment of
consciousness, where time can seem to “whirl” with “countercurrents.” Most of the
time these fluctuations go unnoticed, or we believe “we are in two minds”—unsure
of the validity of the experience, since it challenges the logical, normative way of
viewing the world. It seems that transitive moments vicariously position the observer
at the edge of another territory, at the verge of understanding “other” (strange)
notions of space-time, or another “mind”set. Sixty Lights indulges these transitive,
border-crossing moments of consciousness throughout the novel, as shown here:
[Thomas’s] face was the colour of saffron, and in the strange zone of night
glass he seemed to waver and shift, his body composed of coloured smoke.
He could see his chest, his nipples, his startled-looking eyes […] This
impersonation of himself was more fearsome than his father's face appearing
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on the hallway mirror […] Yet the force of his own double fixed him still,
and this ordinary sight, compelled by so ordinary a reflective phenomena,
was the hypnotic confirmation of a solitude that he would carry throughout
his life, unassuaged by adulthood or success or lovers in his bed, untempered
by rational or sensible assessment. Part of him would always be this
insubstantial and isolated boy, fictitious, yellow, paralleled by alienation,
barely there on the glass in the middle of the night. (pp. 38-39)
In this excerpt, Thomas describes himself as being caught in a “strange zone” where
he “waver[s] and shift[s].” As he looks into the mirror, he experiences a fluid,
unfixed sense of self, of reality. In this transitive moment, he recalls seeing his dead
father’s face in the mirror, and yet his own body appearing as “smoke” is far more
frightening. The narrative then leaps through time, into Thomas’s adulthood, where
he would “always be” this “insubstantial” child, as though his perplexing grief will
extend throughout eternity. Distortion of time and its transitive aspects resembles
what Gail Jones refers to as the “idea of the traumatic time, which is a time that is
broken, and that is recursive.”136 Recursion of events and other oscillations of time in
the novel are experienced by Lucy throughout the novel. For example, when she
looks at a photograph of her mother as a child, she realizes that “it was possible that
time might distort like this, might loop lacily and suddenly fold over. It was a canny
image: the child seemed to know something of the future” (p. 29). In the novel,
notions of “past” and “future” are constantly distorted in border-crossing moments
that unearth uncanny insights. As a perspicacious adult, Lucy wonders “how often, in
what small or gifted or implausible moments, do we replay what our parents knew,
or did? How often do we feel—in another generation—what they imagined was
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From an interview with Gail Jones, May 2008.
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sequestered in their own private skin?” (p. 119). These “maculate”137 movements
through time seem to suggest that a closer proximity to the other—living or dead—is
possible. Our “own private skin” is sometimes revealed to an/other in “small or
gifted” moments that are normally considered to be “implausible.” The novel’s
insistence upon these uncanny revelations in life—through distortions of time or
alterations of consciousness—is likened back to the motif of photography, or a
photographic intelligence. Lucy’s photographic images “had by magic and illusion
travelled them through time, made them ever-alive, endowed their faces […] for
generations to come. ‘Behold me,’ each face called from the past to the future” (p.
177). Her photography is explicitly described as “second sight” (p. 177), a term
connoting an uncanny clairvoyance—an ability to move through the past and future
and glimpse the private interiors of both the self and the other. Lucy’s photographic
intelligence “travels” across generations and brings the dead back to life. Behold me,
the narrative repeatedly exclaims. This act of noticing the other, of truly residing in
the moment, whether it be past or future, living or dead, is also intensified by the
presence of the transnational-uncanny in Sixty Lights.

A Strange Light: Sixty Lights and the Transnational-Uncanny
What in retrospect disturbed Lucy was her fascination. She stared fixedly at
the scene [...] the woman in a blue sari who leaned forward to seek a pulse in
the dead man’s neck, then retreated, her garment stained with blood. The
mirror and the blood were an irresistible combination. Lucy could not help
herself; she thought of repetition; she thought of a photograph […]
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Here I refer back to Lucy’s philosophy of photography—her pursuit of the “maculate”, or tainted,
image.
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At the scene Lucy was in a state of cataleptic calm, but later found
herself trembling, as her grandfather and Isaac trembled. There were many
deaths in India—everybody knew this—but death by mirror seemed to her
particularly meaningless, the counter-logic to finding one’s own face, there,
alive as one dressed, or admired oneself, or leaned forward critically or vainly
to examine a feature. Lucy […] found herself rising up at night, in a kind of
delayed shock, seeing again the full details of the improbable accident,
arrayed before her like an awful apparition. There was the mystery of art, but
there was also this mystery, the slash of mortality, the strange mingled order
and disorder of death, death which happened, and then returned, in its own
numinous glow. (pp. 156-157)
This excerpt flashes upon the space of the transnational-uncanny as it confronts the
otherness of death. In the midst of death, the transnational-uncanny emerges, creating
a space (or an image) where borders are crossed and self and other meet. In this
transnational-uncanny excerpt, Lucy is in India, an exotic, foreign place where she is
regarded as the other—an outsider—due to her cultural customs, her English tongue
and skin. She is the only Westerner in the market to witness the death of a young
worker, who has fallen from a ladder and pierced himself on shards of glass. In this
moment of death, of blood-letting, Lucy experiences a sensation of the uncanny: she
is “cataleptic”—a state usually associated with schizophrenia or other alternate states
of consciousness. Later, she feels “delayed shock” as the memory resurrects before
her like some “awful apparition.” The experience conjures other instances of death,
other “repetitions,” other reminders of mortality that cross space and time. Lucy
finds herself “trembling,” just as the expat Uncle Isaac and her Australian
grandfather once trembled—their shudders betraying their ageing bodies and
foreshadowing their future deaths.
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In this particular encounter with death, Lucy is also brought closer to quiet
Bashanti, who weeps into her dupatta as she witnesses the event:
After their act of witness Lucy had enfolded Bashanti in her arms, mutely
comforting, and then they left together, in a hurry, immediately to return
home. Later they drank tea and ate milk sweets flavoured with cardamom.
They sat beside each other, almost touching, on a patterned rug on the floor.
Lucy brushed and braided Bashanti’s hair and placed within it a circle of new
frangipani blossoms. Their perfume was glorious. It was a tiny communion
against all the possibilities of disaster and accident. (p. 157)
These occurrences following the transnational-uncanny moment illustrate the
significance of the convergent space. The shared transnational-uncanny “act of
witness” compels Lucy to “enfold” Bashanti, who is grieving. Bashanti allows Lucy
to hold her; self finds solidarity in the other. Both women return home, as if trying to
flee the “slash of mortality”—the abbreviated breath, the pulse interrupted. The
observation of the absolute otherness of death138 elicits the two women into finding
comfort in one another. Together at home, Lucy and Bashanti seek the familiarity of
life and all of its inner, bodily indulgences—eating milk sweets and inhaling
frangipani blossoms. Their shared acts serve as a “tiny communion” against death
and its unknown territory, its “numinous glow.” Lucy wonders about the bordercrossing mystery of death—its “strange mingled order and disorder” that “happened,
and then returned.”
Death and mortality continually return in Sixty Lights to intensify
negotiations with alterity. Transnational images and objects become uncanny in
particular contexts throughout the narrative, resulting in sensory images or objects
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This term was thoroughly explained in Chapter Two.
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that are emblematic of transnational-uncanny convergences. One of these
transnational-uncanny objects is a chrysanthemum fan that continually crosses
temporal and spatial borders throughout the narrative. The border-crossing
chrysanthemum fan, “duck-egg blue” (p. 7) initially appears in the book’s second
chapter, which opens with an ominous warning: “In 1860 the eight-year-old child,
Lucy Strange, and her brother Thomas, aged almost ten, were doubly orphaned” (p.
6). The encounter that follows reveals Lucy and her mother, very pregnant, sitting on
the porch with “swollen bare feet, and the fan that now rested against her face,
obscuring it in a deckled-edged circle of flowers. This fan imprints itself on Lucy’s
heart, for it is from this day that her life enters the mode of melodrama, and this little
partition between them, of such oriental blue, will register for ever the vast distances
that love must travel” (p. 7). For it is on this day that her mother, Honoria, dies
during pregnancy, and Lucy, in her grief, forever remembers the transnational,
“oriental blue” fan. Its deckled edge “imprints” its sharpness on Lucy and forever
becomes a “partition” between her and her mother.
Later in the novel, time folds back on itself as Honoria’s husband Arthur tells
her of the chrysanthemum fan. Arthur, who has grown up in China, shares his grief
with Honoria by giving her an object that is dear to him: “I want you to have this. It’s
all I have of my first mother.” He then tells her a story of China—the place where his
mother died—and the chrysanthemum fan:
‘When she first went to China,’ [Arthur] began very quietly, ‘my mother was
afraid. She feared illness, the people. She feared the foreignness of it all. A
woman – not a Christian convert, but some sort of medicine woman she
consulted – gave her the gift of this chrysanthemum fan. This woman told her
through a translator that it was a special gift, and that she must use it to cool
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herself if she contracted fever or meet Demon Spirits. It would protect her,
the woman said.’ [...] ‘In her last illness, I remember, she insisted that it be
present. She was too weak with fever to raise her own hand, so my father held
the fan. She thought she would recover.’ (p. 17)
Interestingly, Arthur’s mother, a missionary-wife, fears “the people” and the
“foreignness” of China, and yet despite her outward biasness, she consults a local
medicine woman and is given a “special gift” of a chrysanthemum fan to protect
herself. Despite the heathen superstitions associated with this gift, “other” beliefs that
contradict the “Christian” in her, Arthur’s mother not only accepts the fan, but
sincerely believes that it is endowed with special powers. We see evidence of her
belief, her new faith in the “other,” when she flutters the fan in times of hardship.
The comforting foreign gift of the chrysanthemum fan seems to represent an
inexplicable connection to the ideology and belief system of the “other,” as hinted at
here:
At some point on their journey they were on a stretch of lonely road. The
wind fell suddenly to nothing and the sky coloured deep purple. Arthur
sensed his mother’s anxiety in the fluttering of her fan, and when he looked at
her face – he sees it even now – he saw that her loose hair was standing on
end, an affrighted halo, and that her features were tightened and seized with
fear. His scalp was prickling and he could feel his own hair uprisen, neat as
new rice […] He does not really know exactly what occurred – everywhere
was illuminated, mauve and alive with electricity – except that some force
burnt his feet and toppled him over. (pp. 48-49)
In this transnational-uncanny moment, as Arthur and his mother travel through the
Chinese countryside, the sky goes strange—a deep purple—and they become “seized
with fear.” His mother’s anxiety is apparent in the irrational “fluttering of her fan”,
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as there is no mention of the weather being hot enough to warrant its use. In this
tense moment, Arthur, acting with instinct, snatches his transfixed mother from the
cart. He pulls her into a nearby field, where they are struck by lightning—“mauve
and alive with electricity.” When Arthur comes to, he fears the worst. But then his
mother rises from the ground, from a “fiery death” (p. 50), her talisman
chrysanthemum fan still in tow. She begins to cry and Arthur holds her, “brush[es]
rain from her face. She was like a little girl” (p. 49). In this border-crossing, neardeath experience, Arthur becomes the adult and his mother the child. Despite
Arthur’s earlier embarrassment at having been held in his mother’s “guarded
embrace” during the journey, he now lovingly comforts his traumatized mother, who
still flutters her fan, her belief in it confirmed. The power of the fan is transferred
across borders and psyches. Vested with the belief that it provides protection, the fan
also begins to accumulate sinister associations with death. In this way the
transnational fan becomes an uncanny object. It is a paradoxical signal of both
danger and protection. The border-crossing gift intended to console, becomes twosided and laden with double-meaning as it repeatedly emerges during instances of
impending death or near-death.
In a strange confluence between past and present, the transnational-uncanny
fan becomes a portent of death for both Arthur’s mother and for Honoria, who is
described as holding it before her death. The image of the fan is also subtly present
during Lucy’s death, as shown here: “It was like a screen suddenly perforated, with
darkness leaking in. Lucy had largely let her parents behind, veiled by journeys, new
countries, lovers, Ellen, but now found reminiscences and bad dreams returning to
disturb her” (p. 227). This moment, which occurs in one of the book’s final chapters,
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seems to mirror the opening of the book, when Lucy recalls how the fan of her
childhood is a “partition” between her and her dead mother. In the later passage,
however, it is Lucy who is dying; the partition, the “screen,” has now been torn and
is leaking in “darkness”—the darkness of her own approaching death.
In another strange incident, the partition between past and present is torn
away as a transnational-uncanny object is brought to light. On this occasion, Lucy’s
mother Honoria strangely recalls another transnational object, rendering it uncanny,
as shown here:
In the future, in a sleepless moment, after the birth of her first baby, Honoria
will recall uncannily the taste of Jamaica ginger in her mouth; and in her
dreamy state recall also the curve around her loneliness that was broadfaced
Nell. It was both a composite and an indefinite recollection: a taste, a name, a
durable unfolding. And it allowed Honoria to believe she had not spent her
own life motherless, but had been multiply mothered. A number of women
had found and held her, all of them ship-shaped [...] Honoria's voice is
strangulated, as if it issues from a cave, so Nell sings and speaks and uses
voice enough for both of them; and they coexist in this pathetic affectionate
union, in the belly of the wooden ship, rocked and rolled together. (p. 41)
The memory uncannily seeps into Honoria’s consciousness through an unexpected
bodily sensation: the taste of ginger, the taste of something when in fact there is
nothing on the tongue. In this moment, the transnational object—Jamaican ginger—
suddenly becomes uncanny, ghostly. It haunts the body. Because of this, Honoria’s
memory “durably” unfolds, becomes real again, relived again. In her in-between,
“dreamy” state, Honoria is able to border cross into the past to re-experience a
transnational journey—the nineteenth-century transoceanic passage where she was
violently ill. Significantly, the Jamaican ginger serves as a bridge between past and
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present, self and other. Nell’s “sweet” gift provides comfort to Honoria as a child,
and later leaps through time to comfort her as an adult. This temporal distortion is
magnified by the paradoxical switch at the text’s line-level from past tense (which is
employed to convey Honoria as an adult) to present tense (which conveys Honoria as
a child). This grammatical border-crossing emphasizes the intensity of Honoria’s
memory: she is not just remembering an experience, but instead is uncannily reliving
it. During the voyage, young Honoria—suffering from seasickness and “fearing the
worst” (p. 40)—is a nuisance to the other women. But now, as an adult, Honoria
recalls how a stranger, an Irish woman named Nell, “embraced and comforted her”
and “sings and speaks” (p. 41). The juxtaposition of differing verb tenses further
reinforces the intermingling of past and present, self and other. During the journey,
Honoria found affinity with the other, who is “ship-shaped”, as if evoking the transnationality that they share, and the path(s) they have traveled to meet each other.
Nell’s empathy for the young English girl—her shared commiseration and grief in
the cramped and dark ship—surfaces in a border-crossing moment where she “speaks
and uses voice enough for both of them; and they coexist in this pathetic affectionate
union.”
Lucy also experiences a sense of union with the other, however fleeting,
during the potentially life-threatening experience of childbirth. As Lucy is about to
give birth to her daughter, a transnational-uncanny space emerges in the narrative, as
shown here:
[She would] enter the dilations and contractions of time and space itself.
There was a violence to birth [...] Lucy began travelling. She flew again over
the familiar shapes of the globe, noting landforms and waterways [...] The
wind and the sun were in her face and she felt joyful and illimitable, swinging
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through space like that, like a woman of the future [...] When the baby was at
last delivered Lucy didn’t know where or when she was: as her dome
collapsed the span of her planetary vision also collapsed, and she felt as if she
had entered a new, redeemed time and a new, close focus. (pp. 162-163)
Lucy, thrust into an alternate state of consciousness during the violent birth, begins
traveling with her imagination. She is transported across the globe, and accomplishes
the impossible: feeling “the wind and the sun” of other spaces, gliding over the span
of countries underneath her. In this transnational-uncanny moment, she is “joyful and
illimitable” and full of a “planetary vision” that allows her to cross boundaries and
behold the other: the vast, unknown territory of the world. The uncanny distortion of
time and crossovers of space subside at the sight of her child—an “absolute light” (p.
163).
Self and other are brought into accord in the novel with another image of the
transnational-uncanny. For example, Lucy, while terminally ill, rests on the English
heath as she recalls the memory of her last sea voyage. On the deck, she had
proclaimed her uncanny predictions regarding photography to an old sailor, but he
remained unconvinced. He wanted to show her something “which could not be
trapped”:
For ten days Lucy and Jock watched the sunset together. On the eleventh day
it happened: the green ray. There is in the mystery of receding light a causal,
curious moment, in which, by some rare combination of refraction and the
angle of descending beams, the sun itself flashes green for three or four
seconds, just before it tips half the world into darkness. Lucy definitely saw
it. It was unmistakable. Sailors everywhere across the globe call this
phenomenon the green ray. (pp. 212-213)
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During this transnational journey, Lucy and Jock befriend one another because they
both share an interest in the strange and unusual: the ocean’s “curious light effects”
(p. 212). Jock tells Lucy that he will show her something so mysterious it could
never be recorded on camera. Despite their differing opinions, and dissimilar
backgrounds, together they watch the sunset for ten days, and eventually witness the
rare event of “the green ray”—an uncanny sight that temporarily brings them
together and forever imprints itself on Lucy’s mind. More interestingly, Lucy’s
memory of her India-England boat passage and the sighting of the green ray is
doubled while she is in London, where “Lucy opened her eyes to emerald green
[…]” In this moment, Lucy observes Molly Minchin playing with her small
daughter, Ellen, and regards them as possessing “a rare and solar refulgence” (p.
213), just like the green ray. When the border-crossing image from the past creeps
into the present to deliver insight, Lucy knows for certain of her coming death: “Mrs
Minchin will be a mother, after all” (p. 213).
As Lucy’s body slowly weakens, her mind seems to strengthen, engendering
an intensity of thoughts, predictions, and visions: a truly “strange light.” Her
photographic intelligence recognizes the potential of provocative images to spark
understanding between people the world over. As she slowly dies in London, she is
replete with transnational-uncanny images139:
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Jones’s choice to emphasize visual imagery is likely not accidental, as the image is an ingressive
means of understanding new concepts. As Gloria Anzaldúa observes, the “image is a bridge between
evoked emotion and conscious knowledge; words are the cables that hold up the bridge. Images are
more direct, more immediate than words, and closer to the unconscious. Picture language precedes
thinking in words; the metaphorical mind precedes analytical consciousness” (1987, p. 90).
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Lucy Strange saw both the past and the future. She saw faces already
changed, persisting eternally young, and the faces of the dead, docilely
revenant. She saw lucent intimations of worlds to come. She saw unmade
forms and inchoate presences. Images had trans-historical power. In the
future, Lucy imagined, glass photographic plates would be serialised like
slides at Thomas’s magic-lantern show, to fabricate a private machine for
seeing [...] The screen would glitter like mercury, and like mercury, ever
shift. There would be a new form of community, riveted to vision. Lucy saw
in the future a multiplication of the weird Medusa power she had seen many
times in the Childish Establishment: people captured, eyes shining, by
remarkable light. (p. 233)
This layered excerpt is wrought with uncanny and transnational elements. Lucy, in
an alternate state of mind that renders her uncanny visions of “worlds to come,”
border-crosses into “other” spaces. She witnesses “inchoate presences” and sees “the
faces of the dead.” Interestingly, Lucy, who is dying, has transcended grief. Her
ghosts are “docilely revenant.” As Lucy freely shifts between the past and the
present, her inclusive, scopic vision allows her to see images as border-crossing,
“trans-historical” distortions of time. Her imagination reveals to her the “private
machine for seeing,”140 which transfixes people with a “weird Medusa power”141 as
they watch ever-shifting, transhistorical and transnational images. This intoxicating
transmission box of border-crossing images would create a new “community,”
bringing together self and other, past and present, the living and the dead.
When Lucy finally dies, it is the living who are left to grieve. In another
transnational-uncanny instance, Jacob holds the Indian miniature that Lucy
140

This term of course refers to the future television set, intentionally cloaked by words that
defamiliarize it, so that it is seen anew by the modern reader.
141
The image of the Greek Medusa is fraught with layers: Medusa has many snakes on her head,
many “eyes” in which to see all angles of the world. But of course the Medusa also connotes death.
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bequeathed to him. He is disturbed by the “inept” painting of the god Krishna and his
lover Radha, yet there is something in the painting “that evoked Lucy’s face” (p.
248). While holding the evocative miniature, he experiences a sense of the
uncanny—“Jacob rubbed his index finger on the wings and felt his own heart
respond: some mystery of after-life momentarily possessed and moved him” (p. 248).
By touching the Indian painting, he feels his own emotions well. There is a
transference of love, “some mystery of after-life” that moves him and draws him
closer to his beloved, through a cultural object that is other but now evokes the loved
face.
Thomas also mourns for his sister, and for Miss Minchin, who passed away
with a heart seizure just after Lucy’s death. Thomas and his wife have been left with
Lucy’s daughter, Ellen, the child they always wanted. And yet Ellen is “withdrawn
and ill-behaved” (p. 247) and Thomas is bereft. He avoids Ellen, and acts “inert” and
“unresponsive” toward her. In a final scene, the mournful Thomas begins to read a
novel—Great Expectations—the book that he read with Lucy and Neville so many
years ago. Finally, Thomas is able to expel his grief, as shown here:
Thomas began to cry. He cried for his parents, for Neville and for Mrs
Minchin. He cried for his cherished, irreplaceable sister, Lucy. He felt that
the whole world was drenched in grief, and was unmanned, a boy again, a
boy naked with a candle, fearing what might be screened unbidden on
mirrors, or in dreams. Thomas was just moving beyond the vehemence of
sobbing, just entering that state of calm and pause, when the bedroom door
slowly opened before him. It was Ellen, seeking him out […] Sensing, with
an innate and precocious delicacy, that she had glimpsed something private,
something she should not have seen, Ellen took a step backwards, very
quietly […]
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Here Thomas border-crosses over space and time, and is uncannily “unmanned” as
he becomes “a boy again” who is afraid of the unknown. Thomas’s experience of
mourning is interrupted by Ellen, who opens the door to the bedroom. Thomas looks
on as his young niece “senses” his private grief over Lucy’s death. In this small
moment, where the seen and unseen intermingle in grief, a connection is at last
forged between Thomas and Ellen. Self and other, past and future, are inextricably
linked through these small acts of acknowledgement, through the light of the gaze.
Lucy’s photographic intelligence—her “black-magic box”—comes to
represent an inexhaustible chamber of images and stories that provide “stray,
unguessable circuits” (p. 101) connecting people the world over in “side-by-side
permission of inadvertent currents and connections” (p. 210). In this final textual
example connecting self and other, Lucy sees the corpse of an elephant in India and
later dreams about it:
That night Lucy dreamed that she set up a camera in front of the elephant.
When she looked through the viewfinder she saw right into its body, right
into the red heart, which still beat feebly and bore a glazed and delicate shine.
As she took the photograph, the elephant rose on its bloody stumps and
shuffled away. (p. 144)
In this symbolic retelling of death, where the transnational and the uncanny
converge, Lucy seeks the heart of the other—the dying elephant. When she sees its
fragile, trembling heart, it is able to rise. With one gaze, with one greeting, one
gesture, the self can become a “light” and life for the other. In this “maculate” world,
full of death and grief, sorrow and loss, one must take care to en-lighten the heart.
Sixty Lights affirms, with unwavering conviction, that every thing, every person, is
“a lighthouse, a signal of presence” (p. 171). It is up to each of us to look into the
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darkness and find the light of the other, because, at the very end, “perhaps we are not
part of all we have met, but all that we sensationally or passionately notice” (p. 198).
Sixty Lights implores, again and again, for the world to take notice, to behold the
other. Throughout the novel, Lucy and her loved ones are constantly in “visual”
motion—both in geographical and cultural ambulation and in uncanny, psychological
border-crossings into other realms of consciousness. The unbounded, transnationaluncanny images that are accessed from these movements grant a voluminous tableau
of “realities” that interrogate notions of what it means to be “other,” irrevocably
bound with what it means to be “self.” This is what Sixty Lights wants us to behold.
As Lucy proclaims, “we wait, all of us, for what enlivens and unsettles us” (p. 107).
As a reader, Lucy herself becomes a “strange light.” She is an “other” who allows us
to see the world in a different way. She casts her light into the darkness and asks us
to look closely, to see, for a moment, how the other is in the self and the self is in the
other. Like Lucy, we wait for our perspectives to be illuminated by what is beyond
the self; we wait for our hearts to be warmed by a “strange light.” We await, in this
very moment, the affirming glance—respectfully exchanged—between self and
other.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION:
“TRANSNATIONAL-UNCANNY” LITERATURE
This broad field of connectedness is my point of departure for exploring
fields of experience that overflow and confound the words with which we
conventionally describe the world, and for describing the subtle ways
in which one human life shades into another, and the shallows of the familiar
shelve into unfathomable depths.
—Michael D. Jackson142
In The Palm at the End of the Mind: relatedness, religiosity, and the real, Michael
Jackson links the image of the penumbral to border situations that “imply a radical
break from the known” yet “presage new possibilities of relatedness.” Jackson refers
to these spaces as shadowy “indeterminate zone[s]” where the “shallows of the
familiar shelve into unfathomable depths” (2009, pp. xii-xiii). His reiteration that
these metaphorical “penumbral” areas display both shadow and light, are outlying,
and full of uncertainty are pivotal images of this thesis. What new sights can be
revealed when one is bold enough to cross a border into the unknown? Bordercrossing into the penumbral not only promises that something new will be
encountered, but also implies that this encounter will include an element of
strangeness: the familiar will meet the unfamiliar, the self will meet the other. This
commingling of two disparate spaces and the strangeness that attends it have been at
the heart of this thesis.
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From The Palm at the End of the Mind, p. xiii.
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The conceptual territory of the “transnational-uncanny” is about encountering
strangeness, in more than one regard. Transnationalism, as previously discussed,
displays border-crossings into other geographies and cultures; while the uncanny
implies border-crossings between the real and the imaginary, the living and the dead.
As Nicholas Royle said of the uncanny, it is an experience of psychological “borders,
frontiers” (2006, p. vii), which echoes Jahan Ramazani’s definition of
transnationalism as a site of permeability between worlds that “ceaselessly overlap”
(2009, p. 49). These shared qualities have led me to track the convergent space of the
transnational-uncanny, a new conceptual territory in contemporary literature.
The transnational-uncanny, as I have argued throughout this thesis, has the
potential to intensify negotiations of otherness, especially during narrative portrayals
of death. Death—which is a figurehead in both elegiac transnationalism and the
uncanny—is the “absolute other”143 to life and can bring “others” together during
times of mourning and uncertainty. Like transnationalism and the uncanny, death is
also a border-crossing experience that involves the meeting of separate worlds. As
George Steiner writes, the “facticity of death” makes us “frontaliers, in the
boardinghouses of life” (1989, p. 140), which acknowledges that the notion of death
involves contemplating new and sometimes incomprehensible frontiers. Because of
these resonances in relation to the transnational-uncanny, I have examined how
transnational-uncanny texts with elegiac themes (like Bobis’s Fish-Hair Woman and
Jones’s Sixty Lights) confound notions of alterity and lead to empathy between self
and other when facing the strangeness of death.

143

Again I echo Bauman’s observation that “Death is the absolute other of being, an unimaginable
other” (1992, p. 2).
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As this thesis has shown, texts that exhibit transnational-uncanny spaces
accommodate a perceptibility that travels between places, cultures, psyches, states of
being. This “migrating” viewpoint threatens to destabilize conventional perception
and the social patterns that accompany it. The act of witnessing, inhabiting, or
crossing between more than one place/position/reality informs negotiations between
self and other and facilitates kinship. In these transitional territories, when the self
confronts and acknowledges the other, the possibility for empathy and understanding
arises, even in the midst of difference. Strange journeys into transnational-uncanny
spaces result in multiple, “in-complete” versions/layers of reality that are made more
texturized (and thus more complete) through their very strangeness. Textual
pilgrimages into otherness—whether geographical travels from the known to the
unknown, psychical leaps from the real to the imaginary, or spatio-temporal
crossings from the living to the dead—have the potential to transform (and alter) the
self and thereby lead to radical change in the ever-growing world. As Jackson
observes, “connections are often made, insights given, and life most fully realized
when we open ourselves to that which lies beyond our knowledge and control”
(2009, p. 3). I argue that the strange territory of the transnational-uncanny creates an
expansive, “open” space that can, in turn, “open” our hearts and minds to the other
and forever transform the way that we live in the world.
In a global world—where differing worldviews are constantly colliding and
reconfiguring—facilitating negotiations between self and other is no small thing. The
territory of the transnational-uncanny is a new contribution to the literary field, and
provides a critical framework for analyzing contemporary literature that considers
local/global politics and immersion into otherness on a transnational scale. My
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application of this new framework reveals how the convergent territory of the
transnational-uncanny positively contributes to arbitrations of alterity, particularly in
moments of death. However, I recognize that my reading of the transnationaluncanny and its operation in Bobis’s Fish-Hair Woman and Jones’s Sixty Lights may
be interpreted as too sympathetic. But this is precisely what is at the heart of this
thesis: that one (and I, in this PhD journey) can become sympathetic and more, in the
reading/experiencing of the other. As an American in Australia, I have traveled out
from my self, and have become connected with other and beloved territories—and in
my own way, I too have loved them. Perhaps it is not unscholarly to profess this love
at the end of the journey. Even so, I am aware that there are other ways of looking at
the transnational-uncanny’s function and its potential shortcomings beyond this
thesis. It is my hope that future studies will extend the scope of this document to
critique this convergence (including this “love”), particularly through a postcolonial
lens. My own future research might also explore how the space of the transnationaluncanny operates in children’s literature and other English-language texts,144 as well
as how the convergent space influences the writing process and the writer herself.
For instance, in Gail Jones’s essay, “A Dreaming, A Sauntering: Reimagining Critical Paradigms,” she writes of a childhood experience in remote
Broom, Australia, where she lived on a quarantine station—a place that seemed
“unbounded, ambiguous, indivisibly spacious and full” (2006, p. 12). Upon this
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Comprehensive analysis of more than two novels was outside the scope of this thesis. I dogear
transnational-uncanny explorations of other contemporary Australian, and international, literature for
future projects. Works such as Julia Leigh’s Disquiet (2008); Chris Womersley’s Bereft (2012); Maile
Chapman’s Your Presence is Required at Suvanto (2010); Lydia Millet’s How the Dead Dream
(2009); Leslie Marmon Silko’s Almanac of the Dead (1992), to name a few.
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shore, Jones and her brother would wait for low tide to reveal to them the World War
II remnants of Japanese planes that were shot down over the coast. She recounts:
With my father and my older brother, I set out and walked a mile across the
ocean floor, to see the Japanese plane. It was an impressive object—like a
surrealist vision—festooned with corals, weeds, and encrustations of many
kinds […] It was murky and strange; it was oddly otherworldly. (2006, p. 12)
Upon not finding a pilot, the disappointment felt by the young Jones triggers a
recurring dream of “walking underwater on the ocean floor, my limbs heavy and
impeded, the waves swelling above my head, seeking the long-lost Japanese pilot.
What I found here and there were drifting bones, which I gathered in the flimsy
concave of my skirt” (2006, p. 12). This bewildering experience and subsequent
dreamscape seems to provide an apt analogy for the transnational-uncanny space,
where glimpses of unknown realms incite/in-sight different ways of looking at the
world, and different ways of piecing it together in the concave of one’s heart.
Gail Jones’s recollection evokes Merlinda Bobis’s acknowledgment of how
uncanny dreams figure in her creative process. In A Novel-in-Waiting, Bobis writes
of dreaming of the Philippines while working on her book in Australia. The dream or
the nightmare, as she calls it, “immersed” her (2004, p. 29) in the water-hair-death
world of her novel-in-progress. The nightmare later became part of Fish-Hair
Woman, with the dream-protagonist changed from Bobis to her character Luke:
He has just shampooed his hair when they are taken out to sea in what looks
like half a boat. No, it is a couch with a sail. They reach the middle of the sea
where the water is clear and still. He wants to wash off the shampoo from his
hair, but there is only salt water and it won’t do […]
He is suddenly alone, holding a little bucket. The sea is so clear.
Perhaps it will suffice. He dips into it with his bucket and pours the water on
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his head to wash off the shampoo. His head begins to itch. He scratches it, but
it itches even more. The itch is growing bigger, the itch infects his fingers. He
looks at them—there are maggots under his nails! His hair is full of maggots!
He must wash them off, he dips for more water, but it is no longer clear. It is
dimmed with maggots! He panics […] (2004, pp. 29-30)

Bobis’s nightmare embodies the strangeness of the transnational-uncanny, for
it is ultimately about journeys, about venturing outward into unknown waters. It is
about the crossing of familiar-strange borders and the overlapping of disparate
spaces, just as the saltwater sea becomes a freshwater well, offering up a little bucket
for dipping. But the water is “dimmed with maggots” and the maggots are eating at
the living. Here we see the commingling of death and life, and the real and the
unreal; the dream is imaginary, and yet later becomes realized in text when Bobis
writes it into her novel. Perhaps transnational-uncanny moments can only ever be
found in text, in the creative space, “where anything is possible, and which could
yield anything infinitely” (Bobis 2004, p. 30). These two accounts of dreams by
Bobis and Jones epitomize why the transnational-uncanny is so difficult to pin down,
to define. Transnational-uncanny territories will always be indeterminate and
uncertain, as they will always contain borders into the unknown—a dynamic which is
ever-changing. This idea, in turn, evokes another representative image for the
concept: that of an estuary, a tidal, transitional zone of different waters flowing
together and creating something new.
These strange encounters with fluid, ever-expansive borders, and with
physical or psychological or cultural foreignness, can seem “other-worldly,”
reminding us that the “world” is yoked to the “other”—other, plural ways of thinking
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and imagining. But we must look for these strange-familiar spaces; we must journey
to meet them. This idea of journeying to the other also evokes Emerson and Carlyle’s
pilgrimage to Stonehenge, where the “uncanny stones” pushed the writers’ “petty
differences of nationality out of sight” (cited in Royle’s The Uncanny, p. 9) and
brought them closer together. This kinship, ultimately, is at the core of my analysis
of both Bobis’s Fish-Hair Woman and Jones’s Sixty Lights, which uncannily
resonate with my own novel, Bone In Her Teeth.
It was my “strange” experiences as a transnational writer living in Australia
that inspired me to explore transnational-uncanny spaces in novels interrogating
notions of alterity and plural realities. The interstitial realm of the transnationaluncanny in literature undoubtedly requires ventures across borders into unknown
territories—allowing for the possibility of experiencing something novel and untold,
and casting a “strange light” on the world so that we may see it anew. This
“newness” is inevitable; other readers of this thesis on transnational-uncanny texts
might find interpretations and analyses that go beyond my own, as there will always
be differing tides of “familiar-strangeness” at work within this convergent space. As
this thesis has explored and argued, transnational-uncanny territories are inherently
created by a mingling of worldviews and landscapes/mindscapes, which creates a
dialogue between self and other, the old and the new, the familiar and the “strange.”
By facilitating encounters with penumbral strangeness, transnational-uncanny
storytelling thereby un-estranges, and brings to light new ways of acknowledging
and imagining the other.
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I looked with timorous joy towards a stately house: I saw a blackened ruin.
—Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre

Under the wide and starry sky,
dig the grave and let me lie:
Glad did I live and gladly die,
and I laid me down with a will.
This be the verse you ‘grave for me:
Here he lies where he long’d to be.
Home is the sailor, home from the sea.
And the hunter home from the hill.
—Robert Louis Stevenson’s “Requiem”
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PROLOGUE
Finally, there is blood in the house again. Young blood, soft skin. Footsteps
echoing along the corridors. Whispers in the bedroom under the pale shred of
moon.
All the noise in the house coming from the girls, rushing down the
hallways like water through pipes. The older blond one and the two little ones:
pale and plump, slender and dark. Young things, their breath fast and warm in
the air. The house bows to them, its boards dipping and bending. It waves to
them, its shingles coming loose and dropping away. It reaches for them, its doors
warping, its ceiling crumbling to dust. Inside its old heart, its hollow chambers,
the little girls run about, little girls smelling of soapy skin and mothballs. Little
girls banging their hands against the mildewed walls, little girls with their bare feet
tickling across old floorboards. Their dresses are baggy and drag on the ground.
One wears a red gown from a trunk deep in the basement, the other a green silk
dress that daddy says is a hundred years old or more and better not let your
grandfather see you.
The girls lift their hems and run outside and away from the big house,
their feet thudding over the grass and into the swampy part of the woods, all the
way to the stone wishing well that goes down, down, down. What do you wish for?
Shhhh, don’t tell. Then something makes the girls run so very fast. They run
barefoot, under the cool shade of the trees. Barefoot, along the small beach
where the bay licks the sand, where their older sister sits on the dock and casts
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into the singsong water. Then the little girls are sprinting again, without knowing
why. They pummel the trees as they pass, they hit their palms against the
branches. They run to the small summerhouse near the yard, its nippled dome
and ivy-covered railing throwing shadows over the ground. On their bellies now,
crawling toward the stone bench, crawling past the pine trees. Shhhhh, one of the
girls whispers. It is hard to see; it is growing dark. The bench is the color of the
moon. Shhhhh, neither of the girls say but they feel it run along their spines, the
need for quiet.
Then they flee out of the damp shade, hurrying toward the edge of the
clearing where the old house looks on, calls them home. They run to it, faster and
faster. The shadow of the house falls over them like a dark embrace and every
window watches as the girls crouch down, panting in the yard. The girls are on
their haunches. Leaning against the brick foundation to rest, the house giving just
a little under their weight. Then, up again, all laughter and tangled hair. The
hedge trembles around them as they dance about. The flowers shed petals as they
find their sister’s hiding spot, deep under the garden.
They are singing and digging, digging down—looking for the silver box,
the silver box, the green green book inside, and her sharpest blade. You know what
it’s for, the pale girl says to the other. Shhhh, the dark one says. The house listens
in, bathes them in flickering porchlight. The little girls kneel together with the
knife. Snips of hair fall on the grass. Snips of hair, in between the pages of the
green book. A curly black tendril, a dark brown eyelash.
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Hair drops over their dresses, the paper, the brick in the patio. The little
girls give hair, give fingernails. The slender one peels off a scab on her knee and
gives her blood. The house creaks, its back door slowly opens. The pale girl
points. The blade presses into her finger, drawing a bead of blood. Shhhh, say the
girls, shhhh. The house settles into the soft damp ground as it drinks in the girls
with its eyes. Its watchful eyes, which look like anything—like scabs of bark, or
like the tiny flutter of a wind chime, the dark gaps between a hedge, or like
shadows on the walls, watching, always watching.
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CHAPTER ONE

It dwelled in the house. The tattooed man had a mariner’s superstition and so
could call a thing evil when he saw it.
Take a cursed ship, there were plenty. He was not one much for lore and
yet the stories were told again and again. Like the Flying Dutchmen, seventeenth
century. Doomed to sail the Cape of Good Hope for eternity. And the Mary
Celeste, mid-eighteen hundreds. Captain dies aboard the ship. Later it’s found
floating toward a harbor, the crew gone, vanished. A ship could direct its course
to the bottom of the sea in one sacrificial plunge as if swallowing its sailors alive.
Likewise, a house breathed. This one did as much, and worse. Things had taken
place in her holds that would convince a man of evil. It was not a place that
anyone should want to go.
This the man knew, but he kept his mouth shut in the truck that would
take him there. Take him to the house where he last saw her. He could hardly
believe he was going back.
When they crossed the Alabama border it started to rain. The beat of the
windshield wipers scraping the blur of water aside repeatedly erased and
reformed the road ahead so he felt as though he himself were fading in and out
with the movement of the blades. It was weather that would drown a man staring
heavenward long enough. But he had no reason to think of heaven, not after
what he’d done.
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The radio blared with news of Nixon withdrawing troops and he was glad
when the trucker switched to a country music twang. He closed his eyes and saw
her wet body again, her green bruise and the—
A loud crack snapped him upright. There was another scar of lightning,
followed by more thunder. It was the closest thing to a fireworks show he’d get
this July—if he’d come a few days earlier he would have made it for the fourth.
The trucker looked in the rearview mirror when he spoke. “What’s with
the eyes,” he said.
It took him a moment to answer. It had been a godsend to hitch the ride
south from Nashville airport, and he was grateful but did not want to talk.
“Tattoos,” he finally said.
Two eyes were drawn on his eyelids so that he would always be awake.
The feat had earned him his nickname and his reputation. Eyelid. Most people did
not trust the look of him, not with the ink that ran from his wrists to his
shoulders and the black circles on his lids.
He rubbed at his tired eyes and then rolled down the window and hung
his head out. As a car shot past, the raw tattoo on his forearm—his La Catrina
with a skull and a hat—lit up in the side mirror. For a moment her face was there
too, staring back at him. He tore his gaze from the glass and shifted in his seat.
The rain was slanting and the woods hemmed the dark road, gray in the
headlights. Perhaps his unease was a warning he should heed.
After another hour or two, salt-tinged air hit his lungs when he took in a
deep breath. They were close to Blue Bend now, that small, remote town
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shouldering Mobile Bay. When the highway grew narrower and there was no
other traffic he knew the gravel road to the house was close. His heart started to
thud and he counted to ten—slowly, trying to calm himself.
“Just here,” he said.
The trucker grunted and looked him over. “A man like you don’t belong
here.”
But there was the screeching of brakes as the truck stopped on the empty
road. The idling engine cut into the quiet as he hoisted his bag over his shoulder
and left a new carton of cigarettes on the seat as thanks. The truck lurched
forward just as he shut the door. He watched it gain speed, rumbling onward
down the road, its red taillights growing faint before blinking out.
And then he was alone. Almost. All around him, the crickets and rain
tapping the leaves. On the side of the road he unzipped his pack and rummaged
for a makeshift raincoat—a black garbage bag. He ripped out a hole for his head
and then pulled it on. Blackness swelled around him, blotted him out. He
wondered if death would be this way. A smearing of things.
Ahead was the woodsy driveway, marked by a timber gate that was once
painted blue. Blue Gate, the old plantation was called. He took a deep breath and
started forward. His boots crunched across the wet ground but he was not afraid
of being heard amid the drone of the rain. He tried not to peer into the darkness
of the surrounding woods, or beyond the rows of moss-laden oak trees reaching
out on either side of the gravel drive. Instead he kept his eyes ahead, his hand
tight on his pack. He would do what he had come to do, then he would leave.
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Halfway down the drive, the back of his neck went cold, as though
someone was watching. Staring between his shoulder blades.
Quickly he turned around. Only wet shadows in the woods and nothing
else.
After a while, a faint smudge of light. It soon took shape into a window.
He walked toward this bit of shining that cast itself weakly across the ground
before being bled out by the rest of the night.
A shiver got at his spine. It had happened not far from here.
Just ahead, shadows lapped at the house. He swore there was the faintest
tinge of cigarette smoke. Is someone here? He searched the dark stretch of grass. It
led to a grand house, the kind of house that couldn’t be taken in with just one
glance. The construction seemed apt, the bricks were well-laid and the pillars on
the wrap-around porch did not tilt. All steady and ordinary in this place. Yet the
house and its yard gave off a sense of foreboding. It was a place that could
ambush you. He’d been around tales of such things for most of his life. Evil eyes
carved into rafters. Fleur-de-lis and tridents, symbols for a sailor to pay heed.
Men would secretly believe in darkness, no matter how ridiculous such thoughts
were in daylight. The house, the whole property—from the garden to the barn
and the dock—had seen its share of hellish things. The place took people and
never gave them back.
He hoped that her family had moved away. For their own sake. Her father
should have had the sense to take her two sisters elsewhere. Get out, board up
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the doors. Even the old bigot should have left, if he knew what was good for
him. But the light in the basement window meant that someone was home.
Eyelid started forward again. Then he saw her little red car in the driveway
and it was like a punch in the gut. He wished he could hit the cast iron knocker
against the door like everything was normal, like he had the first time those three
and a half years ago. The first time she had taken him home to meet her family.
An ache gnawed at him just below the ribs. An old poem, one she used to
read. Home is the sailor, home from the sea. And the hunter home from the hill.
Her house. In front of him again.
The sound of voices wrenched him from his thoughts and he quickly
ducked off the drive and into the trees. He would not exactly be welcomed
anymore. As he hunched down, the stench of the wet undergrowth made him
cough. He was used to dry country, not this dank humidity.
The voices were low, hushed. Coming from the back of the house, where
the hedge was. He caught another whiff of cigarette smoke, this time with a hint
of cloves—the kind she used to smoke. Then something darted across the yard
near the stone pathway. It was not so much that he could see the thing but that
he felt it run past him. He froze. There was something flickering behind the
fetterbush. There! Some sort of light? He lunged toward it and the bushes
moved. Then there was nothing. Just the side wall of the house and the dark
leaves, no longer rustling.
He ran his hands over the shrubs and felt something wet cling to him. A
cobweb? He lifted his hands close to his face, trying to see what it was. What he’d
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pulled from the leaves. A burst of faraway lightning lit the sky and then he saw it.
Hair—it was hair. Strands of blond hair, snagged in the leaves, on his hands. He
stumbled back, looking around. But there was only the black of the woods and
the pale walls of the house.
He was alone. All alone, and there wasn’t any light and there wasn’t any
woman with blond hair. His eyes were playing tricks. It was the shock of finally
being back—he was jumpy and not thinking straight. Then he thought of her
stories. That sometimes she had seen things around the house, that her mother
had too. Shadows, faces, remnants of a time long gone.
Just what had he seen now?
He made his way around the side of the house, quiet as he could. The
smell of smoke lingered, but there was no one at the hedge that protected the
back garden, nor in the wide yard beyond. The single window was still lit in the
basement and that was all. Still, he could not risk searching the yard and getting
caught. There was nothing to do now but go and find her. He had to find her,
had to know for sure. He knew where she’d be, he knew the way. She had
brought him to her mother’s grave so many times that summer. The short walk,
her voice light: It’s not far, Eyelid. Her light hair, her hand in his.
He turned his back on the house and its trickery and cut through the
woods until he reached the road. It wasn’t too hard to pretend like she was next
to him again, walking beside him. No one else was on the road, not in this long
dark tunnel of trees. Like most places in Blue Bend, trees swarmed at the edge of
things, penned them in.
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It had stopped raining by the time he reached the graveyard. The lawn
beside the gate was lit by single street lamp—a vague and uncertain light. The old
gate was closed, locked tight with a rusted chain. When he was sure he couldn’t
be seen from the street, he clutched the iron fence and then swung his leg up to
the horizontal rail and heaved himself over.
He landed on wet grass. A gravel walkway ran down the middle of the
graveyard and in the center was a tiny hut. A white-haired caretaker used to sleep
in the cabin those few years ago. Had she gone into the ground, too?
Somewhere near, a songbird started up a throaty gargle and then faltered,
as if suddenly realizing that it was near midnight and its greeting was either very
late or very early. Along the path he stopped at the foot of an angel and looked
up at her, the hazy lamplight dulling her face. Moss had settled between her
fingers, outstretched and beckoning. She reminded him of a figurehead, of a
mermaid on the prow of a ship. All around him the earth was sunken and wet
and sagged in small valleys. Guarding the graves were strange creatures. Cherubs
with their eyes weathered away and curled serpents on gravestones and even men
on horseback. Unmarked crosses from the Civil War were next to pauper stones,
half-buried by the grass.
The grass came to his shins and he clambered through its tangled wetness
until he saw the bent tree. It was blackened by lightning and hung over a pair of
tombstones in the far corner of the cemetery. A pair of graves. His chest seized.
Yes, she was here—not back at the house, running through the darkness. She
was here beside her mother.
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Her name, etched on the granite. Now he knew for certain. He could not
breathe. He collapsed on the ground with his back to the rows and rows of
graves—and before him, the two rectangular blocks of marble and the tree and
the gate.
“I’ve come back,” he said, his knees going wet in the grass.
Nothing.
“You are here,” he said.
Nothing.
Then something moved and he looked up. On the trunk of the bent tree
was an eye, staring at him. He quickly straightened, his heart thudding. During
that long summer with her, he’d seen things that had filled him with disbelief.
Strange things, strange murmurings that he would never forget. And now here
was another sign before him. A message? But when he reached out to touch the
eye on the trunk there was only a rough knob, a scab of bark. Bloody hell, he
thought, cursing himself. It was just the street lamp casting its tricky light, casting
spells.
He stepped back from the tree to trace her name with his fingertips.
Roxanne Cole. 1940 − 1966. She had died nearly three years ago, exactly. On the
17th of August, six weeks from now.
“I’m sorry,” he said.
He wanted to believe his feverish chill meant she was here with him,
standing behind him. Watching him, trying to tell him something. Her voice a
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bare whisper, not yet words. The edge of a coming sound. Like an open mouth,
ready to speak.
He pulled out the candle from his shirt pocket and then struck a match.
The light hit the foot of the skeletal woman on his forearm, the fresh reminder of
his loyalty that had not yet scabbed over.
Slowly, carefully he placed the candle on an iron stand that someone had
left near her grave. The light would eventually be smothered, gusted out by a
sudden wind or the next spate of rain. But for now the flame threw shadows
against her stone.
“I’m sorry,” he said again.
She said nothing in return.
“I didn’t want to do this.”
The silence pressed against him, drowning him like the humidity. He felt
more alone than he had thousands of miles away from her. Australia was as far as
he could go to forget everything but the ocean between them had not been
enough. And now he was here. He would stomach the sight of her house again.
He would do what he had come to do when there was no one around.
But first he would sleep beside her, through the long night.
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CHAPTER TWO

In her dream, Nathan took her hand and pulled her into the water. She went
down, down, feeling the coolness against her skin, her hand still laced through his
as she kicked back up. For the first time in three years she was swimming and it
felt good. Even with the dock beside them, the one her father wanted torn down
because of Ro. The moment she started to think of her sister, Nathan snuck up
behind her in the water, tugged loose her bikini top. He came up for air, laughing,
pulling her close to kiss her. She let his hands wander, the small strip of beach
deserted around them. Shrubby sand dunes and trees and suddenly Nathan had
vanished and she was alone, running home through the woods. It was night and
someone was following her and she couldn’t move fast enough. Just before she
reached the house, she turned and saw him closing in on her. Tattoos along his
body, eyes that were always watching. Then a wet palm clamped over her mouth
and stifled her scream.
Elle sat up, blinking in the early morning light. The sheets were twisted
around her ankles from another restless sleep. There was a noise in her room—
like someone humming? Then, a tiny flash of movement on the dressing table.
She slid off the mattress, stepped closer. Poised on the lid of the jewelry box a
delicate ballerina tilted and spun, its soft tune clunking, slowing.
It had been Roxanne’s.
Elle reached for the small figurine, clutched it until the last notes of Swan
Lake died away. There was something wrong with it. Playing at night when it
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hadn’t been wound. The ballerina stared up at her with its arms held together like
a halo gone crooked and she remembered her sister’s arms dangling down, along
with her hair. Dark blond and wet and dripping on the porch swing—
Elle tossed her shirt over the ballerina, deciding once and for all to put the
broken thing back in Ro’s room later. After pulling on a cotton dress, she swept
up her dark hair into a ponytail and then hurried down the long hallway. All of
the doors on the second floor were shut. Her father probably hadn’t made it
upstairs from the basement, and Mae would still be asleep. In the mornings the
house was quiet, but her sister was always quiet. She hadn’t spoken since the day
they found Ro.
Elle hastened down the slippery staircase, careful not to knock against the
oil portraits. Even in the dark, she knew they stared at her in grave judgment, all
these great grandparents and great great grandparents, all of them stern and stifflooking. These ancestors who’d sailed from England, settled on fertile soil in the
South. The Coles who’d made fortunes and lost them, fought in wars and died
young. They’d built this very house, back when there was enough money for a
summer property on Mobile Bay, right off the Gulf of Mexico. The last and
largest painting was of her grandfather in 1912, fresh out of university and
looking sterner and younger, but somehow just the same with his ash-colored
hair and glacial blue eyes. She could not take his portrait down. Even now he
wasn’t a man to cross.
At the bottom step Elle halted, imagining what the Cole house would
soon become. “Welcome,” she whispered into the empty foyer. It seemed
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immense in the shadows, with its long windows like some old church. Welcome,
please come in. Ro always said to imagine what you wanted and it would come true,
so Elle stood on the last stair and dreamed up the arrival of her future guests.
The brass doorknob was turning, very slightly. Turning, turning, the red door just
about to swing open.
But it was only her imagination, of course. Now the front door was always
locked.
Things would change. Soon the vast foyer would become the entrance for
her Bed & Breakfast, for Blue Gate B&B. It’s a house to be remembered. That was
another thing her sister had always said, and Ro had been right about everything.
Almost everything.
Elle stepped down into the shadows, reaching for the light switch.
Nothing. The power was off again. But she knew the exact placement of
everything in the house like a blind person might and made her way down the
murky hallway. Water trickled down the pipes of the house, bringing the walls to
life. She trailed her hands along the flaking paint, thinking how she’d restore the
house piece by piece—making it whole again like some archeologist dusting
buried bones, or like her sister, taping together the torn pages of a book. At the
dining room she paused, thinking of how Mae always avoided the back room of
the house because she saw shadows there—shadows shaped like people—but
that was nonsense. Hadn’t Ro loved to sit here and write? It was a fine room,
really, though not so pleasant in the dark.
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Elle strode to the windows and flung open the heavy curtains. Outside
there was a silver thread at the horizon. Beyond the woods that bordered the yard
was Mobile Bay, where they used to swim before Ro washed up on their porch.
But Elle didn’t want to think of that day so instead she thought of how her guests
would enjoy the proximity to the water. Usually this time of year the town of
Blue Bend was scalding hot, so hot the grass went brittle in the yards and people
fled to the bay or spent the afternoon sipping cold drinks in the shade. But this
summer was unusual, with weeks of stubborn rain that refused to let up. The
trees around the house and all of the grass had grown high and wild, swelling
towards the dark sky.
A floorboard creaked behind her and she turned. But it was nothing—just
the noise that an old house makes as it shifts and settles. The dining room was
large and graced with a fireplace and an antique grand piano and a red Persian rug
that hid the stains on the floor. Hundred-year-old stains—real or imagined—that
Elle had forever been trying to scrub away after her sister told the Civil War
story. The house had been turned into a field hospital when Mobile Bay was
invaded by the Union fleet. Confederate casualties were sent by boat to Blue
Gate—the nearest place with enough room to hold them. The wounded were
spread across beds and floors and even the porch outside. Tables became
operating benches and curtains were shredded into bandages and the pots and
skillets used as bedpans. There was bloodletting in the attic, at least that was what
Ro had claimed, and some died in the upstairs rooms, where those with
infections were kept. For the whole month of August in 1864, almost exactly a
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century ago, the house had been swarmed by dying soldiers, most of them just
young boys. It was said the corpses were piled in the front yard to be wheeled to
the cemetery. To join the bodies that washed up on the shore after the ships were
shelled.
Elle steadied herself on the piano bench, glad to be alive now and not
back then. But the past had seeped into the house and she could only do her best
to clean it off, starting with the dining room. The yellow color on the walls was
meant to look cheerful—yet somehow only looked faded, brittle with age. To the
side of the room was a battered door leading to the kitchen and at the far wall
was a set of French doors that opened to the garden patio. The garden itself was
fenced in by a twelve-foot hedge of cherry laurel that a great great grandmother
had once planted, long before the war.
Near the piano, Elle found a bundle of newspapers on top of her
mother’s old music sheets. She doused the newspapers with vinegar and began to
scrub the row of windows. A smattering of fingerprints ran along the glass, as if
someone had been trying to leave the house or get inside.
As she worked she watched her faint reflection. Her mother’s dark hair
and her father’s too-small blue eyes and her own curse of freckles. She squinted
at the pale nineteen-year-old in the glass. She was not beautiful like Ro or smart
like Mae. She was middle-of-the-run Elle, like the letter halfway through the
alphabet. But she worked hard, and that would get her somewhere. Shutting her
eyes, she breathed in the faint musty scent of the room, the dampness that never
left the seaside house. She imagined a breeze blowing in, lifting her hair and the
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hem of her dress. She imagined the quiet broken by laughter and clinking cutlery.
A slender table with silver platters. Opening the lids to fresh raspberries and cut
watermelon, and silver trays of coffee and sweet tea and scones with homemade
thick cream. And plates of trout fresh from the bay, served with parsley over eggs
on toast and—
Elle’s stomach rumbled but she was tired of eggs for breakfast and there
wasn’t much else in the pantry. Her bundle of savings was tucked under her
mattress, and she wouldn’t be dipping into it yet. There was just enough to get
the B&B started, so long as she did all of the work herself. Very soon the place
would be ready for guests, she thought, scrubbing the windows in small, tight
circles. In August she’d hold a party, invite as many people in town as she could
to help spread the word.
At the second-to-last window she stopped, the glass still streaked. There
was something shimmering out in the woods. A light? She stared, fixated. The
light hovered. No, it was moving now. She rose and flung open the back doors.
An unseasonable chill met her bare arms as she pulled on a pair of muddy boots
and then hesitated before grabbing the hammer from her tool bag and the key.
The garden gate whined as she swung it open. She looked toward the
woods where she’d seen the light but now it was gone. Probably it had been
nothing. Or maybe it was Ray? Lately he’d been hanging around more often, the
way he used to when Ro was alive. Her sister always claimed the handyman was
harmless—but she’d looked for the best in everyone. Especially those who didn’t
deserve it.
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Elle strode across the grass, her boots sloshing through the wetness. She
ducked through the cluster of persimmon trees on the far side of the yard near
the chicken pen, the same fenced-in area where her grandfather used to keep his
dogs. After passing the hut where the hens were still sleeping, she walked along
the edge of the woods, not sure what she expected to find.
There was no strange light. Nothing.
She let out a laugh, convinced her imagination had gotten the best of her.
Nothing was here, nothing unusual at least. Nothing except for the red wooden
stake that marked the start of the walking trail. The markers to Blue Gate’s
secluded beach were for her guests. Some day she would chart more trails—the
path to the mounds left by Indians thousands of years ago and the route that the
Spanish conquistadors took centuries back, before the French came, marching
across what was now her grandfather’s property. She’d also mark the trail to the
summerhouse, and to the bottomland hardwoods that sometimes flooded with
water that went green with algae. And maybe even a path to the old wishing
well—it was historic, after all. But first she had to ready the house.
Elle took the long way back, thinking of exactly how much money she
needed to earn in tips on her next shift at the diner and what she needed to get
done. The floors first, then the walls—she’d work upwards toward the high
ceilings on a ladder. The house had five spare bedrooms for future guests of the
Bed and Breakfast, not including Ro’s old room. Five seemed like a good
number.
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A branch scraped across Elle’s cheek and then clung to her hair so she
had to work it loose with her fingertips. Just as she started off again, she heard
footsteps. She turned, seeing nothing but dark gray trunks.
“Hello?”
There was a far-off bird cry—a chickadee—and nothing else. She picked
up her pace, unable to shake the feeling of being watched. Sometimes strangers
wandered through the property on their way to town, but that was rare. Still, her
father never liked her going out alone, not after what had happened. Her fist
tightened around the hammer as she scrambled up a wet slope. The old
summerhouse was just ahead. Through the trees she could make out its round
wooden platform and domed ceiling, the blossoming kudzu winding through the
chipped lattice on its sides.
She halted, feeling on edge. Why’s the railing kicked in? Her eyes darted to
the stone seat inside, the one that faced the neat row of pine trees. Elle knew
what was underneath the three pines, if Roxanne had not been lying to her. Their
mother had three miscarriages between Ro and the twins. And what had her
older sister done? Ro tried to bring them back, all of them. She’d taken her knife
into the woods. She’d gone to the pines and set down her book on the stone
and—
Someone called out her name and Elle whirled, hammer raised as she
searched the gloom.
“Thought you might be out here.”
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She swallowed a scream as a man stepped out from the trees. Nathan. It
was only Nathan.
“Didn’t mean to scare you.” He was wearing shorts and shoes and
nothing else, save for his easy-going smile.
Seeing him made her grin. So it wasn’t just a summer fling—he hadn’t
given up on them, not yet. “Hi,” she said, feeling like her smile was stuck on her
face.
“Hi yourself,” he said. He had his father’s jaw and his mother’s blond hair
and he was nicer than both of them smashed together.
“Thought I told you I was working today?”
“You did.” Nathan’s dimple showed as he smiled, stepped closer. “I was
out for a run and decided to swing by and surprise you.”
“You know I don’t like surprises,” she said, teasing. “What time is it
anyway?”
“Seven thirty. It was only a few miles, early riser.”
But Blue Gate was isolated, a far moon at the edge of town. It would have
to be nearly ten miles at least. A horrid thought occurred to her. “You’re not—”
she started. “You’re not enlisting, or… your number, have you been drawn?”
Nathan laughed. “Far from it. I’m running track again this year.”
So he’d still be leaving at the end of summer. Of course she’d known all
along—his family could afford to send him to university, to Vanderbilt even. But
the house would keep her mind off of him until he came back, fingers crossed.
“So did you tell your mother you were stopping by?”
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“Why does she need to know, Ellie bell?” Nathan ran a hand through his
blond hair and grinned at her. “So you want to join me for a morning dip or
not?” He gave her dress a tug. “I bet we’d have it all to ourselves like usual.” He
pulled the hammer out of her grasp and laughed. “What’s this for?”
“Just… work. Around the house.”
“You’re always working. Come play instead.” Nathan softly raked the
underside of her arm with his fingers, his face going serious. “Or will you have
me go alone?”
“You know I don’t swim.” She fiddled with the peppermint in her pocket.
Today the house could wait—couldn’t it?
“Who said anything about swimming?”
She shrugged. “Well, what are we standing around for then?”
Nathan laughed again and threw his arm over her shoulders, pulling her
back toward the beach. She hoped her sister wasn’t watching. Mae didn’t like
Nathan Carlisle, but then again Mae didn’t really like anyone. At least she
wouldn’t tell their father.
“Oh, and I can’t make it for dinner tomorrow,” Nathan said. “My parents
have this thing with the new movers and shakers in town. The Whites? Anyway,
another time.”
Elle’s smile faltered. But he was snug and warm beside her and they were
together, despite everything. She took one last look over her shoulder at the
summerhouse. What she saw under the arched ceiling made her legs go weak.
In the shadows stood Ray, his big arms folded. Staring at her.
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CHAPTER THREE

He would wait until the dead of night.
Even with the sun down, it was warm enough to unroll the sleeping bag
on the dunes. He ate a few bruised apples that the trucker had given him and
then settled into a sandy valley far enough from the dock that he could not see it.
The waves lulled him into a brief sleep, broken at about four in the morning by
the sound of her voice.
“Eyelid. Eye—”
He sat upright in a nighttime blackness. The coastline was unfamiliar and
the dream had left him disoriented. Here the small curve of beach looked far
stubbier than the vast stretches of blinding hot beaches in the Northern
Territory. But he was far from the antipodes. Now he was all the way on the
other side of the world, back near the mouth of Mobile Bay. Back at her house,
finally. He’d spent the entire day keeping vigil beside her before returning to Blue
Gate.
After shaking the damp sand from his sleeping roll he shoved it into his
bag. His feet sank into the cool sand and he waited until he reached firmer
ground before pulling on his boots.
Home is the sailor, home from the sea.
At the edge of the trees he noticed a peculiar stake marking the direction
of the house. He switched on his flashlight and followed the trail—no one would
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be out this time of night. The cicadas thrummed around him in the dark
undergrowth, masking his footsteps.
When the house was finally in sight he regarded it warily as if it were some
guard dog he was trying not to wake. Ro had told him stories of the place—full
of bloodshed and buried bodies—but it was her family history that had shaken
him the most. So many deaths in one house. Now it loomed over him in a
sinister way, with windows that seemed to glare. The dark garden hedge was so
high that it walled off the back of the house, full of edges and shadows. Around
the side was a gnarled Southern live oak and the cloistered shutters of the raised
basement where her father worked. Lining the basement windows was a row of
thorny shrubs that flanked the stone pathway leading to the front, where earlier
he’d seen—or imagined?—the strands of blond hair. Now the yard was quiet, but
he could not let down his guard.
He needed to get inside the back garden. The hedge enclosed it with
leaves so thick they were impossible to pass through and scratched at his skin like
little fingers when he tried. Then he found it—a narrow metal gate cut into the
leaves. But the gate didn’t give and the padlock was out of reach. He looked
toward the corner of the house and saw an old cast iron downspout running
parallel to the hedge. A way across.
He switched off the flashlight and threw it in his bag, then gritted his teeth
and hoisted himself up. Dug his boots into the brickwork as he climbed. The
downspout was slick but he kept his hold. When he made it to the top of the
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hedge he counted down from three and then jumped early, falling to his knees as
he hit the damp earth with a thud.
He held his breath.
The house was still silent. Still dark.
After a moment he got to his feet. Lightning flashed overhead and lit up
the windows of the house and an outdoor table where he found the key to the
gate. He’d have an easy exit then. A peal of thunder followed another flash and
he hoped the storm wouldn’t wake anyone. He didn’t know what he might do if
they found him.
Another lightning streak and he saw how different the garden looked
now—mangled and unkempt. In the corner, thorny rosebushes surrounded a
stone cherub who stared at him with its only remaining eye. This had been one of
her favorite hiding places, and his every pore wanted to find what he had come
for. Seek and ye shall find.
A whispering noise from afar swept across the surrounding woods in a
crescendo, and then water was pouring upon him like Darwin’s wet season in full
force. At the overrun garden at his feet, pellets of rain beat down upon the
cherub, the leaves. The rosebushes guarding the statue clawed at his legs as he
stepped toward it. He crouched down and pulled out the army spade from his
bag to dig. The hole quickly filled with muddy water as lightning struck again,
closer this time. If he did not find it—Ro’s box—then he wasn’t sure what he’d
do.
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If it’s not here… The thought, unwelcomed, wormed its way into his head.
If he could not do what he came here for, then maybe he would just give up.
Joining her hardly seemed selfish for he no longer had any family to speak of, not
after his aunt had died. Yet he didn’t wish upon anyone the act of discovering his
body. Her own family would string him up for what he did. He dug and dug in
the rain and the dark, thinking of his cowardice—fleeing back home to the
northern tip of Australia. For the past three years he’d spent his days working
long and hard on the ships until he collapsed into his bunk with exhaustion, and
when landbound pissed away his nights in pubs with their slot machines that
sounded like carnivals. He’d thought he would forget her over time, in the same
way that after months at sea the taste of a rare fruit eventually fades from
memory. But nightly she’d torn through his grog-induced sleep to appear in his
dreams.
Home is the sailor, home from the sea. And the hunter home from the hill… He
could not shrug off the shame of it. Slinking away from her family without telling
them what had come to pass. And now he was finally here again. Here, digging in
the earth with the spade and his bloody fingernails.
He dug and dug through the onslaught of rain. Nearly a meter down and
still nothing—only rock and a swarm of tree roots long dead.
Maybe someone else had gotten to her hiding spot first. The thought filled
him with an intense panic that he began a frenzied dig, chilled and feverish in the
wet night.
“Eyelid.”
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He froze—did she just call him?
Slowly he turned toward the house. But he saw nothing in the rain, in the
dark. And then, through the din, he heard it again.
“Eyelid.”
So soft, like the rustle of leaves.
His hands balled into fists. This was no way to live. He could not be
forever longing to see her standing before him in the flesh again, like the
drowned returned from the mouth of the sea.
“Eyelid.”
“Ro… Ro…?” he whispered back, his breath raw, his arms reaching out.
But only to the dark and the rain. Only in his head did she live. He slammed
down the spade.
It clanked when it hit the earth.
Is it? He leaned forward, searching the wet ground with his fingers. Then
he felt something solid—the sharp, protruding edge of his pandora. The tip of
the bloody iceberg. He started to work the spade around the metallic edge. After
a few minutes he grabbed the thing that was buried and yanked. It wrenched
loose from the mud and he fell backwards onto his elbows.
It’s here, Ro. It’s here.
He flicked on the flashlight. A narrow silver box lay next to the hole. He
grabbed it, rubbing the mud off its sides. Underneath the smeared surface, the
metal looked green and dark. He fumbled to unlatch it, his body hunched over
the box to block the rain and the light as he looked inside. A smell hit him with a
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force before he could see anything. Some moldy scent of a thing locked up, a
stink genie. He shut the lid and placed the box in his bag.
Quickly he shoveled the pile of dirt into the hole, patting it down in an
improper burial. Then he unlocked the gate and pushed it open, clenching his jaw
as the hinges whined. He ran to the edge of the trees and only there did he stop
to look back at the house.
Still dark.
He let out his breath and turned the light on his find, again lifting its
tarnished lid. The tiny orb bobbed over her treasures. A piece of stiff cardboard
paper, folded once. Underneath, a small velvet jewelry box. But no book.
And then he saw the key. Wrapped around its eye was a strand of hair.
Hers. He snapped the lid shut.
*
Eyelid was careful. His whole body tensed, listening to the surrounding woods.
No one could know he was here. Now that he had the key he was determined to
see out Ro’s wish to the very end.
The trail to the barn passed the old foreman’s cabin. If nothing else had
changed in three years then Ray Henly would still be living there. The thought
was not pleasing. He imagined Ray lumbering out of bed to get a drink of water
from the tap. The big man looks up and spots the light in the woods. He grabs
his rifle, barrel raised... Ray Henly wouldn’t hesitate to shoot a stranger in the
back, least of all an enemy.
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As quietly as he could, Eyelid treaded through the darkness and all its
gradations of rustling shadows. The woods seemed to be closing in on him—
spider webs and branches catching against his face, his arms. He stopped when
the path emptied into the clearing. Ray’s cabin was just across the field. Eyelid
thought about breaking in and killing the man for all the grief he’d caused, but
then a dog barked somewhere close.
He pressed on through the sodden field and into the swampier part of the
woods, where the bottomland hardwoods grew—the tupelo and black gums and
cypress. All oily woods for sailing vessels. Ro had told him about the early French
settlers who’d chopped down the trees to build boats, yet still these woods were
thick, thick enough to get lost in. Sheltered from the cabin now, he flicked on his
flashlight. Ahead was a circle of clay foundations and a few decaying walls, the
last remains of some old shanty town. Here the surrounding trees—the cypresses
with their flaring trunks and the moss-laden oaks—were transformed by the
darkness into something strange, making him walk even faster. When at last the
bottomwoods were behind him he came to a split in the trail.
He stood for a moment at this fork, glad the inky track ahead was
overgrown and barely visible. Shielding his eyes with his forearms, he barreled
through the sharp fog of branches.
Then, through a gap in the trees, he saw it.
The barn’s roof, its unadorned walls. It was a massive storage shed, really,
with a garage door wide enough for the sailboat and trailer. The family’s barn,
now deliberately forgotten, just like the narrow dirt track that led to it.
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All the better.
By now he was soaked to the bone and longing to get out of the rain. A
heavy chain was on the roll-up door so he went around to the back. Here, off the
trail, the air was cooler. He eyed the woods around him, all moonlit darkness and
the shuddering of the leaves in the rain and the rush of the nearby creek. He
found the small side door of the barn locked so he forced it open with a wrench
from his bag. After one last look over his shoulder he quickly stepped inside, his
flashlight bouncing.
The first thing he felt was the dust. It made him cough—deep hacking
coughs that cut at his lungs. Then he saw the shape of the boat, draped in a white
cloth like it had been put to sleep. He counted to ten before yanking off the
cover. There was the hasty scuttle of some creature fleeing and he vaguely
wondered if it was a rat. From somewhere in his memory reared an old
superstition. A rat leaving a boat was a sign of grave misfortune.
Home is the sailor, home from the sea. And the hunter home from the hill.
He didn’t like the small beam that his flashlight made—a hard light that
revealed every laceration on the hull. His throat caught at the sight of the
transom, where most of the lettering had been scratched away. He reached
toward it, almost unwilling to touch the gouges where the name had been. La
Catrina. Perhaps naming the boat after the lady of the dead had been unwise,
some telltale intimation of Ro’s own coming fate.
When he found the foot ladder he hoisted himself over the toe rail,
careful to step with his right foot first. It was strange to stand on the deck after
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three years of imagining this very moment. He shut his eyes and felt Ro leaning
into him with her arms locked around his waist and the wind at her hair and all
around them the wavery solace of open water. But when he looked again there
was only the battered rail and the dark crater of the barn floor.
Ro, are you here?
After a moment he made his way along the shadowy deck. It was like
being underwater, like swimming through a sunken ship with only his flashlight
to guide him. When he reached the pilot berth, he was surprised to find a stack of
pillows and books and a row of candles with their wax melted down to the wood.
He found a matchbook and pushed open its little drawer, peering inside. One
left—lucky last. He lit it and breathed in the sulfur, then ran his hands over each
of the books, looking for the one bound in leather. Her book. The one she used
to write in. But there were only paperbacks, each covered in a thick layer of dust.
The match dwindled down, burning his fingertips as he looked over the
abandoned nook. Maybe it had belonged to Roxanne’s younger sisters? They’d
been about fifteen when he first met them, so now they’d be—what, eighteen,
nineteen? He hardly remembered them and in truth they had not been
particularly memorable—dark hair to Ro’s blond, awkward compared to her
charm. Like shadows beside her. Had little shadows come to the boat to read?
Hoping their sister would return from the grave, stumble back to her favorite
place? The Catrina was the one thing that Ro had loved the most. But it was a
death boat now, left to rot under this leaking roof.
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His boots crunched over broken glass and he almost stepped through a
gaping hole where part of the deck should have been. There was the stench of
something burnt, coming from the cabin below. He would not go there tonight,
not while it was dark. But there was still one place he had to check. He clutched
the key in his pocket, her soft tendril of hair, then ran his hand along the paneling
beside the helm. His heart kicked up a notch when he found her other hiding
spot, its little round groove.
The key fit.
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CHAPTER FOUR

She could not find him. Mae ran from room to room, thinking of the sleeping
pills. He had a soft tread, just like hers, and could disappear when he wanted to.
She searched through all the downstairs rooms, save for the crawlspace,
and then went upstairs, where she opened every door. The scent of musk wafted
out, making her cough. It was the house and its dank breath. It constantly let off
a smell of decay, just like the infirm.
She took the narrow steps to the attic, knocking on the door before she
swung it open. The bed was made, which meant that Elle had been here today,
probably dusting and cleaning what little was in the room. A bookshelf and a
small framed picture of the grandmother she never knew and a silver cross on the
wall. But he wasn’t here so she turned from the attic and fled back down the
small staircase, feeling nervous as she peered down the hallway. There was one
door that she hadn’t opened, one room she hadn’t gone into. I don’t want to go,
but—
The door was ajar.
She hadn’t dared go in the room for three years. But what if he was there,
and needed her help? What if something was wrong again? She touched the
doorknob, felt a tingle down her neck as she nudged the door. Should I? She
swung it open far enough to peer inside the large bedroom.
All the blinds were drawn. Mae stood in the doorway as the shadows
began to collect into definitive shapes—hazy edges became a table, a bookshelf.
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And then she found him. There, in the far corner. Her grandfather, leaning
against the vanity table with his back to her. His wiry arms looked like they
belonged to a younger man, but his gray hair was unmistakable, as was the Bible
in his hands.
She waved, trying to get his attention, but he didn’t see her. Should I? Her
grandfather didn’t move from where he stood, didn’t turn from the mirror he
was staring into. She held her breath and then stepped inside.
Nothing happened. It was like she thought the world might stop, like she
might be beset by grief. But no. She took another step and saw Ro’s bed,
perfectly made. Then, her writing desk and a half-empty pack of clove cigarettes.
And her tall bookshelf, along with every amulet her older sister had possessed.
Stones and seashells and arrowheads and other sharp objects. At the end of the
bed were posters of The Rolling Stones wearing black ties and Judy Garland with
lilacs in her hair and a map of the world from National Geographic. These
ordinary things made it seem like her older sister might walk through the door at
any moment, toweling off her hair from her morning swim. In the corner was a
pile of pillows where Ro used to lounge, with hundreds of books and records
piled around her. Mae did not open the blinds, did not dare make a sound. Just
here, in the dim room, it was as though her sister really could return any moment.
For all she knew, here in the dark, Ro was still alive.
She glanced over at her grandfather. He was still staring at the dressing
table with his back to her and the Bible in his hands. He seemed fine, and
perhaps did not realize she was there. His attention was fixed on the mirror. She
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knew she should go to him, take him downstairs, help Elle with the chores. But
now that she was inside Ro’s bedroom, she didn’t want to leave. It was like she’d
found a secret passageway to another world, crossing over into a place where
August 17th, 1966 never happened. It was like that, she told herself. She knew
that no one had gone into the bedroom since the funeral. It was almost as if
they’d made a silent oath, not wanting to remember what had happened. The
creak of the porch swing, the dripping of her sister’s hair. The small moment of
hope when she thought Ro was only asleep. But then that dripping sound, and
the sight of the water running in rivulets. Red, red ribbons.
She forced herself to think of something else, trailing her fingers over the
spines of Ro’s books. There were Nancy Drew and Harlequin paperbacks and
Lorca and Jung and books on reincarnation and marine biology and astronomy,
all tucked beside her sister’s jewelry box—its crooked ballerina on top. She knew
Elle would want to categorize the books, alphabetize them, put them into some
logical order. But they were all jumbled up, just like life. When she reached for
the book of nursery rhymes, a pocket knife fell from the shelf. She bent down to
retrieve it, then saw a flash of something on the ground. A sliver of green
underneath the bookshelf. Could it be—?
She dropped to one knee, her skirt mopping up the dust bunnies. There’d
been a glimpse of green, she was sure of it. Reaching into the dark crease
underneath the shelf, she felt it—something stiff and hard, like the edge of a
book. She slid it out, her knuckles grazing the floor. And then it was in front of
her. Her sister’s journal. The cover was of green leather, tied shut with twine. Her
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ears started to ring. On instinct, she peered behind the books on the lowest shelf.
Hidden away was a dusty bottle of vodka. Another one of the house’s many
secrets, as though it was speaking to her, wanting her to remember.
Mae gripped the cover of the book and then opened it under the tiny
shaft of light from the window. She read the inked scrawl on the first page.
Roxanne Isabella Nuñez Cole
July 1954
The year their mother died. Roxanne would have been fifteen, and she
and Elle only five. On the next page was Blue Gate’s address and a strange note.
Please return to the owner if found. The journal was now in Mae’s possession. Did
requests, once asked, reverberate again and again for all eternity? Please return to the
owner if found. Could the dead be found?
Mae picked up the journal again. Carefully turned the next page. There, in
big letters, Ro had written:
Ledger of the Deep
Nothing else was on the page except a sketch of a small sailboat. Mae
didn’t remember this drawing, even though she’d read the book when she was
younger. Held the book while Elle held the vodka and Ro held the knife.
But they had only been playing.
She brought the journal closer for a better look. The page smelled of mold
and bark, of the woods at night. The book smelled dangerous.
She peered at the drawing. The boat was done in pencil, but curiously
intricate and shaded with a depth and acuteness beyond the ability of an amateur
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artist. The drawing was so clear it was like she could reach out and pick it up. It
had two masts and four square sails and a cabin with circular windows and tiny
buckets of fish and a coil of rope. In the window was her sister’s face.
Mae stared at Ro, feeling her neck start to tingle. Then she searched the
page for the artist’s initials, for a signature. There was nothing but a small wave—
a trail of spume. It all looked so very real that the boat seemed to sail quietly on
the paper.
There was more of her sister’s handwriting on the next page. Ro’s
notations were jumbled, as though they occurred in no particular order, without
premeditation.
What is the Otherworld? The Celts claim it is underground, a haven for supernatural
beings. Is this a textured universe? Are there unknown species flitting in and out of the visible
light spectrum, or “other-worlds” where different versions of ourselves lead slightly different lives?
Where we can be both alive and dead?
Mae read on, skipping the passages that she remembered.
Interdimensional convergence? Eternal life is the hallmark of the gods. When was
eternity first conceived and why? From a fear of death?
She turned another page, another. When their mother had died, Ro began
to read to them every night. But the nursery rhymes and fairy tales were soon
replaced by a book with a green cover. She remembered the light from the
hallway on her beautiful sister’s face as she listened from her side of the bed. She
and Elle had been too young to understand the bedtime stories—and they hadn’t
understood the rituals either. The games that Ro made up after their mother’s
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funeral. The little songs and rhymes to bring her back to life. That’s what they
thought they were doing when nightly they followed Ro’s long blond hair like a
beacon through the dark woods. When they chanted and sang at the top of their
lungs, believing that their mother’s ghost could hear them, could find her way
home. Conductor of the mournful lament was tall, fifteen-year-old Ro, waving
her hands over the two dark-haired little girls near the summerhouse and the
cluster of pines. Their older sister’s gap-toothed smile showing her love for them.
To bring back the dead, you must give of the living. To bring back the dead you must give of the
living. To bring back the dead, you must—
But after a year of Ro’s rituals, her devoted writing in her book, their sister
stopped trying. One night she didn’t come into their room, didn’t pull them out
of their beds. Didn’t make them read from the book, did not make them sing or
bleed. The next day they asked her about it and she said sometimes you must be
careful what you wish for. They never saw her writing after that.
And here was the book, raised from the dead.
Mae turned the final page, a blank, and felt the smarting sting of a paper
cut. A bright bead of blood squeezed out of her thumb. She dropped the book
onto her lap. Its leather cover on her skin was warm, like a living thing. The
pages had settled in the fall and the book lay open on the sketch of the boat. The
face in the small, round window.
A sudden wave of nausea rushed over her. The floor seemed to rock
underneath her, as though she were at sea. As though Ro was right behind her,
pushing her into the water. Jump!
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Then something shattered. Mae looked up, thinking at first that a bird had
rammed into the window and broken it. But it was the mirror that had smashed
and her grandfather was doubled over, moaning.
She heaved herself to her feet, ignoring the pins and needles in her legs.
There was glass on the floor and she was barefoot but still she ran to him. When
she touched his shoulder, his blue eyes went wide with shock. She took
everything in at once—the glass, the blood, the open Bible, his grimace of pain.
In his hand was a shard of glass. His fingers were damp with blood and he
groaned, falling forward, the glass swinging toward her.
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CHAPTER FIVE

After making sure he was the only person breathing near the barn, he went back
to her hiding spot on the boat. The police had likely scoured everything after she
died but they wouldn’t have known she liked to hide things. There was the click
of a latch as Ro’s storage drawer spilled open to a small mirror and a comb, some
coins. A blank notebook and a pencil stub, and a flat red raft, folded in plastic
packaging. Eyelid stuck his arm farther back, reaching up to the concealed ledge
of the drawer. Then he felt the cool snout of the gun. He drew out the .32 and
checked the clip—still loaded. It did not make him feel much safer but it was
better than nothing. He tucked the gun into his jeans and searched the ledge.
Shit.
He’d been expecting to find something else. Something that had been
niggling at him again and again. Her journal. The one she used to read to him, the
one she’d written as a teenager after her mother passed. He had never liked it—it
was morbid, with its fanciful obsession in bringing back the dead—but he’d
wondered more than once if perhaps its existence was one of the reasons he
couldn’t get over her. As if the book, or whatever was inside it, had some claim
on him.
There was one more place he knew to search for it, but exhaustion hit
him. He’d spent the whole day watching the woods around the barn, making sure
that no one was around, that no one would find him. Now he was dead tired. He
stumbled over to the cluster of pillows and then peeled off his wet clothes,
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setting the gun and the boat key within reach. The rain pattered over the tin roof
and echoed through the room. He lay down, staring at the skylight above as his
eyelids grew heavy and his breath slowed, settling into sleep.
*
The boat pitches. There’s a nearby splash and water sprays his arm. He opens his
eyes to a narrow stretch of intercoastal waterway under a hard blue sky. The sun
beats down on the deck and his skin feels hot and tight—sunburnt. He looks at
his watch but there’s only a faint pale mark on his wrist. He’s thirsty, so thirsty,
like he hasn’t had a sip of water for years. There’s an empty bottle of Coca Cola
on the counter and he shakes it out into his mouth. Nothing but a few sweet
drops. He licks his lips and pulls out a map from under a stained coffee mug. The
map has his handwriting on it, jotted notes around the edges. Something seems
off, but he’s not sure what.
He checks the coordinates of the boat. Not far from St. Augustine. The
route he knows by heart: out from the dock at Blue Gate in Mobile Bay, then
southeast through the Gulf and around the Keys, and all the way up to Saint
Augustine, one of the oldest cities in America. One of her favorite longer trips
because she loves old things—like her awful house. The map ruffles in the breeze
and the keys jingle and the coke bottle tips over and there’s a loud peal of
laughter.
“Ro?” On the other end of the deck he finds her sitting in a lawn chair
and smiling at him, her blond hair lifting in the breeze.
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“What kept you so long?” she asks, taking a drag of her cigarette. It’s
slender and smells of cloves. She pushes her sunglasses back like a tiara and he’s
hit with the shocking green of her eyes. “You get distracted over there, sailor?”
“Ro,” he says, feeling strange around her for some reason. “Where…?”
She laughs again. “You and your maps. You ought to just go in my general
direction and you’d do alright.”
“Maps,” he says. He feels slightly off-balance, feverish. “Have I been
asleep?”
“Am I supposed to never take my eyes off you?” She smiles and rests her
head against the back of her chair. “It’s tempting.”
He shakes his head, still feeling out of it. He remembers having a terrible
dream, but everything is better now. His fingers run along the curve of her
tanned shoulder and the thin gold chain of her necklace.
“I love it here,” Ro says, sighing. “Let’s fix up the Catrina.” She grabs his
hand, squeezes.
“La Catrina?” he smiles, thinking of their joke. “Now how could we fix up
death?” he says, feeling lazy and warm as he bends down to kiss her forehead.
She rises to her feet and stretches, arcing her back, and he admires the
length of her legs and her stomach and how her red swimsuit top is half undone.
He wraps his arms around her waist, his hands moving down to cup her ass. She
squirms away from him and then wriggles out of her bottoms. He holds his
breath as she unties her top, lets it fall to the ground—Jesus, Mary and Joseph.
“The wind’s dropped,” she says. “Sure is flat out here now.”
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“Sure is not,” he says, running his fingers along her hip.
“Perfect time for a swim,” she says. She kisses him and he tastes salt and
mint gum as he pulls her against him. She nibbles at his lip and then twists away
and saunters to the edge of the boat.
“You first. Let me help you out of these.” She slips off his shorts and
gently pushes him toward the water. “Go on.”
He cannot resist her. “Come after me.”
“Always,” she says, and gives him a little push.
“Cheeky,” he says, feeling himself grin. She’s laughing behind him as he
dives into the cold jolt of the water, the best way to wake up. He dives down,
down and then opens his eyes in the brackishness. He turns toward the murky
gold of the sun above and the faint white hull of her boat beside him.
She hasn’t followed him in yet.
Kicking hard, he begins his ascent, feeling his muscles work as he swims
upwards. He sees her looking over the side of the boat, probably grinning at him.
Just as he’s about to break the surface, his lungs taut and ready for air, he feels
something move past and then there’s a thump. Something grabs at his leg, jerks
his body back down.
What—? There’s a stream of blood in the water, but he doesn’t know
where it came from and he needs air. He tries to swim upwards but his legs won’t
obey and he can’t feel his arms. He’s desperate for air but he can’t move, he can’t.
Panic surges in his chest, he needs to breathe, it hurts. A cloud passes over the
sun and the water darkens and God, he wants air, he thinks he will die, he’s going
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to die, and then arms are reaching under him, thrusting him up, but it’s too late
and he gulps the water in painful bursts.
*
Eyelid couldn’t breathe. He opened his eyes and found he was being smothered
by a sheet. Someone grabbed at his leg and he kicked. He kicked again and then
turned and saw a candle on its side. He was lying on a wooden floor—the deck.

Confused, he sat up, grazing his head on a heavy white cloth. It took a
moment to get his bearings. The white cover was draped over him, over the boat,
and he was underneath it. Bit by bit his memory seeped back. He was in the barn,
he was back at Blue Gate. He’d fallen asleep on the deck. It must be morning
now.
But hadn’t he pulled off the cover earlier? He was sure of it.
He could hear nothing—no voices, no muffled footsteps. Quietly, he
gathered up the gun and his pile of soggy clothes. When he saw a gleam of
blond—the boat key with her strand of hair—he let out a breath and then held
still under the heavy cover, listening to the barn creak around him just like a
vessel sways in water. After a moment he crawled toward the edge of the boat,
hoping there was no one waiting on the other side. Grabbing the rail, he pitched
himself over, then ducked out from under the cover.
Weak gray light filtered in through the skylight. The barn was empty. His
bag beside the door, where he’d left it. He poked it with his boot until he felt the
hard surface of Ro’s silver box. Still there. Everything just as he’d left it before
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falling asleep. But hadn’t he taken off the boat cover? His memory blurred—all
he could remember was his dream. There’d been others like them. Other dreams
where he was killed instead of her. He could die a hundred different ways in his
dreams and still nothing would be changed.
Where are you, Ro?
He turned a small circle, trying to calm himself by thinking of what he
needed to do. Gut out the cabin. Restore it from the inside out. Sand the deck
from stem to stern and then restain it. He would sweat instead of sleep. After a
few fortnights the boat would glisten and he would say his final goodbye. In
August, on her day. And then, only then, would he tell her father what had
happened. After three years of silence.
A sudden craving for fresh air made him swing open the barn door.
Outside the woods were green and quiet, the clouds hanging low and blotting out
the sun. He spotted a flash of yellow on the ground and walked over to a small
grove. In front of him was a nectarine tree like some shining gift. Half of it was
dying but the other half bore fruit. He picked a nectarine off a sprig, peeled it
with his thumbnail. It was sweet and cool and he ate it fast and then grabbed
another, careful to put the peels in his pockets. The rain misted over him as he
ate and ate, the citrus tart and sweet. Later, when it was dry out, he’d find a place
to camp in the bush where he’d go unnoticed. Now the light rain was rinsing
more than just his skin and he had a sudden desire to see the house again. To see
her sisters and her father, to see whether the old man was still alive. He knew he
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shouldn’t go back to the house in daylight—not now, not yet. But he wanted to
know for certain if her family was still there.
He wanted to know what he was up against.
*
Eyelid set off through the trees and towards the field, stopping every so often to
listen for footsteps. He’d just come upon the clearing when a door slammed. A
young girl, about seven or eight, ran outside from the old foreman’s cabin. The
girl threw herself into a patch of weeds and hid there with her little red boots
poking out of the grass. A minute later, the door slammed again and a boy
walked out. The girl jumped up with a scream, startling him. A black dog started
barking at the screen door, trying to get out, and a yell came from inside the
house. The boy pushed his sister away and she fell down laughing. Then he
pulled her up and they both went back inside.
If they’re Ray’s kids, Eyelid thought, life won’t be kind to them. After he
finished counting to ten it was quiet, so he made his way across the field and
continued through the woods. He was alone, save for the occasional rustle of a
fleetfooted animal, heard but unseen amid the trees.
The house was not in view and then suddenly it was.
The first thing he saw was the garden’s green hedge, its mass of choking
leaves. Rising above it was the flaking paint of the house, its walls a bluish white,
like underarm skin so pale the veins showed through. On top of the third story
was a dark pointed roof with an iron spire. In daylight, the house betrayed its age.
It looked like a house for the dead; like the dead, it fed the earth. Ivy shoots
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clamped over crumbling brick, grass poked out between the planks of the sagging
porch, splotches of green mold dotted the sides of the pillars. Behind them was a
ghastly red door and long windows framed by splintering black shutters. How
many years were left before the old foundation and everything in it was returned
to the earth? All it would take was a good storm. The yard had ceded itself to
weeds and brambles and he did not remember the young, wispy beech tree
circled by rocks. A taller beech tree stood beside it.
A sudden popping noise made him flinch. Car tires over gravel. He stayed
in the cover of the trees as the old red Chevy pulled up to the carport.
A dark-haired woman got out with bag of groceries in her arms. One of
Ro’s sisters, now grown? Eyelid’s memory flashed to a younger girl, her mouth
opening as if to scream. His jaw tightened and he forced himself to focus on the
young beech tree, its graceful branches and smattering of serrated leaves. He
suddenly understood that it was Ro’s tree, they must have planted it for her.
Right beside the tree for her mother. This tree Ro had explained to him, along
with her wish—to bring her mother back with the secrets of her book.
The car door slammed shut. The young woman with the grocery bag took
long strides toward the house. She wore a pale pink skirt that washed out her skin
so completely she could be wearing nothing at all. Ro’s other sister, he realized,
the one with the hips. Tall like Ro but not thin. Her twin sisters had looked
nothing like her, looked nothing like each other. One pale with curves, one small
and dark. Ro had upstaged both of them.
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The woman in pink walked like she took herself seriously. Her heels
clicked over the wooden porch where the row of empty rocking chairs swayed in
the wind. She unlocked the door, juggling the grocery bag on her hip before
disappearing into the depths of the house.
He stared after her. So they were still here. Still living here, three years
later. He shook his head.
If they were not afraid of the place, they should be.
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CHAPTER SIX

In the basement, Sonny held the needle in the flame and then lanced his father’s
hand over the workbench. The first set of sutures had gotten infected—red and
tender—and he needed to remove them.
“Just what were you doing the other day?” he asked, his voice tight like
the stitches.
The old man gritted his teeth. Sonny pulled the nylon loose from his
father’s skin and then turned to follow his gaze. Two portraits hung on the wall
across from the staircase. The candles cast a dull glow over the faces of his wife
and daughter. In the flickering light Nina and Roxanne seemed to come alive. His
eyes watered and he fumbled with the fishing line, yanking it.
The old man breathed out through his nose and strained to keep his hand
still. He still had his wits, but the last stroke—the worst of them all—left him
nearly speechless. His ragged gash was an unpleasant reminder of everything that
went wrong in the house.
“You’ve got to be more careful.” Sonny wrapped his father’s hand and
bandaged it tight. Done. After his daughter died he’d studied first aid, reading
through books with lists and diagrams, memorizing what to do in an emergency,
in case something ever happened to Mae or Elle.
“I know you hear me.” He looked back at his father as he rinsed off in the
small bathroom sink. “Alright?”
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The old man let out a sigh, resting his hand on the side table where the
mail lay opened. The year-old rejection letter from the Fort Lauderdale research
team was now smeared with blood.
Sonny glanced over at his model near the side windows, its intricate parts
laid out under a single lightbulb hanging from a wire. Would his work bring him
the money he needed, that they needed? His daughters were young enough to get
out of Blue Bend—go to college, see the world. He had a theory that all the talk
of a Bed and Breakfast was just Elle’s way of making sure she could look after
him, and Mae spent all her time doting over her grandfather without seeming to
care that he was undeserving.
Now his father’s face was cramped up with pain. “Take another swig,”
Sonny said, handing him the whiskey bottle.
The old man nodded but didn’t open his eyes. Sitting in the chair in his
trousers and suit jacket, he looked frail and harmless. But Sonny knew not to
trust appearances; science told him as much. He turned to the model of his
underwater habitat, spread over his mother’s large cedar table. She’d be happy to
know that her beloved table was being used, that he’d built his dream upon it.
The design that would change the world, as long as he got another grant, or
better yet, a contract.
But was the world ready? And were the investors?
He abandoned his father for the cedar table, bending over his miniature
habitat. His kleine berg, the tiny dwarf model of his underwater city. The
greenhouse, training space, observation chamber, and laboratory, along with a
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small workspace that he called the library. Of course there was also the living
space: the kitchen, den, bathroom, and beds that would sleep eight; eight was the
number. The habitat was meant to look futuristic, but also familiar. Homey was
the key. All of his model’s constructions were functional and exact. All had
moveable parts and rounded edges and made economical use of space. The
imitations almost as perfect as the real thing.
Sonny brought his eyes level with a small window the size of a thumbnail
and peered inside the habitat. The walls were white and pale green and the
bamboo flooring was a light blond color. It was clean and strong—it would make
a good home, besides being fully functional. But his dwelling was dependent
upon one thing: airflow. Subaquatic environments were hazardous—perhaps
even more so than space travel—and everything had to be monitored, rigorously
maintained and protected.
At the opposite end of the cedar table was the section devoted to the
habitat’s engineering, or what he thought of as “the brains.” He’d created a series
of airlocks, and decided upon using a moon pool—or “wet porch”—as a
doorway of sorts. The opening in the dome-shaped hull that would shelter divers
traveling from the habitat to the sea, or the sea to the habitat. The dwelling’s selfsustainability and independence from the surface was the beauty of the thing. It
operated like a complex organism, and he’d begun to think of it as being alive. It
would support human life, he knew.
He looked toward the back wall, where underneath its row of windows
was the large wire cage. Inside was its shelves and rope bridge, its shredded
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cardboard and old tennis balls. All still there. But his last and favorite rat,
Einstein, had died only last month. The little black and white rat he’d let crawl on
his shoulders, ride in his pockets. Einstein and his other pink-eared friends had
made everything possible—they’d endured different combinations of nitrogen
and oxygen in his tank, they’d been his first aquanauts.
He’d spent years designing the habitat’s double-fortified exterior,
engineering and testing, again and again. His hull was extraordinary—a unique
mixture of polymers that outperformed anything on the market. The plastic he’d
created was uniquely electrically conductive, so that its interaction with ionic salt
water acted as a rudimentary battery. Because of the surface area, it would be
sufficient for light use and completely renewable. Yes, his hull would bring the
investors, and then his habitat would become real. Perhaps they would even build
it somewhere close, off the shores of Florida, or the Bahamas?
A steady dripping distracted him. It was coming from somewhere in the
basement. Annoyed, Sonny trailed his hand along the walls, searching for the
leak. His work was in preventing such things—keeping the water out. But the
basement’s brickwork was extremely porous, with large holes in the mortar that
revealed dark packed earth, sometimes a root. Often it seemed the place would
cave in, that a mountain of subterraneous dirt would bury him in one quaking
blow.
And why not, he thought, staring at the pale moon through the high
windows. Who decides the moment of death?
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He looked back at his father, hunched over in the chair with his eyes shut.
Was his time coming soon? Sonny had promised to watch the old man while Elle
and Mae were working at the diner. His daughters always had the same shift so
he didn’t have to worry about them leaving the house alone. But now it was his
father who worried him. Lately he’d become accident prone. Falling down the
stairs. Breaking things. Wheezing in his sleep as though he were being choked.
Mae had to follow him around to keep him safe.
The old man’s bandaged hand twitched while he napped as though he
were having a bad dream. He suspected his father was lonely—all of the sway
Carter Cole held over the town vanished with the last of his strokes, and in all of
the years since his wife’s death he’d never remarried. Sonny’s mother died when
he was eighteen, right before he’d left home.
All of the women in his life died young. His mother, his grandmother.
Then his wife, then his eldest daughter. Now, at fifty-three, Sonny had surpassed
all of them in age. What fate would befall his two youngest daughters? He
conjured their mother’s face—her crooked smile and that dark Panamanian hair
and the way she laughed so loud every head in the room turned. When he tried to
dismiss her from his thoughts, he couldn’t. Here was Nina, smiling at him in her
green dress, beckoning to him as if unaware that she was only a projection of his
memory, a benevolent ghost.
She and his mother would have liked each other.
He took off his glasses and squeezed his eyes shut and then pressed his
thumbs into them until he saw scintillations under his lids. Schrödinger’s theories
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flitted through his mind. The world extended in space and time is but our representation.
Since quantum mechanics proved that an atom could appear and disappear
across time and space, could not a person? Where was Nina? Where was
Roxanne? The answers would not come in his lifetime and he could hardly stand
it. He wanted certainty, but perhaps Schrödinger’s famous cat experiment meant
his desire was futile. If a cat could be alive and dead at the same time then
nothing in life was certain.
Sonny wiped the sweat from his face and then looked out the windows at
the sweeping view of the side yard. Hurricane season in the Gulf Coast meant
sudden storms and this summer had been a wet one. But seeing the sky did not
make Sonny anxious like it usually did—the windows shielded him against the
outside world. Tapping the glass, he thought of his life’s work. His Great Down
Under—in harmony with its environs, with the ocean and the land and the
people it kept alive. He’d planned on selling it earlier, finishing it before now. But
the years kept passing and he couldn’t just abandon it. It consumed him, this
vision he’d told Nina about all those years ago. In reply she’d said, hazlo realidad.
Make it real.
There was the whine of hinges nearby. The door at the top of the
basement steps was opening, ever so slowly. When it slammed shut, the noise
jarred Sonny and even his father sat upright in his chair.
The old man’s eyes darted to the stairwell, then to the portraits on the
wall, as if the women should be blamed for startling him. As if Nina should be
blamed for everything. His father had wanted Sonny to marry someone else. His
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high school girlfriend, Jeanette, the belle of Blue Bend. Not some woman from
Panama with no family to speak of and the sort of dark skin that shamed the old
man.
“Must be a draft,” Sonny said, leaving his model to straighten the frames.
As he looked at his daughter’s portrait, he could feel no wind and yet his
tools hanging along the wall began to clank. The wrenches and hammers and
fine-toothed saws were all swaying as the door at the top of the stairs yawned
open again. He braced himself as it again slammed shut.
The old man pulled a small Bible from his pocket.
“That won’t keep out the wind,” Sonny said.
His father licked the tip of his middle finger and raised it in the air as if
checking for a breeze, then went back to reading his Bible. He seemed to be
praying, with his lips moving and his hands clasped together, the bandaged one
on top.
Sonny turned away, reaching for the radio, but then remembered the
batteries were nearly dead and no one had paid the power bill. He’d work in
silence, then. Grasping the edge of the table, he bent so close that he could see
the pulpy surface of the grid paper covering it. His meticulously constructed
model loomed in the center like some pyramid atop a flat earth.
He eased his elbows onto the cedar, sat down on a stool. He imagined the
habitat surrounded by his dome-like hull, the oceanic sky beyond. The world in
reverse. He thought briefly of cosmology, of a particular nineteenth century
wood engraving describing medieval times, accompanied by the caption: A
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missionary of the Middle Ages tells that he had found the point where the sky and the Earth
touch. The engraving showed a robed man crawling on his knees toward the edge
of the earth, which was enclosed by a thick bubble, like an inverted fish bowl.
Outside, blocked from the man’s view, the heavens writhe with suns and clouds
and spinning wheels of unknown machinations. The man thrusts his head and
staff through the crusty divide as if demanding to be birthed back into the
firmament from where he came. He breaks through the film, reaching out with
his hand as if to wave in greeting, or else shielding himself from whatever lurked
there.
Sonny sometimes felt like this lone pilgrim, like he was the only one in the
world searching for the answers to the universe, to life and death. Of course, he
knew this wasn’t true. He could read. There was Schrödinger and Heisenberg.
Einstein, who spent the last decade of his life trying to explain how the universe
functioned in totality, a unified theory of everything. All of science, and mysticism,
working in concert to explain the substance of the universe. But death claimed
Einstein first.
Sonny wanted his own pursuit to aid mankind—to help people live, to
help them live better. A decade ago, he’d relocated the large dining table to the
basement, dreaming of large frontiers. His dream was triggered by a strange event
that he’d witnessed, as well as the pursuits of the French scientist Cousteau. In
the Mediterranean, Cousteau had started building a bus-sized structure—called
Conshelf—which could support two divers for a week. Sonny had seized upon
the idea. The ocean, and all its savage vastness, would be the next savior.
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Chockfull of resources, nutrients to feed the world. Earlier in the year, life
changed when Apollo 10 had prepared for the first moon landing. And now
there was talk of building lunar cities—the cities of the future.
But NASA had it wrong, Sonny thought, surveying his model with the
precision of a surgeon. No, what they needed was right in front of them.
Uncharted yet accessible territory. What they needed was already on the planet,
covering seventy percent of the earth’s surface. The ocean was right under their
noses.
“This is the future,” Sonny said aloud. “The unthinkable.”
And he needed to sell it, to ensure his daughters’ future. To provide for
them in the way that he hadn’t for all these years. His design for underwater
research—his Great Down Under—would be worth a large government
contract. It was a larger way of looking at life.
“Isn’t that right.”
A grunt came in reply. His father was staring at him over the edge of his
Bible. His page poised, his furry eyebrows arched.
Sonny picked up a pencil and pretended to make calculations until the old
man looked away. But there were no more calculations to be made. His pressure
hull—an impenetrable plastic sphere full of air—sat in his water tank. His
demonstration at various pressures was in no less than a month. He’d spend the
remaining time before the investors arrived on the model’s finishing touches. The
model would show them his vision of the future. When he was deep at work,
thinking of his habitat, envisioning every angle of it, he became a smaller version
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of himself—he became a miniature with moving parts. He became a younger
man, living inside his dwelling, working at the diving station where small white
towels hung on hooks, or in the greenhouse where the medicinal plants gave off
oxygen that he could breathe in deeply as he walked down rows of aromatic
herbs, the vastness of the ocean above him. When his miniature-self heard
something at the stairs—some thundering noise far off in the distance, like a
storm pissing down rain or a flurry of footsteps from upstairs—he jumped back
into himself, jumped up and into his bones and his blinking eyes, into that
lumbering, larger man who was too thin and too old and too broken. But his
habitat and pressure hull, his Great Down Under, was strong, much stronger
than himself. The thought of having to sell it soon made him nervous.
The door at the top of the stairs creaked open again. A screwdriver began
rolling off the workbench and the tools on the wall clanged together. But this
time the door above the narrow stairs did not slam shut. This time, a shadow
appeared in the stairwell. Sonny watched, fixated, hearing the softest footsteps.
Someone was walking down the stairs, practically gliding.
Then he saw her and let out a breath. Mae. It was only Mae. On a break
from work.
Most days one or both of his daughters brought down black coffee or
lunch to him, though by late afternoon he would never be able to say with
absolute certainty whether or not they had visited him earlier. In the basement,
time vitiated, corrupted, so that yesterday’s coffee became today’s lunch, or Mae’s
dark face became Elle’s, or the young woman walking down the creaking steps
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was not someone he knew at all, and she would fade into the wooden railing and
the wall of the stairwell, as if her temporary and brief existence was only a
convincing display of his imagination, triggered by lack of sleep.
But Mae was here now. She glanced toward her grandfather, her face
drawn. The old man had his bandaged hand resting on his thigh and his eyes
were shut as though he were sleeping.
Or dead, Sonny thought. If Mae hadn’t found him in time.
His daughter smiled at him in her shy way. He couldn’t believe what a
beauty she’d become and did not understand how she seemed so unaware of it.
Her darker skin to him was lovely though he knew what his wife had suffered in
the small town, particularly at the hands of Jeanette Carlisle, the mayor’s wife.
But Nina had believed in taking care of family, so when his father had his first
stroke they moved to Blue Gate to help him. The old man never once hid his
dislike of his wife, yet she didn’t mind. At least she never said so. Just sat at the
old grand piano and played, any hurt sliding right off her fingers. Nina had never
let anything bother her, not even when she lost the other children, not even when
she was told she had six months to live. Though Sonny hadn’t gotten six months
to say goodbye to her, because she had slipped—
Just like Nina, to do the unexpected.
Sonny startled as he felt a hand on his shoulder. Mae was holding
something out to him. A piece of paper, her handwriting neat.
On the surface, they can still exercise their iniquitous laws, fight. Devour each other,
and indulge in all their earthly horrors. But thirty feet below the surface, their power ceases, their
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influence fades, and their dominion vanishes. Ah, monsieur, to live in the bosom of the sea! …
There I recognize no master! There I am free!
He felt a lump in his throat. The book he remembered—Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea—Roxanne’s favorite. Mae had inherited her sister’s love of
reading, of discovery. She understood what he was trying to do with his
underwater habitat. He had an urge to pull her into his arms and hug her.
But they were not that sort of family. His wife had always been
affectionate, and Roxanne too, but when they died, one after the other, all touch
in the house had died with them. It had become a cold place. Sonny had lived
through enough wretchedness in his life, but if he could kill the man who had
taken his eldest daughter he would. Now he was determined to protect his twins,
shelter them. And his habitat would provide for them. It must.
“Thank you,” he said, squeezing Mae’s hand. She nodded and then went
back up the stairs, as softly as she’d come down.
He felt a vague discomfort as he thought of his daughter’s silence. She’d
always been quiet, but after Ro’s death stopped talking altogether. He knew that
Elle was worried about her—he was too—but he thought it best to leave her be.
Let Mae come to things on her own terms. All things must pass. He’d read that
somewhere.
A moaning noise invaded his thoughts. His father was scratching hard at
his bandage. The old man groaned as he stood and then nearly tripped over,
dangerously close to the model.
“Don’t,” Sonny said, grabbing him by the elbow and pushing him away.
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His father’s blue eyes flashed and a waver of guilt came over him. He
relaxed his grip.
“Sit,” Sonny said, “please.” He cleared his throat. “It’s meant to have a
dome around it. To protect it.” Surely the old man could understand. He’d always
been clever—a mean sort of cleverness. Had he really doused his temper with his
born-again faith?
Sonny looked down at the dressing on his hand. Perhaps all of his
violence was still dammed up inside of him, just waiting to come out. He helped
him sit down, his father’s neck slick with sweat. As usual he was wearing a stuffy,
formal suit like he expected visitors even though no one ever came, not since the
dwindling council meetings had moved into town. And now his father’s gauze
was bright red; the wound was bleeding. Sonny was ashamed of his handiwork.
He reached out for the bandage, wanting to fix it.
But the old man pulled away. Despite his looks he was still strong. Strongwilled, especially. When he opened his Bible with his good hand, Sonny could not
help but read the bookmarked page.
And if the hand offend thee, cut it off: it is better for thee to enter into life maimed, than
having two hands to go into hell.
He stared at the words and then glanced at his father’s bandage, then back
at the verse. Just what was the old man up to?
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CHAPTER SEVEN

The boy was a wolf and he wasn’t scared of anything. The wolf crouched down
in the damp grass near the yard of the big house. He watched the half-naked girl
with his tongue lolling. She was stretched out on a frayed lawn chair under the
beech trees, reading a book. Her skirt met her thighs midway and her shirt
sleeves were rolled up to the shoulders. It was still warm, even though the sun
was nearly down.
The old man was dressed in a suit like usual and sat sweating in a chair
beside the girl. He hit the side of her chair and then she set down her book. It
was propped like a tent over her boobs. The wolf began to pant.
The girl stood, her dark hair sweeping her back. The book slid to the
ground. She bent to pick it up and the wolf felt like howling. After helping her
grandfather to his feet, the old man pulled away from her and limped toward the
bright red door of the house.
“I want that purse,” Lance said, and rammed the hilt of his stolen straightedge razor into the wolf’s back.
The wolf shrank back into a boy.
“Gotta make sure they ain’t coming back,” Wesley said, looking at the big
house and wishing he had wolf ears. His cousin Lance was crouched next to him,
so close Wesley could smell his sweat. This afternoon his dad and Lance’s dad
had gone into town for the council meeting. On meeting days he was in charge of
his sister, and Lance was in charge of him. He hated it.
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“No one’s coming back,” Lance said. “They’re probably eating supper.”
He stabbed the razor into the ground near Wesley’s foot. “Now go on.”
“Keep it down.” Fern scowled at them, her hairless Barbie doll face-down
in the mud.
“They just might come back out,” Wesley said. He picked at a callus on
his knee and prayed for a miracle. For something to drop out of the sky and hit
Lance in the head. For a wolf pack to appear and tear him to shreds. For God to
point his big finger and zap him with lightning. But nothing happened, except
that the hilt of the razor burrowed deeper into his back.
“Go now or die young, Wesley Ray,” Lance warned.
“But someone’s watching.”
There was a flash of a face in an upstairs window and then it was gone.
The boy held still, stalling. He liked Mae even though no one else did, especially
not his father or his cousin.
“Three seconds,” Lance said, shoving him hard.
But Wesley didn’t want to do it. He thought of how Mae invited him
inside the big house for lunch in the summer, and how her skin went deep brown
in the sun, and how she only smiled a little bit. She did not need to talk much but
seemed to know things. Most people were always running their mouths.
“I’ll go,” Fern said.
And Fern, Fern ran her mouth, too. Fern Rose, the name he had given to
his sister when she was born. Green, her newborn face had been at birth, and
their mother dying then and there. Fern Rose the mother-killer.
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“I’m not scared,” Fern said, abandoning the Barbie after scratching off
her face and rotating her legs backwards. Now she crouched behind Wesley in
the Invisible Man T-shirt she never took off. Custom printed, it had once
belonged to Roxanne Cole. Fern wiped her nose with her sleeve and sniffled. A
thread of snot had dried across her face and crusted onto her blond curls.
“Don’t even think about it,” Wesley said. “You’re not fast enough.”
“It’s all clear,” she whispered, her green eyes scanning over the wide yard.
“Except for the ghost.”
Lance burst out into laughter. Dappled light fell across his fatty arms,
making him look scaly. Like a diamondback, Wes thought. Like he had snake
arms.
“Go on then, girl Henly,” Lance said, slapping his meaty palm against her
back. “You got bigger balls than your brother.”
“Shut up, Fern,” Wesley Ray said, because he couldn’t tell Lance to shut
up.
And then without warning, he took off in a sprint, running as fast as he
could over the sharp gravel driveway and then across the soft grass toward the
beech trees in the center of the yard, sprinting faster than he ever had before. He
was so close now that he could see there was lemonade in Mae’s glass and that
her satchel was made of brown leather and that the book she was reading had a
green cover. He was almost there, reaching out to steal it, when he heard a door
open but it was too late to turn back so he lunged forward, grabbing her book
and the satchel and then he kept going as quick as a wolf, he kept running, past
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the tin trashcan that Lance had once shoved him inside, kept running as hard as
he could, even when he heard footsteps on the porch, even when he heard a
gasp, and then he didn’t dare look back. When he reached the trees on the other
side of the yard he was panting and felt like the worst person in the world, like he
should be sentenced to death and hung from the beech tree right on the spot. He
had accidentally dropped the satchel on the way but he still had the book. Thank
the good Lord. He needed something to show to Lance at the meeting place,
otherwise he’d be dead meat.
Wesley leaned against a tree to catch his breath. Then, only then, did he
look back. Mae was standing in the shade of the weeping beech leaves. Her arms
were folded tight, like they were keeping her from breaking apart as she stared up
at the tree as if talking to it. If it could answer, it would tell her a wolf ran by.
“I’m sorry,” Wesley said, even though Mae couldn’t hear him. He felt a
shiver of guilt as he trotted off into the woods with his bounty. He needed to get
back to Lance and his sister before she did anything stupid.
*
The meeting place was at the wishing well. The well was deep in the woods near
the old slave shacks—at least that’s what Lance swore they were. That’s why the
big house was haunted, he’d told them. But Wesley had heard Blue Gate was just
an old summer home, built for the rich Coles long, long ago. Still, he didn’t like
the big house and he didn’t like walking alone in the woods.
He shook his box of matches as he walked, his lighter stuffed deep in his
pocket. Clouds passed over the setting sun, smothering it out. He came across a
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strange red stake in the ground and wondered what it was for. After crossing the
dirt tracks that led to the barn, he halted.
What the—?
He thought he’d heard a rapping noise, coming from the old barn.
Looking up at its windowless sides made his chest feel tight. No one went there
anymore—not since Roxanne. Another pounding noise startled him and he
turned, running until he was at the wishing well.
In front of the circle of stones Wes struck a match, waiting. Moss draped
over the surrounding branches of the trees and hung down to graze the tip of the
well. Dark and deep, whatever water that had supplied it so many years ago had
mostly drained away. He knew this because they had dropped things into the
deep, deep hole and never heard a splash.
He struck another match and his nostrils tingled as he breathed in the
smoke. He did not like to be kept waiting, not here. A small circle of shacks once
bordered the well, but now only their foundations remained, a few walls, a gap
that used to be a window. The wishing well was a dead place, and dark with the
gray sky and the jungly clumps of moss, thwarting light. The small orb from the
matchstick was comforting in Wesley’s hand until it burned to his fingertips and
he had to shake it out.
A short-forever later, footsteps sounded as two figures appeared ahead.
Wesley lit another match. The flame threw light across his sister’s pudgy face and
Lance’s broad shoulders.
“What’d you get?”
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Wesley held out Mae’s green book. His cousin took one look at it and
then tossed it over his shoulder. It landed in the mud somewhere near the well.
Fern scampered after it like some dog, her blond curls bouncing.
“Where’s the purse?” Lance asked.
Wesley hunched, ready for what was coming next. “I dropped it.”
“You dropped it?”
He nodded, but Lance didn’t swing at him or thump him in the ear like he
thought he might. It would be something worse, then.
“Not like she woulda had money,” Fern said. “Dad says they’re poorer
than we are.”
“Shut your mouth,” Wesley said. He turned back to Lance, trying to
sound casual. “So you wanna head home?”
“We go when I say we go.” Lance’s fat hand reached out and wrested
away the matchbook. He held it high above Wesley’s head, taunting him to jump
for it.
“Give it back.” Wesley tried to keep the panic out of his voice.
“You scared? Scared of the dark like a little girl?”
“It’s mine.”
“It’s mine,” Lance mimicked in a high voice.
“Yank me from the dead with your tears of blood!” Fern screeched from behind
them.
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Wesley whirled around. His sister had even silenced Lance, who was
staring at her. She was sitting on the ledge of the well with her head bent over the
green book that he’d stolen.
“What’d you say?” Lance asked.
“Get off there, Fern,” Wesley said. “And don’t read in the dark.”
“She can’t read,” Lance said. “She’s six.”
“I’m seven and a half,” Fern said, looking up at them. “And it’s not dark
yet. And this book says not to read it.”
“Good,” Lance said.
“It says not to read it unless you want to bring her back.”
“Bring back who?” Wesley asked. Nearby a clump of Spanish moss lifted
in the wind and his skin crawled.
“It’s the dead girl’s book,” Fern said. “Roxanne’s.”
Lance held out his big hand, nearly eclipsing Fern’s face. “Show me.”
“Please hold up the light,” she said, looking at him with her head titled to
the side until he lit a match. “It’s a led-ger,” she said matter-of-factly, and began
reading. “Grow the dead with blood from the—”
“—Give it here,” Lance interrupted.
She shook her head and then slapped away a mosquito.
“Want to go for a swim, Fern?” Lance asked, nodding at the well.
Wesley’s heart skipped. “Give him the book.”
“He wouldn’t dare,” Fern said, squinting up at Lance.
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Their cousin let out a mean laugh and Wesley wasn’t so sure. “Hand it
over, Fern Rose,” he said, taking a step forward. “I stole it so I get to say who
gets it.”
“Oh go to hell,” she said, tossing the book at Lance. When she hopped
down from the ledge Wesley let out his breath.
“I’m going to the beach.” Fern stomped past them and started into the
dark woods. Going off by herself to the haunted beach, where the ghost roamed?
Wesley felt a sting of jealousy. His sister was not scared of anything. One day it
would get her in trouble, he just knew it.
He looked over at Lance and his ugly red hair and fat football hands
tearing out a page from the book. His cousin lit the single piece of paper with
Wesley’s match and then began to read. Flecks of ash floated up in front of his
ugly face.
“To bring back the dead,” Lance read slowly, “we must give of the living.”
Wesley shook his head, trying to stop the feeling of dread that was
creeping into his guts. “Come on, let’s go,” he said. “It’s stupid.”
Something hit the ground behind him and he turned. His sister was lying
in the mud about five yards away and she was shaking.
“Help,” she moaned.
“Fern?” Wesley sprinted over to her. His breath caught in his chest as he
watched his sister flail, her blond hair wild, jaw locked shut. He tried to pin her
down but they were nearly the same size and he couldn’t.
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“Help her!” he shouted at Lance, but he was running away from them.
“Help her, please!”
Fern went limp underneath his hold. He panicked at the way her head was
angled to the side. She was lifeless, like a doll. A sob rose up from deep within
him.
Then Fern’s mouth stretched into a grin. She opened her eyes and smiled.
“Got you,” she said.
Wesley cried out in frustration and pulled away from her. Then he was
shoved from behind.
“She got you good,” his cousin said, laughing.
“No, she didn’t,” Wesley said, his cheeks burning as his sister jumped to
her feet and snatched the book from Lance. He grabbed at her as she skipped out
of his reach.
“Let me hold it just for a minute,” Fern said. She opened up a page and
began to read. She read annoyingly quick and fast, the same way she did
everything.
“You shall possess your body; you shall not become corrupt, you shall not have worms,
you shall not stink, you shall not become putrid … I will possess my body forever.” She
looked up with her green eyes wide and then bowed her head to keep going.
“You—”
“You should shut up,” Wesley said, feeling jittery now. He willed himself
to be more like a wolf. Wolves weren’t scared of their little sisters. He needed to
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be an alpha wolf. He closed his eyes to imagine himself changing, chucking away
his skin for a pelt, but he only shivered in his T-shirt.
“What else does it say?” Lance asked.
Fern shrugged. “Some of it’s from an old Egyptian book.”
“How do you know?”
“It’s written right there.” Fern pointed at a page. “Anyway, there are
rituals, too.”
Wesley’s legs and arms itched with mosquito bites and there was a faraway
rumble of thunder. Mosquitoes had forty-seven teeth, more teeth than wolves.
He just wanted to go home.
“What kind of rituals?” Lance grabbed back the green book. Fern looked
up with a grin on her face.
“To bring back the dead girl,” she said.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Eyelid’s checking the nets near the shoreline in Gulf Shores, Alabama, when he
sees her on the beach. A woman in a red bikini lying on the white sand. She’s in
her twenties, he thinks, and utterly exquisite, the type of girl who would never go
for him. He stands there with his forearm blocking the sun, just looking at her.
She’s on her stomach, reading, with a towel bunched up underneath her.
She licks her fingertips before she turns the page and he wants to be that book.
Then her hand moves across it and he realizes that she’s writing, which reminds
him of his Aunt Soph. After awhile she stands and shakes out her long blond
hair. He hopes she’s the type of girl who’d like to fish or maybe hike into the
bush without needing a map.
When it seems she might look in his direction he turns away. In his mind
he’s making up ways to introduce himself, ask her out to a Southern homecooked
meal like they do around here, ask her what she’s reading and if she likes
Faulkner (he doesn’t), ask her whether she prefers the ocean to the desert (he
does), or if there are any crocodiles around here (just gators), or if she knows
how to read the stars (he’d draw her the Southern Cross from back home), or
just anything, like where does she live? But his shyness means he’ll miss his
chance.
Later, he’s hauling in a net when the shout comes. When he spots her in
the water, waving her arms, he drops the net and runs for the life preserver. She’s
alone out in the waves, far from shore like she’d gotten caught in a current, and
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she’s fighting the water. The crimson raft falls short of her when he throws it and
he curses. He scans the beach but there’s no one in sight.
He dives in, inwardly gasping at the burst of cold as he swims in practiced
strokes toward her, that red swimsuit like a beacon.
When he’s close enough to shout he tells her it’s okay. That he won’t
leave her. He’s thinking, don’t pull me down, he’s thinking that as he reaches for her,
don’t pull me under. His girl looks at him with eyes full of tears and coughs up water
and then he’s got an arm around her ribs.
“Just relax,” he tells her. The waves aren’t strong and he thinks he should
float her, drag her to the pier that way. He flips her onto her back, keeping ahold
of her as he treads water. “I won’t let you go.”
She coughs up water, doesn’t try to speak.
He kicks toward the dock, keeping his hand underneath her, guiding her.
She’s got her eyes shut, probably scared or in shock, he’s not sure. There are
beads of water on her lashes and he can’t believe she’s so beautiful. They make it
to the pier and then she wraps her arms around him—she’s in his arms for one
long moment as she whispers her thanks and then she’s reaching up to grab the
ledge.
He pulls himself up after her. She’s on her knees, dripping and coughing
and laughing—he can’t believe that she’s laughing. Then she turns and beams at
him. She has a gap between her teeth but it’s gorgeous and her eyes are green
with flecks of gold that match the locket she’s wearing and her wet hair is long
and wavy and he’s almost afraid of her.
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“What’s with your eyes?” she asks, but she’s smiling at him as though they
might be sharing a joke. “And what’s your name, anyway?”
Before he can tell her she puts her cold hand over his lips. “I’ll call you
Eyelid.”
He doesn’t much care what she calls him, as long as she’s talking to him.
She lets out another cough and then smiles again. It’s a smile that makes him
relax and he’s grateful. He cannot think of what he’s done to deserve such luck
but he knows in this moment he never wants to lose her.
“You saved my life. That makes me bound to you forever,” she says.
“Isn’t that right, Eyelid… Eyelid?”
*
He sat bolt upright and hit his head on vinyl. It was hot—stifling—and for a
moment he thought of hell. Blue Gate, he was back at Blue Gate, which wasn’t
much better than hell. He’d pitched a small tent under a grove of trees in the
early morning hours, after starting on the sailboat with a vengeance. He’d lost
track of time, working for about forty hours straight, well into the night and the
next day. Hours of raking out the old caulking, all the decay. But sleeping away
the day was proving hard and he was hungry. If he could not sleep then he would
work.
He ran his hands through his sweaty hair and blew out a sigh, trying to rid
himself of the dream. Home is the sailor, home from the sea. And the hunter home from the
hill.
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Somewhere nearby there was a gentle rustling sound. Probably some
animal inspecting the small tent he’d hidden in the brush. A rock was digging into
his side so he sat up onto his elbows. His eyes fell upon the silver box. Her box.
He picked it up, unlatched the lid. The boat key was inside, on top, with her braid
of hair looped around it. It didn’t smell of her. It didn’t smell of anything. Except
dirt, maybe, and the faintest hint of clove.
The box was polished after the morning’s restless sleep when he had
rubbed it with his shirt and his spit. Cleaned it and cleaned it while imagining her
sleeping next to him in the tent. Now he turned it on its side and the velvet
bundle tumbled out, along with the piece of cardboard paper. He rubbed the
creamy paper between his fingers, surprised it was still dry—still intact after all
this time. He unfolded it and his heart nearly stopped. Etched in pencil was
Roxanne. Ro with her hair in a fishbraid, standing on the front porch of the
house. She was leaning against the door, as though just walking out from the
house or just about to go in. Her lips were parted, showing the gap in her front
teeth, and she looked like she was about to share a secret. The sketch was shaded
with a depth that made him dizzy. Looking so real, like he could kiss the sheen of
sweat on her cheek, bring his hand up to rap the iron knocker—scalding hot
from the sun.
Sweat ran down his lids and he blinked. He remembered her on that
stinking hot afternoon. The first time she had taken him to Blue Gate. He’d been
in love with her even then, even on the first day they’d met.
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A drop of sweat landed on the drawing and he swore. He did not want to
get the paper wet but it was so bloody hot. He felt the acute sensation of his
body leaking, his skin damp like he had a fever. His raw tattoo, the one he’d
drawn himself, stung with sweat. His lady of the dead and her wilting marigolds
needed a wash in the ocean and maybe, if the beach was deserted, he’d fish. The
thought reminded him he needed to eat, he was lightheaded with hunger. But just
as he was about to leave, there was a pattering noise nearby.
He went taut, listening. The sound grew louder, like footfalls. Then it was
unmistakable—someone or something was running past his tent.
He set down the silver box, waiting for the click of a rifle being cocked, or
the footsteps returning, but there was nothing. No more footsteps, no hushed
whispers. No ambush. No ambush, he repeated to himself, no ambush, trying to
steady his pounding heart as he reached for the .32. He crawled his way out of
the tent, forcing himself to move, to move and face it. He tore through the flap
and got to his feet, scanning the trees. Nothing. There was a sound of laughter,
faraway. Maybe it had just been Ray Henly’s kids playing? Surely if they’d found
his tent they would have hollered.
He stared at the surrounding woods until he was sure he was alone again.
Just a couple of kids, he thought, wiping his sweaty palms on his jeans. When he
turned to gather his things he came to a halt. What was that, hanging in the
distance? On the other side of the mandarin tree?
Something was dangling from a rope, strung from a tree branch like a
noose. Something furry and unmoving. He made his way toward it, letting it cut
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in and out of sight as he navigated through the trees. When it came into view
again he groaned.
It was a cat, slowly spinning in the air.
Friday sail, Friday fail. A sharp pellet of rain hit him in the back of the neck
and then another. “For fuck’s sake,” he said aloud. Then it was thundering upon
him—a white stream of rain drenching him, pouring over the strung-up cat.
He ran back to his half-collapsed tent and stuck his head inside find his
knife. The rain soaked through his jeans, his shirt, everything. Drenched to the
bone, he grabbed the rope and began cutting. After a couple of swipes the animal
swung loose. He set it on the ground where it lay unmoving, a dark furry thing
with a tiny red collar.
“Fuck’s sake,” he said again. After rolling up his tent as best he could, he
stuck it under a nearby tree and then turned back to the animal. He could not just
leave it there. He crouched down and touched the animal’s coat, her belly. She’d
been pregnant or just had a litter. Had she already been dead and they’d strung
her up for a thrill? Surely they hadn’t just killed her. He’d known mates growing
up who would run over animals on the side of the road for fun—but kids?
I’ll bury her later, Ro. He took off his shirt and wrapped her in it, doing his
best to cover her and her lightning-storm tail. So it was said about cats. A dead
cat—especially a black one—was as unlucky as a dead albatross. Same for
swallows and dolphins. Under his breath he cursed the kids again. Had they seen
his tent? But he was too tired to think and he needed a roof.
*
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The barn door screeched open. Rain barreled over the tin sheeting and dripped
through a hole in the ceiling. He knelt down and unfolded his tent, wiping off the
mud with a palmful of brittle leaves that had blown into the corner of the barn
during drier seasons.
When the tent was as clean as he could get it, he hung it to dry over an old
wooden chair missing one of its legs. He grabbed his bag and Ro’s silver box and
then crawled under the boat’s white cover, feeling it lift as he climbed the ladder
onto the deck. He was still worn out from working through the night and his
body longed for rest. At the pile of pillows in the berth he stripped off his jeans
and laid down, his hands over his belly. Staring up at the white cover, he thought
of the cat and wondered who might bury him when he died, and if some residue
of his mind would watch or already be scattered into some other place, flung like
rice into the dark mouth of nowhere. Was that where Ro was? Nowhere? He
remembered that she had written about death in her journal, which was one of
the reasons he never liked it much. One of the reasons why he’d thought to get
rid of it, if he ever came across it again. But would he be able to do such a thing?
He brought the boat key to his lips and kissed it. His skin was just starting to dry.
*
He turns on his side and she’s lying next to him on the warm sand. She throws a
long, tanned leg across his thighs and then rolls on top of him, her hands on his
chest and her gold locket hanging down, close enough to bite. There’s a halo of
light around her head when he looks at her—her head’s blocking the sun.
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“Roxanne Cole,” he says, lazily running his fingers up her side. “Come
with me to Australia.”
“You already know my answer.” Her nails are sharp on his skin. “Besides,
I already went.”
“Name where.”
“You know,” she says, “the reef.” She smiles and it’s the sly one, the grin
he loves.
“Yeah, and where else?”
She leans down, brings her lips to his ear. “Other places,” she says. “Lots
of them.”
It’s hard to tell if this is one of her games. Like the first day they met,
when she pretended to drown. She told him later that it was a joke, a game to
find out what he’d do. See what he was made of. That’s why she didn’t speak
much on the pier in Gulf Shores, nor later, on the car ride to her house. She
didn’t want to lie to him outright. It was a stupid thing to do—pretending to
drown—but he can’t be angry with her. He could never be angry with her.
“Did you like it?” he asks. “In Australia?”
“I like it here,” she says.
Her hand’s moving down toward his shorts. He grins and grabs her wrist
smart-quick. “Don’t start what you can’t finish,” he teases.
She looks over her shoulder at the fisherman nearby, deliberating.
“Probably Ray, perving as usual,” he says.
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“Ray’s harmless. It’s the others I’m worried about. Lord knows they
already talk about us enough,” she says, rolling off. “My granddad is fit to kill
me.”
He tickles her thigh until she swats him. “Come to Australia with me,” he
says, searching her green eyes.
“Come into the water with me,” she says, kissing him on his ear so that it
rings. He squints past her toward the shore. The waves are flat and there’s a small
barge on the horizon. The Catrina is tied to the dock, waiting for them to go
south for the weekend.
“Australia’s nicer,” he tells her. “You’ll never want to leave.”
“Eyelid,” she whispers, her breath tickling his ear. “I’ve already been.” A
tinge of sharpness now. She doesn’t want to talk about leaving home.
The sun is bright and he closes his eyes. Ro told him that they’d gone
sailing to Australia when she was ten. She and her father and mother. Some sort
of research trip for Sonny. After my mother lost another boy, we left Blue Gate to sail
around the world. We wanted to see if we could reach the edge, and if we did, would we fall off?
And if we fell, what were we falling into? The passage was from her journal, the one
she wrote as a teenager and sometimes read to him. The story went that they
lived on the boat for a year, sailing as far as Australia, and then Nina fell pregnant
with twins. Upon their return the girls were born on the old plantation where
Ro’s grandfather cursed the sight of the second one and then collapsed from
another stroke.
“But what about…” He doesn’t want to say it. What about us?
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“I figure you go out looking at new things in the world, and then you take
it all home with you,” Ro says. “Blue Gate’s like an anchor to me, you know?”
He’s quiet. If he tells her that he can’t stand her home, can’t stand the
thought of living here forever, he might lose her. He fails to comprehend why
she loves the house so much when so many things go wrong here. He has heard
about the early deaths of her grandmother, her mother. About the strange
sounds, the slamming doors, the flickering lights in the woods. Maybe all of Ro’s
ghost stories are just another one of her games but with the way the house makes
him feel, he knows it could never be his home.
“I know you don’t see the South the same way I do. You only see its bad
side.”
Does Blue Gate have a good side, except for you? But knows better than to say it.
“You only see the strange looks that people give my sister.”
He has gotten his fair share of strange looks in town, too. Australia is the
same way—bashing down any tall poppy and trampling the shorter ones
underfoot.
“It’s your place,” he says. “It doesn’t feel like home.”
“We’ll build our own home,” Ro says. “On the property.”
His heart sinks because she doesn’t understand. Before his aunt died,
she’d sworn that he was sensitive—that he could see and feel things that others
couldn’t. But then again she’d admitted being prone to such tales, being half-Irish
and half-Italian.
“Better yet, we’ll fix up Catrina.”
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“How could we fix La Catrina,” he asks, putting on a Spanish accent as he
raises his eyebrows. “How could we fix death?”
She rolls her eyes, pretending to scoff. “We’ll live on the boat. Think of
it.”
“Maybe,” he says, knowing they’d still end up docking at Blue Gate for
most of the year.
“Come on, Eyelid, it’s not like you have family over there.”
“True,” he says, a stitch in his lungs as he thinks of his aunt. He has told
Ro about growing up in Australia. How his Aunt Soph raised him as her own. He
hadn’t liked footy and he’d slept with the light on, but he shot up tall and big at a
young age so the other kids never bothered him much. And when he was fifteen
and Soph died, he’d left the land altogether for the water. In truth he’d always
thought of the ocean as his home. Until he met Ro.
Now her fingers find his hand and she gently runs her red nails along his
arm. “Stay here with me forever,” she says. She pulls at the edge of his shorts, her
sly grin showing. “Promise me, Eyelid… Eyeeeeeeeee—
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CHAPTER NINE

Her sister was hiding something.
Elle unlocked the little red hand-me-down. Stifling hot air enveloped her
as she climbed inside the Chevy. Even though Mae was acting strange, Elle felt
happy, almost perfect—like a little nugget of joy was shining through her chest.
She’d finally saved enough to quit the diner and today was their very last shift.
Nightshift. Serving dinner to the truckers and early-morning breakfast to the
fisherman. Some nights the diner was crowded, sometimes strangely empty. Just
like the weather, it could never be predicted.
“Did you lock the house?” she asked, thinking of how she’d found the
garden gate ajar the other week. Strange. It didn’t bother her so much, but her
father had a thing about doors being shut up tight.
Mae nodded, shaking her keys.
“Let’s get going, then,” Elle said. “Shall we?”
The car hummed to life when she turned the key and she drove away fast,
rocks from the gravel driveway pinging off the metal. The rearview mirror caught
the reflection of the house—the small gothic spire and pointed roof stretching
into the blue. Elle watched it shrink in the mirror. Then the trees ate it up.
And what about the Southern live oak in the side yard that got hit in the
lightning storm last week? It was now threatening to topple over every time the
wind picked up. But it would cost too much to hire someone to cut it down. She
imagined the great tree falling, crushing her guests, the hedge, her dreams. When
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she rattled off the catastrophe to Mae, her sister only shrugged. Her eyebrows
were slightly pinched as though she had her own worries.
“Can you believe it’s our last day?” Elle asked, turning off the wooded
driveway and onto the road. “Well, not our last last, but you know what I mean.”
Her sister smiled, but it was fleeting. She was brooding over something.
“At least it’s not raining anymore.” Elle flipped down the visor to block
the white eye of the sun and then turned on the radio. The Beatles’ latest hit
came on and she started singing get back, get back to where you once belonged at the top
of her lungs. Mae turned down the music without meeting her eyes.
“Fine then.” Elle shot her a sideways look. Mae was definitely fretting
about something. Her sister was always able to sense when things might go
wrong in the same way that their grandfather could sense a storm approaching on
a day with blue skies.
“Whatever it is,” she said, “it’s going to be fine.”
Mae stared at her, then gave a small smile. They were only fraternal twins,
but they did not need to speak much to understand each other.
*
The drive to work was not too far—about fifteen minutes along the highway
toward town. On the way they passed a few giant mailboxes that guarded
secluded driveways. The last belonged to Nathan’s house. Elle slowed to peer
through the gate. A tunnel of trees led to the Carlisle’s new brick house, all its
windows gleaming like some pot of gold at the end of the drive. When she
thought of Nathan Carlisle, the frayed plastic on her steering wheel turned into
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smooth leather, the stained cloth seats went soft camel, and the chipped little red
hood transformed to a pearl white shine. Everything seemed better when he was
around. She just had to show his family she was good enough. Clever enough.
Well-bred enough.
“It’s the Bed and Breakfast,” Elle said. “It’s going to change everything.”
She turned to her sister. “Can’t you see it, Mae?”
Mae nodded, began to hum some depressing tune. Elle ignored her mood
and started singing the Beatles again to lighten things up. She knew Mae would
be the perfect cook, and would prefer the B&B to working at the diner. She’d like
keeping her own hours, and being inventive with the menu, and reading when it
wasn’t busy, retreating into the quiet of the house and all its hidden coves. Maybe
she’d twisted Mae’s arm into helping out—dropping to her knees in front of her
until she’d laughed and nodded—but her intentions were good. The sheer force
of her love would turn the Bed and Breakfast into a success. It was a house to be
remembered, after all.
Elle veered off the highway into a large parking lot, where a semi-truck
was idling at the back. The red diner where they worked was adjacent to a gas
station on the highway turn-off to Nashville. The diner’s regulars were truckers
who made unceasing treks across the country, all the way up to Chicago, then
back down to the heat of the South.
The red car rocked over the broken pavement as Elle parked. Mae lifted
her chin and Elle followed her sister’s gaze. Standing at the pump was Lance
Childers. He had thick slabs for arms and a mound for a gut. The sheriff’s son
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was what Elle liked to call big-boned, the kind of kid who was born with a deep
voice and a mean streak like he’d lost his childhood the moment he said farewell
to his mother’s womb. Now Lance was smoking a cigarette. When he saw them
looking, he glared.
Mae folded her arms and Elle thumped her in the shoulder.
“What a clod,” she said, “smoking by the gas pump?” She tilted the
rearview mirror to reapply her plum-colored lipstick, kissing it off on the back of
her hand. Mae made a point of rolling her eyes.
“You never know who might show up,” Elle said, winking as she popped
a peppermint into her mouth.
She followed her sister out of the stuffy car, admiring her slim legs.
Trading her own thick ankles for Mae’s would be nice, but there was only so
much that wishing could do. The door chimed and the air from the rotating fans
hit their sweaty necks as they walked in. The diner was empty—it’d probably
been a slow day. Old Les came out of the kitchen, his heavy apron full of grease.
“You girls behave yourselves on your last night,” he said. “And don’t steal
all my secrets.”
Elle laughed. “Only the good ones, Les,” she said, calling out a goodbye
when she heard the back door open. Then she pulled Mae behind the
condiments station to peer out the window.
Like he had some sixth sense, red-haired Lance stared back at them,
looking like he wanted to ash his cigarette on their faces. Elle exploded into
hysterical laughter, so hard she had to cross her legs to keep from peeing, which
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made Mae laugh, too. Then Lance pointed the gas pump at them like a gun,
which made Elle laugh harder. But there was something menacing in his look,
something not quite right.
*
Around suppertime, trucks rumbled in and out of the parking lot spewing up
their black smoke that mingled with the smell of patties. It was Elle’s job to greet
and serve, and Mae’s job to feed them. The truckers came in bedraggled and redeyed, ready for a coffee and a smoke. Sometimes they showered in the coinoperated stalls near the grimy toilets that Elle and Mae took turns cleaning. And
today was the last day. The very last day of nylons with holes and scuffed black
shoes and plastic name tags and the lavender spray they’d made because the diner
was sweaty and perfume was expensive.
Elle jotted down the first order of the evening: three hamburgers, one
extra mustard, all no lettuce, and two slices of keylime pie and a bowl of ice
cream. She hurried back to the kitchen window where grease crackled as Mae
flipped the sizzling meat. Her sister’s eyes looked vacant, like she was thinking of
something else as she worked.
“You sure you’re alright?” Elle asked, just as the door chimed. She turned
and saw Ray Henly’s blond buzz cut and thick neck, and Childers’ black uniform.
“Heya, Elle,” Ray said, his blue eyes trained on her own. “Sure is hot out
there today.”
“Not with all the rain lately,” Childers said. He took off his police cap and
wiped his forehead with the back of his hand, then let out an exaggerated groan
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as he sat down on the plastic bench. “We’ll take two black coffees and a banana
milkshake for Lance.”
“I’d like sugar in my coffee,” Ray said. “Please,” he added.
“Who’s cooking tonight?” Childers asked.
“My sister,” Elle said. “Why?”
“Let’s see her,” Childers said. “Get her to say hello.”
“You know she stays in the back,” Ray said.
Childers shrugged at his younger cousin. “As she probably should.”
“Place needs a pretty face to greet people,” Ray said, his lids heavy as he
looked at Elle.
“Place needs some prettier clientele, instead of you boys all the time.”
Childers let out a laugh as Ray narrowed his eyes at the sound of
approaching footsteps. Elle turned, hoping it was Nathan. But it was just a
trucker. The man took off his hat as he handed her a folded-up five to cover his
meal.
“Let me get your change,” Elle said.
The trucker shook his head. “Not when it’s that good.”
As he turned to leave, Ray stood. “That man bothering you, Elle?”
“Not at all.” She looked around. The other tables were empty now, save
for her neighbors. Just perfect. “So you want the regular?” she asked them.
“You see that man around before?” Childers said, peering out the
window. “His license plates are muddy.”
“Best hurry up if you’re gonna ticket him,” Ray said, taking his seat.
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Childers blew out through his lips. “Nah. I’m gonna hurry up and eat.”
Just then Lance stalked inside, swinging open the door so hard it slammed
against the wall. “Let’s go, daddy,” he said. “I’m off the clock.”
“Got you a milkshake.” Childers turned to his son. “Want a burger too?”
“Nah,” Lance sulked. “I don’t want to eat nothin’ made here.”
“Seems to me a boy should have some manners in front of a lady,” Ray
said to Childers.
For a moment the table went silent. The two men stared daggers at each
other and tension strained with every tick of the clock above the door.
At last Childers shrugged as if his cousin hadn’t even spoken. “Lance is
trying out for defense this year. I ought to take him home, get him fed right.”
Lance grunted. His face and neck were sunburned from standing outside
all day long and he smelled like he’d washed himself in gasoline. He caught Elle
staring at him and his eyes narrowed.
“You want those drinks to go, then?” Elle asked, trying to avoid Lance’s
look.
“And that moist peach pie you got,” Ray said. “Would’ve liked to eat it
here but I suppose I should go make sure Fern’s in. It’s past her bedtime.”
“That child got you wrapped around her little finger,” Childers said.
“You should talk,” Ray said.
Elle smiled—a true smile—because she liked Ray’s kids, odd as they were.
“Do you know I found her writing the other day? I don’t know how she
got so smart.” Ray shook his head, clearly pleased.
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“She ain’t that smart,” Lance said.
“You speak nice about your cousin.” Childers raised his voice. “You hear
me? Or you need to be set right?” His hand went to his belt.
“No, sir.” Lance sulked at Elle like it was her fault.
“Can I get a water, too?” Ray asked.
Elle nodded and headed to the back, ready to tell Mae the order. But her
sister had fled the kitchen, so fast she’d forgotten to turn off the stove. Maybe
Lance or his dad had scared her off. Elle frowned, switching off the stove. Mae
was probably just hiding outside somewhere, reading a book. Was it Ro’s journal?
She didn’t want anything to do with the green book Mae found the other week.
Maybe Ro’s book was the reason why her sister was acting strange lately. But it
was best to let the past stay the past. Why did she need to go digging around in
Roxanne’s things?
A shout came from the dining area. Lance was arguing with his dad about
something while Ray sat and thumped his fingers on the table, his dog barking
outside. The faster she served them, the faster they would leave. The blender
grinded in her hands as she made the milkshake. When it was finished she poured
the coffees into Styrofoam mugs, cut Ray a slice of peach pie and one for the
kids. A whole platter of extra french fries was out on the counter—which was
good because they’d take home the leftovers at the end of the night.
If the end of the night ever came, Elle thought, glancing at the clock as
she walked back to the table, the order balanced in her arms. Lance herded his
dad to the door as she approached and Ray stood, nodding politely.
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“Always nice seeing you, Elle,” he said, leaning a little too close as he
reached for the pie and the drinks. “Heard you got some sort of party planned
for your Bed and Breakfast?”
Elle felt her neck go hot. “A small one, when it’s ready,” she said. “In
about a month, probably.”
Lance punched the door open and stalked outside, flicking off Elle with
perfect timing so that neither Ray or Childers saw him. Childers took a swig of
his coffee, jingling the keys in his pants pocket. “How’s your grandfather?” he
asked. “He talking again yet?”
“No, not really.”
“Shame,” Childers said, looking as though he meant the opposite. “My
wife saw him at church the other day. Didn’t know he was a God-fearing man.”
“Well—” Elle started.
“He’s taken to the Bible lately,” Ray interrupted. “I reckon it’s good for
him.”
“I’d be a God-fearing man, too, if I was old,” Childers said. “How much
do we owe you?”
“That’ll be four fifty, all up,” Elle said. “Pie for the kids on the house.”
She didn’t like the way Lance was glaring around the side of the diner like he was
hunting down her sister. She led Ray and Childers to the door, hoping they’d get
the hint and leave. “Lance like working here much?” she asked.
“Well, he don’t need to work,” Childers said, giving Elle a look that implied
that she did and shouldn’t forget it, “but I reckon it teaches a man discipline.”
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“True,” she said. “’Night, then.” She let the door swing shut and turned
around before Ray could get all strange on her when he said his goodbye.
For now, the diner was empty. Elle tied up her hair, reapplied her lipstick,
and then switched the radio station from country music to the classical station,
the one her mother used to listen to. She put the money in the till and then
looked out the windows at the parking lot. Ray’s big dog—was its name
Jagger?—was chained to the pump, and he was giving it a drink of water from his
cup. Then Childers handed his keys over to his son and they all crammed
themselves into the cruiser. Moments later Lance pulled out of the parking lot
with tires screeching.
A loud thunk hit the roof. Then another, and another. It was raining
again. Elle let out a sigh as the clock on the wall gave another slow tick. Eight.
“Only four more hours before we turn into pumpkins,” she shouted,
expecting Mae to peek her head through the kitchen window. But she didn’t. Had
her sister come back inside yet? Elle emptied her apron pocket, counting up their
tips so far. Then she picked up the broom and started to sweep, just like she did
every evening. I sweep and sweep and sweep and still the floor is dirty, she
thought, looking down at her feet.
The phone rang, startling her. She picked it up, her telephone-voice like
syrup as she answered.
“Hi there, Ellie.”
Nathan! Elle couldn’t help but grin. “Hi yourself,” she said, stealing his
line. She tried to keep her voice light.
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“You almost ready? I'm about to swing your way.”
“What do you mean?”
“Thought we were going to dinner.”
Her heart swelled and then crumpled. “But I’m not off till twelve,” she
said. “My last night working here. Besides, I’m with Mae.”
“Hang on,” he told her. The line went muffled and she heard Nathan
talking to someone. Maybe his parents? Her insides turned upside down just
thinking of his mother with her proper upbringing and manicured nails and not
one blond hair out of place. Jeanette Carlisle, hopefully her future mother-in-law.
Would she ever truly be able to call her mother? She wanted more than anything to
invite Nathan’s parents to the Bed and Breakfast’s opening night, but she didn’t
know how to ask. She bit her lip, gathering courage.
“You still there?” Nathan finally said.
“I’d love to go for dinner another time. And I—”
“—It’s always something, isn’t it?”
“Not always.” She felt defensiveness rise up and quelled it by thinking of
Nathan’s smile and that first time they’d gone swimming together, and that first
time he’d surprised her in the middle of the night—
There was a pause as Nathan’s voice went soft. He was talking to
someone else again. “I’m taking care of it,” he said. Then, louder: “You’re always
working. Think about it, Elle.” He sounded annoyed.
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Elle squinted at the phone and then forgave him. Did he not know how
she felt about him? “It’s my last night,” she repeated. “And I wanted to ask if
your—”
“—Look,” Nathan said. “I thought we could try something new, but…”
His voice softened. “I don’t think it’s going to work.”
“That’s what I’m trying to tell you. I can’t go tonight. Unless I can bring
my sister?” She could shut down the diner early, just this once. And Mae could
get to know Nathan—her sister would like him if she gave him a chance.
The line went quiet. “I don’t think so, Elle,” he said after a minute.
“Why not?” Elle’s voice rose. “What’s wrong with bringing—”
“That’s not what I meant,” Nathan said.
“What then?” She felt her legs freeze up. Somehow, she knew what was
coming. Please don’t say it. Please don’t say it.
“Us,” he said. “We aren’t going to work out.”
Elle couldn’t speak, too afraid she might cry. She leaned back against the
wall and slid down it. Her ears were ringing and she was gripping the phone so
tight that her palm burned. Today will be a good day, she thought. Today will be
a good day. Today—
“Look, it was bound to happen, but I’m leaving in a month anyhow.”
Nathan cleared his throat. “You’re a nice girl, Elle. But we’re just too different,
you know?”
She would not beg. She would not. She pressed her lips shut.
“Bye, then,” he said, but didn’t hang up.
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She could hear whispering again, awful awful whispering. Was it his
mother, feeding him lines? And where was Mae?
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CHAPTER TEN

The faint sound of humming woke him. The odd tune sounded familiar but he
couldn’t place it. Was he still dreaming? How many nights had passed since he’d
arrived? All he wanted was to be on the beach with Ro, but instead there was the
hard lump of a pillow under his back.
He opened his eyes. Someone was on the boat. Watching him from the
shadows of the deck. He sat up quickly, his breath ragged.
The slender woman in front of him didn’t speak. She was kneeling, her
brown eyes studying him. Far enough away that he couldn’t make out her face.
The white cover of the boat draped onto her dark hair as she stared.
So it’s over. They would take him away and he’d never make good his
promise. His body tensed as if to bolt but he willed himself to keep still. After
staring at her for what seemed like two minutes, three minutes, an avalanche of
sweat began to run down his temples. The sensation was heightened in the
silence. He felt a bead of sweat work its way down his face, then slowly stretch
itself, readying to drop off his chin.
Still she said nothing, as if waiting for him to talk first. “I came in here to
get out of the rain,” he said, watching her.
She nodded. Her lips parted but she didn’t speak.
“I’m just passing through.” He shifted, wanting to get a better look at her.
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But she only stared at him pointedly and he remembered that he was
naked. He rustled for his jeans, feeling uncomfortable. “It was raining,” he said.
He sounded like a fool.
She rose and then took a step toward him. Then another. He kept very
still, curious as to what she’d do. She moved slowly, as though contemplating
every movement. Just when he thought she might touch him, she leaned forward
and picked up a book beside him.
“These are your things?” he asked, turning toward the pillows, the
candles, the small pile of paperbacks. Maybe he still had a chance, then. Maybe
she was the only one who came to the barn, the only one who dared.
He let out the breath he’d been holding and got a good look at her.
Brown-eyed, darkskinned girl. Unease churned in the pit of his stomach. There
was something familiar about her cheekbones, and the way she sat with her legs
folded underneath her in awkward angles. She sat like a child. She sat like
Roxanne.
The realization brought a hot pang of grief. She was Ro’s sister. Ro’s little
sister, now a young woman.
“I had to,” he blurted without thinking. “I had to come back.”
The sister stared at him, her face drawn tight. He’d seen that same look
before. He’d seen that very look when he’d held Ro on the porch with the back
of her head split open and blood seeping out and God, how the life leaked from
her eyes—
“I’m sorry,” he said, “so sorry.”
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The stinking hot air of the barn smothered his lungs and he choked down
a sob. And then she did something unexpected. She touched his shoulder. She
was holding the book out, her hand lingering.
Somehow this small touch calmed him. He locked eyes with her until his
breath returned. Her name was Mae, he remembered. The shy one. She looked
nothing much like her sister, and yet maybe she kept secrets just as Ro had.
“I’m sorry for everything,” he said.
Her eyes welled up. He wanted her to say something. Anything. He
wanted her to talk about Ro. Instead she opened the paperback and went
through its water-stained pages one by one until she found something tucked
inside. She hesitated, then pulled out a slip of paper, gestured for him to look.
The photograph in her hand stole his breath. It was of him and Roxanne,
taken three years ago, right before her death. They were standing at the back of
the house, by the hedge. His dark hair was mussed and his blue eyes were more
bloodshot than usual. Roxanne was leaning against his tattooed shoulder, looking
like she just came from a swim. Her wavy blond hair from the saltwater and her
reckless smile made his throat ache and he swallowed, hard. He wanted to be
alone.
Mae turned away and he hoped she might leave. Instead she reached for a
small bag beside her and tossed a pair of dry jeans and a shirt onto his lap. She
must have come across him sleeping earlier, and gone to the house for dry
clothes. But what if she had told someone about him? Then she probably
wouldn’t be here. They would not have let her near him. So maybe he was still
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safe. For now. Still, it troubled him that she knew. She could tell any moment—
at any moment they could come for him.
His own jeans were still damp. He picked up the dry jeans that had likely
been smuggled from Sonny’s closet and finally surrendered. Mae looked away as
he pulled them on and he almost smiled. A little late for that.
The shirt was too big and the scent of detergent clung to it. He breathed
in deep, glad for something that smelled other than sweat. Mae reached out again
and this time she gently traced the skeleton on his arm that was just starting to
scab over.
“It’s new,” he said. “It’s—” But he didn’t want to tell her.
She nodded as if she understood, her dark hair falling over her shoulder.
Then he couldn’t bear to look at her anymore because she reminded him of Ro.
Not because she looked like her, or acted like her, but because seeing her made
him remember the day Ro died. It was too much.
“If you didn’t tell the others about me,” he said, “then I’m indebted to
you.”
The words fell short. Feeling embarrassed, he picked up Ro’s silver box
and his bag and then found the ladder and started down, hearing Mae follow him.
He knew he owed her something—something big—but what more could he say?
Women had always confused him. Except for Roxanne, who had wormed into
his heart and then left a hole.
Once they were both on the ground he pulled the white cover from the
sailboat and heaped it on the floor. A soft humming sound made him look over
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at the sister. The way she stared with those dark brown eyes was unsettling. And
the tune—it seemed slightly off, but he’d heard it before. He could not place it.
“I’ve come back to restore it,” he said. “Because I promised her.”
Her humming stopped. The long silence made for nervous talk.
“Ro’s still here,” he said. “She comes to me in my dreams.” He was
babbling now, but he couldn’t stop himself. “I’ll repair the deck core, rebuild the
galley, strip the hull,” he told her. “It’s what she wants me to do.”
He watched with bleary eyes as Mae walked around the boat, her hips
swaying under her loose frock. It looked like something Ro would have worn
over her swimsuit. He sighed, reigning in his heartache as though at any moment
it might yank him back into grief’s dark pockets.
“I’m going to do it up again, I’ve already started.” Eyelid nodded at the
boat. He needed to convince her that he was right. He needed her to believe him.
“I’ll make it how it was before. Even better.”
Mae didn’t say anything, didn’t even nod.
He sucked air through his teeth. “Won’t take much longer, maybe a
month. Then I’ll be out of here forever.” It felt like a confession though not even
a priest would absolve him for what he’d done. But he was desperate, and
stubborn, and here in front of him was some sort of happenstance luck that he
would not take for granted. He had been found by the one person in Ro’s family
who might trust him. Who might.
“Does anyone else know I’m here?” His heart sped up when he thought
of what she might say.
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She was leaning against the boat, watching him. Still, she would not speak
and he had a sudden thought that perhaps he was imagining her presence, that
maybe he had truly gone crazy, once and for all.
“Look,” he said, running his hands along the hull, trying to shake free his
paranoia. There were blistery sections of paint where yesterday he had sanded
without a mask, choking as he worked.
“It deserves better,” he finally said.
He searched the pitted hull with his hands and imagined what it could
become. He wanted her to see it to. See how he would strip the paint, fill the
blisters with epoxy, apply the barrier coat. His life spent on boats had led him
here, his calloused hands would do the work.
“It has to be a secret.” His voice broke and he loathed himself for asking
her to lie. But it was the only way. Else he might wind up with a bullet in his head
and once more leave things unfinished. Home is the sailor, home from the sea. And the
hunter home from the hill.
He turned from the boat to look at Mae. Somehow in her quietness there
was a solace to her. She had striking cheekbones and dark eyes with a faraway
look, and he found himself wanting to know her thoughts.
“I don’t know what else to do,” he said. And that was the godawful truth.
Mae walked over to the barn door and opened it. She stood in the
doorway with her back to him as though she were expecting someone. The
throaty humming started again. Her song dwindled, softer and softer.
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Before, those three years ago, Mae had spoken—he remembered her
talking to her sisters. So he could not understand this silence now. She was
guarded, or sullen. Or maybe frightened of him. As if overhearing his thoughts,
she cannily turned to him with her arms folded, a little crease across her brow.
“So, you won’t tell anyone just yet?” he asked. “I just—I had to come
back.”
It was the most he’d let on to anyone in years and still she wouldn’t return
the favor. But she took a small step toward him, then another, like an animal
might. Then she was in front of him, and he could see the shallow rise and fall of
her ribs. She was all bones, really, and smelled of lavender up close, and her ears
were unpierced, unlike his own.
He sought her eyes, but a strand of dark hair fell across her face and hid
her gaze. Without thinking he reached to tuck it away. When he touched her she
flinched.
“Sorry,” he said, not knowing what had come over him. “I didn’t mean
anything by it.” And his hands were filthy—black with grease from working on
the boat and dirt under his nails from burying the cat. What had he been
thinking, touching her?
She eyed him warily. Stepped back toward the door.
“Please,” he said. “Wait.” But even as he spoke she was already in motion,
already darting away.
And then she was gone.
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He huddled at the barn door as if it were some border he could not cross
and looked out into the grayness, wondering what she would do. If she told
anyone they would probably come for him.
He was glad he had the gun.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

If Mae had not gone with him, he might have killed himself.
She did not like to drive but her grandfather was stubborn and would
have walked the fifteen odd miles to the next county until he fell down dead. And
today was hot because the sun was out, a brief letup from the rain. It was the first
proper July day with the weather so mixed up lately.
It would have been a day for swimming, Mae thought. It would have
been.
The needle was hovering on empty by the time she parked the car in the
grass, hoping she could scrounge up enough change between the seats to get
them home. The song from Three Dog Night came to an abrupt stop as she cut
off the engine, and then there was relative silence, interrupted by the occasional
birdcall and strands of hymns from the church.
The old man sat next to her, both of them sweating on the vinyl seats as
the sun beat down through the windows. They were parked behind some trees
about a half mile from the church but could hear the gospel music from across
the field. The deep, rich singing floated over to them like it was corralling the
sinners before rising on up to heaven.
Her grandfather closed his eyes. His Bible was in his lap like always. Over
it, his hands were clasped, the top one still bandaged. Had he really tried to kill
himself that day? If she hadn’t surprised him, would he have gone through with
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it? Maybe this was why he came here. Roasting in the hot car just outside Christ’s
doors like it was his punishment.
Now he had his shoes off, though he still wore the full suit jacket and
pants that Elle always ironed for him. Still, her grandfather would not step foot
inside the church. Perhaps a man with his past was unwelcome there. When she
was a child, he’d faithfully held his Citizens’ Council meetings every Tuesday
night until the stroke that had clinched his tongue. He’d been respected in Blue
Bend—he was the gatekeeper. “Ask yourself this important question: What have I
personally done to maintain segregation?” The man whose pamphlets declared who got
to walk through town and who didn’t. “The Deep South still says NEVER.” But his
own son had shamed him by marrying a Spanish-speaking foreigner. Now he was
just a bitter old man, visited by not a soul. He clung to the Bible as though its
thousand pages might be the only thing that could give him answers.
Mae dabbed at her sweaty face with her shirt sleeve. The service usually
lasted an hour or two and lately it had become the old man’s habit to attend in
this furtive way. Here, parked behind the trees. Spying on the small church with
its wide open doors.
Spying. Her heart fell as she remembered Ro’s stolen journal. She could
not believe that the book was gone. That Wesley Ray had taken her journal and
fled with the cop’s boy. It was her fault for leaving it in the grass. She should
have known better, and could really blame only herself. That was what made her
so angry. Her own carelessness. She bit her lower lip and reached for her
paperback on the dashboard—Ro’s favorite novel—and opened it to a dog-eared
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page. Aures habent et non audient. They have ears but hear not. She looked at her
grandfather. A grimace was on his face and his eyes were squeezed shut like he
was trying to block out the world to wrestle with his soul. He had never been a
churchgoer until lately. Lately everything had gone strange.
Because of him.
Mae worried that her face might betray her secret, but her grandfather still
had his eyes shut. A cowlick of gray hair was plastered to his forehead.
She opened the novel again. It was better not to think of him, not here.
Instead she would think of brown Captain Nemo, the hero that he was.
“Your dead sleep quietly, at least, Captain, out of reach of sharks.”
“Yes, sir, of sharks and men.”
Mae felt her shoulders stiffen. He was here, once again. And once again,
no one could know.
She shifted in her seat, feeling unsettled. Thinking of her father, of Elle.
Thinking of Roxanne and what he might have done to her. Her head lolling back
on the porch swing. Why was he here? Why’d he come back?
The human mind delights in grand conceptions of supernatural beings. Mae set down
the book, wanting her sister’s journal instead. Wanting to read Ro’s words. She
would do anything to have Ro back. Even just a little of her. It did not have to be
a grand thing. It did not even have to be delightful.
She turned to her grandfather. He’d sat up straight and was staring at her
with his ice blue eyes. She thought of her father’s same eyes, only with the softer
gaze. They were different—all of the Coles. Her loving father, her unloving
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grandfather. Her pale twin sister, like all Elle’s color had seeped into Mae’s skin
in the womb. It was not mysterious, it was genetics. But Ro had called them light
and shadow twins, like their antipodal skin was the makings of poetry. My rare
girls, my favorites, she’d whisper, let’s go and fetch our mother. Mae wondered, all of a
sudden, what happened to people’s memories when they died. Were all their
thoughts and dreams just extinguished? Or did thoughts, memories, dreams—did
they all continue to roam the world, like flitting shadows? Or maybe those closest
to the deceased inherited their memories, like a hand-me-down shirt that hardly
fit. What thoughts had Ro passed on?
The car was quiet. Outside, the music had stopped. The sound of
shrieking drew Mae’s eyes to the church. Children were spilling out the doors and
into the nearby field. She thought of Wesley Ray again, what he’d done. Ro had
returned to her, speaking through the green journal, but then was snatched away,
her voice silenced. It had likely been Lance’s idea. That’s why she couldn’t bear to
see him at the restaurant last week—why she’d fled out back when he’d come
inside. He had hard eyes. Lance and his father, even Ray. Hard eyes, always on
her, always judging. And Lance had been watching her at the house when Wesley
took Ro’s journal. Her heart went raw just thinking about it. Finding the leather
book had dug up too many memories, too many what-ifs gone tender again.
What if Ro hadn’t gone sailing that day? What if the Australian had never come
to their house, never met her sister? And worse: what if he’d killed her like
everyone thought?
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She’d recognized the fresh tattoo on Eyelid’s forearm. A skeletal woman
in a fancy purple hat stretching to the underside of his arm, his elbow surrounded
by yellow marigolds. It looked like the Mexican Catrina, the skull-faced woman
who evoked the Day of the Dead and visiting spirits. Was she some sort of
genuflection to Ro or evidence of his guilt? She did not know if she was doing
the right thing by keeping his secret. But it was her secret, now, too.
Outside, a loud screech of laughter was followed by an answering wail
from a baby. The cross on the roof of the church cast a shadow over the stilldamp grass as the churchgoers strolled out in their Sunday best, oblivious to the
old man who watched them. His hoary face gave away nothing. Mae wasn’t sure
if she would ever know what her grandfather was thinking but she wanted to
believe there was goodness in him. She liked to think there was something soft
underneath all that hardness, the way that all ice melts to water in the right
temperature. Now the old man craned his neck to look at her but did not smile.
The service was over and Elle would need help cleaning the house.
And he would need food.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Something was wrong. Sonny stared, his shoulders stiff, his glasses wet on the
sweaty bridge of his nose. He was finished with the model, had glued the last
piece in place, and yet something was not quite right. His eyes settled accusingly
on his ward.
“Don’t touch anything,” he said.
The old man was staying in the basement more and more, ever since the
girls had devoted all their time to the house. Sonny wanted to support Elle’s
dream—she envisioned the place becoming a hotel—but he could not bear
watching over his father much longer. The basement seemed stuffier, smaller,
with him around. As though the years and years of mold behind the walls had
begun to winnow into the air with his presence.
His gray hair was damp on his forehead and in his lap was his Bible. A
fountain pen as a bookmark poked out from the edge. Lately the old man had
begun to write on its pages, his hand trembling. It made Sonny uneasy, brought
back long-forgotten memories of his father composing his speeches for the
Tuesday night council meetings. The ribbon on the typewriter going dry as his
father stomped away at the keys, his message full of hatred and suspicion. Ban
foreigners. Ban blacks. No Catholics. No commies. He’d once been the best of
orators—people told him to be a preacher or a lawyer—but now his voice was
lost. Now, he would secret away whatever he was writing on the thin gilded pages
of his Bible.
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The house bred secrets. There had been generations of early deaths in the
family, in this very house and on the ground beneath it. Yet it was because of
those deaths that Sonny would never leave, would never move away. He didn’t
care how derelict the house became, how desperate he became for money. The
memories were in the walls, on the wooden floors, the bathroom tiles, the
sagging porch and walkways. He could not leave the house behind because it was
all he had left of them. His mother, his wife, his daughter, the three children that
might have been, tucked away under the pine trees in the back.
They’d all been with him last night, when he gathered his girls in the
upstairs sitting room. The rabbit ears of the small RCA were broken, so he
turned on the radio instead, positioning it on the table between them. Tranquility,
we copy you on the ground. You got a bunch of guys about to turn blue here. We’re breathing
again. Thanks a lot. Apollo 11 had just done the unimaginable. They’d landed on
the moon. Buzz Aldrin’s speech crackled over the air. I'd like to take this opportunity
to ask every person listening in, whoever and wherever they may be, to pause for a moment and
contemplate the events of the past few hours and to give thanks in his or her own way. Sonny
was thankful to have Elle and Mae beside him, and being in the house together
meant that Nina and Ro were somehow there, too, huddling around the radio,
listening to the most significant event of the century. Here Men From The Planet
Earth First Set Foot Upon the Moon, July 1969 A.D. We Came in Peace For All
Mankind. During the broadcast, Mae had looked over at him, locking eyes. She
knew his thoughts were also on something else. If it were possible to have the
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American people—and the world—wrap their heads around landing on the
moon, then surely they’d understand living under the ocean?
Sonny turned to his underwater habitat. Today, in the dim candlelight, the
wide dwelling was a cold and lifeless place. And yet he’d designed his small
habitat in the shape of a mandala to encourage goodwill, peacefulness, nonviolence. Certainly the shape of something was of influence? Sonny thought of
the design of the capitol city, with its Free Masonry-sanctioned obelisks,
pentagrams, zodiacs. The powerful elite fingering Washington DC were certainly
aided by something more than their own greed; the very landscaping of the city
and the sacred geometry of the grounds worked to ensure control. Take Hitler’s
Wewelsburg Castle, shaped like a spearhead. What evils had mere design
enhanced? What could the foundation of a house bring upon its inhabitants? And
why, despite all of his efforts, did his habitat seem so very wrong?
His tired eyes strained to discover what was missing. The entire model
blurred and doubled, rising up disjointedly before him. He’d thought the thing
finished—its life-sustaining shield finally complete after seven years—and yet the
habitat itself looked so revoltingly vast and empty.
Who would believe in such a place?
His throat felt dry as he tried to swallow. It was not good enough, not
convincing enough. It was not real enough.
Nearby, his father moved in his sleep, letting out a mangled cry as though
dreaming. His arm shifted, falling over the side of the chair and swaying as it
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settled. Sonny stared at his father’s gnarled fingers. There was the jolt of an idea
and then—at last!—he knew what his model was lacking.
It needed vitality, flesh. It needed people. People would give it life. It
could not be a home otherwise.
Electricity shocked Sonny’s hand as he twisted the knob of the radio.
Through the speakers, Beethoven’s Symphony No. Five frenetically escalated,
mirroring his own racing thoughts. He fumbled with his tools, searching for the
right blade. He’d need to be exact when carving the figurines. They must be
lifelike.
He slowly brought his hands to his head. Above his temples, on the
crown of his head, his hair was still a dirty blond. It would do.
He reached for a pair of shears.
Minutes passed. Hours. He did not hear the tentative footsteps outside on
the pathway. He did not see the strange face lingering in the basement windows.
Instead, he was now lost in Chopin’s Fantasie, in his own prestidigitation. Sonny’s
gaze anchored upon the rudimentary ghost on the table and his heart leapt.
Comme cette terre m'étouffera… he heard. That was Chopin, who’d asked his sister to
preserve his heart in an urn full of brandy and smuggle it to Warsaw. The
composer’s last words echoed through Sonny’s mind. As this earth will suffocate me,
I implore you to have my body opened so that I will not be buried alive.
And now, his own Roxanne was here again, resurrected on the table. His
daughter’s body in his hands. His own blond hair glued to her wooden head. She
had been reborn. Wood peelings underneath her like straw in a manger-bed. He
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hadn’t intended to whittle her face but his hands had begun without his knowing.
Somehow, after hours and hours, her newly formed image was now gazing up at
him from the table. A slender figurine made of wood. She was the very first
resident of his underwater habitat, which meant, in a way, that she had survived.
His hand holding the blade shook.
“Welcome home,” he whispered.
The radio crackled and then snapped into silence. The batteries had gone
dead. The back of Sonny’s neck began to prickle as he felt someone nearby—the
acute sensation of someone standing over his shoulder. The lightbulb over the
table was swinging, just a little.
He turned, thinking first of his father and then of the wind. But the old
man was sitting on the green chair with his eyelids twitching in sleep. The
candlelight throwing shadows over his gaunt face. His thick brows were furled
even now, like he was waiting for a fight.
Sonny turned back to his daughter on the table. Her face was serene,
young. Her small hands at her sides, her legs tapering from the hips, her long hair
hanging down her back.
Behind him, a footfall. Soft, close.
He wiped his sweaty palms on his shirt and looked around the room.
Nothing but shadows. Then, a dim light swept across the top of the stairs. The
basement door swung shut, leaving a shadow in the doorway, a glimpse of blond
hair.
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His breath stuttered in his throat and he rubbed at his eyes. It was a
dream—he must be dreaming. He looked up at the stairwell again but could see
nothing in the darkness.
He had only imagined it. He’d fallen asleep standing up before. It was a
waking dream, and that was all. He forced himself to focus on the table, to look
at Ro. The likeness was uncanny, carved from his memory and her portrait in the
basement. She was here again—she was home.
A creaking sound came from the stairs.
When Sonny looked up he was entranced by what he saw. A woman with
blond hair slowly descended down the steps. Her hair was wavy, bright … He
fumbled for his glasses. Where were they? Where?
“Roxanne,” he whispered. “Roxanne.” His throat was dry.
His father groaned behind him, rearing up from his chair with the Bible
held out like a shield. His mouth trying to twist into words.
So it was not a dream! Sonny’s fingers found his glasses. He slammed
them onto his nose, then, blinking, looked up at the stairs.
There she was, poised midway along the steps. His heart thudded as his
hand closed over the small shape on the table. He felt a tremor down his spine as
he stared at the woman in the shadows. Her long blond hair was unmistakable.
Roxanne—here? He could not make sense of it.
“Daddy?”
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The sound of her low voice almost made him cry out. His heart would
burst. Oh God. He gasped in a breath and could not get enough air. Beside him
his father stumbled, pitched forward.
The woman took another step down, and then another. “I’m sorry,” she
said.
Sonny gaped. His head was sluggish, as if he’d just woken from a nap.
The face in front of him blurred—altered.
“Daddy?” she said again.
It was Elle. Only Elle.
He fumbled to cover his transgression. His wooden daughter was
knocked aside into the model—into the small garden area. Her head among the
plastic lettuce.
“Did you cut it yourself?”
“What?” He rubbed at his tired eyes. The lighting was dim, and for a
moment—
“Your hair,” Elle said. “I told you to let me trim it.”
He nodded, his tongue feeling thick in his mouth. “But,” he said, “but,
yours?” He pointed at her, at the blondness. It should be dark brown, nearly
black like her mother’s. It was not supposed to be this other thing.
Elle stared at him for a moment and then laughed, tipping her head back,
the pale arc of her throat. But it was not her usual laugh. There was something
different about her, and it wasn’t just her hair.
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“It’s called bleach,” she said, looking at him with her blue eyes that
mirrored his own.
“You dyed it,” he said. The sight of her was still a shock—with his
golden-haired Roxanne here on his workbench.
“Like it?” Without waiting for him to answer, Elle stepped forward and
grabbed his hand, tugging him past the water tank, the crisscrossed wires of the
rat cage, the small toilet under the stairs.
“Come on, daddy. Someone’s at the door for you.”
Sonny narrowed his eyes. Only trouble ever came knocking. He was
acutely aware of Roxanne behind him, her small figure on the table.
“Before you get paranoid, just come on up and talk to her.”
Her? His legs felt leaden, heavy. But then Elle tilted her head and let out a
sigh that panged his heart. She was not her usual cheery self. People thought she
took after him and Mae was her mother’s daughter, but it wasn’t true. Mae might
look like Nina, but she shared his melancholy. Elle had inherited her mother’s
spark, her optimism. The type of person who sometimes said things like, At least
I have all ten fingers and all ten toes. So what was bothering her today?
“Are you—” he started, not knowing what to say.
“Here, put this on.” Elle grabbed a hat from his workbench and shoved it
over his ears.
“Better?” he asked.
“Much,” she said.
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There was a touch on his back as he headed up the steps—probably Elle
picking the lint off of his shirt. She was the only one in the family with such a
compulsion to clean, to keep things orderly, sanitized. But there was not enough
time in the world to keep a hundred-and-twenty-year-old house spotless. At the
top of the stairwell he glanced back one last time at the basement. His father was
dead asleep in the chair. Sonny lingered with his hand on the doorknob, bracing
himself. Things were not the same upstairs. There was a basement Sonny and a
rest-of-the-world Sonny. He did not know the latter very well.
“Who is this person?” he asked, trying to keep the distaste out of his
voice. He didn’t like turning his back to the basement. Turning his back on his
family.
“Hush, daddy, she’s liable to hear you.”
The door swung open to the kitchen where light cascaded into his eyes.
He blinked and Elle was upon him, her painted red nails like floating life rafts,
bobbing in the air. She straightened his shirt collar.
“Aren't you supposed to be at the diner with Mae?” He was confused—a
man coming up for a breath after being submerged. But he wouldn’t think too
much of his habitat while upstairs. He’d crossed the boundary and left the
underwater city behind. The door was shut, locked. Nothing in the basement
would be touched in his absence.
“We quit, remember?” Elle wound a blond strand of hair around her
finger. “Now you won’t be able to get rid of us,” she said. “We’ll turn this house
into a place to remember. People will talk about it, daddy. You just wait.”
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Now why did that sound familiar? Ro. The plan for the B&B had
originally been Ro’s. And now Elle had adopted the idea as though it was her
own, or perhaps she was following it through in some sort of homage. And he
couldn’t get over Elle’s hair, either. Surely she must realize that she resembled—
“Never keep a woman waiting too long,” Elle whispered, guiding him into
the sitting room. “Besides,” her voice dropped a note, “I think she’s a lawyer.”
The curtains were pulled back and the afternoon’s gray haze filtered in. A
brown-haired woman with a briefcase was sitting in the leather chair belonging to
Sonny’s father. The chair had formerly been off-limits. Sonny resisted a smile.
“Amelia Bates,” the woman said, holding out her hand.
She was wearing a dark skirt and long-sleeved shirt despite the heat. Her
hair was plain, not twisted up and pinned into one of those beehives Elle
sometimes wore. A glass of water with ice chips sweated on the table beside her.
“And you must be Elle’s granddaddy,” Ms. Bates said, looking back and
forth between him and Elle.
“Father,” he said.
“Oh,” she said, her cheeks flushing. “Sorry, but I had asked to speak with
Mr. Carter Cole.” Her hands smoothed at her skirt.
“My father isn’t much good for much talk these days,” Sonny said. “I can
pass the word along for you. What is it that you want?”
“I’ll leave you to it,” Elle said, slipping out of the room.
“She’s very determined,” Ms. Bates said, avoiding his question with small
talk. “A girl like that will get her way, if she stays at it. You must be proud.”
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“I am,” he said. He turned away from Ms. Bates and cleared the lump in
his throat.
“Is she going to university?”
“She’s still young,” he said. And yet, she’d graduated from high school last
year. Or was it the year before? He rubbed at his head. Time sped by so quickly
now.
“Last night was magnificent,” Ms. Bates said, momentarily throwing him
off-guard. Then she mentioned something about Nixon’s supposed disaster
speech, written in case something went wrong and the astronauts were left to die,
but Sonny’s thoughts had gone back to his model.
“The world is moving on,” Ms. Bates said, “isn’t it?”
“It’s always moving,” Sonny said.
The house shook underfoot when his daughter shut the front door, her
heels clicking across the porch. It was a house of echoes. Here in the house,
sound either pinched or else protracted. And how would things sound under a
thousand feet of water? What would it be like to live that far down? Sonny felt
himself sliding into his thoughts and dug at the webby skin between his thumb
and forefinger to focus. He moved down to a pressure node in his thumb joint—
the anatomic snuffbox. He squeezed hard. The living room sharpened into focus.
A little trick Mae had shown him for when he got nervous. He turned back to the
woman.
“Now what is it you’re here for?” He could only ever be direct with
people. Small talk was not a specialty.
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“Well, sir,” Ms. Bates said, “to be frank, I’m here to help you.”
Sonny doubted that very much.
“I promise not to take much of your time,” she said. “I represent my
client, Mr. Lionel Perry White. Are you familiar with his marinas?”

“Sorry,

what’s this about?” He was already longing to return to the basement.
Ms. Bates smiled and her perfectly shaped teeth caught his eye. “His wife
took a liking to your property—she wanted something historical—and they’ve
asked me to make you an offer.”
He stiffened, tried to interrupt.
“I suspect it’s the property they’re mostly interested in,” Ms. Bates said.
“The acreage down to the beach, the woods. Mrs. White grew up on a similar
estate.”
Sonny gritted his teeth. “Ms. Bates, I also respect your time.” He raised
his voice. “Which is why I won’t lead you on.” He grimaced at his choice of
words, then blurted, “My father’s not interested in selling, you see.”
“With the money my clients are prepared to offer,” she said, “you could
… start over.”
Sonny shook his head. He could never sell the place. Not after everything
that had happened.
“I must say I’ve done my research, sir.”
He looked out the window, avoiding the lawyer’s level gaze. The quiet way
that she argued her point reminded him of his wife, who had never failed to
convince him of anything. But for a short time this had been her house—Nina’s
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house—as much as it had been his. Out the back, just beyond the trees, was the
line of dark blue. Mobile Bay, the water that had enamored Roxanne. Somehow,
living at Blue Gate made them seem closer. As if he were keeping them alive.
Even if it was only in his imagination. Schrödinger, though grounded in science,
had believed there was something beyond death to discover. He had attended
séances, just like Einstein.
No, Sonny thought. The house was part of him, of his family. It was a
place where they could be found. He could not explain it but knew it to be true.
“You haven’t paid your federal taxes in over a decade,” Ms. Bates said
softly. “Think of your daughters.”
“Article I, section 8, clause 17,” Sonny said. “To exercise exclusive legislation
over all places purchased by the consent of the legislature of the state in which the same shall be,
for the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dockyards, and other needful buildings.” Sonny
noticed the lawyer staring at him, possibly as if he should be committed. “It’s
basically saying that federal jurisdiction is limited to Washington DC and military
bases,” he tried to explain.
“I don’t think that sort of argument would stand in a court of law,” said
Ms. Bates.
“Well, consider it an experiment.” Besides, he would not need the money
after his meeting with the investors in a few weeks. “And I always think of my
girls,” he said.
The woman tilted her head at him, her smooth brown ponytail falling over
her shoulder. “Go on.”
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“I’m sorry, Ms. Bates, but we’re a very private family.” It was the only
apology she would get. “May I walk you out?”
The lawyer nodded, picked up her briefcase. She was pretty, Sonny
thought, smart and well-spoken. With the exception of Elle and Mae, he suddenly
realized he had not been around a woman in years.
“Please take this,” Ms. Bates said, handing him a small card. “Call me if
you change your mind. They’re deadset on this house.”
Sonny put her card in his pocket as he walked into the foyer. The lawyer
strode after him, her expensive briefcase shielding her heart.
The foyer was hot, stuffy. Dust motes floated down in the small film of
sunlight and there was a tiny jingling sound. He looked up. The old chandelier
was moving ever so slightly.
“A storm’s coming,” he said, opening the door. He sounded like his father
but it was all he could manage.
“One never knows,” Ms. Bates said, her brown ponytail waving as she left
the house.
Sonny turned back to the crystal beads—clinking, shimmering. Had she
noticed the chandelier? There was no draft, no fans were running. Yet still it
moved. He rubbed at his eyes, trying to remember the last time he’d slept. The
lawyer’s business card was stiff in his pocket and he felt like tearing it up. It
wasn’t that he was particularly fond of the house. It clambered for attention, yet
he didn’t have the time or money for repairs. The gutters were often clogged.
The roof was treacherous. The kitchen was freezing in winters and boiling in
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summers. The basement was perpetually dark. He rarely went upstairs to his
bedroom to sleep because the stairs were… treacherous. But he would never
leave the memories, stored in every nook and crevice.
He shut the door. The lure of the basement took hold of him as he
thought of his daughter, waiting for him down in the garden. His hands
trembled, wanting to work. Wanting to pinch out the thoughts of his debts, of
the house, of the investors, due to arrive in two weeks, the gray and fitful
weather, everything. He locked the door, the scrape of the bolt against the frame
reminding him of whittling Ro’s face—the face he’d been longing to see for three
years. And now she was downstairs. He knew this sudden compulsion meant that
he would not rest until he made the others, all of them.
Then the model would come alive, and she would never be lonely.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Maybe she had told someone by now. Turned him in. His mind was racing as he
set down the rag and sandpaper beside the boat and abandoned the toxic plumes
of fiberglass for a rinse. Working nearly twenty hours a day for a fortnight had
made him stronger, but grottier, too—his nails black, his hands coarse and
roughened.
Now it was early morning, not quite dawn. He trekked through the woods
quietly, liking the silence, the darkness. After a while the shoreline was in sight.
The bay curved out before him like a glassy dark eye he was hesitant to approach.
Especially the dock, that hulking shadow that marked the end of the Coles’
property.
He stopped at the edge of the hideaway beach, finding himself unwilling
to step down from the sand dunes. The dock made him remember the fight with
her—the first and only blue they’d ever had—and then he didn’t want to
remember the rest. He didn’t want to remember the coil of rope, the look of
surprise on her face as she fell backwards, the sound of the boat hitting against
the boards, and her head—
He tried to breathe, to count to ten, but instead he fell to his knees. He
cried out and slammed his fist into the sand, slammed it and slammed it and
slammed it until he was breathless, until he had nothing left.
For a long time he remained crouched on the beach, his palms flat on the
sand, his ribs heaving. He thought of the last three years spent back home in
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northern Australia, now just another place without her. He’d avoided women and
stayed on fishing boats mainly, some charter boats around Darwin where his aunt
used to live. When he wasn’t on a boat he’d camp out near the beaches—those
glistening blue waters where crocs and tiny box jellies were waiting to do him a
favor and kill him. But he had horseshoes when it came to his own life. He’d
thought for awhile about joining a mercenary ship in Vietnam. Spending his days
diving into murky water to dismantle bombs until one day the bright heat of an
explosion put him to sleep. But instead he’d come back to her. In his heart he
wanted to fix things, do what he owed her, what was right. He sighed and then
looked up at the dark blue water, the empty beach.
It was her beach and he asked her permission to be there. She didn’t
answer him but his own stink finally made him brave. He strode up to the water,
peeled off his clothes, and set the gun on the sand before dunking himself under
like someone wanting to be saved. The coldness rushed over his hair, his ears, his
mouth, his eyes, everything. Then he lifted his head up, taking in a monster
breath that filled his lungs before going under again.
The water was colder than he thought it’d be and he kept himself down,
letting the coolness tingle through his skin like he was being cleansed from the
outside in. It was heaven. Maybe those evangelists down here had it right after all.
He surfaced, washing over his scabbed-over tattoo and splashing under his arms,
rubbing at his scalp and his dark buzz-cut gone feral, and longing for a shave. It
was the only time since arriving at Blue Gate that he’d felt clean.
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He gargled a mouthful of saltwater to rinse his throat and then waded
back toward the dock. If he did not face what he’d done then he would always be
hiding from it. Trying to make peace, he braced himself against one of the
pilings, green with algae. Deep green like her eyes. He remembered her that last
day at the dock—she was angry, yelling at him. She’d been the fiercest sort of
beautiful, beautiful even as she lunged forward and shoved him on the boat. And
then shoved him again, because he couldn’t shut his mouth about wanting her to
come home with him, about wanting her with him, someplace else. Away from
her crazy grandfather, away from the strangeness of the house. He leaned against
the piling and forced himself to remember what happened that day. Here in this
very place. They’d docked the boat, Ro swiftly tying the bow lines to the cleats
like it was second nature. Her hands fast with the figure eights, Catrina secured in
no time. And then he’d come up behind her and put his arms around her waist
and brought up moving to Australia again and she’d gotten angry, lashing out. He
raised his arm to block her shove, but when she tried to do it again, his temper
flared and he wasn’t sure if he shoved back or just held his ground. She tried to
hit him and then all of a sudden she tripped and was falling like she was taking a
dive, only there was the thump of her head smacking the dock.
Eyelid started counting to ten. He could not bear it, could not bear to
remember what came next. He leaned over and gagged. One, two, three. He shut
his eyes and pictured the numbers in front of him—six, seven. He wiped at his
face, trying to calm his breathing.
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When he opened his eyes, the tip of the sun was cleaving water. The bay
was flat and dark blue and ripples of tawny wet sand stretched to the treeline.
Three years ago, the roof of the house could be seen from the beach but now the
woods had grown too thick. The dock marked the farthest edge of their property,
but the walk to the house was not far. It had only seemed far the day he carried
her. Her body limp and wet in his arms.
He grimaced, scratched away the scab on his tattoo—the pain searing so
much he couldn’t think of anything else. Seven again, eight, nine; he clenched and
unclenched his hands. Nine and a half. He forced himself to look at the horizon.
Nine and three quarters. Ten. He squatted down and washed his face, trying to
rinse himself of his darkest thoughts.
It was a shock no one had come for him yet, which meant her sister was
keeping quiet. He wasn’t sure how he’d earned Mae’s silence, but he would take
any break he could get. How long could his luck hold? He had to finish the boat
for Ro. His only wish was that she could still sail it with him again. And he would
have promised to stay here forever, if that’s what it took.
He looked in the direction of the house. Would anyone dare use the boat
when he was done? Did it matter? He was keeping his word to her. Though if
they were wise, her family would sail on out of Blue Bend and never look back.
Those few years ago when he’d lived with Ro for the summer, stayed as a
guest in her house—he hadn’t liked the place, even then. Doorways felt
uninviting and he was always looking over his shoulder, always. He’d begged Ro
to go back home with him but she’d only laughed. Until the last time, when he
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told her that he’d always had a bad feeling about the place. That he couldn’t stand
the house. That there was something wrong with it. That when people die in a
place, sometimes it’s hard to get rid of them. I don’t want to get rid of them, she
yelled. I don’t want them to leave. They’d never fought—not really—it was only the
once. Only the once, and it was all they got.
He tasted grit in his molars and spat. The sun was a floating orange dome.
It would be full daylight soon. The water lapped at his ankles as his feet slowly
sank into the wet sand. How long it would take for the water to bury him?
A small breeze made him shiver. He pulled on his shirt and jeans, thinking
of the boat—the part he dreaded working on the most. The tattoo woman on his
arm laughed at him through her gaping jaw. If his lady of the dead could talk, he
reckoned she’d sound like a kookaburra, full of raucous laughter. That’s why he’d
gotten her. Surely death did not have to be so damn sad. Surely this smiling
skeleton was proof of another way of looking at things. Somewhere, Roxanne
was laughing at him—he hoped. Or else she was cursing him. Or else she was
just dead and there was nothing after that. Nothing but his own drawn-out
memories, keeping her alive.
A flock of gulls shrieked past and then settled on the sand nearby, as
though hoping he might feed them like Ro once did. They huddled around a
dead fish—a bloody cleft where its gills used to be. Eyelid squatted down to look
at them, their jerky movements, their flat red eyes. When they all turned their
necks at once he followed their gaze and stiffened.
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A figure was emerging from the woods, near the red stake that marked the
trailhead. A man carrying a fishing pole.
The fisherman paused, then looked north down the beach. At this Eyelid
swiftly rose and flattened himself against the dock, the only place he might be
hidden.
Go the other way, he said under his breath. The other way.
But the fisherman looked south and then started heading for the dock.
Fuck me, Eyelid cursed. He could hear the man’s heavy gait through the
sand. It had been a bad idea to come here—he’d known better. He stayed flush
against the pilings and tried to quiet his breathing. Was he shielded by the wood
pillar? No shout came so he figured he was safe for the moment. He leaned back
against the dock and looked up at the planks and saw things that were no longer
there. The dark red stain that ran along the boards—
Horrified, he looked down at the sand, willing himself to hold still. There
was the sound of footsteps drawing near as the fisherman stepped onto the dock.
The boards creaked as the footsteps grew louder. Then stopped, directly above
him.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

“Here,” Roxanne says, pulling them close on the couch. The boy huddles against
her warm body. His sister sits across from him and rocks and sucks her thumb.
“Time for your lesson,” Ro says.
“How come we got to read and Lance doesn’t?” the boy asks.
“Lance is mean,” his sister says.
The boy thinks she’ll get in trouble but Ro only laughs. “Where’s Mae and
Ellie?” he stalls.
“That’s a secret,” Ro whispers.
“Really?” Fern’s green eyes go wide. “Tell us!” she says, bouncing on the
cushion.
Ro laughs again, shakes her head. “My dad took them fishing. They’ll be
back soon.”
“Oh.” The boy wishes his father would take him fishing, or even hunting.
Today the boy’s father and uncle are at the big house with Ro’s grandfather and
Ro is snug in the cabin with them. It is Tuesday, the meeting night. Every
Tuesday night Roxanne watches over them. Usually they have to read, because
she says that reading is like magic, which he thinks is dumb.
“So, are you ready?” Ro raises her eyebrows at him.
Fern’s thumb comes out and she reaches for Ro’s hair, tangling it in her
chubby fingers. “Okay, my pretty,” she says, now fumbling with Ro’s gold locket.
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The boy has not yet learned to read in school. His sister is only four and a
half but she can do it better than he can, because Ro has been reading to them
ever since Fern was born. He wants Ro to be his mother, and he knows his dad
would like that too. He loves her green eyes and sandy lashes and the way she
smiles at him. He loves her so much, except when she makes him read.
Now Ro opens Fern’s favorite book. The boy looks at the pictures while
his sister reads out the story. He wants them to hurry and get to the part about
the wolves. He says so and Fern laughs.
“No, silly!” She slaps at him. “You’ve got it wrong. You always got it
wrong.”
“You’re thinking of Little Red Riding Hood,” Ro says.
“No, I ain’t,” the boy says stubbornly.
Fern clears her throat, glaring at him until he shuts his mouth. Then she
dips her head like she’s bowing. Her curls swarm around her fat cheeks. “Hour
after hour passed away,” she reads, “and slowly Dorothy got over her fright; but she felt quite
lonely.”
The boy looks at his younger sister and wonders if she’s just reciting the
words because she knows the story. His father says Fern is clever and he is like a
brick.
“…and the wind shrieked so loudly all about her that she nearly became deaf,” Fern
reads, and Roxanne nudges him with her elbow.
“So?” the boy says. His cheeks flame and he doesn’t want it to be his turn.
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“Don’t you think it would be awful, Wesley Ray?” Ro asks, her head
angled toward him.
“What?”
“To be trapped in a house?” Ro nods toward the hand-me-down
dollhouse that she gave Fern. Only he likes to play with it more than she does.
“Trapped in the middle of a storm? Can you imagine it?”
He knows Ro’s tricks. She is trying to get him to read, to find out what’s
going to happen. He shakes his head. “I don’t mind storms.”
“Fibber,” Fern says. “You’re even scared of the dark.”
He wishes his sister’s tongue would fall off. “Shut up, Fern.”
“Tell us what happens next,” Ro says.
“At first she had … Won… der… ed if she wo-uld be dash-ed to …” He reads so
slowly that Fern laughs.
“Hush now, Fern Rose.” Roxanne’s eyes narrow with that adult-look of
disapproval, but his sister doesn’t even flinch.
“—Dashed to pieces when the house fell!” Fern finishes quickly, beaming at
them.
The boy takes a deep breath. “I don’t want to read anymore.”
“I got a story to tell you,” Fern says. “I made it up myself. It’s about
ghosts.”
“That’s stupid,” the boy says, sulking.
Roxanne slams shut the book. “Let’s read something else, then.” She
looks at Fern. “Something new. Something neither of you have seen before.”
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The boy perks up. They both slide off Ro’s lap as she stands to fetch her
satchel. Fern hops onto her wooden rocking horse and rocks it furiously and the
boy finds some scrap paper and draws a picture of a wolf.
When Roxanne sits back down on the couch she’s holding a green book
made of leather. “I was going to save this for when you were older,” she says,
“but I guess I’ll show you now.”
“Show us what?” Fern asks, still rocking.
“A very special secret,” Roxanne says. “Wesley Ray, your turn first.” And
then she smiles strangely at him as the green book slowly opens.
*
Wesley’s eyes shot open in the dark. For a moment all he heard was his racing
heart. Gradually the thumping faded to the ticking of the clock on the wall and
the stream of fuzz on the tiny TV screen. He shifted. Fern was beside him on the
couch, conked out with her mouth open. They must have fallen asleep watching
the television. Their supper was spread out in crumbs on the rug. Toast and
macaroni and cheese, what he had made after their daddy left the house.
His heart hiccupped. What time was it? He had to meet Lance at the
wishing well at nine and if he did not show up there would be consequences.
Probably bruises.
He slid himself off the couch. Fern was still sleeping. He found her blue
sweatshirt on the floor and covered her legs with it like a blanket. A tinge of guilt
stirred in his gut. He knew he was supposed to watch his sister, but he also knew
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that he didn’t want her to go near Lance anymore. Not when things had gotten
so awful.
The clock hands showed it was only eight thirty. Thank the good Lord.
He crept to the doorway and then looked back at Fern—her tumble of blond
hair, her fat hand curled around its golden sheen. She wouldn’t be scared if she
woke up alone. She wasn’t scared of anything.
He quietly opened the door and let himself into the night, which wasn’t
hard because Jagger was with his dad. Wesley was a veteran of sneaking out and
knew how to shut the door so it didn’t make a sound. Guided by his trusty
lighter, he made his way through the high grass of the field and headed toward
the woods. The canopy was dark, its thick leaves blocking the very last dregs of
dusk. His skin went to gooseflesh as he ran to the wishing well. At least they
weren’t meeting at the ghost beach tonight, or worse—the crawlspace.
By and by the hunched shacks near the wishing well came into view as the
ground under his bare feet grew mushier. He lit another match and thought he
saw shadows moving in the trees, which so frightened him that he was relieved to
see the small firepit Lance had made near the wishing well. The relief didn’t last
long. A thin trail of smoke rose up in front of his cousin’s face and Lance’s fat
snake arms were folded. A cage and a bottle of vodka was at his feet, along with a
smashed cigarette butt. It felt like there was a stone lodged in Wesley’s throat
when he tried to swallow and he wished Fern was with him.
“You’re late,” Lance said.
“Am not.”
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Lance set down the cage and pulled the green book out from the back of
his pants. The boy looked away, feeling ashamed. If he hadn’t stolen the book
from Mae, then none of this would’ve happened. There’d be no killings, no latenight rituals to bring back a ghost.
“You’re dad’s gonna notice you stole that from him.”
Lance took a sip of the vodka before grimacing at Wesley. “Shut up,” he
said. “The book says to use it.”
“You’re not supposed to drink it,” Wesley said, “you’re just supposed to
pour it on the ground. That’s what it says.”
“Repeat after me,” Lance said, ignoring him.
“Repeat after me,” Wesley said, then felt the smack of Lance’s palm
against his ear. “Okay, okay.” After about ten days straight of rituals which had
stretched out like an eternity, he’d practically memorized the words by now. At
least he didn’t have to do any reading.
“If I be summoned or if I be detailed to do any work,” Lance started, “which has to
be done in the realm of the dead—” Here he paused, waiting for Wesley to repeat the
words.
Wesley crossed his arms and sullenly did what he was told.
“If indeed obstacles are implanted for you therewith as a man of his duties,” Lance
eyed him, “you shall detail yourself for me on every occasion.”
Wesley hung his head and mumbled after Lance.
“‘Here am I,’ you shall say.” Lance’s voice was loud, forceful.
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“Here am I,” Wesley said even louder, hating his cousin all the while.
Hating what was coming next.
“To bring back the dead we must give of the living,” Lance read aloud. He looked
up, his eyes mean. “Fetch the cage.”
“No.” Wesley said.
“Fetch the cage,” Lance repeated. This time his hand hovered near his
pocket, where he kept his dad’s straight-edge razor. He drew it out and then
stuck the blade in the fire, turning it as if he were roasting something on a spit,
looking at Wesley the whole while.
Wes hated himself as he picked up the wooden cage beside Lance’s fat
football legs. Legs that would not hesitate to kick him like the pigskin he was.
The cage was fairly light this time. The seagull huddled in the corner. Wesley
brought it over to the edge of the wishing well, where Lance stood with his big
hands outstretched like God’s son on the cross.
“Open the gate.”
Wesley eyed the small animal, feeling sick. “I don’t want to.”
The shove happened so fast that he was suddenly flat on the ground
without seeing the bigger boy move.
“Get up.”
Wes scrambled to his feet, feeling blood trickle down one of his knees. It
was getting darker and darker and his insides were going panicky.
“Open the gate,” Lance said.
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If he did what Lance told him to, then he could go home. And if he
wasn’t home by the time his father was, he’d be dead meat. Tears stung his eyes
as he picked up the cage once more and then unlatched the door. The bird was
tangled in a plastic six-pack ring. Wesley shook the cage, once, twice, and then
there was the sudden lightness as the gull was thrown into the well. On the way
down it let a screech that did not sound like it came from a bird.
Wesley resisted leaning over to look. Down, down, down, they couldn’t
even hear it hit bottom. But then, finally, there came the lightest splashing sound.
Rainwater was collecting at the bottom of the well.
“In place of one comes another.” Lance was smiling.
Wesley’s guts churned like he might throw up then and there. He was a
bad person, and the green book wasn’t a game and it was all his fault. Roxanne
would not come back but something else would. Something bad.
Then he heard a whispering sound.
He straightened, looking at Lance, but his cousin’s eyes were wide too.
The whispering sound came again, closer this time. Coming from the shacks.
There was the sound of footsteps, and something dragging.
Now it was on the other side of the well.
“Lance?” Wesley whispered, but his cousin didn’t answer.
The dragging sound was everywhere now, moving through the trees.
Someone—or something—was circling them. Wesley went stiff with fear. Was it
her?
“Lance?”
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His cousin put a finger to his lips. Wesley’s stomach went shivery. They’d
brought her back from the dead, they had, and they would go to hell for it.
“Lance?” he said again.
His cousin suddenly barreled forward in a sprint.
“Don’t leave me!” Wesley screeched, his eyes tracking the blur of Lance’s
white shirt. He launched his body in a tackle. There was a yelp and a grunting
noise as he hit the ground.
“Got you,” his cousin sneered.
“What is it?” Wesley breathed, running over, his whole body taut.
“Get your fat mug off me,” Fern said.
“I’ll teach you a lesson for spying,” Lance said, hauling her up by the
ankles.
“Let her go!” Wesley shouted.
“Not until she learns.” Lance marched over to the well and swung Fern
over the edge, letting her dangle. Her blond hair danced and she had her eyes
squeezed shut but she didn’t say anything.
Wesley’s breath lurched. “Come on, Lance,” he said, running over to the
well.
But his cousin was bigger and he couldn’t reach her. Wesley tried to keep
the fear out of his voice. “She didn’t mean anything by it.”
“Don’t you spy,” Lance said, giving Fern a shake.
She hung there helplessly. Then she cracked open a green eye and stared
upside down at Lance. “I’m not scared,” she said.
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This seemed to infuriate him, and he let go of one of her ankles. Wesley
cried out as his sister dropped a few inches into the darkness, then swung slightly
in the air. The only thing keeping her up was Lance’s meaty fist on her ankle.
“Please,” Wesley said. If he were a wolf he could face Lance. But instead
he only felt sick. “Please,” he begged, “please let her go.”
Lance shook Fern once more, hard, and then swung her over the ledge
and dropped her near the fire. She landed flat on her back on the ground and
only then did her eyes tear up. But then her face hardened.
“I want to be part of the dead games, too,” she said, coughing. She ran
her chubby hands through her hair, pulling out dead leaves.
Lance folded his arms. “Why.”
She stuck her chin out. “Because I’m brave. And I’m the best reader.”
“Just shut up!” Wesley yelled. He kicked dirt in Fern’s general direction.
“You’re not old enough,” he said coldly. He almost cried with relief when Lance
nodded.
“You’re a girl, anyway,” Lance said. “We don’t really need you around.”
Fern got to her feet and glared at them. “Too bad for you,” she said,
trailing her hand along the rim of the wishing well. “Too bad for you, I’m always
around.”
She kicked at a coil of rope near the well stones. The rope was probably
for something else Lance had planned, something awful. Fern heaved it up,
draping it over her shoulders like a scarf. Wes wanted to yank it away from her.
She was always trying to show off.
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“I’ve got an idea,” she said, her hand on her hip, all cocky. Her Invisible
Man T-shirt was covered in filth, but she acted like a queen.
“If you’re not scared, that is.” Fern’s challenge was directed at Lance. “I
dare you.”
He smirked. “To do what?”
“To climb into hell,” she said.
“What?” Wesley asked.
She looked at him and winked, then squinted over at Lance. “To climb
down the well,” she said.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

In daylight the house sprawled. Its high, triangular roof slanting among the trees,
its corners spilling out into the woods, the trees pressing against the windows. It
was not a house to live in alone. Not with the woods so thick and pervasive.
Years and years ago, bank robbers had hid out on the property before they were
captured and hung in Atlanta, or so went the story. So much strange history at
Blue Gate, so many tales for her guests.
Elle slowed down as she pulled into the carport. The tin trashcan was
overturned and there was a dark smear on the cement slab where she usually
parked. The Chevy was leaking oil. She got out and peered at the stain, black with
rainbows. Just hold out until my opening night, she thought, patting the red
hood.
She grabbed her small bag of groceries from the car and righted the
trashcan. Better. Then she hurried inside the house, the bag in her arm, thinking
of how maybe she’d start a vegetable garden. Even just for herbs? Surely a small
garden wouldn’t be that much work. It could save money, especially once Mae
started cooking for all the guests. But if it were left up to her sister and her father,
no one in the house would eat. They’d read instead, tinker with things.
The kitchen smelled stuffy like the air had gone stale so Elle opened the
windows, let the curtains ruffle against her arm. A layer of wallpaper had come
loose in a ringlet and she resisted the urge to tug it free. Her mother had picked
out the print—pale purple with tiny red peppers—before she died and no one
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had the heart to change it. It was decades old and frayed in the corners, though
she was probably the only one who noticed.
Elle turned on the sink, waited for the reddish brown water to flush out,
and then began to clean the dishes, most of them chipped. Her father sold off
the best of the china a few years ago, but there was one nice set left that she’d put
aside for her guests. And really, her family hardly needed plates, with all the halfeaten food she ended up feeding to the chickens. Sonny was the worst offender.
When she brought him supper down in the basement, often he was so lost in his
work that he forgot to eat. Then he’d crumble up his dinner and let his lab rats
nibble from his palms. He’d been so upset when Einstein had died—over the
years it was like he’d become part of the family.
She sighed, thinking of Nathan as she dried the dishes, taking care to pat
them dry. Sometimes she applied too much rigor with things, while most people
did the opposite. Like Nathan—how could he just walk away? She would have
wanted him in her family—with his permanent smile, the happy-go-lucky way he
talked to strangers, the way he made the world sound so easy.
But the world wasn’t easy. She set out a cutting board and then fetched the
bag of onions from the pantry and started to peel off the brittle top layers. The
world was hard—full of accidents to clean up. At the age of fifteen, when her
sister died, she’d learned that there wasn’t going to be anyone to look after her
except herself. The idea of a man in the sky who managed everyone’s wellbeing
like some sort of host was ridiculous. The idea of a man looking after her, period,
was ridiculous. The onions made Elle’s eyes water, she chopped without looking.
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Besides, if there was a judicious God, he was probably still busy working on the
starving children in Africa. It really wasn’t fair to expect one person to look after
billions, was it? She just wanted to look after a Bed and Breakfast. Her hand was
wet, the knife slipped. She moved away just in time, then lit the stove with a
match and turned it up. The onions crackled, her eyes burned.
Casserole for tonight, cheap and simple. She sliced fresh carrots down the
middle and wished for Nathan to love her from the center of his heart. She
chopped potatoes in quarters and wished for him to love her from all four
corners of the earth and beyond. She undressed a clove of garlic and diced it into
the number of times she wished he thought of her at night. Then she threw the
garlic in with the onions and tilted the pan and flicked her wrist to give
everything a toss, just like Mae had taught her. Executed with pure perfection.
She’d heard Mrs. Carlisle say those words once: pure perfection. My son is pure
perfection. As the casserole heated in the oven, Elle thought of warming Nathan’s
heart. A sudden vision came to her. Nathan’s apology. His white convertible
pulling up in the driveway, her daddy answering the door with a smile, or at least
emerging from the basement to say hello, and Mae acknowledging him too. He
would kneel on the porch, waiting for her with a small velvet box in his pocket
and an armful of flowers. Something rare and exotic, and probably red. He would
apologize and then propose. The thought was both terrifying and exhilarating—
they were of the same coin.
The phone rang and she answered it, hoping it was him. Instead, it was
someone asking for Sonny—a woman? Odd. But her father was working, getting
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ready for his meeting next week, and he wouldn’t want to be disturbed. She took
down the name, Bates something, then heaved up the bags of potatoes and
onions, returning them to their proper home. The kitchen pantry was the best
storage place in the house beside the basement. It was large, the size of a bathtub,
though the ceiling angled down under the stairwell. She ducked inside and
dragged the bag of potatoes under the shelf, trying her best not to look at the
floor. It was dirty—there’d been no time to clean it lately and the dust was now
balling in clumps. As Elle reached for the broom, she heard hinges squeaking—
the door was swinging shut. She bolted towards it, tripped over a can of beans,
and fell into a shelf.
The latch clicked in place. It was dark. She reached up into the air, flinging
her hands until she made contact with a dangling string and tugged. The light
bulb flickered, then settled, orangey and dull. A scurrying sound came from the
shadows at the back of the pantry. Mice? She shoved her hip against the door. It
wouldn’t budge. She wriggled the lock. It felt loose and she wriggled it some
more. Almost there! She started to smile, but the knob fell off in her hand. Then
there was a scratching noise behind her and she crossed her arms, willing herself
not to turn around.
“Mae!” she shouted. “Mae?”
Nothing. Was the light going dim? She picked up the can of beans that
she’d tripped over and rapped it against the ceiling, the floor.
“Dad!”
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Nothing. It was hot, even though the room was designed for preserves.
They would find her, weeks later. Her body preserved like jam. But she didn’t
want to be buried in a pantry, she wanted to be cremated when she died. Plants
would grow from her ashes. Trees. Ro’s beech tree was three years old by now,
stretching out its branches… Elle blinked as the orange light above her seemed
to fade. The shelves were so deep that she couldn’t see how far back they went.
And what’s that rustling sound? She didn’t want to scream again—she didn’t want to
make any noise at all. But if there was something in the pantry it already knew
she was there.
“Mae!” she yelled.
The cramped darkness reminded her of a story that Ro used to tell her, a
ghost story about the house. Something about the reason for the crawlspace. Its
shelves and skulls, its buried bodies and hidden skeletons. Or was it hidden
bodies? But after Mae had started to cry, Ro said she was only making it up, that
sometimes the past would never be known. But she was only stuck in the kitchen
pantry, after all, so there was no reason to think of horror stories. Kitchens were
safe, unless a stove was left on. Wait—had she left the stove on? The mice would
eat her for setting traps and then she would burn. She thought she saw someone
standing in the back of the pantry and then she really did scream.
The shadow at the back of the pantry stayed as it was: just a shadow.
Today would be a good day, Elle thought, today would be a good day. And from
here on, she would catch the mice with pots.
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She pounded against the door again, stamped her feet. On the floor was a
thick phone book. She stopped yelling and sat down on top of it, trying to get
comfortable, trying to make the best of the situation. She wasn’t really scared—
she didn’t believe in anything she couldn’t touch. Not really. And confined, outof-the-way spaces sort of reminded her of Nathan. The whole summer they’d
spent together had been a series of clandestine meetings—kisses in the
summerhouse, or flush against the corner of her house, or his hand moving up
her skirt behind a tree at the beach.
Early on she’d asked him why he was being secretive and he’d said
something about not wanting to ruin her reputation. Or was it his reputation?
And then she’d asked him the forbidden question—she couldn’t help it. That was
the day he’d met her at the diner while she was on break, out back where the
trees shielded them from the parking lot.
“Why do I like you?” Nathan laughed, he was always laughing. “Because
you’re different.”
“What do you mean—different?” she asked, trying to get him to keep
talking. Her break was only fifteen minutes and she wanted to fill every second
with him.
“You know, you’re not that worried about how you look. Wearing new
clothes, that sort of thing.”
“How do you know?”
“Because look at you, Ellie!”
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“I have to wear this,” she said, feeling defensive, hoping he wouldn’t
notice the runs in her nylons. “Les thinks we should all wear uniforms.”
He unbuttoned the top of her shirt. “That’s better,” he said, laughing as
she knocked away his hand. “Besides, I like how you aren’t afraid to do what you
want. You know, with that hotel thing you’re always talking about?”
“Bed and Breakfast,” she said.
“With me, everything is set in stone. I have to do what my parents want,
my whole path’s been laid out. What I’d give for a dad who doesn’t care.”
“He does care. He’s just—”
“I know, depressed about your sister. But he was always different, Ellie,
that’s what my mom says at least.”
She looked at him aslant. “What does your mom know?”
He shrugged. “She remembers when your dad’s family was better off,
when everybody used to listen to your grandfather. Everyone but your dad, that
is.”
She wasn’t sure what to think. Why was he talking about her family with
his mother? Did that mean he’d told her they were together? “And what about
you and me,” she said. “What does she think of that?”
He grinned. “She says I’ll get over you when I go back to school. But how
can I get over some pretty dark-haired girl who’s got dreams bigger than her
future?”
She turned away. What’s that supposed to mean?
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“Come on, Ellie.” He grabbed her wrist, then held her hand in both of
his. “You go after what you want. I like it.”
And I like you, Elle thought, wanting to get out of the pantry so she could
tell him just how much. She tried to fan her neck as a bead of sweat worked its
way down her face, her arms. The pantry was getting hotter now, a hard-tobreathe hot. A wave of dizziness overtook her and she put her head between her
knees. Then it felt like the floor was tipping, like when she used to go sailing with
her sister. Even with her eyes closed it seemed like the pantry was canting, ever
so slowly, about to capsize underneath her. And then she heard…what? Someone
breathing next to her? Something hot against her neck?
Her eyes shot open. But the pantry was quiet—no more rustling, no more
breathing noise. She stood up, feeling disoriented, seasick, as she beat against the
walls. Where was Mae—where was anybody? She leaned all of her weight against
the door and then fell out of the pantry and onto the kitchen tiles. Sprawled flat
on the floor, she stared up at the high white ceiling above her. Now that she was
out in the open her lightheadedness was starting to ebb. That’s all it was, she told
herself. She’d just been woozy from the heat. At the sound of munching she
looked up. Her father stood in the doorway, eating an old biscuit.
“What on earth are you doing?” he asked.
“I don’t know,” she said. “Daydreaming,” she added after a minute.
“Ah.” Her father nodded. “A potent tool for invention.” His words were
garbled. A piece of biscuit exploded on the floor next to her ear as he held out
his hand to her.
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“You shouldn't talk and eat at the same time, you’ll choke.” Elle
scrambled to her feet, relieved to be free. The grandfather clock in the kitchen
began to chime. How long had she been stuck in the pantry? “Thanks for letting
me out,” she told him.
“Not sure what you mean,” he said. “Come on, I want to show you
something.”
“What?” She looked at him, trying to figure out what was different. He
seemed livelier, maybe?
Her father gestured toward the basement, still dropping buttery biscuit
over the floor. Elle resisted the urge to sweep as she followed him down the
stairs, holding the railing as she went.
The basement was unfinished, a maze of narrow passageways and wide
clearings. To make a larger workspace, her father had moved away all the old
boxes, so that piles of junk were shoved into the corners in tenuous, makeshift
towers. On the large cedar table under the side windows was the model of his
project, his vision for the future. His Great Down Under.
The model reminded her of the dollhouse he’d built them as children.
She’d loved that house, and the little dolls made of wood and horsehair that went
inside it. The dolls would sweep the dollhouse and she would sweep her room.
But her father’s model was not a child’s toy. It was a functional, motorized design
for an underwater city. And the plastic sphere inside the water tank—what had
he called it, the hull?—was supposed to prove something significant to the
investors, at least that was what he’d said. Something about its response to
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pressure, its impenetrability… She didn’t understand it, really. As careful and
meticulous as he’d been in constructing his habitat, his creation was also so very
fragile, so very small. That was the reason for the hull. To keep everything
covered, to keep everything safe.
“I think you’ll like this,” her father said. “I think you’ll like this very
much.” His back was turned away from her as he fiddled with something on his
workbench.
“Where’s granddad?”
“Gone for a walk with Mae.”
“You want me to clean up down here? Make it nice before the investors
come?” Elle turned a full circle, taking in the deserted rat cage and its flurry of
shredded cardboard on the floor, the dingy work bench, the crumbs on the big
green chair, the fingerprints on the water—
“My breakthrough,” her father said, turning to face her. “Where do you
think she wants to go today?”
When he opened his palm she hesitated. Then she reached for it. Despite
everything, she was curious. Ever-so-gently, she lifted the doll from Sonny’s
fingers. She looked down at the small thing, its soft hair falling over her wrist.
Like real hair. It felt like real hair. Her sister gazed up at her, eyes unblinking,
mouth shaped in a smile.
Elle’s instinct was to throw it down. Throw it on the floor and escape
upstairs. But then she glanced at her father and saw the way he was looking at
her. Running his hand along the back of his neck, his pale blue eyes questioning
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her every movement. The way he always looked when he was nervous. His heart
was pinned to his sleeve and she had to say the right thing. But what?
“Sometimes she runs the mechanics,” he said. “Watches over variations in
pressure. Controls the airlocks in the system, that sort of thing. Kind of like
playing God. It’s how the city stays alive.”
“She would like that,” Elle said, “she would’ve liked that.” But was this—
figurine—the sort of thing that would get him funding? It was not the right
question to ask, not now. She couldn’t bring up the practicalities of money, not
when her father was smiling like this. When was the last time she’d seen him this
happy? A good three years ago. Before Ro and the Australian. She placed her
sister inside the model where her father had pointed. What had he called it? The
engineering room.
“She has the brains for it,” her father went on, “but is she level-headed
enough? When she didn’t get her way she was vicious.” He shook his head.
“Remember that temper?”
She glanced over at the little Roxanne again. And then the doll’s head
swiveled to the side, turning to meet her gaze. Elle did a double-take. How in the
world?
“Is she motorized?” she leaned closer to look. “I could have sworn that—
”
“—What?”
“She… she moved,” Elle said. Yes, her neck had tilted to the side, hadn’t
it?
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But her father had the oddest expression on his face. She looked back at
Roxanne. The little doll was just staring straight ahead, and it wasn’t moving—of
course it wasn’t.
The basement was dark, after all.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Don’t look down, Eyelid thought.
As if in response, the man on the dock started to whistle. It was an old
tune, a sailor’s dirge. Eyelid peered up through the slats. The man was crouched
on one knee, lacing a worm through a hook. There was something familiar about
him. He squinted, stepped to the side to get a better look. This time he knew for
certain. Ray Henly. His broad chin and thick-fingered fists were unmistakable. He
likely kept a pistol in his lure box, too.
Goddamnit. He’d known not to come here—his instincts had said as much.
If he’d listened to them and minded the old ways, maybe Roxanne would still be
alive. Friday sail, Friday fail. That last trip would haunt him for the rest of his life if
he let it. That last trip, the very last time they pulled into the dock. The very last
time she said his name. Shouted it.
At the horizon, the sun rended itself from the water and Ray gave a grunt
of appreciation. Ray Henly was the one person in Blue Bend that he wouldn’t be
able to fool. He couldn’t risk the man looking between the gaps in the dock and
spotting him. He would have to go. Now.
He quietly made his way down the underside of the dock as Ray slung out
another line. The man was watching the water like any good fisherman.
Stay fucking still, Eyelid commanded in his head. Stay.
Just as he’d gotten to the treeline, someone hollered. “Who’s that?”
Eyelid froze, every muscle straining.
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“You heard me,” Ray shouted.
He did not know whether to bolt or reach for the pistol in his jeans. He
did not know what was pointed at his back. His whole body tensed.
A split-second later there was an answering yell. “Wesley tried to steal my
book!”
Eyelid wasted no time getting himself into the woods, ducking out of view
from the beach. Through the trees he saw a pudgy blond girl and a brown-haired
kid who looked a tad small for his age being towed by a Rottweiler. Ray’s kids,
the ones from the cabin. He was glad the dog was on a chain.
“Get on over here,” Ray called, waving them in. “If ya’ll are up so early,
you can work.”
The girl plunged forward onto the dunes while the boy trudged behind
her. And then something peculiar happened.
The black dog growled and lunged at Eyelid, but the kid managed to yank
him back, pulling him toward the beach. He could have sworn that the boy
turned his head and looked right at him. A tightness gripped his throat as he
waited for the boy to call out. To scream, to yell for his daddy. Instead the kid
frowned a little and tugged at the dog and kept walking as though he hadn’t seen
him at all.
As though he’d seen through him.
Eyelid let out his breath and eased deeper into the cover of the woods,
avoiding the red stakes that marked the path back to the house. He watched the
boy follow his sister to the beach, not knowing what to make of it. It was odd,
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being looked at but not seen. Like he was some detached spirit, doomed to haunt
the shore at dawn. Like he was invisible, a ghost.
Unsettled, he walked the winding creek back to the barn. Home is the sailor,
home from the sea. And the hunter home from the hill.
It was time to face the worst part of the boat—he’d put it off long
enough. It was time to rip out the insides and start over.
*
Eyelid stood at the edge of the companionway, the hazy drop-off that led to the
small cabin below. A foul smell rose up to meet him and he knew something had
gone wrong in its depths.
Go down and face it, go. He took a deep breath through his mouth to
keep out the smell and then hoisted himself down the ladder.
The small cabin had been burned. All the furnishings were blackened
husks. In what used to be the kitchen, red and black graffiti was slashed across
the bulkheads. Anger surged through him as he read the words in red: Killer was
here.
The wooden table where they used to eat was a pile of ash and broken
timber. A bush rat was lying on the floor. When he saw its throat sliced open, he
almost retched. His fists clenched with the cruelty of it.
He walked toward the back of the cabin—toward the little sleeping berth
where they’d spent so many nights. Broken glass splintered under his boots and
he pulled his shirt over to his mouth to breathe. In the berth, nothing was left
except a cross-hatched wire frame. Their bed. There was a small recess under the
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bedframe where he thought he might find her journal, but the hiding place was
empty. He smudged ash with his thumb and said her name aloud.
Roxanne.
After one last look around the cabin he found the source of the fire. A
metal bucket shoved in the corner of the kitchen. Inside was a pile of ash—
they’d burned paper, probably all of his maps, even a piece of rope. Among the
debris was a scarred piece of wood from the table and a piece of shriveled
leather. Is it…? He looked down at it, picked it up. Soot rubbed off on his hands.
He’d never read her journal again, then, nor would anyone else. He stared at the
small fire pit, not sure if he was relieved or sad to see the book gone. It had been
a part of her and yet somehow it always troubled him, just like her house. With
the journal gone—her peculiar writing, her thoughts, her voice—then perhaps it
would be easier for him to say goodbye. Fixing up the boat was not just for her
but for him, too—he knew this. A way of going forward, of atoning for the past
to move on. But the damage was greater than he thought and the cabin would
have to be gutted. He was in for another long walk to the hardware store and it
would take all his strength to finish the boat by mid-August. The anniversary of
her death.
He turned away and climbed up the ladder to the deck. Near the hatch he
suddenly leaned over in a coughing fit from the fumes, his chest heaving so hard
he saw stars. When he stood up she was in front of him.
“Ro?”
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She reached toward him. He stared at her slender arm, her blond tangle of
wet curls. Her green eyes held his gaze. Then she smiled, but her teeth were
bloody. She’d bitten through her lower lip.
He blacked out.
*
They are underway, with a full press of canvas and Catrina is sailing fast. So fast
she’s got a bone in her teeth, a white wave on either side of her bow as she cuts
through the water.
They’re headed to Dauphin Island, the barrier island a few hours’ south,
taking Mobile Bay out into the Gulf. Ro loves the island’s white sandy beaches
and cannon memorial from the civil war. When they get close enough to drop
anchor they can hear birds wailing in the shrubby trees.
“It used to be called Massacre Island,” Ro says. She’s standing starboard
with fishing pole in one hand and a clove cigarette in the other.
“Has a ring to it,” he says. The South is full of woeful tales, as if the heat
made people go knee-deep into the water, dredging all the skeletons up.
“So when the Europeans discovered it, they found this huge pile of
human skeletons.” Her nylon line glints in the sun and then disappears into the
water.
“Cannibals?”
“Turns out it was only a burial mound that’d been unearthed by a
hurricane.”
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“Vicious things, hurricanes.” He threads a slice of chicken liver through
his hook and casts.
Ro’s line bounces and she eyes him.
“You get all the luck,” he says, feeling impatient. She has caught three
already.
“I know these waters through and through.”
“But you’re a woman who likes a challenge,” he says. “So come to
Australia,” he adds, not skipping a beat.
She shakes her head, laughs. “I’d miss the house too much.”
“You’d miss your family.”
“And the house,” she says. “It’d miss me, too.”
“So would a lot of people. So would Ray.” He’s joking, but there’s a tinge
of menace. Ray’s supposedly the handyman who works for free rent, but as far as
he can tell, the man doesn’t do anything handy on the property except train his
black pup to be vicious. And Ray’s as narrow-minded as her grandfather. Both of
them in that council that Sonny hates so much. Both of them with spite in their
eyes.
“What about Ray?”
“He’s always staring at you,” he says. “I don’t trust him.”
“That’s what he says about you.”
Jealousy surges through him even though he knows he’s being daft. “Ro,”
he says, then stops himself.
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Her line goes taut and she expertly reels it in. “I’m not going anywhere.”
A red snapper spins in front of her. She eases it off the hook and runs a finger
over its dorsals, throws it back.
“Generous,” he says, his throat tight. He’s still stewing over Ray and how
he’s always around the house. There’s something about the man—and the
place—that he doesn’t like, something dangerous, or maybe he’s just ready to go
home.
Ro sets down the rod and flips her hair over, her fingers weaving a tight
braid. “Besides,” she says, “I promised my mom I’d always look after my sisters.”
She straightens and then casts. Her hair is the color of the rigging behind her and
she is tall and confident and so at home in herself, right down to her grin. A few
minutes later the line tugs.
Eyelid groans. “How do you do that?”
“It’s about knowing how to hook ‘em.”
His hand wanders down her bare back where tiny beads of sweat glisten.
“I’m hooked alright.”
“How about we fix up the Catrina,” she says, mirth in her green eyes.
“Then we can sail to our secluded island whenever we want.”
“Fix up the Catrina?” He pulls her close, kisses at her neck, his hand
wandering down, down. “Now—”
“—How can we fix up death?” She smiles, pushing him away. “Persistent,
aren’t we?”
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“Only with you,” he says, pulling her back. “And fishing. Or I’d never
catch anything.”
“I’ll feed you.” She lightly runs her finger down the bridge of his nose.
“So how about we restore her? I’m serious. Come on, Eyelid.”
Somehow, when she says the nickname he doesn’t mind it. In the past, he
regretted the choice of his very first tattoo. Fifteen, during a dare. With his first
crew on leave and him wanting to show off. Wanting to never be caught sleeping
on deck, just in case.
“Enough talk for now,” he says, cupping her chin in his hands.
“Oh, Eyelid,” she teases, batting her lashes at him until he laughs and
plays at pushing her away.
“Eyelid,” she says, giving him a little push back. Eyeeeeeeeeeee—
*
Light seeped in through his lids. They fluttered, felt heavy. His head hurt and he
couldn’t remember where he was. He forced his eyes open, the brightness
searing. Someone was beside him. Mae. Her face was sideways. No, she was
leaning over him. Waving. She waved again and her arm blurred.
Eyelid blinked. There was something hard against his cheek. He was lying
on the wooden deck. He slowly sat up, coughing. Felt a light touch on his
shoulder.
He drew away and pushed himself to his feet, then leaned against the
railing of the boat, trying to hide his awkwardness. She’d picked a bad time to
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show up, he thought, not daring to look down at his jeans. Mae glanced over at
him, her brown eyes filled with what—concern? Fear?
“I fell,” he said, rubbing his aching head. The dream had been so real and
he’d woken full of wanting. “I passed out.”
She placed her hand on his shoulder again—gently—and it was this touch
that made him really look at her.
He found himself staring. Her soft skin and that half-sweet smell—what
was it, cloves?
After a moment he looked away, forced himself to examine the dirty floor
of the barn as if underneath treasures might be hidden. He could feel her
standing beside him, the air was charged with her so close. Don’t be stupid, he
thought. She’s her little sister, for god’s sake.
“The cabin burned,” he said, trying to get his mind off of Mae and onto
other things.
She nodded, handed him a package wrapped in tinfoil. He opened it to
three chicken salad sandwiches with the crusts cut off. His mouth watered.
“Thank you,” he said. “You’re a life saver.”
She nodded, the hint of a smile on her lips. She had tiny ears and her
cheekbones were set high. Her face was the same shape as Ro’s but darker—
everything about her was darker. No, she wasn’t sullen, just maybe a little lonely.
He realized he was staring again so he forced himself to think about the boat.
“Know anyone who would’ve burned it?”
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He was probably the only one who cared. The boat belonged to Sonny,
but in all his time spent at the house those three-something years ago, the only
person who used it was Roxanne. She took care of it when it was docked, she
winterized it offshore on its trailer, and she could sail it alone, if she had to. After
she died it had likely never been sailed again. But someone hauled it up from the
dock that last night and brought it here to lay in waste. Someone had done that
much.
Out of the corner of his eye he saw Mae turn to him. Without saying a
word, she tilted his chin toward her. He let her—unsure of what she was going to
do and everything in him wanting to find out. Her brown eyes held his gaze as
she reached up with her other hand.
There was the lightest touch against his forehead. When she pulled away,
her fingertips were bloody.
He put his hand to his head, felt the swollen wetness of a cut. “I’m okay,”
he told her. Things always bled worse from the head.
She leaned in again and this time he had a strong urge to pull her close
and kiss her. And then an amazing thing happened. She lifted her shirt.
Jesus, Mary and Joseph. He glimpsed the hollow of her ribs and the start of
her small breasts before she dabbed near his temple. The pressure against his
head hurt and he winced as red blossoms spread across the cotton.
He placed his hand over hers, ever so soft, and then she was pulling loose.
“Mae,” he said, feeling confused. If she had not told the others about him
yet, then maybe she—
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She turned. Her shirt was wet with his blood, her eyes wary. She hopped
off the side of the boat, landing gracefully on the floor, and left the barn without
so much as a backward glance.
“Fuck’s sake,” he said. It was not much of a goodbye.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

She saw him everywhere. Looking through her bedroom window. Sitting on the
porch in the dark. Crouched in the garden, staring at the back door. She saw him
everywhere—just before that moment when she realized it was only her
imagination. Only shadows, dwelling near the walls of the house or in murky
corners. Now, everything she saw reminded her of him. What would Ro think?
Mae shook her head as she packed a book in her bag. She would go for a walk,
get him out of her mind.
Outside the humidity was fierce, warning of a storm. A buzzard circled in
the sky as she strode across the sodden grass. When the dark bird swooped near
the chicken pen in the far corner of the yard, she started to run. She should have
heard something, but the pen was silent. No rustling, no soft clucking, no
scratching at the hay sprinkled across the dirt.
The gate was open and the buzzard was picking at something inside. She
lunged at the bird, waving her arms until it looked up with its beady eyes and
then hopped past her and flew off.
They were dead, all of them. Their feathers scattered everywhere and their
eggs smashed. She took a step closer, forcing herself to step through the gate.
She knelt down, her hands out and useless. Some of the chickens had their necks
wrung, others had their heads chopped off. This wasn’t dogs, or foxes, she
realized, touching the stain spread in front of her. The dark pools of blood had
already dried into the dirt, so it probably happened overnight. This sort of thing
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did not make sense. The chickens had been slaughtered, but not by animals, and
not for food, either. All of this blood everywhere… Who would do such a thing?
And so close to the house?
Her heart skipped as she thought of Eyelid in the barn, not very far away.
Did he do this? Her chest felt funny and she hoped she wasn’t being blind. If she’d
overlooked something about him, the same something that the others thought
had …
No. He was trying to stay hidden, and this was something else altogether.
This was death for death’s sake. Who would have done it? A stranger passing
through in the night. Some drunk having a bit of fun, with her family asleep in
the house just across the field. Or could it be the lawyer her father mentioned,
the one who wanted them to sell the house?
She looked toward its bluish-white walls and gaping windows. Its pointed
shadow yawned out toward her like it might one day swallow her up. What had
the house seen? Something bad had happened here within view, something
always happened here. It was Blue Gate. Again and again things went wrong in
the woods, on the beach, inside the very house. When did it start? Was it with her
grandfather’s council, or was it earlier, when her ancestors built the plantation as
a summer home before the family money drained away, or earlier still, when the
Spanish and French settled the Choctaw land. Had the place always carried with
it something ominous or was it her family who’d made it so? Elle wanted to
cover everything up, ignore the tales and start over, make it better with the sheer
force of her will, which was either brave or foolish. Mae shook her head,
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knowing she could never tell her sister what she thought about her dream for the
Bed and Breakfast—how it had too much stacked against it, how there were too
many years of tragedy in those walls. It had been Ro’s dream and should’ve
stayed buried with her. Overhead the buzzard circled, biding its time. Elle could
not be shown this, either, Mae thought, looking at the pen.
Just then she heard voices. She ducked through the gate and saw Wesley
Ray and his sister. The pair slowly trudged through the woods, heading past a red
stake and crossing toward the chicken coop. Wesley held a bucketful of water
that was sloshing over the sides of the bucket. When he spotted her he stopped,
his face flushing the slightest shade of red—or maybe it was sunburned.
“Hurry up,” Fern said.
Wesley started forward again, smiling now, perhaps trying to act normal as
though Mae might not remember what he’d done the last time she’d seen him.
“You look nice,” Wesley said. Fern groaned.
Mae crossed her arms, not willing to return the greeting. Flattery would
get the boy nowhere. Besides, what were they doing out here, anyway?
“Daddy found ‘em this morning,” Wesley said, as if reading her mind.
“Told us to clean up before Elle saw it.”
“Told Wesley to clean up. Not me,” Fern said. “Jagger was trying to eat the
dead chickens but Ray wouldn’t let him.”
The girl had a towel hanging over her shoulders like a cape and was
wearing the same messy Invisible Man T-shirt she always wore, the one that had
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belonged to Ro. It stopped just short of her knobby knees and was riddled with
holes.
“You got blood on your feet,” Fern said, pointing.
Mae shifted her stance, narrowed her eyes at the pair.
“It sure is a mess in here.” Wesley said, heaving the bucket down, all the
blood drained from his fingers from holding it for so long. “You know what
happened, Mae?”
She shook her head, still fuming that he’d stolen Ro’s journal from her.
She’d always thought that Wesley Ray had a good heart—something he had not
inherited from his father—but after he’d taken Ro’s book she wasn’t so sure. The
thought unsettled her. What if—
“I heard it happening last night,” Fern said. “It sounded like babies
crying.”
“Fibber,” Wesley said.
He untied the black plastic bag looped around his waist and began picking
up the dead birds. Mae stared at him, and then at Fern’s blond tangles, her
memories taking over. It had been here, after all. Here in these very woods, in
this cover of trees, and they’d been about Fern’s age or maybe younger. Ro’s
blond hair just a flash in the night sky. She and Elle trekking through the woods,
following their older sister, listening to her every word. Back then, the trees
looked so tall and the grass met their knees and it had been hard to keep up with
Ro’s long strides and her glowing lantern. At that time she’d been fifteen, and
they only five. But the memories were scarred into her—everything they’d done.
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Now Mae picked up a rag and wet it in the bucket. She scrubbed at the
henhouse, at the streaks of blood on its walls and its wooden ramp. Wesley
worked alongside her as Fern plopped down and started drawing in the streaked
dirt.
Mae looked away from the girl, feeling shame cut through her. She did not
want to remember what she’d done at Fern’s age. The strange rhymes that she
and Elle sang in unison with Ro. Blood on their small hands, smeared over their
cheeks. Ro told them they could get their mother back. And they had gotten her
back, hadn’t they?
“We’ll help you pick out the new ones, okay?” Wesley asked.
“They only lay eggs for three years,” Fern said. “Then you got to wring
their necks.”
Mae ignored her and went back to wiping down the chicken house with
soapy water. Wes found a rake behind the pen and was now cleaning up the last
of the feathers, the iron prongs leaving claw marks through the mud.
“Come help,” Wesley said to his sister.
“I’m drawing.” She’d drawn a stick figure in the dirt next to her. It looked
like a woman standing on a hill near a house. There were slashes around the
woman, and her hair was long and wild.
“What’s those lines mean?”
“They’re bones,” Fern said.
“Chicken bones?”
Fern shrugged. “Some of them, maybe.”
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He prodded the lump that she had drawn with his toe. “And what’s this?”
“The house.”
“The stick woman’s on top of the house?”
“Nooooo,” Fern groaned. “She’s floating. With all the tiny skulls around
her.”
Wesley stared at it for a moment. “You’re always making up stories,” he
said, shoving his hands in his pockets like he might be nervous. “Just come help.”
“If I draw it right, it will come real,” Fern said. “That’s what the green
book says.”
Mae stiffened. She snapped her finger at Fern and then held out an open
palm, waiting. The sponge in her other hand dripped rust-colored water down
her leg but she kept her eyes on the girl.
“What?” Fern asked, winding her finger around one of her curls.
“You know what,” Wesley said, narrowing his eyes at his sister.
“I didn’t hear a word,” Fern said, looking straight at Mae.
Mae stared her down. She took a step forward, her palm open. If they still
had the journal, she wanted it back. It was not meant for them.
“You should—” Wesley started.
“—You better not tell,” Fern said, absently scratching at a mosquito bite
on her leg. “You promised.”
Wesley’s eyebrows creased and he frowned—his gaze darting between
them. Then he grabbed the rake and attacked the dirt floor of the coop, raking up
a tall pile of hay, hair, dust and feathers.
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Fern’s green eyes flashed to Mae. “Besides, it’s not like she can get it back
from Lance.”
Lance had the book? Mae turned away, biting her lip to keep from
shouting. What good did it ever do? She ran the rag over the henhouse once
more and then threw it in the bucket—finished. Water splashed onto Wesley and
he looked up.
“Are we done?” he asked.
“Done like dinner,” Fern said.
Wes glanced back and forth between Mae and Fern again. “We better be
getting home. More chores,” he explained, shrugging.
“Wesley has more chores,” Fern said. She got to her feet and then dusted
off her scuffed knees, humming to herself.
Mae dumped out the dirty water in the bucket. The ground was so damp
that the water couldn’t soak through and instead just puddled. After letting out a
sigh, Wesley mumbled something about their father getting angry if they didn’t
hurry. They shuffled through the gate, the boy throwing one last glimpse over his
shoulder.
He looked guilty.
You’re not the only one with secrets, Mae thought. She waited until they
were out of sight and then closed up the pen and started toward the barn.
Overhead there was the beating of the vulture’s wings as it swooped.
*
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Mae stopped every so often in the woods to make sure she wasn’t being followed
by Wesley, or anyone else. She took the long way, avoiding the summerhouse and
the pines. When the barn finally came into view, she halted, staring at it. She was
doing no small thing by keeping quiet about Eyelid, someone she wasn’t sure she
could trust. She had taken risks for him—why? Because of an instinct? If she
turned him in, if she finally turned him in, then her father might be able to grieve
for Roxanne, might be able to move on at last.
But she couldn’t do that, could she? There was something about the man
who had been after her sister’s heart. He loved Ro, this much she knew. She
knew from the way he’d looked at her. The way all else thinned out so that he
didn’t notice anyone in the room except Ro, as if her golden hair had shone so
brightly he could not take his eyes from the flame, not even to notice the
teenaged girl spying in the corner. That summer, Mae had watched him watching
Ro, she’d noticed how tender he was with her, how his fingers sometimes crept
under her clothes when he thought no one was looking, how her sister leaned
into him, inhaling, how he was always ready to catch her, how they never fought
and when they did it was playful. Everything about Ro’s tattooed sailor was
serious and yet around her he became lighter. Even at fifteen, Mae could see it,
this new thing she had never known herself. This wanting, this love. She could
see it in the Australian’s gaze, in the way his eyes softened at the edges, in the way
his lips always went to a smile when Ro was around. She could see the way he
looked at her sister and wanted him to look at her that way, too. She wanted to
touch his colorful tattoos. She wanted to kiss him the way he kissed her sister.
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She wanted him to stay at the house with them forever—the same way a child
wants to live forever and cannot imagine any other possibilities, any other
likelihood.
Now Mae stood in the dampness near the door of the barn and waited for
a sign. The woods thrummed around her—seed pods floated past on wind
currents, mosquitos dipped and batted, fire ants swarmed in a hill near her feet,
the sun threw light and shade over the grass. The air was thick with humidity and
honeysuckle and there was thunder in the distance, promising darker skies, a
storm. She thought about turning away and telling her family everything. But the
love Eyelid had for Ro—she wanted to know what it felt like. It would feel like
heat, like incandescence, she knew it. The barn door had been left open a crack
and after a moment she squeezed through without making a sound, the way she
always could.
Inside it was musty and the cover was pulled over the boat. A pile of
nectarine peels lay underneath it like torn pieces of paper. But the barn was silent.
There were none of the regular sounds of his work that she had listened to over
the last month. His saw, his tinkering, the crack of a nail—all was silent.
Her first thought was that he’d been found out; they’d taken him away. Or
worse, that he’d somehow been responsible for the bloodshed—that she had
gotten him wrong. That she had been wrong about him and Ro, too. She took a
step toward the boat, then another. She had to know.
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When she lifted the white cloth she gaped. There he was, his dark hair and
face so serious, smelling of sweat and standing in front of her, looking at her like
he hardly recognized her. Then he gave her a smile that made her legs nearly give.
“Hi,” he said. He rubbed at his beard, looking worried about something,
anxious in a way that he never had before. “I heard you coming this time,
thought it might’ve been someone else.”
Mae stared at him. His eyes were unsettling, with those black pupils
etched into his lids. It looked primitive, like something from a dream, a
nightmare. Did she well and truly trust him? If she’d let a wolf near their home
then the blame would lay with her.
He gestured at the ladder. “After you?”
Without moving, she took in his hazel eyes, the dark tattoos on his lids,
the thin scar across his cheek, half-hidden by stubble. Ro had touched that scar,
she’d kissed it. She’d always looked at him like she knew he’d never do wrong by
her. Never. Mae wrenched her gaze away and grasped a rung, climbing up easily,
swinging her right foot onto the deck first like he’d taught her. She was acutely
aware of him behind her, following her up. There was the lightest touch of his
calloused hand on the small of her back. She shivered, still unsure if she could
trust him. If she could trust herself.
He led her toward the pile of pillows—the place where she’d come to
read, just to be nearer to Roxanne, to sense her in the dusty quiet. She noticed
how the deck was polished as she sat down on one of the old pillows. He sat
across from her, their knees so close they nearly touched. Eyelid—the man her
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sister had adored. The man who read poetry and told stories of faraway places
that one summer. That last good summer, which was like the eye of a storm that
had not since abated.
Mae let her lids shut as she listened to the sound of him breathing, and
the sound reminded her of the ocean. She did not know if she should be scared.
Worry edged at her but it wasn’t from fear.
“I wanted to give you something.”
She opened her eyes and saw a small silver chest in his hands. He slid off
the lid and reached inside its narrow, musky well. Then he lifted out a velvet
jewelry box. What is it—?
But when he opened it she stiffened. Dangling between his thick fingers
was the delicate gold chain, twisting and untwisting. Ro’s necklace. Her locket.
Mae bit back a gasp. The last time she’d seen the locket, Ro was lying on
the porch swing. Ro, with her head bleeding and her neck at a funny angle. On
her throat was the twisted gold chain she always wore. Mae’s memory blurred.
Hadn’t she been wearing it that day? The locket, her gold locket, the one their
father had given to her, so very long ago. Hadn’t it been buried with her?
It was like her sister was back. Like she’d returned to speak to them, one
last time. Just like their mother.
Eyelid smiled, misreading her discomfort for surprise. He clicked the
locket opened with his thumb and she blinked, staring at the old photographs.
Her mother smiled at her with her thick, dark hair and petite brown shoulders.
Her mother, who she hardly remembered at all, but who she resembled more
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than anyone else. Across from Nina’s photograph was another small oval. Here
was a miniature Ro—all sunkissed skin and Sonny’s blondness.
“Talk to me,” Eyelid said to her. “I know you can speak.”
Mae looked at the locket on his palm and thought of the impossible—of
the dead returning to life. Just like that night long ago, the year their mother died.
Two sad little girls, following Ro through the woods. That night their older sister
had reached into her bag and laid out some dead thing on a stone bench in the
summerhouse. That night she poured vodka across the grass, and read aloud
from the green book—with the trees moving around them, and the leaves
rustling, and their chant dwindling down to the last note, and then, in that very
moment of silence, hadn’t they heard something? Their mother’s voice? Ever so
faint, almost a whisper. Their mother had said, “Roxanne,” and then she said,
“my girls.” And little Elle started to sob and Ro pulled them close and then there
was only the sound of the trees waving around them in the darkness—the
fluttering, living darkness, the darkness rippling like black water, and her fiveyear-old self wanting to run.
She took the locket and clamped it shut.
“You keep it,” Eyelid said, closing his rough hands over her fist. His
touch was warm and confusion stirred in her as she thought of him and her
sister, together, and how she was beside him now.
“She would have wanted you to have it. And I—” His voice broke and he
pulled away. It seemed he wanted to say something more but thought he
shouldn’t.
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Mae knew that feeling all too well. She clasped the locket so hard it
burned into her palm as she glanced over at him—the grief in his eyes, his
haunted look. Just what had he brought back with him?
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

She found them in the basement. Eight of them. Wrought iron tables, dirty as sin
but in good condition, piled under a blanket. They’d been crammed next to an
antique baby crib in the deepest corner of the basement as if someone wanted
them hidden. Finding the tables was a boon, like the house was coughing up its
treasures to help her with her plan. Like it wanted her guests to come to Blue
Gate.
After all eight were arranged in the dining room Elle gave them one more
clean, looking over her work. When everything was just right, she rinsed her
hands in the kitchen sink, keeping her back to the pantry, feeling a surge of
satisfaction as she gazed at the wide arc of the yard. Already she was thinking of
her next task—getting Nathan back before her opening night, ten days from
now. Ro always said that you should never give up on anything, especially the
things you cared about. But her father was wrong—Ro was never vicious when
she didn’t get her way, she was just steadfast. A force to be reckoned with.
Nathan had once told her that he’d been in love with her sister as a kid, just like
everyone else in town. Ro always knew how to make people laugh, and she was
stunning with her long legs and long blond hair, and her gap-toothed smile that
never failed to steal a heart.
She imagined her sister standing beside her now, pushing her toward
Nathan’s house. What are you still standing here for? But she wasn’t quite ready yet.
Everything needed to be perfect. Her bleached hair had gone a streaked color
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and she needed to fix it before she saw him. Or his mother. Elle was convinced
that Jeanette Carlisle had been behind the phone call at the diner. If she was
going to get Nathan back, she’d have to be brave enough to go through Blue
Bend’s matriarch first, fingers crossed.
She climbed the steps and then wandered toward the bathroom at the end
of the hallway. The floorboards creaked underfoot and she hoped her future
guests would find such noises charming. The whiny hinges, the leaks, the cracks,
the trodden boards, the drafts, the shadows—all were a reminder of the house’s
history, of the people who had walked over this very carpet, these wooden
boards. She thought of her great grandmother, Rose Meredith Cole, wheeling
soldiers through the hallway. And her grandmother, Suzanne Lily Cole, climbing
up on a ladder to change one of the house’s first lightbulbs. Her mother, unafraid
of the white-faced portraits on the wall as she looked after the house. Unafraid of
the white-coated doctors. And Ro, Ro had chased them down this hallway, trying
to tickle them. Making them laugh despite everything. God, Ro—
Elle leaned against the bathroom’s doorframe. The sight of the green and
blue tiles and the cast iron bathtub was always bittersweet. She’d been too young
to remember her mother’s fall, and she didn’t want to. She only remembered the
year afterward. Her father’s retreat into the basement and Mae’s tears and her
screams. How everyday Ro had given them hope with her little green journal.
And then, just over ten years later, her sister had brought home the Australian,
and—
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Elle blinked, rubbed at her eyes. There was no use thinking such things.
The bathroom was a good place, really, with its encaustic tiles and clawfoot tub.
When she had enough money, she would buy a stack of soft white towels for her
guests, and fill the bathroom with large cream candles that smelled sweet when
burning.
Now she looked at the bath and the ragged old towels and shrugged,
deciding to treat herself. Today will be a good day.
The water blasted out red when she turned on the faucet. Once the rust
washed away, she put the stopper in the bathtub while it filled and then fished in
the cabinet under the sink for the box she’d used last week. A song was stuck in
her head—the one Ro used to sing—and she started humming as she turned her
head upside down. I see a red door and I… She wet her hair in the sink until the
coolness reached her scalp. Then she twisted up her dripping hair and pulled on
the plastic gloves that came with the kit. Her hair was not quite perfect, not yet.
She knew from the way her father had stared at it.
The bathroom mirror was fogging up her reflection, as though she might
fade away into nothing at any moment. She smeared a glob of the dye onto her
hand and massaged it into her head. She imagined someone else’s fingers running
through her hair, rubbing at her skin. She imagined Nathan pressing against her
like when they went to the beach. If she kept him in her thoughts, then maybe he
would keep her in his thoughts too. It did not make much sense, but there it was.
She sat down on the edge of the running bath and added another smear of
dye, making sure she got down to the very roots. She’d missed a few strands last
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time and this time she would get it right. Behind her, the bath slowly filled. She
piled her hair on top of her head and pulled a plastic cap over it, then slipped off
her dress. Steam settled over the mirror and the small window—the whole
bathroom was foggy now.
As her foot touched the water, she let out a sigh and then eased into the
water, holding her breath with the shock of the heat. Her skin reddened instantly.
A flush ran down the length of her body, all the way to her pale toes sticking up
at the end of the tub.
Elle let out a breath. There was the slight lift underneath her, that feeling
of being held by the water, of being lighter. This was how she felt when she
thought of Nathan—she felt lighter. If she could imagine the way he smelled,
with a hint of sweat, and the way he kissed, like he was searching for something
and had found it, then maybe it was as if he was in the very room with her. Her
lids went heavier and heavier as she drifted off to sleep with the water lapping at
her neck.
A noise startled her awake.
She opened one eye and peered into the misty bathroom, her heart
thudding from the abruptness of being woken. She could see no one—no one
was here. She figured Mae might have been at the door, but it was shut tight.
Just a dream, or something outside? Her eyes went to the small window to
the far right of the sink. The new curtains she’d sewn from one of Roxanne’s
dresses lifted ever so slightly.
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Elle shifted in the water, listening to it run up against the sides of the tub.
The tap was dripping, making rings in the water that slowly waned. Time to rinse
her hair, so it didn’t go white instead of blond. She dunked her head under, eyes
open, then blew her breath through her nose so that bubbles rose up in front of
her and flickered across her face. She stayed underwater, looking up at the pale
ceiling above her. Her blond hair had fallen loose from the plastic cap and floated
out beside her head like seagrass. She kept her head down, underneath the water,
where she looked at the curves of her body, then above at the foggy mirror, then
the line of the water at the tub. Her eyes stayed on that line of water at the tub,
the surface so close and her chest so tight it hurt. She forced herself to stay under
as she worked her hair loose, wetting it, rinsing out the dye, rinsing out the dye
with her breath still held, some strange compulsion keeping her underwater. Her
lungs were burning now and she could not hold herself there much longer. She
stared at the line of the water just above her nose like some strange horizon and
wondered what it would feel like not to have that last breath, not to be given that
last aching breath when it was so close, and no one to save her, no one at all, and
then her lungs were about to burst and she panicked and came up choking for
air.
Elle sat in the tepid bath for a moment, breathing in deep breaths, her hair
dripping, water running over her eyelids. She wasn’t sure what had come over
her—she wanted to be out, out and dry.
The water slapped loudly against the sides of the tub as she hastily pulled
herself up. She straightened her shaky legs, then stepped out. When her foot
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slipped over the wet tiles she gasped and flung her arms out to stop her fall, but
there was nothing to hold on to but air.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

Sonny picked up the tiny doll, smoothed back her blond hair. She was perfect.
He had painted a tiny bit of blush on her cheeks, as if she’d just run to the beach
with her sisters and then returned, sunburned and breathless, wanting to drink
down the entire pitcher of water. That was his Roxanne. Full of life, like she
could gulp it down all in one sweet swallow.
His handiwork had done her justice. Lying on the table were all of his
girls. Milky light from the side windows hitting their faces, their eyes. They smiled
at the ceiling as they lay back on comfortable wood shavings. He’d been precise
when carving them, their proportions exact. Fashioned over the last two weeks
for his dwelling, and not the other way around. As if a house came first,
beckoning to be filled.
He picked up little Elle from the table. He’d crafted her after he finished
Roxanne, and she had come more quickly, too, always eager to please. Her pale
skin swarming with freckles, her little pursed lips, her dark hair neat and straight.
Even as a five-year-old she’d been an entrepreneur. Then there was young Mae,
with her dreamy stare and skinny arms. The sort of child that was born with a
thoughtful gaze, like she was forever contemplating the world’s mysteries. He
ached when he held Nina in her green dress, kissing her on the forehead.
“Hello, my love,” he said, placing her in the greenhouse with the little
ones. Ro was in the library, writing away. She loved the library. If his model were
to be sold along with his designs then he would not part with his small family,
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not again. He’d make a new home for them, perhaps one big enough for Nina’s
piano. What would whales think of Chopin?
He took a step back, looking over his family, the dwelling built with his
own hands. The underwater habitat had now come to life. Soon it would be
shimmering in the vastness of the ocean, its own little universe. Its exterior
double-fortified. Strong enough to keep the water out.
His father let out a loud snort from his chair in the corner and Sonny
looked up, confused. He felt as if he’d been reading a book for hours and then, in
that brief moment of interruption, was unsure what life was real and what was
only a story.
He picked up the bucket of dirty rags—full of grease—and washed them
in the small bathroom sink, then wrung them out. Everything needed to be tidy
for the investors, so said Elle. The old photo that he’d used for verisimilitude
when sculpting his figurines stared up at him from his work bench. The picture
of Elle and Mae, pale and dark, hand in hand, their mother bending to hug them.
He set it upright, then tidied the rest of the bench. Straightened his tools, the
tubes of glue and paint with colors clotted over the sides.
Now, finally, he was ready. Now that his habitat had people in it, it all
looked so very real. He believed in the efficacy of his designs but his work had to
translate into inspiration and desire. It had to win over the minds, and the hearts,
of his investors.
The lightbulb hanging from the wire swung back and forth over the cedar
table. His vision was blurring. It was hard to look at the world up close and then
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from far away. Models, miniatures, the small text of books. They did his myopic
eyes in, made him squint in the basement that was always swimming in shadow.
Today, at least, it looked cleaner, brighter. His girls had helped him air it out, dust
the tables and sweep the floor, wipe the mold from the walls, put down the toilet
seat, change the lightbulb, pull the spider webs from the corners, block up the
holes where mice scurried in and out of the basement at their leisure. He’d even
thrown a cover over the old rat cage. Today the basement was for his investors.
Today was the day of his demonstration. All systems are a go, Houston—or however
the expression went.
Running underneath the door at the top of the stairs was a black cord.
Stretched taut, so that the bulky phone from the kitchen now sat about midway
on the basement steps. Dangerous, but today he needed it close, in case they
called. In case they needed directions to Blue Gate. Why had he arranged the
meeting for twelve? He was already feeling the heat. He loosened his good tie,
the one that had gone unworn since his daughter’s funeral. Then he switched on
the radio to drown out the incessant dripping noise, coming from somewhere in
the basement. It was mocking him. One tiny crack and it all fell through. But his
tank was fine—the source of the leak must be from the walls, or the ceiling. All
of the storms had taken their toll on the house. It was now August and the
summer rain still hadn’t let up.
A silver tray with pitchers of water and sweet tea with ice was now
sweating on the table next to his model. Elle could not be found—probably off
cleaning somewhere—and Mae had left him alone with the refreshments and his
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father. Today Sonny was supposed to feed him, because of what happened this
morning, when he’d smelled something rotten and followed the scent upstairs to
the attic. Underneath his father’s bed had been food—putrefied—at least two
weeks’ of stale dinners and lunches the old man had been hiding away instead of
eating. The smell had worked its way into the hallways and staircases and rooms,
so Mae opened all the windows in the house just to let it breathe. To get rid of
the stench before the visitors came.
He cleared his throat, thinking of the speech he would make later today.
Due to arrive at Blue Gate were representatives from NASA, General Electric,
and a Japanese investor who lived in Nashville. Just like the race to set foot on
the moon, the sprint to inhabit the ocean floor was fraught with risk and
speculation. France had Conshelf—the design that had inspired the world, and
the Soviets now had Ichthyander and Sadko, and who knew what else. The US
Navy had developed SEALAB I off the coast of Bermuda, and SEALAB II was
burrowed in a canyon off California’s coast. But last February, an aquanaut
working with SEALAB III had perished in an accident. So far all of the designs
were flawed, and much too expensive to maintain. He knew he held the
blueprints for something workable, something truly inimitable. He just had to
convince the investors; but people weren’t his strong suit. Today was one of
those days when he longed for a greater sense of patriotism—if he were
employed by the military he wouldn’t need to worry about selling his research. It
would simplify life, to have a strong allegiance toward one’s country. A nation
overshadowing everything one did would make decisions easier. But Sonny felt
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governed only by his own mind. By what was on the table before him. A world
of his making that demanded every moment of his attention until his neck was
aching from looking down, his hands stiff from holding tiny objects. And now
the day had come to sell it all. Never had he been so nervous. Schrodinger’s
words came to mind—Subject and object are only one. The barrier between them cannot be
said to have broken down… for this barrier does not exist. The barrier was in his chest.
Nothing would comfort him today, especially not his father. The old man was in
the far corner of the basement, nearly out of sight. His head canted to one side
and his Bible open on his lap. For someone who had not been eating, he still
looked strong, sinewy.
Sonny turned toward the cedar table, feeling weak in the legs and
lightheaded, like he’d just stepped off a boat. There was a name for it, this
dizziness—mal de débarquement, he remembered, steadying himself on the table.
He looked over his model and let out a deep breath. Giving it up would be worth
it if he could one day place his hands upon the real thing. He kneeled down to
peer into the library space of the dwelling, with its small wooden desk, little
squares of scrap paper, and the tiniest lead pencils, the ones for Roxanne. Now
he imagined his double-fortified exterior solidifying into a dome, completely
covering the habitat, Ro’s perfect crown of blond hair. Everything safe and
watertight. The years spent working with nimble-footed Einstein and his tank
had made sure of it.
He turned up the radio. There was news of Vietnam, and then the weather
report, warning of tropical storm Camille. A tropical wave off the coast of Africa
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had gained strength as it passed by the Bahamas. It was due to hit Cuba, the
reporter finished, almost smugly.
The weather had never been conquered by science and could still wreak
destruction upon the world. Sonny leaned close to his model, recalling the reason
why he built it in the first place. In 1954, the year after Nina fell pregnant with
the twins and they’d returned from their sailing trip to Australia, he’d been
driving through Chilatchee, Alabama. There, something unexpected occurred. In
Chilatchee, on a perfectly sunny day, a catfish had fallen on his head. In the midst
of a blue sky, a cloud suddenly gathered and then dumped out what appeared to
be silver loaves of bread. An instant later Sonny was whacked in the ear by
something clammy—a fin. He looked down and saw a fish wriggling at his feet.
Immediately after the downpour ceased, the anomalous cloud paled and then
disappeared, leaving an entire street full of writhing fish. At that moment, he
gazed up at the sky and imagined the ocean in its place. Human life, walking
under the ocean. Discovering its vast reservoirs, its resources that would sustain
millions. Human beings, living and breathing under water. That’s why he called
his habitat the Great Down Under. Naming something gave it power. Brought it
into being.
Now he picked up Roxanne from the table in the library. She’d been
writing in that little book of hers, he thought, smoothing her blond hair out of
her eyes. This was his Roxanne. This exquisite face, full of curiosity and daring.
This was her, not the woman they’d buried three years ago. Nearly the entire
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town had come to her funeral, unlike her mother’s. Ro’s casket had been closed,
because of her head wound.
That sight would never leave him.
He looked up as the neighbor boy ran past the basement windows,
followed by his blond-haired sister, the one who reminded him of a young
Roxanne. Schrodinger’s infamous words came to him. The world extended in space
and time is but our representation… Today was overcast with no wind, not even the
slightest breeze. Save for the fleeing children, it was almost eerily still outside,
surprising after all the rain and storms Baldwin County had been getting this
summer. At least today would be a good day for traveling. But perhaps the
investors were already near Blue Bend, perhaps they’d stayed overnight
somewhere close, like Mobile? He hadn’t heard from any of them yet.
He checked his watch—almost eleven. The black phone on the steps was
mute. It was impossible just to pace around the basement, waiting for someone
to arrive. He grabbed a stack of old letters on his workbench and rummaged
through the correspondence until he found it. A faded business card, enclosed in
a typed letter from Miami. Sonny clenched the card in his hand as he walked up
the rickety stairs to the phone. After taking a deep breath, he picked up the
phone to dial.
No one answered.
He rang another number, aware that he was calling long distance and
running up the bill. Again no one answered.
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Sonny set the phone in its cradle, feeling numb. If they did not come then
he would fail his daughters. The dripping noise started up again and when he put
his head in his hands to block it out, he found himself starting to pray. He had
not said a prayer for years—had not asked for anything since Ro died—and the
words felt rusty. Soon it would be the third anniversary of her death. August 17th,
just ten days from now. From then on, could things be secure? Could his girls be
safe? He did not know what he believed in, or whether he’d be answered, and
because of that he prayed harder.
When Sonny finally lifted his head, he saw a movement near the table.
Something small and white, darting through the model. A mouse? He rose and
nearly tripped over the phone cord. By the time he reached the last step, the full
spread of the cedar table was in view. But there was nothing out of the ordinary,
no sign of whatever creature had hurried through it. Sonny checked over his
habitat, making sure nothing was amiss. He found Nina and the twins in the
small greenhouse where he’d put them, but when he looked for Roxanne in the
library his heart lurched.
It’s empty.
He took a step forward, leaning toward the little glass windowpanes,
searching the shelves of books, the tables nailed to the floor. Roxanne wasn’t
there. No blond hair, no Ro. He lifted the dwelling’s roof for a better look but
there was nothing. Just what had he seen from the stairs? There’d been a flash of
something—and now she was gone. He heard a loud drip, and then another, and
another, and then the radio crackled with the deep voice of Walter Cronkite. With
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each escalation, the world comes closer to the brink of cosmic disaster. But Sonny did not
want a war update or another death toll—he wanted to find his daughter.
He narrowed his eyes at his father in the corner of the room. The old
man’s breathing was long and steady, but he had always been cunning. Was he
only pretending to be asleep? Sonny watched him for a moment and then turned
back to the model and began searching through it, outside of it, around the edges
of the table. He clenched his sweaty hands into fists to keep them from shaking
when he felt himself getting frantic.
She was gone.
Had she fallen? He bent down and looked under the table. Nothing. He
smacked his head as he straightened and grimaced, rubbing the tender skin. After
searching the model once again, he turned a full circle in the basement, as though
she might be anywhere. She was the sort of mercurial girl who could never stay
put. His eyes raked the cement floor, searching the depths of the giant water
tank, the edges of the cavernous room. There were so many places for her to
hide—the far corners of the basement were hazy, penumbral. Crates and trunks
and furniture were piled up haphazardly, their shadows resembling hooded men.
Years and years of forgotten things packed away by his ancestors, all in a slow
state of decay. He stared into the dim light and coughed, suddenly needing to
loosen his tie.
The airless room was hot and it stank. He dabbed at his temples with his
handkerchief, feeling as though he might collapse. Leaning against the stairwell,
he let out a hacking cough. His tie was choking him. When he opened his eyes he
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still couldn’t see Roxanne anywhere—not on the table, not on the floor. She
couldn’t have just disappeared, he reasoned. She couldn’t have just gotten up and
walked away.
At that thought, the hair on his arms rose. It occurred to him that maybe
he was going crazy. That maybe he had dreamed it all up… the meeting, the
dolls, everything. Perhaps he was so crazy that Roxanne and Nina were still alive,
even now, trying to talk some sense into him.
Stop, he told himself. Calm down. Nearby, the door to the small
bathroom under the stairs was open. A mirror hung on the inside of the door,
and in the oval glass was the reflection of his father in the chair. Sonny watched
him closely. The old man shifted in his seat, his eyes shut.
But—wasn’t there something in his hand? Wasn’t there?
Rage swelled inside of him and in two long lunges he crossed the room
and grabbed his father by the shirt, yanking him out of his seat. Something
banged to the floor as his father’s blue eyes went wide.
“Just leave them alone!” Sonny yelled. His father weighed nothing in his
hands and he lifted him higher, the old man’s shirt twisted in his fingers. He
growled something and Sonny shook him, hard. The old man opened his mouth
again but this time no sound came out and Sonny shook him again as something
batted at his elbows. His father, trying to get loose. As the old man’s face began
turning blue, Sonny realized that his fists were too close to his throat and he was
choking him, but all of the pent up frustration inside of him held on, not wanting
to stop. A sense of clarity descended over him—he felt his breath spreading
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through his lungs and his pulse beating in his fingertips and there was only him
and his father and nothing else. It occurred to him how easy it was to end a life,
and then he thought of Roxanne. He let go, suddenly ashamed.
The old man dropped onto the chair, gasping for breath. As Sonny looked
down it seemed he was seeing his father from a different angle, from outside of
his body, from outside of his consciousness, outside of his childhood. His
father’s suit was baggy, he was all bone. Juice was crusted on his lips, his hands
were aged and scarred. And empty. The man before him was old, and he was
dying.
Sonny stepped back, guilt worming into him. He bent down to pick up
the overturned Bible. There was a passage underlined in red ink.
The LORD says, ‘All their wickedness began at Gilgal; there I began to hate them. I
will drive them from my land because of their evil actions. I will love them no more because all
their leaders are rebels. The people of Israel are stricken. Their roots are dried up; they will bear
no more fruit. And if they give birth, I will slaughter their beloved children.’
“What is this?” Sonny asked, then read the words over again.
His father’s blue eyes stared up at him, giving nothing away.
The page blurred and he felt queasy. I will slaughter their beloved children. I will
slaughter their beloved children. He did not know why his father was reading such
things—this Old Testament and nothing more—and he fought to keep the edge
out of his voice. The old man had always been disappointed with him and he’d
always been vengeful, but… this? I will slaughter their beloved children. He thought of
the pack of guard dogs his father used to have, animals trained to be cruel. When
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Sonny moved back to Blue Gate after his father’s stroke, he’d found other homes
for the dogs. He hadn’t wanted them around his girls. I will slaughter their beloved
children.
“Have you taken her?” Sonny asked, trying to keep his voice steady.
His father shook his head, pointed upstairs.
“No,” Sonny said.
His father pointed again. Up.
“Answer me first!”
There was a long moment of silence and as it stretched taut Sonny heard
his own voice again, echoing in his ears. He sounded like a tyrant—he sounded
like his father as a younger man. This was not him, he wasn’t acting like himself.
Not at all.
He stumbled away, full of self-loathing. His side slammed into the tank
and water lashed its sides as he reached out for the table, steadying himself. Bit
by bit the basement flooded back into his senses as he clutched the smooth
cedar, grasping it tightly. Now he could hear the steady crescendo of the dripping
sound again, coming from a far corner of the room, and a low voice mumbling
through the radio, and footsteps walking overhead, and his father’s ragged
breath. There was a ringing sound, too. A phone was ringing. A phone.
Sonny lifted his head and then ran toward it, out of breath when he finally
picked up.
“Hello?” he said. “Hello?”
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The flat drone of a dead line. He sat down on the stairs and loosened his
tie, let it drop. It was after twelve. The investors had not come, none of them.
His eyes went to his model and he felt like screaming at it, at his father, at
himself.
And then he saw it. A glimpse of red.
He heaved himself to his feet and down the steps. There—there it was
again. The little scrap of red? Her red canvas shoe, sticking out of the
greenhouse. Sonny’s jaw tightened as he slowly lifted the lid of the small awning.
It was Roxanne. She was lying on her side among the potted trees and tiny
garden statue. As though she’d fallen there, or been dragged. He was almost
afraid to touch her, but when he rolled her over she was fine and he let out the
breath he’d been holding.
To say that we are mired in stalemate, Cronkite said over the radio, seems the only
realistic, yet unsatisfactory, conclusion. His voice was soon drowned out by a loud
beeping noise, and then the local broadcaster came on, announcing a severe
storm warning for the entire Gulf Coast.
Sonny shoved his hands in his pockets, his thoughts on his meeting.
Perhaps the weather had delayed them? Something sharp was in his pocket and
he pulled it out. It was the lawyer’s card—Amelia Bates, the woman with the
offer to buy the house. He looked over at his father and then back toward the
phone. The meeting had gotten him worked up, made him irrational and
forgetful. He’d nearly lost Roxanne and he wasn’t acting like himself. The card
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trembled, ever so slightly, in his hand. Just as he headed toward the phone, a
strange thing happened.
It began to ring again. As if it had anticipated, all along, what he would do.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

A phone blared in the distance as Wesley gazed over his shoulder at the yard of
the big house. Something about the somber line of trees around the place gave
him the creeps. Especially after Lance and Fern had butchered the chickens, his
sister nonchalant. As if life and death were only a game. He scanned the windows
of the house, making sure no one was watching, and then crawled between the
wall and the clumps of fetterbush toward small door, the secret entrance to the
crawlspace.
The hinges creaked as he swung the door open and stuffy air got him in
the face. The only light came through the cracks in the walls, so he lit a match
and then scrambled up the hidden set of steps. It was like a house within a house,
this secret design. Whoever built the place had wanted a little room all to their
own. Why? Who knew why?
When he got to the top of the stairwell, he found his sister. Fern was
sitting in the middle of the cramped passageway that ran along the second floor.
Her back was to him and she was rocking like she sometimes did. In her lap was
the green book. A thin strand of light trickled in through a crack in the wall but
otherwise it was dark.
Fern knew he was there without turning around. “I’m reading, Wesley
Ray.”
“Give it here,” he said, stepping toward her. He tried his best to sound
firm. “Lance wants it back.”
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“Lance is a fool,” Fern said.
Wes darted forward to snatch the book from her but she scooted away
from him without looking up. He kicked at the wall, then stared at her sloppy tshirt, her long, sand-colored eyelashes. She was whispering as she read, like she
always did. Even on their bunk beds, when they were supposed to be sleeping. It
wasn’t like she got in trouble for it. Fern never got in trouble for anything.
“It doesn’t belong to you,” he said.
Every time Wesley looked at the green book a weight hit him in the chest.
He’d stolen it from Mae, and Lance had taken it from him, like some sort of
tithe. And then Fern got her sticky claws on it after winning the bet with Lance.
She’d taken the rope and climbed into the wishing well, farther down than he
would go. She would stop at nothing to get what she wanted. She was the alpha
wolf and he could smell her.
“Did you know that when we die,” Fern said, “we can come back to life?”
“I’m never going to die,” Wesley said, even though he knew it wasn’t true.
Everyone died. Even when they said they wouldn’t.
He made another halfhearted effort to take the book away but it was
useless. Fern did not give in easy when her mind was set on something. After
another minute or two of squinting at her he gave in and sat down. He put his
back against hers and they leaned on each other. Even though she was almost
four years younger, she was equal to him in size. He was a runt, just like his
father said.
“There are rules,” Fern said.
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“Rules for what?” Wesley asked, instantly regretting his question.
“For bringing her back.”
Wesley sighed, knowing that he must somehow take the book from his
sister, take it and destroy it. He knew that you could not bring someone back
from the dead, the same way that you could not go back in time. You could not
go back in time and make your dad proud of you. You could not go back in time
and make yourself bigger. You could not go back in time and punch out Lance.
Same as you could not go back and fetch someone from the dead. Maybe he had
seen a ghost before—a strange shadow on the beach, in the woods, in the
crawlspace of the big house—but that didn’t mean it could come to life.
“How’s this?” Fern cleared her throat and began to read. “As for any male
or female adversary who would do harm to HER, whether he is one who shall descend from the
sky or ascend from the earth, who shall come by water or travel in the company with the stars,
Thoth... shall decapitate them.” She let out a giggle.
“So what,” he said, trying to change the subject. “Did you know that
wolves are cannibals? And that they’re sometimes eaten by their own kids?”
“Hmmm,” Fern murmured. She wasn’t listening.
Fern wanted to play with Roxanne, Wes knew, but instead she was playing
with something bad. Something she didn’t understand. And she should be scared,
but she wasn’t. The green book was feeding her, like she was some blind wolf
pup teething on whatever she was fed by the pack. But he was her pack, and he
had to take the book away. He was older—he knew better.
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He moved away from his sister because her shirt was sweaty. “If you don’t
give me that book, I’m going to tell dad.” There, he said it. He looked at Fern
sternly but she only let out a laugh.
“You’ll tell Ray?” she smirked. “Well, I’ll tell him you stole it and then
you’ll get whipped,” she said, looking up from her book. She held her green eyes
on him and said, “And I don’t want to have to do that, Wesley.”
He kicked his foot against the wall. Just when did she start calling their
dad by his first name? Big droplets of rain started to clunk against the house and
yet the narrow passageway was so hot he could barely breathe. Wolves did not
survive in hot climates. He did not like to imagine what would happen to them if
it stormed and the house collapsed while they were in the crawlspace. No one
would know where to look for them and not even a wolf was strong enough to
lift a house. They’d be buried under the rubble with the swallows’ nest and the
daddy longlegs crawling all over their bones.
“No wonder Lance kills the animals,” his sister said. “Blood be-gets
blood.”
“Give me the book.”
“I told you, I’m reading. You can see it when I’m finished.”
Wesley slumped against the wall and dug out his prize lighter from his
pocket. He did not want to leave his sister alone in the crawlspace, but she never
listened to him. He’d have to wait, then. Hopefully he wouldn’t sweat to death.
Times like these he wished their dog would follow him everywhere, be a part of
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his pack, but Jagger was a one-man Rottweiler and belonged to his father. His
dad said animals could smell fear, and that’s why Jagger didn’t like runts.
The ceiling slanted overhead and he looked out into the yard through gap
in the wall. Ro showed him the secret passageway many years ago, back when his
father used to go to the Tuesday night meetings led by her grandfather. Before
old Mr. Cole had the worst of his strokes. Before he’d started moaning.
Sometimes, late at night, the grandfather’s moans traveled all the way to the
cabin. Fern didn’t believe him, even though wolves could hear six to ten miles
away.
“Do you know how to re-in-car-nate?” she asked.
“Maybe I do,” he said. He didn’t have any idea what she was talking
about.
“I definitely do,” Fern said. “You need a woman and a man.”
“I don’t think that’s a book for kids.”
“If you don’t like it, just leave,” Fern said, plain and simple.
Wes kicked her red sneaker and then stood. He flicked on his lighter,
throwing shadows over the muted light of the crawlspace. In front of him the
passageway narrowed and then curved at a right angle. He’d never seen how far
it went before, and he was curious.
“Well, don’t just stand there,” Fern said. “I dare you to go.”
“You coming?” he asked, trying not to sound too hopeful.
“Do you need me to do everything?”
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He kicked her shoe again, then turned back and squinted into the dark. It
could not be that bad. It could not be that far. He forced himself, one step at a
time, to walk deeper into crawlspace. He imagined himself on all fours, sniffing
out things like a wolf. A bead of sweat worked its way down the tip of his nose.
Wolves didn’t sweat.
He flicked on his lighter again. Black mildew stains ran along the boards
and shreds of foamy insulation. Rats had chewed a gaping hole through the wall
and into the house. He kept walking, slower now, his thumb burning from
holding down the switch of the lighter. The ceiling slanted even lower and he
ducked his head to keep going. And then, with the flame held out in front of
him, the end came in sight.
It led to a door.
Walking closer, he found the door was boarded up, blocking off the rest
of the tunnel. Whose room was beyond it, why was it nailed shut? Just as he was
about to turn away, he noticed something in the wood. It looked like millions of
little scratches, or cobwebs, or…? He stepped forward, then gasped.
Pencil marks. Thousands of them.
Someone had written on the door. Scrawled over every visible part of the
wood—from the floor to the frame to the ceiling overtop. Wes leaned closer,
trying to read the writing. The lighter trembled in his hand as he raised it.
“I-m sor-ry,” he read aloud. “I-m sor-ry. I’m sorry. I’m—”
He froze as he realized what was in front of him. He ran the flame along
the door, checking whether he was right. I’m sorry, he read again. I’m sorry. I’m
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sorry. I’m sorry. I’m sorry. I’m sorry. I’m sorry. I’m sorry. It was everywhere. The same
words written over and over and over again, a thousand times over.
Wesley stepped away from the door, his pulse thudding in his ears. Then
he turned and ran down the shadowed tunnel to find his sister.
“You got to see this,” he shouted, before remembering to be quiet.
“Come back this way.”
Fern ignored him.
“Fern!” he hissed, but she just sat there with her chubby legs folded,
staring at the green book in her lap. She was facing the wall.
“Fern?”
Her eyes were open so she hadn’t fallen asleep. But she wasn’t reading the
book anymore because she wasn’t flipping the pages.
“Come on,” he said.
Her hair was stuck to her neck and her face was flushed from the heat. He
touched her shoulder and she sucked in a deep breath like he’d surprised her.
“Are you okay?”
She didn’t answer.
He reached out again, but just as he did she fell back and started shaking.
The whites of her eyes were showing, her fists clinched. The green notebook slid
off her legs, which were bent funny.
“I know it’s a game,” Wes said to her.
His sister arched her back, convulsing.
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“I know it’s a game!” He was nervous, he couldn’t stand seeing her like
this. It wasn’t right. It wasn’t funny.
He bent down and grabbed her shoulders, trying to make her stop. He
couldn’t. Fern was too strong.
“Stop!” he said, as tears burned his eyes. “I said stop!”
Her lids were fluttering. In his terror he slapped her across the cheek. She
kept shaking and he slapped her again, his palm stinging now. “Stop, please!
Stop!”
And then she relaxed all at once—a dead weight underneath him.
“Fern?” So scared he couldn't breathe. “Fern!”
A moment later, she opened her green eyes and looked up at him without
smiling.
“You hit me, Wesley Ray,” she said. Her cheek was already beginning to
swell.
He turned away, wiping his tears before she could make fun of him. “I
hate it when you play like that,” he said. He picked up the green notebook,
wanting to burn it, to destroy it forever, but she yanked it out of his grip.
“I wasn’t playing,” she said.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

The gash on his forehead stung. He dabbed at it, his shirt coming away pink from
the sweat and dried blood. His body felt tired but strong. It was a good feeling;
he felt alive. He carried a load of blackened timber up the ladder, half-expecting
her to be on the deck, but she wasn’t.
There was no reason for him to want to see her so much, yet he did.
Sometimes when he worked she’d show up, watching quietly or helping. Still, she
wouldn’t speak to him and this made him wonder if she would eventually give
him in. It was now the first week of August—how long could his luck hold? How
long would she keep silent?
He rinsed his hands and face in a bucket of rainwater and then turned
toward the barn door, wanting her to be there. Instead there was a little wicker
basket in the doorway.
Had she come and left?
He climbed down the side of the boat and tentatively approached the
basket. Inside, under a red towel, there was a knife and a bundle of apples and
cheese and a hunk of bread and a jar of preserved peaches that looked older than
anything he’d seen in a long time. They were probably from the basement, where
Ro once showed him the jars and jars of preserves dating back a hundred years or
more. He shook his head, feeling a sliver of guilt. It was wrong to want her sister
the way he did.
“Isn’t that right, Ro?” he said into the empty barn.
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But it was Mae who’d brought him the jar of peaches, packed him this
basket. It was Mae who wrapped up a knob of butter and given him homemade
marmalade and four hardboiled eggs. Looking at it all made him feel like a king.
He didn’t understand what had possessed her to bring this to him—and he didn’t
understand what he was feeling. It was her sister he loved. He had come here for
Ro. And yet Mae had shared so generously, when she had so little. What could he
give her—Mae—in return? The guilt returned and he shook his head like the very
movement might wrest her from his thoughts. He turned to the boat, eyeing the
pile of sawdust. He’d finish soon, if it didn’t kill him first. His head still ached.
He touched it, feeling the start of a scab.
He’d seen her, seen Ro in front of him on the boat, he knew it. It hadn’t
been a dream. It hadn’t felt like a dream, at least. But if it wasn’t, then he was
either going crazy, or… Or the old sailors he’d grown up working with were right
and there were such a thing as spirits, as haints. And if that were the case, what
was he doing thinking of Mae? He was here for Ro. He remembered an old poem
by Stephen Crane, from one of her books. Tell her this, and more— That the king of
the seas, weeps too, old, helpless man. He thought of the rest, almost unwillingly. The
bustling fates heap his hands with corpses until he stands like a child with surplus of toys.
He looked down at the feast and pulled the red towel over it, no longer
able to eat, not right now. He needed to finish the boat, finish and leave. Get out
of Blue Gate before he hurt someone else.
*
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Later, after putting in the cabinets that doubled as a bed frame, he stretched out
on the floor of the sleeping berth and imagined Ro lying next to him. For some
reason he felt restless, so he sat up. But he’d sensed her there, hadn’t he?
There was a glimmer of movement in the room. He froze, then realized it
was only his reflection in the small round mirror, the one he’d hung from the
bulkhead.
“Ro,” he whispered. “I’m thinking about your sister.”
Feeling stupid, he heaved himself to his feet and opened a can of
undercoat with a screwdriver, wanting to get his mind on work. The final coat of
paint in the saloon would be white, and the burnished orange of the brass fittings
would also lighten up the room. It would be a good place—a happy place. By and
by the boat slowly darkened around him until night fell and he lit the lanterns
that Mae had brought him and kept painting. The interior glowed around him
and he reveled in the simplicity of such a thing as a candlewick. As he started on
the berth, there was a shuffling noise overhead.
Footsteps across the deck, the tiniest give of a board.
He held still amid the flickering lanterns. Then tensed when he heard it
again—the lightest footfalls. As he withdrew his gun, there came the faintest
sound of humming. It was Mae, only Mae. He relaxed, let out a laugh. Traded the
.32 for the thick brush. He resisted the urge to drop what he was doing to say
hello. But he could not leave the job undone, halfway finished, or it wouldn’t dry
right.
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There was something calming about the repetitive movement of the
brush. The back and forths that went into a coat of paint. Either that or it was
the fumes gathering in the small room. He felt lightheaded and content—the sort
of small pleasure that comes not in the absence of pain but in the long-last sigh
delivered after grieving. He was alive, after all. And Mae was above him, here in
the barn. His muscles ached to the bone and he was so tired he could think of
nothing but holding onto the brush—almost there, almost there.
At last, the final stroke. He was done and godawful tired. All was quiet.
He turned off the lanterns and set the brush in a bucket of water before starting
up the ladder. The difference in temperature surprised him. The cabin was cooler
than the deck and as he climbed it was like he was emerging from water. He took
the rungs slowly, feeling the pleasant ache of his muscles. At the top, the deck
was shrouded in darkness—Mae hadn’t lit a candle like she usually did. Was she
still here? A soft light from the moon filtered in through the skylight like sun
through deep water. He thought he saw someone standing near the barn door,
crouching in the shadows, thin and slight, but when he looked again there was
nothing. Feeling on edge, he walked the length of the deck.
And then he saw her.
Lying on her side, near the pillows. She’d blown up Ro’s small red raft and
was using it like a mat. Her dark hair grazing the floor, her eyes shut in sleep.
What would it take for her to talk to him, for her to open her brown eyes
and speak? Her breath was long and even. The sight of her sleeping made him
even more tired and he rocked on his feet, nearly collapsing then and there. He
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went to her, knowing that he shouldn’t—but he was so tired, and there she was
looking so soft. He longed to hold her, just this once. His exhaustion melted
away the wrongness of it, the betrayal. He eased down next to her, shifting his
weight onto the pillows beside her as quietly as he could, so not to wake her.
Then he put his arm across her and she snuggled into him, ever so slightly, and
this small acknowledgment of his touch sent him straight to sleep.
*
Ro! An ear-splitting crack and he runs to the edge and there’s blood on the dock
and he can’t find her anywhere and he yells out her name, his heart wild in his
chest as he searches the water and can’t see her, she hasn’t come up, and then on
the starboard side he thinks he sees it, a curling tendril of blond hair, going down,
down. He dives after it, his whole body screaming inside. He hits the cold water
and opens his eyes, dives down deep, arms outstretched, reaching, grasping.
Where is she? Where? His hands close on something and he pulls but when he
brings it up it’s only seaweed. He gasps for more air and yells her name and dives
down again, his eyes open in the murky water. He cannot find her, he cannot see
anything except the hull of the boat—where is she, oh God, where is she? He
comes up for air and then dives, searching, kicking. The water is warm in places
and cold in others but she isn’t here. It is light and dark and full of tiny creatures
but not her, not her. He kicks deeper and feels his heart skidding and when he
turns to get air again there’s a shadow hovering above, floating through the
green. It’s her—her body, her face. Ro! He kicks up toward her and her eyes are
open but not looking and—
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*
Eyelid sat upright, gasping for air. He was alone on the deck—it was just a
dream, only a dream. He shuddered, then held still and waited until his heart
slowed. The bad feeling did not leave him.
Home is the sailor, home from the sea. And the hunter home from the hill.
How many other people in the world had made mistakes and were trying
to atone for them in some fucked up way? Most of all he regretted turning his
back on superstition. He’d been so eager to leave Blue Gate, the strangeness of
the house, and the judgment of her grandfather and his council, that he’d gotten
reckless. On that last trip they had sailed on a Friday and broken all the rules, all
the old ways. They’d sailed on a Friday and he said the word “drown” and
Roxanne brought flowers on board and he did not place a silver coin under the
masthead and that evening when the sun was high in the sky they toasted wine
glasses and the rims rang together shrilly, the glass trembling in his very hand.
He’d tempted fate the way the old sailors warned against. He’d done worse, too.
Much worse. Just as the Catrina was docking, just as he thought they were home
safe.
One, two, three, he began to count, not wanting to remember how she
had stumbled. Four, five. He did not want to remember whether he pushed her
or not, he did not want to remember what happened next, the rope and how he
dived in after her, pulled her out dripping. Six, seven. Seven and a half. He turned
her sideways, tried to get the water out of her. Eight, nine. He hit against her ribs
and breathed into her mouth until he saw her move. She coughed up water and
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bile and then she was breathing but her eyes were still shut, even when he yelled
out her name. The back of her head was sticky and she didn’t open her eyes, not
even when he picked her up and started to run—
“I’m sorry, I’m sorry…” But Ro wasn’t on the boat, not now. There was
no dock, no water. Everything was still.
Eyelid grabbed the shiny railing and wrenched himself to his feet. The
deck gleamed from his sanding, his polishing. Light blared through the skylight
and motes of dust floated through the air. He thought he smelled a hint of
cloves, or was it lavender? Mae. Mae had stayed during the night. Or had that
been a dream, too? He tensed up, remembering her sleeping in his arms. But he’d
woken alone. He started his ten-count over again, hoping she had not been
angry, hoping he hadn’t overstepped his bounds when he lay down beside her. If
she’d woken up with him sidled against her—him having a nightmare, probably
even moaning in his sleep—what would she have thought? She would have
thought to run. And now he’d given her another reason to tell the others, another
reason not to trust him. One, two, three, four-five-six-seven-eight-nine-ten.
There was not much time left. He turned a full circle on the deck and
made himself think of what he needed to finish it. To be done for good.
Waterproof paint and a metal tag, to purge her old name. To letter the boat’s new
name, he needed a chisel, a mallet, and gluing clamps, and then he needed to
christen her with wine or champagne. The ceremony was important, so said the
old sailors, and he would do well to listen this time. Superstition was foolish
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enough to scoff at until something went wrong. He dug into his pocket and
found Ro’s key and lock of hair. Have you forgiven me yet, Ro?
But she was still visiting his dreams.
He looked down at the tattoo on his arm, his laughing lady of the dead
who just might crawl up and strangle him if he did not come clean. Deep down
he knew that he hadn’t come to Blue Gate just to finish the boat, but he didn’t
want to admit it. If he could be a better man he would face the house again—tell
her family what happened, all of it, tell them everything.
And then go, if they let him.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

Elle was lying on the bathroom tiles. A trickle of blood had edged its way along
the floor and then dried, dark and red. She sat up slowly, rubbing at her forehead.
It was soft under her fingertips, like an egg. She grabbed the side of the sink and
pulled herself to her feet.
She cleaned the floor without looking in the mirror. Her head was woozy.
How long had she been knocked out? She remembered the bath, and she
remembered slipping, but that was all. Somehow everything else was gone from
recollection as though her body knew the extent of what she could handle, and
blocked out all the rest.
When she finished mopping, she soaped her arms to the elbows and then
made herself look into the mirror. Her forehead was swollen and bruised. There
was bruising around her eyes as well, but only a single cut, near her hairline. Her
hair, she was pleased to note, was a good shade of blond all the way down to the
roots, although it hurt to touch her scalp. Seeing the bathtub made her feel lucky.
Lucky she hadn’t fallen backwards and passed out in a full tub of water. Lucky to
be alive, really. She knew Mae would believe their mother had somehow
intervened. After rinsing and patting dry her face, she applied a thick layer of
powder. By the time she put on fresh lipstick and tied back her hair in a braid,
she felt better. Her blue eyes were a little bloodshot but other than that she
hardly noticed she’d almost died.
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Still dizzy, she made her way down the steps in the mauve foyer that now
seemed to her the color of a bruise. A sense of urgency overtook her when she
saw the stack of cream envelopes on the table. She grabbed them, along with her
keys. On top of the stack of envelopes was the one addressed to the Carlisles, to
Nathan’s parents. Why couldn’t she just tell him how she felt? What if she died
and let everything go unsaid?
Outside, the porch swing was swaying. The hinges creaking ever so
slightly. She grabbed the chain, steadying herself on it. What’s that? Tucked under
the edge of a nail was a red card. She picked it up, flipped it over. A business
card—Ms. Amelia Bates, J.P.—printed in plain black ink. Was that the woman
who’d stopped by the house in July? What was she doing leaving her card on the
porch swing? The swing still reminded her of her older sister, of that day. Ro’s
long blond hair grazing the slats. Her bright red bathing suit, the water pooling
underneath her, the blood. And the sirens that followed, and Ray out with his
gun, prowling the woods for the man who killed her. Because Ray had seen the
fight on the sailboat. He’d heard the fight, he’d seen the—
Just thinking of the Australian made Elle’s head hurt. But life was too
short, much too short, to spend crying over things. After all, she still had all ten
fingers and all ten toes so it couldn’t be that bad. And she would need a steady
head for what she was about to do.
“Let’s get going then, shall we?” she said, tucking the card into her dress
pocket. It could wait.
*
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After mailing all but one of the invitations to her opening night, Elle left her car
parked at the post office. Sonny had told her their motto—Neither snow nor rain
nor heat nor gloom of night stays these couriers from the swift completion of their appointed
rounds—and she thought of adopting it as her own. Now she wanted to walk, give
herself time to rehearse what needed to be said. Her gait wasn’t very swift, but
other than that she felt fine. She felt better than fine. Today would be a good day.
When she passed the Carlisle’s towering brick mailbox and twin gargoyles
on either side of the gate, she thought about dropping the letter and running. But
instead she pressed on, heading down the paved driveway. Trees and lampposts
and landscaped shrubs flanked the path, and in the yard a row of white flowers
circled a stone fountain. Standing in front of the red brick house, Elle dabbed a
handkerchief over her face and was just about to rap on the glossy door when it
swung open. There was Nathan, wearing a T-shirt and shorts. Somehow he
looked immaculate without even trying.
“Elle?” He sounded surprised. “Your hair.”
“Hi,” she said, hoping for his usual hi, yourself, but he said nothing in
return, just looked at her as though he couldn’t quite figure out what she was
doing on his porch. Elle tried to imagine what Ro would say as she stepped
forward, holding up her hand. “Now I’ve got to tell you something, Nathan,” she
told him, “and I’ve got to do it now.”
“Oh.” He held the door halfway open, as though he wasn’t sure whether
to stand outside or in. “Elle—”
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“Just hear me out, because I have to get this off my shoulders and I’m not
leaving here until I do.”
“Really, Elle, can you—”
“I love you, Nathan,” she said, rushing on when he said nothing—“Ever
since the first day you came into the diner and asked me to go swimming. And I
loved you before that too, even when you didn’t know who I was, even when it
was like we had never met.” She swallowed hard, but there was no going back
now. “I know at first I said this wouldn’t work, because I was busy with the
house and you were only here for the summer, but you convinced me otherwise.”
“Elle, it’s just—”
“—And I would be a fool if I never got the chance to tell you how I feel
and I’m not just going to sit here waiting for you to figure it out, because my
sister always said that if you want something in life you have to go after it, and
keep going until you get it, no matter what, no matter how scary it is or
embarrassing it is, no matter how farfetched. You have to go after it, even if you
don’t know what’s going to happen. Even then.”
She stopped at the look on his face—his flushed cheeks, his
embarrassment. Maybe he was just shy? Too shy to tell her he felt the same way?
Her head was pounding as she laced her fingers through his. He did not pull
away but he did not hold her hand in return, which made her pause.
“Elle, you’re a nice girl,” he started. The look he gave her made her drop
his hand. “I like you, I do, it’s just that, well… can we talk later?” When Nathan
moved aside his mother was behind him, standing in the hallway.
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“Hi, Jeanette, um, Mrs. Carlisle, I mean,” Elle said, feeling her neck warm.
“I wanted to deliver this to you.” She held out the invitation. It trembled. “It’s
the weekend after next, on Sunday evening, and—”
“—You really shouldn’t have bothered coming all this way, dear,” Mrs.
Carlisle said, her blue eyes level on Elle’s. Her perfect thick blond hair in place,
every strand.
Nathan shifted uncomfortably. “Elle, I just don’t—”
“Nathan, you were going for your run, weren’t you?” The way his mother
said it wasn’t a question.
Elle looked down and saw he was already wearing his running shoes, as
though he’d been heading out the door just as she’d knocked.
“Yes, mother,” Nathan said. “Elle was just on her way out, too.”
“Nonsense,” said Mrs. Carlisle. She did not open the envelope. “She came
out all this way in the heat? Poor dear. She’ll stay for sweet tea.”
Elle tried to conceal her shock. Her hand went to her head, which was
beginning to throb.
“Well—” Nathan said, uncertain now. His eyes went back and forth
between his mother and Elle, and the look on his face made her boldness return.
“I’d love that,” Elle said.
“Now, you go on,” Mrs. Carlisle said. “We don’t want to slow you down,
do we?” she asked, her eyes moving to Elle, who was trying her best to smile
through the pain in her head.
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“Alright, then,” Nathan said, shrugging. “I guess I’ll catch you later?” It
was unclear who he was speaking to before he turned around and started his jog
down the paved driveway.
*
A few minutes later Elle was seated, her legs carefully crossed, next to Mrs.
Carlisle on an antique sofa adorned with red pillows. Nathan’s mother wasn’t
mean—only a bit overprotective. But it was nice. It was nice to have a mother.
Someone to watch over you.
Elle tugged on the hem of her dress without daring to move her elbows,
because she didn’t want to tip anything over. Everything in the parlor looked
dangerously breakable and she was still lightheaded from her fall. She sipped the
cold sweet tea, hoping she’d feel better. The room was as grand as the Carlisle
family. Unlike her grandfather’s house, which, she had to admit, always seemed
dirty no matter how much she cleaned.
“This is our family album,” Mrs. Carlisle said, placing a heavy book on the
table. “You are aware of the terrible history that took place here, here in Blue
Bend?”
Elle nodded. Maybe this was a bad idea—there was so much to get done
at the house and her head was clanging inside. Thank God for the tea. She took
another sip, trying to focus. She was seated now, so she might as well make the
best of it. Was Nathan thinking of her now as he ran?
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Mrs. Carlisle flipped open the book and Elle leaned forward. If she was
sweating away her make-up then the bruise would start to show. She hoped her
hair hid her face as she tried to admire the pictures in the album.
“Are there any of Nathan?”
“The book doesn’t start with Nathan,” Mrs. Carlisle said.
Elle found herself mesmerized by the woman’s slender, graceful fingers
turning the pages. A gold scarf was tied around Mrs. Carlisle’s neck and her hair
was pulled back into a perfect French twist. Her eyelashes were dark and downy
and when she looked at the family album on her lap it seemed as though her lids
were almost shut. She could, perhaps, recite her lineage in her sleep. Elle’s
thoughts wandered to her confession of love, and then she forced herself to
concentrate on Nathan’s family book so she wouldn’t feel so anxious. She
watched Mrs. Carlisle’s long fingernail with its rounded white rim rapping the
page on a black-and-white Civil War rifle. Her manicured nails gleamed like teeth.
At the scraping sound of another page being turned, Elle looked down at
Mrs. Carlisle’s long finger pointing at dead twin babies in white frocks. There was
something disturbing about taking photographs of dead people. Why not pictures
of the living? Perhaps in the olden days, things were more slowly paced. Perhaps
they had always said, tomorrow, tomorrow. Tomorrow we’ll take a picture of our
boy. And then he had up and died. Elle touched her forehead, sucked a painful
breath through her teeth. She put the cold glass of tea to her forehead as the first
drops of rain sounded on the roof. Mrs. Carlisle started talking, telling her stories
of dead relatives. Her skin was nearly phosphorescent in the gloom of the parlor.
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“Am I boring you?” she asked, her voice colder than the iced tea.
“Not at all,” Elle said, hoping her head wasn’t leaking blood onto the
couch.
Mrs. Carlisle’s long fingernail grazed over the hatted heads of three
brothers responsible for killing Indians. “Heathens,” she said, referring to either
the Indians or the brothers, and then Elle’s eyes snagged upon the woman’s long
fingernail, her gold watch, the tiny golden hairs along her forearm, then down
again to her tapping long fingernail. Her fingernail on a photograph of the first
town sheriff, the hoop dress of a debutante, an old man with his eyes shut,
possibly sleeping or possibly gone to the long home. Page turn. Long fingernail.
Nathan’s grandmother at sixteen, the belle of Blue Bend and a family portrait in
the garden, the black servants standing solemnly on the side of the party. But Elle
wasn’t looking at the album anymore, she was looking at Mrs. Carlisle’s large tear
drop pearl earrings, probably inherited. She sighed—she had no jewelry from her
mother.
“Are you aware that battles were fought on your own grandfather’s land?
That men died outside your very house?”
Elle’s heart quickened and she shook her head, transfixed.
“Right here, in our very own Mobile Bay.” Mrs. Carlisle set her eyes on
Elle. “What you see down the road, that dark blue water, was once fighting
ground. The land is tainted, just like some families.”
Elle sat up in her seat. What did she mean by families? “Go on.”
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Mrs. Carlisle flipped through the album pages, settling on the one with a
prostrate old man. “My granddaddy wrote about the war in his journals.” She
turned another page, this time revealing a younger man with a rifle held against
his shoulder. “I have his eyes,” Mrs. Carlisle said quietly.
Perhaps about to pounce, she moved her knees a degree closer to Elle.
“He fought for this land, on this land. Mobile Bay Confederate Calvary. Union
ships named after Indian tribes sailed into the harbor. The Confederates returned
fire. Ships rammed into each other, there were explosions.”
She paused, letting the sudden silence in the room overcome them both.
So much was said in silence. Take Mae, for example. And what had Nathan’s
silence meant?
“There were massacres,” Mrs. Carlisle said. “Hundreds were killed. Buried
not too far from where they fell.”
Something flashed past Elle and then there was the buzz of a wasp as it
banged against the window, then reared back to bang again.
“You see,” Mrs. Carlisle said, “this place has had so much violence. We
learned to only trust the right sort of people.”
Elle stiffened. The innuendo was clear. “Thank you so much for inviting
me in,” she said. “But I’ve got to get going soon.” Her eyes sought out the
envelope that she had given Nathan’s mother. “I’m preparing for—”
Mrs. Carlisle shut her album and then closed the latch as though the past
could be locked up when desired. “The interesting thing,” she said, interrupting,
“is that my granddaddy fought with a Carlisle.”
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Elle looked up. “My father didn't tell me.”
“I’m sure he didn’t,” Mrs. Carlisle said. “But it’s your daddy’s family I
know. Who I don’t know is your mother’s people.” Her voice was sharp.
“I don’t really remember my mother either,” Elle said. “But—”
“Now, was she from Mexico?” Mrs. Carlisle asked.
Elle’s eyes widened. She could do everything right, and it still wasn’t
enough. To Mrs. Carlisle she was not just Elle Cole. She was herself and all who
had come before her. She was Elle and Ro and Nina and… Her head was cloudy
and she couldn’t think.
“I’m not feeling well,” Elle blurted. She was getting dizzy again, the album
in front of her blurring and then doubling.
“Your sister looks like her, I suppose,” Mrs. Carlisle said. A stray curl
dislodged itself from her twist and she smoothed in back into position. “Neither
of you have your daddy’s looks. Not like Roxanne. She really got the best, lucky
child. We used to wonder if she would get Sonny’s ears.” She looked up. “You
don’t mind me bringing up Roxanne? Nathan was so fond of her.”
Elle shifted in her seat, trying one last time. “Actually, I was really hoping
that you and Nathan might attend my—”
“—You may think this is just a game,” Mrs. Carlisle said, her voice
hushed. “You may think this is just a way to pass the time.” She set the album on
the table, her eyes never leaving Elle’s face. “A display of courtesy. Just some old
photographs. Just looking at some photographs. An afternoon visit.”
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All the windows were shut because of the rain and the wasp was back.
Elle had to lean uncomfortably close to Mrs. Carlisle as she tried to get out of its
way.
“Connections, sinews,” the woman was saying. “This is what keeps us
together. In our proper positions. Otherwise we’d have legs going one way, arms
another.” She chuckled and it sounded sinister. The way the kids used to laugh at
Mae in school. They’d never dared when Ro was around, but after she died, the
taunting started and Elle hadn’t been able to stop it. Her head started pounding.
Why had she ever thought that Nathan was a good idea? It wouldn’t matter if her
Bed and Breakfast was a success, or if her father finally learned to like him, it
wouldn’t matter at all. She would still just be Elle Cole, not quite good enough.
“You see,” Mrs. Carlisle said, “You remind me of myself at your age.” Her
voice softened. “I was very, very fond of your father.”
Elle furrowed her eyebrows—what was she saying now?
“Of course, now I’m glad it didn’t work out. But you see, it wasn’t meant
to. I’m sure if you really cared about my son, you wouldn’t want to get in his way.
You wouldn’t want to… hurt him.”
“Never,” Elle said. She would give Nathan’s mother the benefit of the
doubt, one last time. And if her father ever dated Mrs. Carlisle, then surely there
was something nice about her, even if it was hidden under all her perfect makeup.
“I was actually hoping that you could both—”
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“—I haven’t finished,” Mrs. Carlisle said. “If you know what’s best, Elle,
you’ll go home now and forget about this little summer fling, and one day, years
and years from now, you’ll understand why.”
Elle’s jaw tightened. If she listened to any more her head might just split
open. There was not enough time in life to spend it in places where she wasn’t
wanted. She stood.
“Excuse me,” she said, “but I need to go.” She steadied herself on the red
couch and looked at Mrs. Carlisle. “And I doubt my father ever loved you,” she
said. With that Elle turned, feeling blue eyes burn into her back.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

She kisses him, her fingers working down his neck. Her mouth tastes salty, wet,
and he moans. Then she stands on her tiptoes and he lifts her, spinning, as she
wraps her legs around him and laughs. “Again!” she says. She nibbles his lips and
then pulls back to look at him, her mouth angling into a grin. “Again, I demand
it,” she says. “Eyelid?” Eyeliiiiiiiii—
The loud blare of the truck horn ripped him out of the memory. His
death was coming at him in the grille guard of a truck, silvery and fast. He leapt
off the road as the massive truck sped past. With his elbows on his knees, he
watched its red taillights disappear down the road as his heart thumped against
his ribs. Get your head on straight. Quit thinking about her.
But there would always be this smattering of memories, pulling him back.
Always these unforgotten snatches of her. Laying on the hood of her car at a
drive-in movie, and the paella they make after she ties an apron around his waist,
and the way she always wakes up first and then jumps on the bed until he gets up
too, and sitting with her father as he drinks a single beer and tells a story about
her mother, and the first time he holds the map and she steers and they toss a
coin to see where they would go. He thought of her when he cut the crust off
bread, when he made a cup of tea that was more milk than anything, when he
counted to twenty as he brushed his teeth—all the things she used to do. She was
in all the small moments that would always seem like only yesterday. Deep down
he wanted more than anything for her to return, somehow.
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Maybe Ro had passed on her obsession, this longing for the past. Her
writing, her chants—all of her talk about bringing back her mother from the
dead. Sure, she’d laughed when she read her journal to him but there was no
disguising the girl who’d written it had been single-minded on her task. And now
it was him who could not let go. But who could ever forget someone they loved?
Who didn’t wish they could change things, bring them back? And now, there’s
her sister—
It hurt too much to think so he lunged forward, walking fast along the
gravel shoulder. It wasn’t too much farther now and he was glad to be out in the
open air. He was heading to another hardware store, this time the one near Gulf
Shores, that white sand beach town outside of Blue Bend. He couldn’t risk
someone recognizing him from the papers three years back. At least he looked
different now. Gaunter—three years of hard labor had hewn his arms and legs—
and his hair was longer, long enough to cover his eyes, which he was glad for.
And he’d grown a beard after nearly six weeks of work at Blue Gate. This trip off
the property would be his last; no more need for supplies now that he was almost
finished.
More cars rocked past the closer he got to Gulf Shores. The rush of
humid air in his face as they shot by made him sick to his stomach, reminding
him he needed a feed. He was hot, too—he’d made sure to wear a long-sleeved
shirt to cover his tattoos and a baseball cap. The sky was gray with clouds but he
was sweating like hell and knew he stank.
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As he came to a petrol station, he got a whiff of ocean in the air, mixed in
with the fumes. Pulling his hat down low, he entered the small shop, the bell
chiming after him. He grabbed a coca cola from a cooler and a packet of peanuts.
Probably stale, judging from the dust on the plastic packaging, but he was so
hungry he didn’t care. Lately he’d been fed well by Mae. Baskets filled with
bruised fruit and hunks of bread or cheese—all wrapped in cloth and left at the
door for him like something out of a storybook.
He put forty cents on the counter and asked the clerk if there was a bus to
Nashville. When the man belted out a laugh, Eyelid thanked him and left, not
wanting to start a conversation. On his way out, a bolt of lightning lit up the sky.
Rain was coming.
*
In the hardware store, gospel music sang out from a speaker somewhere. Eyelid
squinted into the dimness, then wandered down one of the aisles.
A man in a red shirt with the store’s logo looked at him without smiling
and told him they were closing soon. Eyelid found the chisel just as the last notes
of “Hallelujah” died away on the speakers. Then some Southern preacher came
on the air, talking about the second coming of Christ and the Book of Revelation
where it is told that the King of the South will defeat the Beast-False Prophet… He stopped
listening at the mention of hell’s eternal damnation, because he’d been to such a
place and was now trying to climb out of it.
The customer in front of him finally paid and left. Instead of serving him,
the man behind the counter turned to another worker who was sweeping and
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brought up the Bear’s last scrimmage game. Then the gospel music on the radio
was interrupted by an update on Hurricane Camille. She was heading northeast
from Cuba, toward the Florida panhandle. The red shirt man stopped his
conversation to listen to the news report, but still didn’t turn back to the counter.
Eyelid kept his temper in check. He knew what this game was about:
make the stranger wait. Probably an ill-believer, that’s what the red shirt was
thinking. See if he’ll lose his shit before the second coming.
He set down his tools on the counter and tried to pretend he had all the
time in the world. In his head he slowly counted. One, two, three, four.
“Where you from, mister?” Red shirt finally asked, his eyes leveled at him.
“Just passin’ through.” Eyelid put on his best American accent, trying to
flatten out his mouth. Had he not done it all the time to make Ro laugh?
“Huh.” Red shirt rang up the total. “You stayin’ around here?”
“Not here.” Eyelid withdrew his wallet and counted out the bills before
handing them over.
“Something about you looks familiar,” said Red shirt, staring at him.
Five, six, seven. “I guess I got that kind of face,” he said.
The man with the broom began to chuckle. “Just let the man go, Chapin,”
he said. “’Bout to storm.”
Eyelid silently thanked this older man as he picked up his bag and headed
toward the door. On his way out he passed a row of oiled rifles beside a
collection of hunting knives under glass. He hadn’t seen them when he’d first
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walked in. Sometimes the deadliest things kept out of sight until a man was
provoked.
He strode outside to leaden clouds and started walking fast, trying to get
going before the rain hit. As he turned the corner onto the main road, he heard
tires screeching behind him. Then something smacked against the side of his
head.
A paper cup full of ice.
Teenagers laughed as their truck sped off. He shook the sting from his
face and then picked up the cup. A few pieces of ice were left so he tipped them
into his mouth. It was a long, hot walk back but in truth he was glad to be out of
Blue Gate. There he thought of Mae too often—he was curious around her, and
had so many questions that she’d probably never answer. He could trace her
profile in his head, her small shoulders and breasts, her dark eyes, and he liked
how she seemed to go through life nimble-footed and quiet. Lately something
had stirred within him when he thought of her. He knew it was one of the “l”
words—lust, loneliness, or love. But it was didn’t matter which one it was,
because he couldn’t stick around long enough to find out.
*
A fly is crawling on the red velvet birthday cake, in honor of her mother. Ro bats
away the fly and then slices the cake down the middle, revealing the bright red
center. Moist crumbles fall onto the plate and the pale teenaged girl sticks her
finger in the cream cheese icing and then dabs her mouth with a napkin,
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remembering her manners. The other one’s drinking a glass of milk, her dark hair
going curly in the heat.
“Here, my quiet sailor,” Ro says, cutting Eyelid the first slice.
“I don’t need—”
“Hush now,” the pale sister tells him. “You’re the guest.”
Ro sets out more plates and then calls down out for her father, all sawdust
and spectacles when he walks into the kitchen, his coveralls stripped down to his
waist. The grandfather looks up from reading the newspaper. He refuses the
dessert but kisses Ro’s cheek as he leaves the room, glaring at Sonny on his way
out.
Then Sonny stares at Ro until she shrugs. “I can’t ignore him like you,
dad.”
Sonny shrugs and takes a big bite of cake. “Won’t he just go and die
already?”
The dark-haired girl sets down her glass of milk with a bang and Sonny
apologizes but Ro only laughs. “We know you don’t mean it,” she says to him.
“Problems cannot be solved by the same mind that created them,” Sonny
says. “Who was that?” he asks, looking at Eyelid.
“Einstein,” the dark-haired girl answers.
“Correct,” Sonny says, and lifts a tiny black and white rat out of his
pocket, feeds it a bit of cake. “Back to work we go,” he tells them, disappearing
into the basement with a slice of cake in hand.
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Then the pale sister starts talking about her first day of tenth grade, and
how she’s in love with the most popular boy in school. She also announces that if
Mae cuts class as much as she did last year, they’ll probably expel her.
“Good,” Mae says.
“You’re crazy not to finish,” Ro says, only she ruffles her sister’s hair like
she’s proud. She knows they’ll grow up to do great things, she has told him this.
She tells him everything, even her dreams. The recurring one of the house where
she says it’s like she’s living in the walls, just watching over her family, and he’s
there, too—him and her sisters and everyone, all living together in the big house,
only they’re all angry and she doesn’t know why.
“‘Mad’ and ‘crazy’ can mean the same thing in England,” Mae says. “And
everyone’s mad in this house.”
The pale sister runs her tongue along her teeth as if making sure they’re
clean. “That’s why people don’t like you at school,” she says. “Because you say
weird things. Doesn’t matter if you’re smart.”
Mae shrugs. “Ro says weird things, and people like her just fine.”
“It’s like that in Australia, too,” he interrupts. “‘Mad’ and ‘crazy’. We’re
pretty much like Brits with warm beaches.”
They turn to him, their eyes wide. The darker one is listening, taking it all
in.
“Actually we’re not much like the pommies at all,” he says.
“Well, say anything you like,” Ro tells her sisters. “As long as you speak
with conviction. As long as you mean it.”
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“But you can say whatever you want because you’re pretty, Ro,” Elle says.
“That’s how the world works.”
“You just wait until you’re older,” he finds himself saying. “You both got
smarts and the best smiles, just like your sister.”
“What?” Elle asks. “And what’s a ‘pommie’?”
“They can’t understand your accent.” Ro turn to him. She cuts another
slice of cake, eating it with her hands. “He said you’re pretty and witty, girls,” she
tells them, then licks her fingers one by one. “It tastes better this way,” she says,
offering him a bite.
It is almost too sweet, almost too sweet with the cake from her fingers
and the sun pouring through the windows and her golden hair and that cute little
gap between her teeth.
“Well, if that’s what you just said, then thank you.” Elle beams.
“Hmmm,” Mae says, looking at him like she’s not quite sure what to
think.
*
The surrounding trees were going red with the fading sunlight and the insides of
his boots were damp from walking so long.
“What now, Ro?” he murmured. “Should I be thinking of Mae the way I
do?”
He took off his hat to wipe his forehead and kept going—almost back at
Blue Gate now—he’d make it just before nightfall. A few minutes later he came
upon a small clearing on the side of the road where a truck was parked.
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He halted, staring. Even with the truck’s lights off, he was hesitant to
approach it, so he stepped off the road and into the woods where he’d be out of
view as he passed. The undergrowth was thick and slow going, full of brambles
that came up to his knees, and he had to veer around a large tree trunk that had
probably been growing for a hundred years and would shade the earth for a
hundred more. As he finally passed by the red truck he relaxed because it was
empty—a For Sale sign taped to the windshield.
He wouldn’t mind a truck if it was dirt cheap. When he was ready to leave
Blue Bend, he could drive it cross country in a long, landlocked farewell to Ro.
He leaned forward to read the sign and a blowfly buzzed past his face. A few
more were gathering around the truck bed. Spread out in the back was a heavy
cloth, covering something bulky. In the air was the scent of something metallic—
blood?
He took a quick look around him. Nothing in sight but the road and the
trees. He was drawn to the truck bed—the lumpy shape underneath the cloth, the
smell of it. There was something not quite right, something off. He reached
toward the edge of the cloth and tugged it down.
The first thing he saw was a round dark eye.
He pulled away the rest of the cover and saw hooves and its sleek back.
The whitetail’s head was canted to the side, a smear of blood across the star
between its ears. Another blowfly flew at his face and he swatted it away, cursing.
He’d just covered up the game and was wiping his hands on his jeans when a
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light swept across him. The car came up fast and he cursed and drew back,
blinded by headlights.
Tires skidded to a halt. A door whined open, a boot thudded on
pavement. “What’s this?” a voice drawled.
Eyelid did his best to stay calm. In front of him was the tall bulk of Ray
Henly. He was wearing camouflage and standing next to a patrol car, its
headlights bright across the road. In the backseat, a black and tawny butcher dog
barked and barked, slamming itself against the window to get out.
At the sight of the rifle and the dog, his insides went panicky. The cop in
the driver’s seat was also carrying a gun. Eyelid knew he couldn’t run now, not
with the Rottweiler, not with two armed men who looked like they wouldn’t
mind hunting him down for sport. He did the only thing he could—he nodded in
what he hoped looked like a greeting.
“You lost?” Ray’s gun was half-raised, pointing at him.
Eyelid’s hand tightened around his bag. He tried to relax, tried to look
normal as he said the first thing that came to mind: “How much?”
“What’d you say?” the cop sneered, stepping out of the cruiser. He
opened the backseat and Ray let out a whistle as the dog bounded out of the car.
It ran to his master’s side and then growled at Eyelid, its legs quivering, muscles
steely.
“Steady there, Jagger,” Ray said.
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Eyelid was pinned—two men with guns in front of him, trees behind him,
and the cruiser and the truck blocking his path. And the fucking dog. Stay well
away, Jagger.
“I asked how much,” Eyelid said, trying to drawl out his words, keep
himself calm. “Engine run good?” he asked, and then thought: shut your mouth.
Ray clutched the rifle like he could smell something wrong. Eyelid did not
trust the gun, wondering if they’d force him to draw his own.
“Hey, Childers,” Ray said, “you ever see this guy before?”
The cop crossed his arms, gave a mean smile. “Naw.”
Eyelid kept his eyes on Ray. “Then again,” he said, nodding at the truck,
“it’s probably more than I can afford.”
“This county don’t take too well to vagrants,” Ray said, glaring. “Does it,
Childers?”
Eyelid started his ten-count. One, two, three. At least they hadn’t
recognized him—not yet. Home is the sailor, home from the sea. And the hunter home
from the hill.
“We run a safe town,” Childers said. “You know why, son?”
“I ought to get going,” he said, holding the man’s gaze.
“We run a safe town because we do our very best to keep it that way,”
Ray said. “That’s the job of the council.”
“Sounds diplomatic,” Eyelid said, his anger welling up inside.
Ray took a step forward, cornering him. The dog crouched down slightly,
slathering as it growled, showing teeth. His chances of escaping weren’t looking
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good. Ray had a mean streak and he was the outsider. He was in for a bashing, or
something worse. Still, he held his ground, hoping he didn’t look as guilty as he
felt. They’d lock him away if they figured out who he was. Or Ray might just let
the butcher dog tear out his throat, leave him for dead. His jaw hardened.
“I want to know my kids can run around safe,” Ray said, rifle raised.
“Because how would I ever know if something bad happened to my daughter in
these woods? How would I find her if something went wrong out here?’
Childers was sliding something over his knuckles. Eyelid braced himself,
knowing what was coming. He bunched up the bag of tools he was holding in his
fist.
All of a sudden a car horn blared loud and close. There was a flash of red
and Ray screamed out, “Childers, move!” Then Eyelid was moving too, just in
time to see—what did he see?
The red Chevy—out of control and Elle at the wheel, looking at Mae in
shock. Tires screeched as Childers dove out of the way, just before the car
careened sideways into the cruiser, slamming into it and then bouncing off before
finally coming to stop in the middle of the road.
Ray ran up to the driver’s side and threw the door open. “Elle? Elle?”
Eyelid took a small step back. Mae locked eyes with him and then looked
at the windshield. She was sitting in the car with her back upright as if nothing
had happened, her face giving nothing away. Then the dog was at her window, its
tail wagging. Is she feeding it?
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“I’m alright,” Elle said. “We’re alright.” She gave Mae a strange look
before stepping out to survey the damage.
When Childers saw she was okay enough to walk, he went on a rampage.
“Just what in the goddamn hell!”
Eyelid took another step back and watched it all unfold.
“You better lower your voice,” Elle replied, pointing at Childers. “That’s
no way to talk to—”
“—You sit down,” Childers yelled, “and show me your license, and then
we’ll talk.”
“Hold up now,” Ray said. “It ain’t her fault.”
Childers turned on him. “Shut your mouth, Ray,” he said in a low voice.
Eyelid took another slow step back, and then another.
“Listen,” Ray said, “I just think—”
“You’re fucking trying to think? You know what I think, Ray? This
woman just destroyed my car.”
“I’m not the one who parked in the middle of the road,” Elle said. “In the
dark!”
Childers threw up his hands. “Can you drive?”
“Can you park?” Elle yelled back.
Eyelid was in the woods now, his eyes still on Mae.
“You swiped the entire side of my car! Are you blind, woman? Are you—
”
“—Enough,” Ray said, “enough!”
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And then, when he was sure they weren’t looking, Eyelid turned and did
what he always did—he ran. He sprinted through the trees, running as fast as he
could, his head down, the bag in his hand. There was a shout behind him and he
forced his legs to go faster, faster, his arms pumping, his chest tight, branches
scraping at his skin as he barreled through the thick undergrowth, dodging tree
trunks, running blindly now, deeper and deeper into the cover of the woods. He
ran until he couldn’t breathe, until he couldn’t run another step, and then he
stopped in a clearing and looked back, his lungs heaving.
There was nothing. No footsteps, no dog. Nothing.
The sun was gone now and the woods were dark as pitch. He doubled
over, trying to breathe. Had he heard them behind him? He wasn’t sure. Maybe
they hadn’t even noticed he’d gone until it was too late. He paced in a circle, still
needing to catch his breath. His legs felt like putty and one of his eyes was
swollen—scratched by a branch. When he looked down he was surprised to find
that he was still clenching the paper bag in his hand, that he still had his tools.
Then he checked the back of his pants. No gun.
Fuck me dead. It must have fallen along the way. For a second he thought
about looking for it. No. They weren’t chasing him and he’d gotten away clean. It
was Mae, Mae’s doing, when she could have so easily given him in. Instead she’d
seen him trapped by Ray and had yanked the wheel while Elle was driving, he
knew it. He barked out a sudden laugh—Jesus. She could have killed someone.
He’d gotten lucky, for once he’d gotten lucky, they’d both gotten lucky. He
wouldn’t let it go to waste.
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“How’s that, Ro?” he whispered.
From somewhere far off, he heard what he thought was a peal of laughter,
or maybe a crying noise. A high-pitched wail, almost like a child? It was fainter
the next time he heard it and then it died off.
The sweat on his back went cold as he turned a full circle, trying to get his
bearings. Now it was quiet around him, save for the scampering of some creature
in the bush and the faint hoot of an owl. Through the dark canopy he saw the
half moon and then let its white cold light lead him toward the barn.
He’d finish up the boat tomorrow and rename it. Because he couldn’t
really ever fix the Catrina, fix death. Instead, she would need to be renamed—
given new life. And after that, he’d get the hell out of Blue Gate before Ray got
any wiser, before anyone else got hurt. It was nearly August 17th, nearly her
anniversary. It was time to say goodbye.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

His cousin looked fierce in the graveyard. The night was eerie, way too quiet. As
if all the creatures knew what Lance would do if he caught them. As if the wolf
had warned them to run.
Lance flicked out his father’s razor. In his gloved grasp the little red fox
struggled, its snout wired shut. It swung its head side to side, getting frantic,
wriggling and clawing, its gray eyes full of fear. But the wolf couldn’t help—he
was faraway, watching from the shadows. Watching the big boy do wicked things
while the little runt beside him was too scared to do anything.
“Get it over with!” Wesley heard himself shout, and then he was back in
his body, hunched up, feeling hot and awful. Wolves sometimes ate their prey
alive but he wasn’t a wolf, he was only a kid.
Lance drew the blade across the animal’s throat and its blood poured out
onto its fur, onto the soil. The fox went limp, its eyes glazed over. At least it had
been quick.
“To bring back the dead we must give of the living,” Fern said.
Wesley looked up at her in horror. She was sitting on the gravestone in
her grubby Invisible Man t-shirt, her hooded sweatshirt tied around her waist.
The green book was on her lap and the lighter in her chubby hand. She was
looking so content as she swung her feet back and forth, her heels hitting the
stone. Rap, rap, rap. Her legs dangling over the etching of Roxanne’s name, the
date underneath.
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Now fox blood was spilling over her grave and the world was awful but
no one noticed except him. Lance was smiling like he’d just made the winning
tackle. Fern with her bowed head, reading the green book like it was sacrosanct
in the watery light from the streetlamp. Rising behind his sister were the spindly
branches of an old tree that had been split by lightning. The dark branches
seemed to be coming out of Fern’s hair, making her look bigger than she really
was, or maybe it was like the tree was bowing over her, ready to devour her. He
did a double take and almost moaned when he saw the tree was staring at him.
There was an eye in its trunk—staring right at me!
He shook his head. It was wrong, it was all wrong, and he did not know
how to stop it. Not with the razor in his cousin’s hand and his little sister so
complacent.
“Come on,” he said. “This is stupid. She’s not really gonna come back.”
“Shhh.” Fern pointed at the ground under his feet. “She’s listening.”
Something hard slammed against his side and then there was the thwonk
of metal on dirt. He looked down, rubbing his shoulder. At his feet was a shovel.
“Start digging again,” Lance said. He held another shovel in his gloved
hands, the hunting gloves that he’d stolen from his father. “Now.”
Wesley looked at the churned up dirt, the pair of graves. What would
Roxanne’s father be thinking, what would his father—? Surely they would not go
six feet down…
“We don’t have all night,” Fern said. “Ray won’t be at the meeting forever.”
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Wesley cringed when Lance’s shovel cut into damp soil, lifting it free. The
next pile of mud hit him in the back.
“Get digging,” his cousin growled.
The nervousness reached Wesley’s throat and he thought he might gag.
“Come on,” he said again. “This isn’t going to bring her back.”
“Hush up,” Fern said.
He ignored her, looked over at his cousin. “You don’t really believe—”
“—Do what I tell you,” Lance said, his voice low.
Wes took a step back as his cousin’s hand went to his pocket.
“Look at it.” Lance drew out the razor, flicked it open.
Wes shook his head and then his cousin lunged forward and yanked up
his elbow, twisting it until he doubled over in pain, the razor against his neck. He
winced as his arm burned, threatened to snap. The prick of the cool blade against
his skin made him cry out. He heard his sister putting the green book down, and
then Lance’s heavy breathing, right in his ear.
“Look at it,” Lance said again.
Wes tried to peer down at the razor but he could only see his cousin’s fist.
“I’m looking.”
“Disobey me and it’s gonna be your blood,” Lance said. “Got it?”
Wesley nodded, afraid to say the wrong thing.
“He’s got it,” Fern said.
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Lance let go, shoving him away. Wesley landed in the dirt, felt pins and
needles creep into his arm. He bit the inside of his cheeks to keep from crying.
Wolves don’t cry. Wolves don’t cry.
“Now get up and dig.” Lance tossed the razor on the ground beside him.
It still had blood on it.
*
Wesley didn’t know how much time had passed but there were blisters on his
palms from digging and his arms were quivering with the strain. He could not
believe they were still going. Fern had been mouthing words from the green
book the whole time, the whole time whispering, her voice burrowing inside his
brain. Maybe she really believed that Roxanne would come alive, that by digging
up her grave she would miraculously be there, waiting for them and ready to play,
as though she’d just been sleeping all along, as though all she needed was a tender
kiss to wake her. But Wes knew better. He knew they would find something
they’d never be able to forget. And Lance? He stole a look at his cousin, his
massive backside and damp T-shirt bending to dig. He did not know if Lance
really believed in the green book, in bringing back Roxanne.
No, Wes thought, stabbing his shovel into the ground. Lance was worse
than Fern. His cousin knew exactly what they were doing and he still wanted to
do it.
The night was quiet, not even a breeze. Wes sweated and sweated in the
humidity, his sweat dropping onto the earth and mingling with the animal blood.
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They were getting closer now—the hole was up to his chin. His eyes level with
Roxanne’s gravestone.
“We better get back,” Wes said.
No one answered him.
“We better get back home,” Wes said, louder this time. “Dad’s gonna
wonder—”
“Shut the fuck up,” Lance said. “And quit resting.”
Even his cousin looked exhausted, with his red hair smeared across his
forehead. Lance wiped his face with a dirty forearm and then glared at him until
he picked up his shovel. Fern murmured something with her eyes closed.
“She’s getting ready. She’s almost here.”
As she spoke, the tree behind her started to move. Wesley looked on with
horror. All else was still—the surrounding woods were quiet, unmoving, the
graveyard silent. Not a leaf moved. The angel statues were gray ghosts in the
night and there were the round dark holes of the wreaths and the spikes of
flowers beside the graves, and the shadowy hunch of the empty caretaker hut.
Nothing moved, nothing.
Wes looked back at Fern. She was whispering again, her head bent, the
tree moving beside her. Lance pushed him forward.
“Dig!” he shouted, and Wes rammed his shovel in the ground. It clanked.
It hit metal and clanked, sending the shock right up his arms, right up to his
heart.
His eyes widened and Lance began to smile. His sister clapped.
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“Now we get it free,” his cousin said, “and we open it.” He started
working loose the top of the coffin, working faster now that it was in front of
him.
Wes was shaking. His sister was towering above them, still perched on the
gravestone like she was floating. He shut his eyes and felt his ears hollow out like
he was underwater and then his insides went watery and he could not move, he
could not breathe, it was like he was dead, like he’d rather be dead than do this.
He could not do this to Roxanne—he could not. And he couldn’t let Fern do it,
either.
It felt like time slowed and lengthened as he looked down and saw that he
was standing on the top of the coffin and that Lance had dug up all the dirt
around it. His cousin smiled like a jackolantern face, like the empty, hollow thing
he was, and then he turned and pulled himself out of the hole, leaving Wes there
alone. All around him was dark mud and beneath him was the coffin and beneath
that was not Roxanne—it was not Roxanne.
“Open it,” Lance said.
Wes could not move. Something warm was running down his legs and
knew he’d wet himself. Shame burned his cheeks. It was wrong, all of it. “No,”
he said. “I won’t let you.”
“Open it,” Lance said, “or I will.”
Wes collapsed to the ground, with the coffin pinned underneath him and
the small rocks and roots and black soil. He spread out his arms and held her
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down, kept her inside, kept her safe, kept Fern safe, no longer caring what his
cousin did to him.
“Move,” Lance warned.
“It’s wrong.” Wesley flinched, expecting to be hit. “I won’t do it
anymore.”
“Then die with her,” Lance said, and Wes cringed as the first shovelful of
dirt landed on his back.
“Hey, Lance,” his sister called out. “That isn’t what the book says to do.”
He squeezed his eyes shut as Lance scooped up more dirt and sent it
tumbling onto his back. It was heavy, and wet.
“I don’t care what the book says,” Lance said.
“Hey, Lance,” Fern said. “You know what I found? I found a gun
yesterday in the woods. A real one.”
“Liar.”
“It was a .38 Special.”
“You don’t know what that is.”
“I do, it’s what I found. I hid it in the big house. In my secret hideaway.”
“Go get it, then,” he said. “Or you can die too.”
Above Wes there was a small shuffle—his sister’s footsteps. The next
time she spoke she was farther away. Terror gripped him and he could hardly
breathe. She wouldn’t just leave him here alone with Lance, would she? When he
had always stayed by her side?
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“How about this,” his sister called out, “how about I take your razor
instead, and hide it, too?”
Lance threw down his shovel and swore. “You fucking come back here.
You fucking come back here right now! That’s my dad’s!”
“Guess you should’ve thought of that,” she shouted, her voice fainter
now, trailing off.
“Fucking bitch!” Lance said, heaving another shovelful of dirt onto
Wesley’s back.
He could not hear his sister anymore—she was gone. She had left him
and he was alone in the dark with the coffin and he could not back down. He
could not back down. She was there and then she was gone and now he was
alone in the graveyard with Lance. He replayed the memory of his sister leaving
in his head over and over again, like there might be some wormhole in it. Like he
might be able to stretch out the past, stretch it all the way to this very moment so
that she’d appear in front of him, bossy as usual. But she was gone and he was
alone.
“Goddamnit!” Lance screamed.
Wes covered his head with his hands as another shovel of dirt landed on
his back. He was so scared that he began to feel like he was separating away from
his body, like he wasn’t just his body but the earth around it and the little stones
and the grass in the graveyard and the dark sky above. He was going to die.
“God damn son of a bitch fuck!” Lance cursed. “I’ll get your stupid
sister,” Lance said, spitting. “And then I’ll get you.”
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Wesley cried out as the shovel slammed against his back. When he heard
his cousin running off he held his breath until he couldn’t hold it any longer and
then he let out a sob, so glad to be alive. Hot tears of relief stung his eyes and
when he opened them he saw that it was dark, and he was lying on her coffin—
he was lying among the dead.
He scrambled to his feet.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

Sonny felt the rap of the iron knocker in his bones. He froze, the blade on his
throat. Another rap, louder now.
In the mirror was his face, half lathered in soap. His daughters were
somewhere in the house, their voices faintly trailing up to him. It was unusual for
Elle not to run to the door. She must be busy getting ready for her party
tomorrow—the opening night of her Bed and Breakfast. How could he tell her
what he was about to do? What would Nina think? He let out a deep breath. The
yeasty scent of baking bread was wafting through the house, making him hungry
despite his nerves.
The rapping sound came again. Sonny hung a towel around his shoulders
and hastened into the hallway. The bathroom’s sliver of light gradually faded until
the stairwell was in shadows. He nearly lost his footing and then gripped the
railing as he made his way down the steps. Elle had polished the floor, made it
slick.
There was the slightest creak of the porch swing, footsteps on the front
steps. He lunged to the door, swung it open.
She was there in the dark, her back turned to him. The porch swing
swayed on its chains and the empty rocking chairs were moving in the wind. He’d
been expecting to see her but it was still a shock when she turned, eyebrows
raised. Behind her the porchlight hit the old red Chevy—scratched up and dented
from some accident the girls had tried to hide from him.
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“You alright?”
He swung his attention back to the lawyer’s face, her smooth brown hair.
“Yes’m,” he answered. “Thanks for making it here, Ms. Bates,” he said,
realizing he was blocking the doorway. “Please come in,” he finally managed.
“Thank you.” She peered at his face before she looked away, embarrassed.
His hand went to his cheek, still wet. “I was in the middle… I hadn’t
finished.” He trailed off as he led her inside the house and into the sitting room.
To his father’s leather chair, where she’d sat before. She flicked on a lamp and
the room brightened, making him even more apprehensive. He had not expected
her to come so early and she did not sit down like he wanted. His face was slowly
starting to drip.
“Shall we?” she asked.
“I’m not,” he said, “I’m not quite ready.” He was not ready at all—could
hardly believe he was going along with it.
“I’m early,” she said. “But I’ve brought the figures from the surveyor, and
the contract papers, of course.”
He gestured at the chair. “Would you mind…? I just want to finish.” He
dabbed the soap with his towel. His neck was starting to itch.
“Please,” she said.
“I’ll be right back,” he promised, fleeing the room. In the foyer, the crystal
chandelier glittered and shone as he padded up the stairs. Earlier that week, Elle
had cleaned it herself, with Mae holding the ladder, her hair going white with the
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falling dust. Lately, his daughters had been like machines, little generators running
the house, making it come alive for their opening night.
And he was letting them down.
A steady dripping noise was coming from the bathroom. He must have
left the faucet on. When he swung open the door his father was gazing back at
him in the mirror with bloodshot eyes and a half-shaven face.
But it was his own reflection. How have I become so old? A part of him
thought he should always be a young man with young daughters, as though the
years had come all at once—so that now, to look in the mirror and see an old
man staring back was strange. It seemed his life had been compressed, and even
though Nina died a lifetime ago—it felt like a lifetime ago—it also felt like only
yesterday. That only yesterday he’d picked her up from the bathroom tiles, cried
with her in his arms.
Sonny reached for his straight razor to finish the job. He shaved the oldfashioned way, with a double-edged blade. One of the only things his father
taught him that had stuck. His hand shook as he pulled the blade down his jaw.
The curtain around the clawfoot tub moved ever so slightly and his stomach
knotted even tighter. For seven years he’d done nothing but work, his mind
fixated on one thing. Now he’d ensure his daughters were taken care of.
Schrodinger would tell him to pull it together. The world extended in space and time is
but our representation. But the evidence of time was all around him. Worried about
keeping the lawyer waiting, he started to shave faster. Brought the edge of the
blade to his neck and tilted his chin back. From somewhere close there came a
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faint gagging sound. He held still—swallowed. Steady now, he thought, running
the blade up his throat.
Another noise. He looked up at the grate near the ceiling and nicked
himself on his last stroke. As he pressed toilet paper onto the cut to stop the
bleeding, the gagging sound racked through the metal gate. It was coming from
the attic. His father must be having a coughing fit, only…? Only it sounded
mangled, like—choking, like he was choking.
Sonny wrenched himself from the bathroom and ran up the narrow steps,
gasping for air. At the top of the stairs he threw open the attic door, but it
slammed against something—his father’s bookshelf.
Through the narrow gap he saw the old man on the bed, his back turned
and the rumpled quilt underneath him. He was holding something up to his face.
“You okay?” Sonny called out, but his father did not move, did not
acknowledge him.
Sonny rammed his shoulder against the door. The shelf budged just
enough for him to squeeze through. And then he saw what the old man had been
gagging on.
A pistol.
Sonny froze—his eyes trained on the gun. His father canted his head, ever
so slightly, to look at him. He was gripping the handle, his finger near the trigger,
his mouth biting the barrel. He looked at Sonny and blinked as though seeing
him for the first time. Then his father slowly lowered the piece and set it in his
lap.
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With the gun so close, Sonny could hardly breathe, could hardly think.
The barrel was pointed at him and every instinct in his body was telling him to
run.
“What are you doing,” he asked, so soft he might not have spoken at all.
His father didn’t try to answer, just kept his hold on the gun.
Sonny forced himself to move, to take a step forward. The old man
tightened his fist, his arm bracing. Sonny took another step forward and found
his hands were raised. As if his very hands could stop something terrible from
happening, as if they could stop a bullet, could stop death itself.
“Can you let go of the gun,” Sonny said.
His father squeezed his eyes shut. His arm was shaking with strain.
“Let go,” Sonny said. “Please let it go.”
He eased down on the edge of the bed, every part of him heavy. The dark
mouth of the gun was pointed right at him. All his father would have to do was
lift it. Lift and squeeze. He shut his eyes, searching for words.
“Listen,” he said. “I don’t understand you and maybe I never will.” He
tried to look his father in the eye but the old man was staring at the gun.
“But I do know something,” Sonny said. “I do know what it’s like to… be
frustrated. To want to change something that you can’t. I know what it’s like to
be sorry.”
The gun twitched in his father’s hand. Should he keep talking? There had
always been this wall and it would always be there. The past between them was
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too rigid, too awful to forget. But what was the Bible for, then? Perhaps the old
man was full of regret, perhaps…
“I haven’t been,” Sonny said, “the best father either—” his voice broke.
The old man didn’t release his grip. Didn’t try to speak. No, it was not
fatherhood that was bothering him. Could it be the other sins of his past?
“Christian love and segregation.” His council meetings, the ones Sonny always found
so ignorant and base, with their beguiling slogans and Rotary club camaraderie
steeped in prejudice. “States Rights, Racial Integrity.” He looked over at the gun,
willing himself to see the reasoning behind it. Just what had his father done—
what makes a man want to die?
“My grief gets in the way of things.” It was not what he meant to say. He
felt inept, wished there was a book for this sort of thing. But it was not just a
simple calculation, helping his father. He did not know the variables, could not
chart them out, could not manipulate them through controlled study.
On the floor was the Bible, half opened. He looked at his father before
picking it up, his movements slow. In his lap the book was heavy, as if reminding
him of all the things that needed contemplation before heaven could be obtained.
He turned it over, trying to read his father’s spidery handwriting on the margins.
Was that Roxanne’s name, there at the top of the page? He tried not to read it,
but couldn’t help himself. What had his father written? Something about
Roxanne, some sort of apology? He looked over at the stone-faced old man, his
blue eyes fixed on the gun.
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“I know that we—all feel guilty,” Sonny said, “about Ro.” The truth cut
into him. It was three years tomorrow, to the very day. “We all trusted… him,”
he said. “That Australian she was so crazy about.” He shook his head. “But you
never liked him from the start. Fought with her about it. Threw a fit.” For once,
his father’s hatred of anything other than what he knew, anything other than white
and southern, had made sense.
Sonny looked down the barrel of the gun and the rush of fear returned.
That small cylinder of darkness promised death. He did not know if he could talk
it down, keep it at bay. But the old man was trying to change, wasn’t he? What
else was the Bible for, the silver cross on his wall, spending his Sundays at
church? But a man would always see his own nature, no matter what he looked
at.
The gun was on his father’s lap and his eyes were as determined as they’d
ever been. Sonny struggled for words. If his eldest daughter were speaking
through him right now, what would she say? She would know what to say. She
always knew.
His back stiffened as his father lifted the gun. His whole life he’d known
that the old man could not escape his own violence. He’d wielded it against
others when he was younger and as an older man his rage had not paled. Would
he kill in a moment of anger? Kill himself in a moment of guilt?
“You’ve got to stop with this. It’s time for us both to move on.” Please,
he thought, please just let go. Let it go. He did not know if his daughters could
bear another horror in this house. He did not know if he could. The attic room
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seemed sinister, cloistered. How could a man think in a place like this, with all his
memories crowded in and nowhere to go? How could he live with the heaviness
of it all?
“Please let it go,” he heard himself whisper. But he wasn’t talking to his
father.
And then there was the smallest movement. The slightest shift on the bed.
The old man set the pistol on the mattress without looking at him.
Slowly, Sonny reached for it, feeling anxiety flood him as he moved closer,
closer. Watching his father’s hands the whole while. He didn’t budge.
Sonny picked up the gun. He hated the thing, hated the feel of it, its
weight. Where had the old man gotten it, anyway? He looked back at where it
had rested and saw something twisted in the quilt. A tinge of gold.
Still holding the pistol, Sonny reached out with his free hand. His fingers
closed around something small and then he stared in shock.
It was Roxanne. Her eyes had been scratched out.
Sonny dropped her onto the bed. He looked over at his father, expecting
to find something—anything on his face—but it was blank. Drawn tight.
Why—why had he done it? Could he not bear to see her looking at him?
Could he not bear the reminder of his grief? But they were all dealing with it, in
their own ways. Elle tried to clean it away and Mae didn’t speak of it and his
father turned to God and when that didn’t work tried to kill himself. And what
had he done? He’d tried to…
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He shook his head, not knowing what to think. In his hands his eldest
daughter still looked beautiful. Only her eyes were shut. I will fix you, he thought.
I promise.
The old man let out a raspy cough, pitching forward. Then there was the
throaty lurch of him vomiting on the floor.
“It’s okay,” Sonny said.
His father sat up and wiped his mouth without looking at him.
“You need some water. I’ll be back.” He could not leave him like this—
could not leave him in the house with Elle and Mae. Not now.
He kept the gun but set the tiny doll beside his father so he wouldn’t be
alone. “But first,” he said, as softly as he could, “let’s get you out of that suit
jacket. It’s much too hot.”
*
Something made him stop in the hallway before going downstairs. On an
impulse, he went into the bathroom. Grabbed the razor from the sink and put it
in his other pocket. Tried to think of a place to hide the gun. It was not the first
time he’d been this helpless. This sort of feeling he’d tried to avoid, ever since Ro
died ten years after her mother. He preferred living in the basement, immersing
himself in work, in something he could fix with his own hands, puzzle out with
his mind. He did not know how to handle this uncertainty with people, this
vulnerability that went with life.
He trudged down the steps, feeling like he’d aged ten years. The hall was
bright now, the little beads of glass and crystal in the chandelier were glinting. His
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body hurt, his head hurt. The lawyer was waiting for him at the door, her leather
briefcase in hand.
“Are you ready?” she asked.
He thought that if he were younger, she would be the kind of woman he’d
ask out on a date. If he had met her a few years ago, maybe. Space and time,
Schrodinger started—but there was no time, not now. It baffled him how some
people in life were like ships passing in the night, and others were anchored for a
lifetime and yet still remained unknown.
“They’re busy back there,” Ms. Bates said, nodding toward the hallway.
Something buttery wafted from the kitchen, followed by a sharper smell. Cloves.
“They have no idea that you’re here.” His voice broke.
“Well, we’d better start,” she said. “The radio mentioned high winds, so I
don’t want to be getting home too late.”
He ran his hands through his hair, shook his head. “Thank you for driving
out here,” he said. “I really do appreciate it.” He paused, not sure what to say. He
wondered if she’d noticed the gun—probably not. His shirt was untucked, long
enough to cover it. “Something’s come up,” he finally told her, his thoughts on
his father. He could not leave him upstairs by himself, not now. “I can’t discuss
selling. Not tonight.”
A look of surprise flickered over the lawyer’s face. “Well then,” she said,
sounding distant now. “I suppose it’s time to part ways.”
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She turned to go, her hand on the door like she might say something else.
Then she sighed. “Sometimes these things take time, Mr. Cole. Call me when
you’re ready.”
Sonny cleared his throat. “Maybe,” he said. But would his family ever be
ready to let go of the house? Would it ever let go of them?
Ms. Bates swung open the door and he followed her out into the night. It
was alive with fluttering creatures and leaves carried by the wind. Winged insects
flung themselves at the single porch bulb, beat against the windows of the house.
The lawyer’s heels echoed across the boards, the high grass rustled as she stepped
through it. She gave him one last look before opening her car door and he waved
goodbye.
As she drove away, the headlights revealed the woods, the gray tree
trunks, the thick foliage surrounding the house, keeping them in. He walked over
to the metal trashcan, its silver side caught in the porchlight and its lid astray. It
was full of rainwater. He stared into its flooded depths but it was too dark to see
the bottom. After a minute, he pulled the gun from his pocket and dropped it in.
Water rocked over the sides as the old pistol started to sink. Down, down,
down—until it was gone from sight.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

The house and yard smelled of cloves and baking bread. The farther Mae walked,
the less she smelled the food until there was only the fecund scent of the woods
and the lantern lighting her path.
She had to tell him. She must.
Soon there was the rise of the barn with its great door pulled shut. The
side door whined as she slid it open. She glanced over her shoulder at the dark
woods but saw no one.
One never knew, she thought. One never knew around here.
Like last week, with Ray and Childers, their pointed guns. There’d been
the shock of veering around the curve and seeing Eyelid cornered by them at the
edge of the woods. Her reaction had been quick and impulsive. Yank the wheel,
distract them. She’d been fortunate Elle pressed the brakes, fortunate they’d hit
the cruiser and not the men in the road. Fortunate they’d been buying groceries
for Elle’s party. The black dog sniffing her palm, eating ground beef through the
window while Eyelid stole into the woods.
Her sister hadn’t realized who he was. None of them had.
She peered into the barn, expecting to find him—the bob of his dark hair
as he stood on the deck, the flash of his bright tattoos, his shirt rolled up to the
elbows, the stubble over his chin. She held up the lantern, its waves of light
rippling out. The shadows surrounding her seemed to coalesce into faces, into
tiny glimmers of movement in the hazy grayness.
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Was that him at the back? Her body like a dowsing rod as she waited for
her eyes to adjust. But it was just an old chair, with a rag draped over the back of
it. Still, she felt an intense awareness that someone else was in the barn with her.
Maybe he was still here—sleeping, even?
Sometimes he slept down in the cabin and sometimes on the deck under
the heavy cover. She knew because she’d watched him try to deliver himself to
sleep. Watched as he flinched and cried out in his dreams, his breath uneven. All
those times she watched him sleep without him knowing. All those times she
wanted to wake him, ask him what was wrong, tell him she understood.
A cloud passed over the moon, smudging it out from the skylight. At
night, the barn seemed larger, and shadowy, like the house. Gray shapes moved
at the edges of her vision again and she looked at the lantern’s pool of light on
the floor, not wanting to know what sort of things came out of the darkness.
But nothing moved in the barn except the white cover. It was wavering
ever so gently. She heaved it off, letting it fall to a clump at her feet, then held up
the lantern.
The boat shone. It looked brand new, smooth and repainted. He’d
finished it, then? Her heart tilted. Surely he hadn’t left. Without a goodbye,
without…? Or what if Ray had recognized him after all? What if Ray had come
for him, caught him off guard?
She began to hum in the gloom. So nervous she could not help herself.
Her little song in E minor, soft strands into the room.
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Nothing but silence came back to her. She wanted him to answer, wanted
him to step out from the dark, the way that sun can break through clouds over
the ocean and cascade down on one little spot, one shining spot on the water.
But he didn’t appear as she walked around the boat. She trailed her hand along
the hull and stopped at the transom—stared at it. There, in wooden lettering, was
a new name. Not Catrina, not Roxanne, not Ro. A different one altogether.
The Three Sisters.
She studied the hand-cut wooden letters, traced her finger across them.
Why would he…? But renaming the boat meant that it was done, that the
restoration was finished. There was a sudden heaviness in her body. She had to
know if he was still here. She had to tell him. The one thing that might release
him. The one thing that might let him go.
Are you here?
And then she heard it. A dripping noise, steady.
It was coming from the bow. Her legs felt as though they’d locked up as
she forced herself around the hull.
She held her breath as she leaned forward, trying to see where it was
coming from. Something was running down the side of the hull in a thin stream.
Something dark.
No. No, no, no.
But there it was, dark and wet. She made herself touch it. Then held up
her fingertips in the lantern light, willing it to be something else.
Blood, it looked like blood.
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She stepped back, horrified. Above, on the deck—what was it? Something
hovering on the ledge. A shard of glass?
She ran to the ladder and climbed up two rungs at a time, the metal cool
under her bare feet. She swung her legs over and gasped. The redness was
splattered across the bow.
But the dark pool near her feet, it didn’t smell sharp—it wasn’t blood.
Then she saw it. The broken wine bottle, its throat smashed. Pieces of glass
scattered over the deck like tiny gems. She bent down to pick one up, careful not
to cut herself. The whole bottle shattered on the deck, the deck wet with wine,
and everything else so clean and new looking.
Why did he—?
A fragment of a memory. A bedside story when she and Elle were young.
According to lore, Ro told them, the name of every vessel on the sea was known
to the sea god Neptune and written in his ledger—called the Ledger of the Deep.
To rename a boat, a ceremony was needed. This wiped the boat’s old name from
the record, erased it from the god’s memory, because sometimes this was the
only way to start anew. Every trace of the old ship—every map, receipt, every
paper on its deck—all were burned, and its lettering wiped from the transom.
Afterward, the vessel was christened with a new name by breaking a bottle over
her bow to appease the four winds, to ensure a peaceful journey. This and only
this would grant the ship safe passage.
So Eyelid had wiped the Catrina from the ledger, from his memories, and
he’d given her a new name. Did that mean he would leave as he’d promised? She
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didn’t want him to—she didn’t want him to be a man of his word, not this time.
And if he’d already left?
But the wine—it wasn’t dry.
She needed to check the cabin, see if he was still here. She needed to say
what she had come to say. But the dark threshold gave her pause. There was no
good reason to be afraid and yet she found herself hesitating.
Just step downstairs. Find him downstairs and tell him.
After one more glance into the darkness swelling around the ladder, she
plunged down. It was like jumping into water. And it did feel like that, sort of. It
was cold as she descended, hovering on the last few rungs before stepping onto
the floor.
She held up the lantern. The kitchen had been transformed into
something beautiful—smooth and sleek and sanded. White walls with burnished
brass fittings and a smooth copper sink.
At the back of the small cabin was the sleeping berth. The little white
door.
Are you here? She walked forward and swung open the door before she lost
her nerve. Would she find him asleep, his steady breath drawing in and out? At
first she could see nothing except a pair of square cabinets. And then, a
movement near the back wall. Blond hair? A shadow?
Someone was in the room with her.
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Mae spun and grabbed the lantern. Held it up like the very light could
protect her. There was nothing, and yet— She gripped the lantern’s handle as she
searched the dimness.
“Ro?” she called out softly.
“Ro?”
And then she remembered the mirror. Hanging on the far wall. She had
only seen her reflection, moving across the glass. That was all.
Still, she had to make sure.
Slowly, she turned her head in the direction of the mirror. Slowly, she
raised her chin, opened her eyes. A face stared back at her. The palest hair.
Ro!
She blinked and it became her own face. Just her own reflection. She tore
her gaze from the mirror, feeling unsteady on her feet. He wasn’t here—he was
gone and her sister was too.
She climbed the rungs, one by one, the darkness of the cabin pooling
behind her. Gooseflesh trailed down her arms. One more step, then another.
When she was finally at the top she let out a breath. As she turned to leave,
something in the pilot berth caught her eye. She paused, looked again. Yes,
something near the books, something cream-colored like the candle it was tucked
underneath. She kneeled down and pulled it out. Stiff paper, folded once. She
opened it and gasped.
The paper dropped from her hand, fell onto the floor.
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She picked it up, her hand shaking. When she opened it again she saw
herself. She was sleeping. Her expression calm, soft, her lips upturned. Her face
and body before her, every crease and eyelash and curve. Perfectly, darkly shaded
so that it seemed she could sink into its depths. There she was, the dark tangle of
her hair, her sloping shoulders. Her eyelids shut, the short black hairs of her
lashes. The sketch had been drawn with tenderness. Drawn by someone who
could really see a thing, see all of it.
Her eyes watered. It was from him, of course it was. His way of saying
goodbye. She clasped the drawing, made herself walk to the ladder. She could not
stay here and mourn. Losing Ro had taught her she could only think of what was
gone for so long before a part of herself went too.
Yet her insides ached as she leaned over the railing. If he’d already left,
then what she wanted to tell him didn’t matter anymore. If he’d left, then he
didn’t need to know about Ro’s book. Ro’s journal, the one thing she thought
might ease his grief. If he had her sister’s story to keep, would it make him less
sad?
Her throat lumped up and she tried to swallow and then she was crying,
warm tears running down her cheeks. She tasted salt, and the heat of sadness. But
her sadness was from love. Was it not better to be sad than to feel nothing at all,
like the dead? Her sister’s death was just part of nature—she knew this, although
it didn’t make it any easier. Everything had cycles. The seasons, life, death, the
tides. Her mother coming and going from her life. Eyelid coming and going from
her life. Ro living and dying and being remembered.
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And here was the boat, restored. Looking nothing like the tattered thing
with sails that her father bought secondhand years before she was born. The old
boat had been more rundown than the house but her sister and Eyelid had loved
it. Love had radiated from the masts, the rigging, the deck, the sails. Maybe that
was why, nearly three years ago exactly—on that day, on Ro’s day—Elle asked
her father to bring in the boat from the dock. He’d granted her request but told
her that he never wanted to look at it again.
And if he saw it now? If he saw it now, restored. The lantern revealed the
deck underneath Mae’s feet as she walked its length. The meager light illuminated
one board, one corner at a time, in the same way that a story was told, page by
page, line by luminescent line. Eyelid had made the boat something to behold.
She swung her leg over the side and hopped down, still holding onto the
creamy paper, onto his small goodbye. She did not look back, did not look back
once—not even to shut the door.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

Roxanne is driving so fast he thinks they might die. If they had a fatal crash
together, he reckons he wouldn’t mind so much, even though no one from home
would ever know what happened to him. He tries to relax into the passenger seat
as her red car veers down the one-lane highway. They go deeper and deeper into
the Alabama woods, looking nothing like the eucalypts he’s used to.
He glances over at her and thinks he must be dreaming. She’s gorgeous.
Her hair’s still wet from the ocean, from nearly drowning in Gulf Shores, where
she coaxed him off the boat and into her car. She tells him she loves his accent
and that she wants to thank him with dinner. This is what she promises him: a
real Southern homecooked meal in a historic plantation home. She tells him he
should be careful though, because her family is cursed, and then she laughs as she
makes a sudden turn off the road. Rocks clink against the sides of the boxy red
car as it shoots down a gravel driveway lined by oak trees strewn with moss. The
radio blasts “Paint it Black” and she sings as loud as she can and he can’t take his
eyes off her smile.
And then she’s pulling into a carport, and as she does a shadow falls
across them. Next to the car is a rundown house swarmed by ivy. It high walls
are bluish and ugly, and darkness gathers in its corners, hemmed in by trees and
overgrown bushes. He does not like the smell in the air, thick with undergrowth,
as though the weeds are waiting to one day reclaim the house and the people
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inside it. Instinctively he does not like the feel of the place—not the house, not
the wide yard, not the woods around it—and he thinks of things like curses.
But then he looks back at this flax-haired woman beside him and how she
smiles. She’s humming the song from the car, only she’s humming it slow, offkilter. I see a red door and I want it painted black… He knows he’s been sucked into
her enchantment but he doesn’t care and willingly follows her little jean skirt and
white tank top onto the rickety gray boards of the porch where the wood has
fallen away in chunks. A porch swing hanging from two thick chains slightly
rocks even though it’s empty and the row of rocking chairs on the porch do the
same. The four decaying pillars tell him the house was once grand, but has now
been cast into some forgotten purgatory—as though, after dying, it lingered on in
disbelief.
Roxanne gives a loud rap on the iron knocker. When the red door slings
open, there are two girls standing in the stairwell of a dank, moldy foyer. Two
teenaged girls: one pale, one olive-skinned. They throw their arms around
Roxanne and then the pale one suddenly hugs him as well. The dark one hovers
in the periphery like she isn’t sure what to think of him and prefers to keep her
distance.
When Roxanne introduces them as her sisters he tries to hide his shock.
This golden Apollo woman looks nothing like the girls flanking her sides.
Embarrassed, he looks up at the dusty chandelier precariously hanging from
above—as if the crystal might fall down at any moment, taking the ceiling and
walls with it. The foyer is strangely cold, the afternoon shadows turning
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everything in the room dark and watery. The doldrums, he thinks. The house
reminds him of stagnant water. Yet this beautiful girl lives in its depths like some
sort of siren. He should be cautious.
Roxanne takes his hand and pulls him deeper into the house. It creaks
underfoot as if to protest each one of his steps, as if to spit him back out like
Jonah. Deeper into the house they go, and deeper still. Now he is being led down
a narrow set of stairs by his golden girl, who tugs his hand and sends shivers up
his arm. And then they are in a cloistered basement that she calls her father’s
workroom.
It is a raised basement, and the windows meet the soil outside so that the
room is half underground. There’s a stench of something he cannot name and it’s
hard to breathe. He isn’t used to so much humidity in such a cramped space, not
after spending most of his days on the open sea with the wind digging at his
bones.
And then, looking out the window at the crest of the ground that
unevenly meets the glass panes like a wave, he realizes why the house seems so
strange. It feels like a sinking ship. Doomed to go down with treasure in its holds.
Roxanne leans in to whisper a soft welcome in his ear and a tingle shoots
through him. He is taut in her presence and she is luminous, perfect. She leads
him past a table piled high with blueprints and drawings. Behind a large water
tank that he thinks might be an aquarium but is void of fish, someone emerges
from the shadows. A sandy-haired man, her father.
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“Sonny, this is Eyelid,” Roxanne says, smiling slyly at him. “Eyelid, this is
Sonny.”
He forces himself to remember her father’s name in case he’s ever worthy
enough to ask this girl to marry him. Despite the strangeness of the house, he has
already fallen in love with her in just a single day, and he likes her father, who has
said nothing about his tattoos, and her two sisters, who are like orbiting moons.
The pale one is loud on the stairs behind them and the dark one is quiet and he
has already forgotten their names.
“Are you gonna have him meet granddaddy?” the pale girl asks.
Ro only laughs. “Not yet,” she says, “but soon.”
In this moment, he forgets everything but her. This blond ray of light next
to him is warming his skin, warming him everywhere. There is something strange
about the house, but she is home.
“Come on, stranger,” she says, taking his hand. “I wouldn’t want you to
get lost.”
Then she is leading him back up the stairs, and her two sisters are
following them, and he wonders, all of a sudden, how he came to be surrounded
by beautiful girls and rotting wood. A bad feeling takes hold of him, but he
shrugs it off and gives her hand a squeeze, never wanting to let go—
*
It was her day, the 17th of August, the day he’d chosen to say goodbye. The
clouds were stealing the fading light, turning it into dusk’s shadows as he made
his way through the trees and toward the road.
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He was finally leaving her. The wind picked up, rushing against his face as
though trying to turn him back. He tightened his grip on his bag and took one
last look behind him. The barn had been swallowed by the trees and her house
was out of sight. The woods seemed to buckle and pitch around him, though at
least it wasn’t raining anymore. He’d picked a hell of a day to leave—right in the
middle of a bloody storm. But he’d be at the highway by nightfall, and he figured
there would be less chance of being recognized by someone in the dark.
His plan was to walk along the highway until he hitched a ride north. He
didn’t really care where he went as long as it was out of town. Out of here, away
from the sisters and the boat he’d named for them. After finishing the ceremony
yesterday he’d slept on the beach, near the dock, so he could spend his last night
at Blue Gate out in the open air. It had been a dreamless night, which he saw as a
good sign. But walking away still gave him a tinge of regret. He thought of Ro—
what could have been. And then Mae, her dark-eyed stare looking him over. Her
quiet ways that he could only guess at.
But he had always planned to leave, and now he had no choice. He was
leaving before he screwed everything up again, before he got too close to Ro’s
sister. Mae deserved better than him. The night he’d slept beside her he knew he
should move on, for her sake. He’d put his arms around her and pulled her snug
against him in his half-sleep. And for that brief moment his heart felt like it had
been lost at sea and finally returned—with her in his arms, her nestling against
him.
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But it was not fair to think of Mae when Ro still plagued his dreams.
When all his waking moments were steeped in memories of her. Love was not
worth it if it meant this constant hurt and nothing more.
Eyelid came to the treeline and took one big lunge, jumping over the ditch
to the side of the main road. And then he heard it before he saw it. The loud
blare of sirens, the flashing red lights.
The patrol car rounded the corner, gaining speed. He leapt away from the
road as the cop car tore past, flinging up rocks and mud. His heart was in his ears
and he thought the cop would slow, that it was him they were after—that maybe
she’d finally told the others—but instead the cruiser kept bearing down the road
toward Roxanne’s place.
Something was wrong.
Eyelid looked in the direction of Blue Gate. The road ahead was empty,
promising a way out, but he halted. The siren was still keening. By now it would
have made it to the house.
The place wasn’t finished with him yet. He wouldn’t just be able to walk
away, hitch a ride out of town. Maybe he’d known it all along. But if he went
back now—if they found him… He heard her voice, distant, like something from
the depths of water. Here he lies where he long’d to be. Home is the sailor, home from the
sea. And the hunter home from the hill.
A gust of wind hit him in the face. He felt on edge, knowing what he was
being called to do. The sirens were calling him. Once again there was something
wrong at the house and he would not spend the next three years wondering. Not
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this time. And maybe they needed his help, maybe Mae needed his help. He
knew, this time, that he would give his life for her, if he could. Because three
years ago, he could not do it for her sister.
He dropped his bag and began to run.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

The evening had come, snuck up all at once. In the dining room, the tables were
aglow with candles, looking like an archipelago of little bright islands. The
gramophone spun Chopin in the corner while the windows held on to the last of
the sun.
Outside, lanterns hung from wire draped across the high garden hedge. In
the wavering light, everything seemed as though it had been heaved a hundred
years into the past, generations ago, before any of them had been born—before
any of them had even been imagined. Their upcoming births like tiny little lights
on the horizon, tiny golden smudges.
Now wind chimes clanked together and Elle tasted rain in the air when
she breathed. She had moved all of the tables inside, because of the gusting wind
and promise of rain. But still, everything looked nice for her opening night. It
looked perfect, she thought, gazing at the candles, their blue-throated flames.
Moths flocked the windows, wanting to drink in the fire, fling themselves into
the hot brilliance of it all.
She turned at the sound of footsteps. Ray and Childers were meandering
down the hallway, smelling of heavy cologne, of pine trees. Ray’s blue eyes were
on her, watching as always, and Childers was peering around the house as though
he’d never seen anything quite like it.
“Hi,” Ray said, nodding at her.
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“Hi yourself,” Elle said, surprised. After the accident and her shouting
match with Childers, she hadn’t expected him to show. But Ray had somehow
smoothed things over—gotten his cousin to take care of the damage to the
cruiser—for which she was grateful.
“Elle.” Childers tipped his hat with a smirk.
“Welcome,” she said, not entirely sure if she was relieved to see them or
not. They were her first guests to arrive—and hopefully not the last, fingers
crossed. She’d invited about eighteen people to her opening night, including Blue
Bend’s newest residents, Lionel White and his wife Carla, who were supposedly
fond of antebellum homes.
“I like your hair that way,” Ray said. “You look nice.”
“Well, hopefully the house does too,” she said, feeling awkward. She
waved them toward the small bar, where she’d set out a decanter of port, along
with a bottle of cherry grenadine and one of bourbon, even though some of her
guests wouldn’t touch a drop. “Help yourself.”
Childers grinned at her as he popped two ice cubes into a glass and
poured a bourbon. He drank this down and then started on another. “Lance ain’t
feeling too well—he got all feverish and sick today, probably working too hard at
football practice, so his momma stayed at home with him,” he said. “I’m
supposed to pass along her thanks.”
“Lance is a tough one.” Ray grabbed a glass. “He’ll be up and at ‘em in no
time.”
“Unlike your boy,” Childers said. “You spit on him and he’d drown.”
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“Well, make sure you take them a plate of food,” Elle said quickly, trying
to change the subject. “We made enough to feed an army.”
“Might take scraps to Jagger later, too,” Ray said. “Left him tied up
outside.”
Tied up where? It wouldn’t do to have Ray’s big Rottweiler scaring off her
guests. But before she could ask, the phone rang. She ran to answer it, only to
have Roxanne’s old swim coach tell her that he and his wife couldn’t make it to
the party. After hanging up, she heard Ray say something to Childers about a
storm. How he could feel it in his bones. Then Childers was asking her if they
had a bathroom.
“Well,” she said, thinking of the speech she’d prepared for the evening.
“While there was no original indoor plumbing, my grandparents had indoor
bathrooms built in the 1930s.”
“I never much cared for history class, but I do need to relieve myself,”
Childers said as he ambled out of the room.
“He never cared for any class,” Ray said, smiling at her. “Can’t believe
what you’ve done with the place, Elle. Not many hotels along the coast here, I
checked into it. It’s a good idea.”
“You really think so?”
Ray nodded, his eyes trained on the garden, the flurry of leaves in the
wind. “You know, when your granddaddy told me I could live in the foreman’s
cabin, I didn’t have much choice at the time.” He cleared his throat, smiled at her
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like he was embarrassed. His big arms flexed under his checkered shirt as he
rubbed at his hair. “Now I’m glad to call it home.”
“That’s a nice—”
“—Mostly because of you.”
“Oh,” she said, taken aback. “Well, I have worked hard on it but—”
“I just like seeing you around,” he said. “Would you… would you like
to…”
Red splotches cropped up on his neck. Elle wanted to hold out her hands,
tell him to stop. Tell him he was serenading the wrong woman.
“Well, look at this,” Childers said, grinning as he came back into the
room.
“Well look at what?” Ray glared.
“If you two don’t need anything, I’ve got to run back to the kitchen,” Elle
said, trying to ignore the tension in the room.
“I think I know what he needs,” Childers said as she left, but she kept
going, pretending like she hadn’t heard. What was that about? Was that why Ray
always followed her around? Why he’d followed around Ro? She picked up a
towel in the kitchen and fanned herself. The room was cramped with the ovens
on and silver trays spilling over with food. Her grandfather was sitting at the
table, dressed in the suit she’d starched and staring out the window at the storm
clouds. Mae was at the counter, quickly working a chopping knife over peppers
and onions, her eyes red.
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The old clock on the wall chimed half past seven. More guests should be
arriving any moment. Spread out on the counters was everything Elle had
imagined for her Bed and Breakfast and more. Ro would be proud. All the food
fermenting, steeping, nearly there. Platters of cut watermelon and raspberries,
and blueberry and ricotta hotcakes, and deep fried snapper on buttered toast, and
green tomato relish for the poached eggs and cornbread, and shrimp and grits, of
course, and her favorite, because it was pink and red: watermelon, cherry, and
rose salad. There was too much food—enough to feed everyone who’d ever lived
in the house and then some.
“What would you like?” Elle asked her grandfather. He needed to eat, get
his strength back.
But the old man ignored her. Just gazed toward the bay, hidden by trees.
His mangled white eyebrows twitched slightly, as if he could see something she
couldn’t. Her father came in and sat down beside him, cleaning his glasses.
“I’ll see that he eats,” Sonny said.
Outside, lightning flashed across the windowpanes. For a moment, the
two men looked like twins, with their same pale blue eyes and graying hair.
Mirror and reflection, that tiny bit off.
Then a plunk of rain hit the glass, and another. More summer rain,
cooling off the grass, the roof. The phone rang and Mae picked up and handed it
straight to Elle. It was their closest neighbors, canceling because of the weather.
Elle grabbed a peppermint from her pocket, unwrapped it and then rewrapped it,
deciding to save it for later. The kitchen felt as though it were shrinking in on
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her. There was the slow chomping sound of her granddad eating grits, then a
screeching noise as her father pushed back his chair to reach the small radio on
the counter. Mae offered her a bowl of cherries as if knowing she needed
something to sweeten the evening, to sugar coat what could turn into a disaster.
Elle took a cherry from the bowl and popped it into her mouth, liking the tangy
sweetness on her tongue as she shut her eyes and let herself forget about
everything. Let herself forget about the party and the weather, forget about Ro’s
anniversary, forget about how Nathan hadn’t called, forget about how only two
guests had arrived and one of them was Ray.
Elle opened her eyes. “I need bodies,” she said.
Sonny put down his fork. “What do you mean?”
“I need the party to fill up. Could you go sit in the dining room?”
“I suppose I could.” He looked at her as though he wished she were
saying anything else.
“It’s just—” she stopped, not wanting to go on. A loud knock at the front
door made her heart skip. She barely contained her grin as she strode down the
hallway, where tiny tea lights fluttered as she passed. When she opened the door,
Nathan was standing near the porch swing, shaking the rain from his jacket.
“Hi,” she said, unable to keep the shock out of her voice.
He smiled, flashing his perfect white teeth. “Hi yourself,” he said, not
missing a beat. His hazel eyes crinkled at the corners and he looked even tanner
than usual.
“What are you—” she started.
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“—Surprised to see me?”
Elle crossed her arms. “Did you forget I don’t like surprises?”
“Could you allow an exception, just this once?” he said, smiling again like
he knew it would win her over. “I thought we’d come to your thing—your
opening night.”
“We?”
She followed his gaze when he turned. His mother was making her way up
the path, a large white umbrella poised over her head. Her shoulder-length blond
hair was curled, matching the golden curlicues in her dress. Mrs. Carlisle was
perfect, even in the drizzling rain, with her coolly delivered smile, her smooth,
impassive make-up like another layer of skin.
Elle took a step back, the front door opening wider. “Oh, hi,” she said.
“Hello, Elle,” Mrs. Carlisle said, nodding at her as she made her way
inside the house, leaving the umbrella on the porchswing. If she was here, then
Nathan had forced her to come along. He would have needed to do a lot of
convincing. The thought almost made her smile. Almost. Nathan followed his
mother inside and then kissed Elle on the cheek, not making a sound. She felt
unsettled as she closed the door on the rain. If he was here then maybe she could
forgive him for not calling. But what about—
“It doesn’t look much different,” Mrs. Carlisle said, and then Elle realized
she must have visited the house before, unlike her son. All summer Nathan had
insisted on meeting at the beach, or by the little summerhouse, or at the diner.
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Now his leather shoes were tracking water all across the floor as he looked
around the foyer, gazing at the staircase and the old chandelier.
“It looks lovely,” Mrs. Carlisle said, in a voice that meant anything but.
Elle tried to imagine what Nathan was seeing, what his mother was seeing,
and through their eyes the grandness of the foyer turned to something shabby
and dark, something not quite right. If the house did not win over the Carlisles’
for even a day, then how could she expect guests to stay here overnight?
“You know it’s historic,” Elle said. “The ground was razed in 1837, so it’s
one of the oldest plantation-style homes around that wasn’t burned during the
war. The Coles who built it had money from a sugar plantation in Florida, but
this was their—”
“Vacation home,” Mrs. Carlisle said, her eyes narrowing. “The place
where they went to relax, until the other house was destroyed. I know the
stories.”
“I know some of them, too,” Nathan said. “We used to talk about the
place at school. You know, ghost stories, because of—” He stopped. “Sorry,
Elle,” he said.
“That’s okay.” Today was a day for her sister, too. Today it was right that
she be remembered. As Elle led them both down the hallway, she thought of
what Jeanette Carlisle had said. Maybe she’d heard the family stories from her
grandfather, all those years ago when her father was Nathan’s age and she was
Elle’s, and she’d been invited to dinner at this very house, hoping today would be
the day he’d ask to marry her? There would always be these little moments, stuck
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in time, folded and unfolded again. Time would always be repeating itself. There
would always be two lovers, coming together or else going their separate ways,
again and again and again for all eternity. And which way would Nathan go?
But her contemplation was cut short because they were already at the
dining room. Ray and Childers rose from their seats, their drinks in hand.
“Hi there, Jeanette,” Childers said, taking off his hat. “And here’s the
Vandy track star.” His voice was laced with sarcasm.
“Where’s ol’ Danny?” Ray asked, giving Nathan a cold look.
“Daniel was called up to a meeting in Mobile, and Nathan—” Mrs.
Carlisle stopped herself. “Nathan’s going back to Vanderbilt soon,” she said, her
words crisp, “but he had the lovely idea to attend Elle’s dinner tonight. In honor
of her…”
“Bed and Breakfast,” Nathan said. “Which you’ll be telling your friends
about, right?”
Ray stepped between Nathan and Elle. “I sure am proud of this girl,” he
said. “House looks the best it’s ever been.”
“She’s really quite the cleaner,” Mrs. Carlisle said, trailing her manicured
fingernail along a bureau.
“I’m just glad Fern and Wesley Ray could help you out,” Ray said.
Elle nodded, not wanting to lie but not wanting to turn in Wes, either.
The boy hadn’t shown up yet like she’d asked, but his father was hard enough on
him.
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Just then the kitchen door swung open. Her father walked out, the
handheld radio tucked under his arm. When he saw Mrs. Carlisle he halted. Elle
opened her mouth to speak and then shut it again.
“Nice to see you, Sonny,” Mrs. Carlisle said after a moment. She was
holding the back of a chair, her grip tight.
Elle tried to smile like nothing was wrong but couldn’t. She hadn’t warned
her father that the Carlisles were coming because she hadn’t expected them to
turn up. And now what would he do? And what about Ray, staring down Nathan,
like he was on his territory?
The silence in the room stretched out and just when Elle thought she
couldn’t bear it any longer, Sonny finally nodded at Mrs. Carlisle. “Been a long
time, Jean.” His voice sounded wary.
“That’s what happens when you hole yourself up in here,” Childers said,
letting out a laugh.
Ray chuckled behind him but Mrs. Carlisle was still staring at Elle’s father.
“Since the funer—” she started.
Sonny looked like he might say something and then stopped himself.
“Sometimes I’m surprised you’re still here. In this house…” She was
talking as though they were the only two in the room, as if all her good manners
had been chucked aside.
“I promised Nina I wouldn’t leave,” her father said. A look of
embarrassment came over him, like he hadn’t meant to speak aloud.
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“Well,” Mrs. Carlisle said after a minute, “you really haven’t changed
much.”
He widened his eyes and then let out a little laugh. “Don’t be so polite,”
he said, but he was smiling now.
Elle let out the breath she’d been holding. “Please, sit anywhere you like,”
she told Nathan. “Dinner will be served soon.” There were so many empty seats,
still waiting to be filled.
“Is this everyone?” Mrs. Carlisle asked.
“I wanted to keep it intimate,” Elle said. It could still be okay, she
thought, she could do this. She was still expecting Les from the diner and Mr.
and Mrs. Willis, who ran the hardware store, and the Whites. They’d all arrive at
any moment. Today would be a good day—it had to be.
Nathan smiled at her as though everything she said was slightly amusing.
Her stomach turned over and she thought she might be sick with nerves. Maybe
she should start feeding everyone? As if on cue, Mae met her at the kitchen door,
heaved a hot platter into her arms and then kissed her on the cheek for good
luck.
Welcome, Elle thought as she carried out a tray of hors d’oeurves to the
dining room. Welcome to all, she kept repeating to herself, as if trying to
summon her future guests to the house, for this night and all the nights after.
Nathan turned up the music and the dining room started to feel livelier,
with the windows violet and the candles shining in the fireplace and in the center
of each round table. Today would be a good day, Elle thought, while Ray and
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Childers started heaping food on their plates. Her father had his radio with him
and was tuning it, but he was also talking to Nathan and Mrs. Carlisle. Elle’s heart
swelled. He was trying.
The phone rang and she ran into the kitchen to take the call. Les was on
the other line, telling her he wasn’t going to make it to dinner.
“Because of the hurricane,” he said over the crackling line.
“What?” Elle asked.
She looked out at the dark sky through the kitchen windows. It was
windy, sure, but it didn’t look that bad.
“So you can’t come?” she asked, and heard Les laugh.
“You never let up, girl,” he said. “Come back and work for me at the
diner if that hotel don’t work out.”
“It’ll work,” she said, hanging up the phone.
Mae gave her a worried look. A moment later something rammed against
the window and she flinched. Her grandfather stood up, knocking his chair to the
ground.
“What?” Elle asked. “What’s out there?”
Something slammed against the glass again, and then all of a sudden it was
pouring outside, the sky blotted out by rain. The rain came down in sheets,
flooding against the windows. There was another loud banging noise and Elle
stepped forward, gazing out into the grayness, listening to the wind wail like it
wanted to be let in. Today will be a good day, she thought, today will be—
“Elle?” her father called out.
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In the dining room, everyone was gathered around the small radio where
an announcer was talking very fast through the static. Elle tensed, knowing what
was coming.
“That hurricane didn’t go to the Florida panhandle like it was supposed
to,” her father said, still fiddling with the reception.
Childers grabbed his jacket over the back of his chair. “Well, I might just
head back into town. I’m on call.”
“You leaving in this?” Ray asked, looking at his cousin like he’d gone
crazy.
“I’ll be fine,” Childers said. He picked up a fork and took another bite of
food. “So long as Elle’s not on the road.”
“I’m the least of your troubles, Childers,” Elle said as she looked around
the room—at the small party she’d spent months preparing. No one else would
be coming tonight. Outside, the wind chimes tumbled and clanked in the rain.
The garden was rustling in the downpour and the hedge, even the thick hedge,
seemed to be leaning in the wind. Something bad was going to happen, no matter
what she did, no matter what she told herself or how hard she tried to prepare
for it. But she was the one who invited everyone to the house, so whatever came
to pass would be on her shoulders.
She looked at her father, then at Nathan. “Well,” she said, “what are we
still standing here for?”
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CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

He thought it would end with the night he reburied her. Pushed all the dirt and
mud back in her grave, packed it down the best he could. The whole while telling
her he was sorry, the whole while glancing around the graveyard as if something
might come up out of the ground and grab ahold of his ankle. To get through the
job he had pretended he was a wolf, and then licked Roxanne’s headstone as he
left, thinking the worst was over.
But Lance and Fern still had the green book, and their rituals had gotten
worse. Lance had stolen his father’s trap, a double-spring loaded snare the size of
his skull. Right now its jagged teeth were hidden by leaves near the wishing well.
But the trap alone wasn’t good enough for Lance and Fern—they wanted
something else for their ritual. They wanted something of Roxanne’s.
His cousin hadn’t punished Fern for taking off with his father’s razor yet,
so Wesley knew to keep the peace and steal from the big house like Lance told
him. He crept up to the rickety front porch, peering in the windows. The foyer
and the stairwell were empty, but candles had been placed on every step—why?
“Crap,” he said aloud. He’d forgotten all about helping Elle with her
party. It was tonight—the dinner for her breakfast and bed hotel, or whatever
she called it. The idea of sleeping over at the big house gave him the heebie
jeebies. But if tonight was Elle’s party, then Mae would likely be cooking, and
their dad was probably in the basement as usual. Could he get up to Ro’s
bedroom without being seen?
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He twisted the doorknob, surprised to find it open. Maybe his luck was
finally turning? He went inside, cringing as the stairs moaned under his feet, but
he made it to the top without getting caught. A wolf wouldn’t be afraid, he
thought. They did what they had to do, and they were clever. They ate the
weakest, the youngest, the fatigued. Deer, caribou. They seized their prey by the
nose—
A door slammed somewhere in the house and Wesley jumped, feeling
skittish. The hallway ceiling soared above him, crammed with big frames like the
ones in the stairwell, paintings of stuffy old men and women who stared down at
the dirty little intruder. Wesley stayed on his tiptoes, quiet as a stalking wolf, all
the way down the shadowy hallway. All the way down to the very last door.
It was shut.
He took one last look over his shoulder before opening the door, his palm
smearing sweat over the knob. Inside, the room smelled musty, like when
something has been shut away for a long time. Maybe Ro’s room had been
locked up since she died—maybe he was the first person to step foot in it? He
closed his eyes as he took his first step, then another. He imagined he was
walking on something as foreign as the moon, with the night sky around him for
all eternity. But when he opened his eyes he was just in a bedroom. A bedroom
just like his own, only it was bigger and there weren’t any bunkbeds and the bed
was made. Ahead, perched on Ro’s bookshelf, was exactly what he needed. A tiny
ballerina, locked in a half-spin as if waiting to dance. He unscrewed her from the
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lid of the jewelry box, jangling it in his hands, and then let out a huge breath once
she was free.
She would do just fine for their stupid ritual. She had belonged to Ro, and
she even looked like her, just a little bit. Done like dinner, he thought, turning to
leave.
And then he saw it. Hanging over the dressing table in the corner, the oval
glass big and round and—
What’s that?
He walked toward the mirror, staring up at it in disbelief. There it was
again. A reflection—her reflection—as if she were in this very room. There! He felt
dizzy as she passed by the mirror again and the glass rippled like the surface of a
lake. Then water was spilling out of the mirror, water was dripping onto him,
cold, cold drops. His skin went leaden—he couldn’t move, he couldn’t run. His
throat locked up and he couldn’t yell either. It was like being in a dream, it was
like being stuck in a dream. He looked up again and saw her face in the mirror.
Roxanne. Her hand was covering her throat. Bluish circles under her eyes, blue
lips. Her mouth was moving but the words were all wrong. Her voice all jumbled
up, like a humming sound. The ballerina wriggled in his hand. Her little mouth
moved too but no sound came out.
Then Wesley’s legs sprung to life and he turned and fled. He raced down
the steps, not caring how loud he was, and then darted out the door and onto the
porch. He turned, panting, his heart going off like a firecracker as he looked
through the open door. His heart beating so fast and loud he thought he might
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die. He peered up the staircase, all the way to the top, all the way to the hallway
upstairs. No one was there—she wasn’t there. She wasn’t! It was his imagination,
it must have been, it was all Fern’s stories she’d been telling him.
Then there was a tinkling sound, coming from above. The crystal
chandelier was moving, ever so slightly. He took a step back from the red door,
keeping his eyes on the foyer’s ceiling. That’s when he heard it. A drop of water,
splashing to the ground. A single drop exploding on the wooden floor.
It’s her.
Could wolves see ghosts? Is that why they howled? He didn’t care—he
didn’t want to know, he wasn’t a wolf. Without shutting the door, he turned and
ran, charging through the high grass with his fists out. She was here at Blue
Gate—they’d called her home with the rituals, the blood. It was all his fault. He
had to get the green book, he had to burn it. Now.
“Fern!” he yelled, “Lance!”
Wes fell down on his way to the wishing well but he got up and kept
going, ignoring his scrapes, his bleeding knees, the tears in his eyes. He shouted
out his sister’s name as the shacks came in sight, he scoured the stumpy, hunched
trees that could have been his cousin, crouching over to scare him. But Lance
wasn’t at the meeting place, and Fern wasn’t either. No one was at the wishing
well but him and all the dead animals. A graveyard of sacrifices at the bottom of
the well—the seagulls and a loggerhead turtle and a wood stork and any roadkill
they could find and a pine snake and a diamondback chopped off at the head and
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even field mice and a river frog. Many of them doused in gasoline and dropped in
a burst of flames, like some hideous shooting star.
He stumbled near the well and the trees shot up into the sky and blocked
out the light and the ballerina stared up at him and his cheeks were wet from
crying. He wanted it to stop, all of it.
“Hello?” he called out through sobs. “Are you here?”
If he was alone, then he might as well do something good. He wiped off
his face with the back of his hand and then found the buried snare, used a stick
to disarm its snapping jaw. Crack! Then he wrested it out of the ground and
threw it down the well. Lance would never know.
And then came a scream.
Wesley’s whole body felt jarred with the sound of it and a second later he
took off through the woods, sprinting as fast as he could. A stitch was in his side
but he ran harder, faster, until he saw her through the trees. There she is! Lance
was straddling his sister, lying flat on her back in the wet grass. Fern was
squirming and yelling obscenities but their cousin only laughed, his football legs
and python arms pinning her down. When Wes got closer, he saw the book was
in one of her fists and the razor in the other. Lance went for the razor first,
prying Fern’s fingers open one by one.
“No,” she shouted, “No!” but he laughed again, wrenched the blade from
her hand.
“I’ll teach you not to steal,” Lance yelled.
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Just as Wes was about to call out to them, tell them about the ghost, tell
them they had to destroy the book, Lance stabbed the razor into Fern’s palm.
Her scream was loud and long and in that moment a shiver passed
through Wesley and something inside of him snapped and he lunged forward,
closing in, springing on all fours. A growl escaped his throat as he leaped onto
Lance’s back just as the big boy turned his head, eyes wide. He caught him off
guard, biting down hard on his nose. The blood frenzy was brutal and quick and
came in flashes: freckled skin with teeth marks and a swath of blond hair in the
trees and something circling overhead and his sister’s green eyes below and more
green eyes watching him and pale hair swirling like smoke and his wolf body
lashing out like it was life or death and his cousin screaming bloody murder as he
clawed and bit down, his jaws locking on shoulder flesh, his teeth sinking into
skin, the taste of blood in his throat.
And then the red-haired boy yelled again and grabbed him by the scruff of
the neck and spun, slinging him off, and the beast felt his head fly back and then
he was just a boy, falling backwards into branches. He willed them not to break,
even as his elbows and ribs smashed through something brittle that gave way
with a swooping rush. His stomach seesawed as hard ground rose up to meet him
and the back of his head slammed against a rock. When he opened his eyes he
was flat on the ground, the breath knocked from him, his vision blurring. The
ballerina had fallen from his grasp.
His cousin straightened, loomed over Fern. But his face was pale and
smeared with blood, his eyes wild. “Freak!” he shouted, spit coming out of his
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mouth. He turned to Wesley and pointed. “You’re a freak!” And then he looked
up at the dark sky, craning his neck at the trees.
Wesley looked up too, desperately trying to figure out what just happened.
Had someone been watching them? Had he really seen Roxanne in the trees, was
she—
“You’re all freaks,” Lance spat out again, wiping at his bloody nose. He
turned a full circle, staring at the woods around them with the razor clutched in
his fist. “Stay away from me,” he shouted, “stay away!” Then he turned and ran,
leaving the book on the ground and Wes and his sister alone in the night.
Wesley tried to get up but couldn’t. His head was swimming and his
memory came to him in shreds, but he couldn’t remember everything and what
he did remember didn’t make sense. It felt like someone else’s doing, like he
hadn’t been the one to attack his cousin at all. Yet he could taste blood in his
mouth and there was skin and blood underneath his nails. His head was
pounding from being thrown and one of his ears was wet.
“You alright, Wesley Ray?”
His sister was lying nearby. She sat up to look at him and flexed her
bloody hand. Then she smiled and he knew that he’d done good, that he’d saved
her, just before he blacked out.
*
Wesley groaned and opened his eyes, trees and darkness all around. Why was he
still in the woods? His head was throbbing and he shut his eyes, then opened
them again. “Fern?”
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No answer.
He sat up, his head reeling. Pricks of light at his eyes. He blinked, waited.
He was so thirsty, so thirsty. There was something on his legs. Fern’s sweatshirt.
“Fern?”
He looked over at where she’d been lying but she was gone. So was the
book. But her blue sweatshirt was spread over his legs, like… Like she’d tucked
him in, tried to keep him from getting cold. There was also a clump of leaves
piled underneath his head. Fern. Fern would have done that. He let out another
groan as he tried to sit up.
“Are you here? Fern?”
The bad feeling in his gut meant that she was already gone. But where? She
could be anywhere in the woods, or in the crawlspace, or the house. He might
have saved her from Lance but he hadn’t finished things. The green book was
still out there and she was with the book.
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CHAPTER THIRTY

Before Sonny reached the last step, the power cut off and the basement went
dusky. Outside, the waning light was blotted out by dark clouds but the rain had
slowed, at least for now.
“Elle?” Sonny asked. “You got those lanterns?”
Someone bumped into the cedar table as Elle fumbled for a match. A
dud. “Everyone just hold still for a moment,” she said.
She struck another match and this time the flame sputtered and then held.
The lantern swelled with light.
“We should save the other one. Just in case.”
Ray put the light on the workbench, careful not to go near the far side of
the table. Best not, Sonny thought, looking around at the somber faces huddled
in the room. Mae had grabbed the emergency kit he’d put in the bureau. There
was a bottle of whiskey tucked under Ray’s arm and he’d also brought his dog
down and was now trying to loop its chain around a metal pipe. Elle had brought
down a pitcher of water and a plate of scones, still trying to be the hostess, and
his grandfather had taken his usual post near the chair in the corner of the room.
And somehow the Carlisles had ended up in the basement. The Carlisle boy was
staring at his daughter and Jeanette looked uptight, like she thought something
might slip out of the corners of the house and grab her. Or maybe she always
looked like that.
“Could you watch that dog, please?” she asked, her voice strained.
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“He won’t hurt ya,” Ray said. The dog was sniffing around, pulling his
chain taut. “Unless I tell him to, that is.”
No one laughed. Sonny was glad it was dark, glad there wasn’t enough
light to see his model, glad the others probably hadn’t seen the portraits of his
girls. When he thought of Nina and Ro being in the basement with him, he
relaxed a bit. But of course they were here, all of them. The last few evenings
he’d spent fixing Roxanne’s eyes. He’d been so tired lately from worrying over
the investors that he kept falling asleep while working. His skull hitting the back
of his neck in a strange, guillotined movement, an abrupt awakening of sorts. But
now Roxanne was whole again, her green eyes watchful once more. She was
reading a book, back in the library with Nina and the twins, the pale moon of the
lightbulb above them. He refrained from checking on his small family, not
wanting to draw attention to his model. Not wanting the others to look at it—
especially his father. He might ruin something again.
“Everyone here?” Ray said to no one in particular as he walked around
the basement’s jagged perimeter. “I’m surprised it’s so big. How much old stuff
you got in this place, anyway?”
His dog whined as the wind slammed against the side of the old house,
which felt like it was shifting underfoot. Sonny peered out the back windows,
careful not to stand too close. The downpour had eased, for now, but the sky
looked like it still had something to prove. What would it look like to have a
dome over his house? What would it be like living under a turbulent ocean? With
everyone clustered in his basement for safety, his mind went to worst-case
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scenarios. If a cyclone came through, the house might fall down upon them,
might trap them. Maybe he should have sold it to the Whites when Ms. Bates
made the offer. He still had her business card… Hadn’t the place always been a
little sinister, even when he was a boy? The strange sounds in the night, the doors
that opened and closed of their own accord. The small things that went missing.
His grandmother’s death, and then his mother’s, and then—
“Didn’t you tell Fern and Wes to come down?” Ray asked, his voice loud.
In the shadows from the lantern he looked taller than usual and seemed to loom
over Elle, nearly eclipsing her.
She looked up at him, her head tilted. “The kids said—”
“Hey,” Nathan said, stepping in front of Ray. “Why should she know
where your kids are?”
Then Jeanette let out a gasp from the corner of the room and everyone
turned to look at her. She was leaning over the model. Sonny started forward,
trying not to yell.
“It’s just the model,” Nathan said.
“But look,” Jean said, touching the cedar table. “Why is there water
everywhere? It’s soaking through the wood.”
“What do you mean?” Sonny asked, and then his entire body went numb.
His model was in ruins. The observation deck was submerged, the dwelling was
flooded up to its windows. Water pooled in the library, the greenhouse. Trees
were knocked over, books were drenched.
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The basement tilted under Sonny’s feet, his breath went shallow. Where
were his girls? They were face down in the water, their clothes sopping wet, shoes
gone. The world hollowed out and his ears were ringing and he couldn’t
understand what was happening. It felt like there was water in his shoes, like he
was breathing underwater. “The window, it’s open,” someone said, sounding far
away. And then, in the very distance, he heard Ray at a forte, shouting about Fern
and Wes, and Elle saying she hadn’t seen them all day… Did the man not even
know where his children were? He picked up his twins from the floor, wiped
them dry. His glasses were foggy. Where was Nina? Where was Ro?
He startled at a touch on his shoulder. As he turned, he expected to see
her—her blond hair pulled up, her diving gear on. But no, it was Mae. Mae.
He took a step back, dropped the doll on the table. Mae held onto his
shoulder, her brown eyes seeking his, her grip tight.
“It’s ruined,” he said.
He reached out for her as the model shrank away and the basement
seemed to buckle outwards, cavernous, huge. The world extended in space and time is
but our representation… He looked back down at the model, but was normal sized
again. A dwelling small enough to fit on a table.
“It’s the rain,” Jeanette said, pointing at the side windows. “Someone left
them open?”
How had he not noticed before? He was sure he’d shut everything—he
always shut everything, he always kept the windows closed, locked up. He shot a
look at his father but the old man was sitting on his chair, the Bible closed in his
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lap. Who else would’ve opened them? The Henly kids? Elle, when she was
cleaning? He tried to cough out the anxiety in his chest. Nina, he almost said
aloud, Nina, what should I do? At least he still had the blueprints, he still had—
Ray grabbed the lantern from the workbench and the basement seemed to
slant again, all the light shifting to the stairwell. “I’ve got to find my kids.”
Sonny leaned on the cedar table, feeling the dampness of it. It engulfed
him with grief. And Ray was yelling about something, so loud he could hardly
think. What about his kids missing? Part of him wanted to reach for his tools, get
back to work. He glanced over at his daughter. Mae’s hand was still on his
shoulder like she knew she was keeping him upright, but she was watching Ray
untie his dog.
“I’ll help,” Sonny said, quiet at first. Then he said it again. “I’ll help you
look for them.”
“We’ll all go,” Elle said, turning on the other lantern. “You got any
flashlights down here, dad?”
“They’re in the bureau. Upstairs.” He could not just stay down here, fixing
the thing in front of him while people needed help. It was time to go out in the
open, with his daughter’s hand on his shoulder.
Then the dog started barking. “Quiet!” Ray yelled, kicking at him. A splitsecond later the basement door swung open with a bang and Jean shrieked. The
dog yanked at his chain again, barking and growling.
There was a shadow at the top of the steps. Someone held up the lantern
so that the light reached the stairwell.
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“Is that you?” Ray called out. “Wesley?”
The boy leaned forward at the top of the stairs. He was covered head to
toe in mud and his face was streaked with tears.
Ray let out a laugh. “Come on down here with Fern,” he told him, relief
in his voice.
“I can’t,” Wesley said.
Elle started up toward him first and Mae was right behind her, her
footsteps quick on the stairs.
The boy let out a loud sob, doubling over. “I can’t find her,” he wailed.
“Who?” Sonny asked.
Then Ray was lumbering up the stairs two at a time. He elbowed past the
girls and grabbed his son. “What do you mean?” he yelled. “Spit it out!”
Wesley’s face was pale and he looked like he’d seen a ghost. Sonny had a
vague sensation of swimming, swimming as he looked up at Wesley, and then he
realized he was standing near the side window and rain was dripping onto him,
dripping onto the cedar.
“My sister!” the boy was shouting, “my sister!”
Sonny looked back at his girls—face-down on the cedar table—and then
he took a step toward the boy. Toward Elle and Mae at the top of the stairs.
“It’s okay,” Elle said. “We’ll find her.”
“She’s gone,” Wes said, “Fern’s gone,” and then his little body started
shaking, his ribs heaving. He was holding something against his chest as he
rocked back and forth.
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“What do you mean she’s gone?” Ray shouted. “Talk to us!”
Elle reached toward the boy. “What’s this?” she asked. “Are you bleeding,
Wes?”
He stepped away from her and into the dark hallway, still clutching
something flat to his chest. Was it a book? The boy looked at all of them, his eyes
wide.
“We’ve got to save her,” he said in a strangled voice. Then he turned and
ran.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE

All around him were faraway voices and gleams of light bobbing through the
trees. The wind flogged his ears but he could hear, faintly, people tramping
through the woods, calling out for someone. There was a break in the rain but
the wind was relentless and the sky was foul and dark.
Eyelid ran faster, wanting to figure out what was wrong. Wanting to help
if he could but knowing full well he shouldn’t be seen. He glimpsed something
nearby, just ahead. Then a bright light was shining in his face and he froze.
“Who’s there?” he called out.
The flashlight lowered. A small boy stood in front of him. The Henly kid,
he was sure of it. The wind blew at the kid’s T-shirt, lifted his sweaty brown hair.
He was full mud and snot and looked like he’d been crying.
“You need help, kid?” Wesley, he remembered.
The boy didn’t say anything and Eyelid went on edge. The trees were
thick around them and the house was not in view, not here. The kid was all alone,
standing by himself in the middle of the woods. But there were voices not too far
off, so he probably wasn’t lost.
“I heard sirens,” Eyelid said. “What’s wrong?”
Wesley looked at him and then down at a book he was holding. “I had to
get away from the others,” he said, flicking his lighter.
Eyelid took a step toward him. “Tell me what happened so I can help.”
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Wesley flicked the lighter again, and again, before he answered. “She’s
gone.”
The flat way he said it gave Eyelid a chill. “Who’s gone?” Don’t say Mae,
he thought. Don’t you dare say Mae.
The kid let out a sob. “My sister.”
Eyelid took another slow step forward, wanting the kid to calm down.
“Tell me what happened to her,” he said. The young blond girl. Fern, her name
was Fern.
“She’s in trouble,” the boy said, “I know it.”
Bloody oath. Eyelid knew he should say that everything was going to be
alright, but he couldn’t. How did you ever know? He looked up at the darkening
sky and the gray branches of the trees shuddering in the wind. He felt a strong
gust at his back. Tell me what to do, Ro.
“Tell me where to find her,” he said aloud. He hoped the other searchers
were working in a grid, hoped they’d asked her brother where to look. Because if
anyone was going to guess where the girl was, it would be him.
“Where do you think she’d be?” Tell me her favorite hiding spots, tell me her
secrets.
The boy didn’t answer—just stared and blinked. Another gale of wind
swirled around them, thrashing against the trees. The kid needed to be safe, back
indoors, and Eyelid needed to find the other one.
“Where should I look?” he asked, louder this time, wanting to shake the
kid from whatever stupor he was in.
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Wesley mumbled something, then raised his voice over the storm. “She’s
not at the wishing well,” he said, gazing up at him with the strangest expression.
“I looked there already. And she’s not in the summerhouse or the crawlspace, I
looked in them places too, even though it was dark.” The kid’s hand shook as he
held something up. “But I found her book at the ghost beach. Near the dock.”
“What’d you say?” Eyelid took a step forward. The kid was holding a large
book. It looked familiar, it looked like—
“I found it near the dock!” Wesley yelled.
The dock. The dock. The word was visceral, cut him deep inside. Like a
current shooting through him, like being electrocuted. And then he was turning
away from the kid. “Go home,” he said over his shoulder. “It’s dangerous out
here.”
But the boy was flicking his lighter again, cupping his hand around its
flame so it didn’t blow out. A moment later there was something burning. The
book was burning—the kid had set it on fire. Eyelid’s temper reared. “Go
home!” he yelled.
“I gotta do this first.” Wesley huddled over the book like a torch he could
not let out. “So it’ll be okay,” he said, crying now. “So everything’s okay again. So
that she’s okay. So that Fern, the dock—” He choked, started crying.
Eyelid shook his head. The dock. He gave one last look at the kid and the
flame he held, its tiny embers carried by the wind, and then he was gone.
*
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The sky grew darker and darker as Eyelid ran. He dodged the flashlights
glimmering through the trees, and veered as far as he could from the sounds of
footfalls and shouts for the girl and a barking dog. The wind picked up and flayed
at him as he ran and the trees around him bent and swayed. The wind funneled
through them in a moan, a drawn-out cry that was something not quite human. It
seemed the woods had come alive—dark and restless and hungry.
Just as he made it to the beach, cold pellets of rain began to fall. The
water was choppier than he’d ever seen it—not even the bay was protected from
the storm. There were no seagulls, no boats, no people, no girl. A strange disquiet
here, despite the churning water.
“Fern!” Eyelid shouted. “Fern!”
He ran out onto the sand, wary of what he might find. The rain began to
pour onto him, onto the waves—pockmarking the water and swirling it into
whitewash. He made it to the dock, its boards groaning underfoot as he looked
out over the water, searching for her in the wind and the rain. His instinct told
him that she was here, that she’d drown if he didn’t find her. It could already be
too late, he thought, panicked. He whirled around and then his eyes fell upon
something red in the water and before he could stop himself he dove in, shutting
his eyes on the way down. The water was a shock and he kicked out as hard as he
could, wondering if he’d gone crazy. He came up for air and saw nothing, then
ducked down underneath a wave, holding his breath until it rolled overtop him
and he could push his way up for air.
When he broke the surface there was something ahead.
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It was her. It was her.
He swam as fast as he could, swallowed a mouthful of seawater and spit it
out and kept going. There ahead, there she was again, her blond hair in the
choppy water, her small arms clutching a red raft. He sped up his stroke and his
shoulders burned and just as he almost reached her, just as he saw her green eyes
wide and terrified, she jerked away from him. His heart leapt and his first thought
was current—she’d gotten caught in a current. He took a huge breath and went
under, looking for her, reaching for her, but the water was murky and dark. And
then, just ahead, another glint of gold, her hair, and he grabbed it and felt nothing
but water and then he kicked forward and reached out again and suddenly
remembered Ro, how he’d seen her underwater the day she’d fallen, smacking
her head and sinking into the water, Ro sinking down, Ro in her red swimsuit,
and he had kicked deeper after her, saw that glimpse of red and blond and
reached for her, reached for her hair, and then his lungs drew him out of the
memory, his lungs about to burst, his legs kicking up just as something fleshy
moved past him in the water—the little girl, it was her, she’d let go of the raft and
was sinking and his stomach was in his throat and he needed to breathe and he
reached out with the last of his strength, flinging his arm out toward her in one
desperate grasp, everything inside of him needing air, and then his fingers tangled
in hair and he grabbed ahold and kicked up to the surface.
He broke through the water and gasped in a deep breath, pulling her up
with all his strength, yanking her up out of the water. He found her—god, he
found her. The little girl’s eyes were shut and her lips had gone blue and he
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hurried to lift her onto his side with his arm tucked underneath her. He started
kicking back to the dock, swimming as fast as he could while trying to keep her
head above water.
He craned his neck, gauging how far he was from shore and in that
moment he saw someone standing on the dock. Someone on the dock, waving
him to shore and god it looked like Ro—it looked like Ro, calling him home. He
let out a cry and kicked harder, faster, choking in the whitewash, adrenaline
shooting through him as the swell lifted him and then threw him against the
nearest piling. He twisted, trying to keep the girl above the water as his ribs
smacked into the side of the dock. Grabbing the edge of a plank with his free
hand, everything in his body strained to keep her safe, to keep her afloat. He
yelled through gritted teeth and hoisted the girl up onto the dock and then felt
someone tug her free from his grip, drag her from him. He went under and when
he came up he managed to grab the dock again and pull himself up after her.
His knees hit the planks and a cough racked his body as he gagged up
saltwater and then turned toward the girl in little red shoes lying on the dock.
Standing next to her was the boy—he must have followed him to the dock.
Eyelid got his breath back and crawled over to the sister, knowing the danger
wasn’t over, not yet.
“I burned the book,” Wesley was sobbing, “I burned it! She’s supposed to
be okay,” he wailed, his voice cut off by the wind.
Eyelid cradled the girl’s neck and stuck his finger in her mouth, checking
her tongue. Then he rolled her on her back and put his palm against her small
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chest. The boy was howling now, howling about ghosts into the wind and rain as
Eyelid pressed down on the girl’s sternum and then again. And again, his back
rigid at the sight of her pale, wet face. Live, he thought, pushing down. Live! For
a moment there was nothing and the boy howled louder and pummeled his fists
against Eyelid’s back as though he thought he were killing her.
“Live!” Eyelid shouted, pushing down once more. Suddenly water spewed
from the girl’s mouth and she began to cough and cough, her eyes fluttering.
“Roxanne,” he cried out, hardly realizing what he was saying. “Ro.”
The girl opened her eyes and stared at him blankly until she saw her
brother and then was racked with coughs. “Wesley,” she sputtered and the kid
broke into a grin that faded when she shut her eyes and began coughing again.
Eyelid heaved himself to his feet. He looked down at the girl, alive, and
her brother beside her. He was struck by a sudden temptation: she was alive and
now he could leave and never come back, he could leave a free man and be done
with Blue Gate for good. But then he looked past the girl lying on the dock at the
whitewater swirling against the shore and the trees staggering under the wind and
the roiling dark sky above. He’d been in his share of hurricanes and knew this
could get worse, far worse, and they were only children. The sight of the boy
trying to pick up his sister made him remember Ro. Remember that day when
he’d pulled her from the water and saw her ribs move, saw her breathing. That
moment when he thought she was going to live, when he thought everything
would be okay. He could not leave the girl alone now, he could not. Because
what if—
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What if she was dying? What if she was bleeding inside, like Ro had been?
His body tensed. He knew that if he carried the girl back to the house he
was putting himself in danger. Taking her to the house would mean turning
himself in. But she was there on the dock, lying there on the dock, and he knew
deep down he had no choice and there wasn’t any time to think about it, he had
to do something—now.
He let out a breath and then bent down and heaved the girl into his arms
and started forward. “Run ahead and get the others,” he called out to her brother.
“Get them out of the storm.”
Wesley shook his head, trailing them down the dock. “I’m not leaving
her.”
His sister coughed up more water in Eyelid’s arms and he turned. “I won’t
let her go,” he said, looking into the boy’s brown eyes. “I promise.” He glanced
up at the sky again and knew that the storm wasn’t finished, wasn’t even close.
“Go tell the others I found her,” he said, lunging into the sand with the
girl in his arms. “Go!”
The kid gave him one more look and then darted ahead, faster than Eyelid
thought he could run. Was that blood on the back of his shirt? But he was
already gone, scrambling up the dunes and sprinting into the woods without
looking back. Eyelid followed, going as fast as he could, half-stumbling over the
wet sand.
“Fern,” he said, looking down at her. “Fern?”
Her eyes fluttered open.
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“Stay awake,” he told her, trying to run faster. Ahead was the dull red of
the stake that marked the trail and he ran past it, even faster now, his lungs tight.
The girl mumbled something. “I was trying…”
He kept running. The trees leaned around him and the rain beat against
him and the girl burrowed her face into his shoulder.
“It’ll be okay,” he said. “It’ll be okay.”
His legs were burning and the girl was light in his arms, and then he
looked down and saw her, he saw that he was carrying Ro, her weight in his arms,
her head hitting against his forearm as he ran, the sticky wetness of her hair and
he screamed out her name, he screamed out her name.
“It’s okay,” someone whispered, “it’s okay,” and then he looked down
and he was holding the girl. It wasn’t Ro. It wasn’t Ro.
The child blinked up at him. “It’s gonna be okay, right?” she said, and
then her lids went heavy.
“Stay with me,” he told her, ducking through the trees, the branches
scratching against his face as he ran past the dark summerhouse and through the
grove of pines.
“I was trying to—” the girl said, and then lapsed into a fit of coughing.
One of her palms had a fresh gash in it and the sight of the blood made him run
faster. He rounded another stake and knew that he was close now, that he was
getting close to the house. Fear shot through him at the thought of seeing it but
he kept going, kept running toward it.
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“I wanted… to bring her home,” the girl said, looking up at him, and he
cried out when he realized what she meant. Roxanne.
“You can’t—she isn’t coming back,” he said. “She’s gone.”
Her eyes closed and he thought please, please God, don’t let her be hurt,
don’t let her be bleeding. He ran faster and the wind pushed against his back and
he remembered how heavy Ro was in his arms that day, and how she bled over
his shirt and he hadn’t realized it, he hadn’t wanted to realize it.
“Keep talking to me,” he pleaded, but Fern was quiet in his arms.
And then he saw the house through the trees, rising up like some bluish
ghostly thing in the night and everything inside of him shrank back. He stumbled,
then looked down at the face of the child, her little round face, her wet hair, and
having her in his arms was enough to propel him through the yard, past the pair
of beech trees flailing in the wind and the police cruiser in the driveway, the red
car beside it. He lurched up the steps and the porch swing was creaking on its
chains and then time did something funny and he remembered how he’d laid Ro
down on the swing on that day. He laid her down and screamed for help, he
watched her chest rise and fall and thought she was going to make it. But then
she made a sound, she said something—said his name, once—and that was it. A
breath came out of her mouth and it sounded funny, like she never quite finished
it. Eyeeeeee… And that was it. He ran to her, collapsing onto his knees, pulling her
against him. Smelling cloves and seawater and something sharp—blood. That
was when he felt the back of her head, how it was wet. Her eyes open but not
blinking.
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“You brought her back,” he heard. He whirled toward the red door where
the boy was standing and when he looked down the little girl was in his arms
again. Not Ro. He craned his head and saw the porch swing was empty. He
stared, blinking, and then time snapped back full speed and his legs jerked into
motion as he charged forward into the house and burst through the door, feeling
wild and sick with his burden. The foyer was full—Ro’s grandfather was in the
corner and her father was by the radio and her sisters were on the stairs. Mae
took a step toward him and then faltered. The red door slammed shut behind
him and a candle went out and someone gasped.
He lifted the girl before him like an offering and the old man fell to his
knees. There was something blond to his left and then he saw Ray running at
him, just as the girl began coughing in his arms again. Eyelid flinched, expecting a
blow, but there was nothing. The big man wasn’t even looking at him at all—his
eyes were on his daughter. A black and tawny dog was growling at him from the
corner of the room but Wesley pulled him back by the chain.
“I told you he saved her,” Wesley said. “You’re okay, Fern,” he said.
“You’re okay.”
Ray lifted the girl out of his arms and a part of him wanted to keep
holding on. He watched her stir in her father’s arms and then—miraculously—
she lifted her head.
She’s alive.
It hit him with a force. His legs nearly collapsed with exhaustion. A sob
came from the back of the room and he saw it was the old man—Ro’s
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grandfather. He’d slumped to the floor, his blue eyes watching the girl. Then, on
his knees, he began to cry.
“The nice man saved you,” Wesley said to his sister.
Nice man? Others in the room would disagree. Like Sonny. Eyelid looked
over at her father. The sandy-haired man had his jaw clenched. Mae was holding
him back, and Elle was on the other side of him, splotches across her pale neck.
Her gaze darted from the little girl and back to him, her lids narrowing.
The cop—Childers—stepped forward. “Is that—?” he asked, but Ray
hushed him. “Call the ambulance first,” he said, “make sure Fern’s okay.”
The cop glared and mumbled something about coming back. Cold fear
gripped Eyelid but he wouldn’t run, not now. Now he was here, this was his
chance to tell them everything, like Ro wanted, like she would have wanted, but
for a moment he couldn’t speak. His eyes fell upon Elle’s blond hair, looking just
like Ro’s, and behind her Mae was now leaning against the doorway like she
wasn’t sure what to do—whether to run or stay. He would not blame her if she
ran. A part of him wanted to do the same.
He forced himself to look back at Sonny, who hadn’t moved from where
he was standing. The man’s face was pale and furious and he looked stricken—
immobile. He’d probably waited three years for this, three long years for this day.
They were owed the truth.
Eyelid heard the sound of dripping and discovered it was him, the rain
and the saltwater running down his clothes and onto the wooden floor, the water
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puddling under his feet, the water everywhere—he could feel it in his bones, his
throat, his eyes, everywhere.
“I’m sorry,” he said.
Elle let out a small sound but then said nothing. Everyone in the room
stared at him hard, even young Fern, her arms clasped around her father’s neck.
“I didn’t mean to kill her,” he said, and he knew it to be true. He looked
at Sonny, at Elle, at Mae. He closed his eyes and counted to ten as the memory
rolled over him like a wave, sucking him under. “It was an accident. We
were…arguing on the boat. And she pushed me and I … ” He shuddered. His
eyes teared up and it hurt to breathe. “I pushed her back, just once,” he choked
out. “And then she stumbled back and tripped on something… A coil of rope,
and she fell over the side. I heard… I heard her head hit against something on
the way down.”
Elle grabbed Sonny’s shoulder. The man’s blue eyes were livid as he stared
at Eyelid without blinking. Everything hollowed out and then there was only
Eyelid and her father in the room, his cold blue eyes. The wind whipped against
the house and the candles in the room sputtered and the pale eyes hardened.
Eyelid’s vision blurred, began to sting.
“I dove in and grabbed her and… she started breathing on the deck. I
thought she’d be okay, I thought—” his voice was strangled, he could barely
speak with the lump in his throat and it hurt to remember, God, how it hurt.
“I carried her back to the house and set her down on the porch and
then…” He heard someone moan and realized it was himself, the low sound
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coming from deep within, a heavy sadness breaking the levy in his throat and
now rushing out.
“And then,” he said, forcing himself to go on, “then I saw she was
bleeding. Her head—”
“You’re lying,” Elle said, her voice a whisper.
He held out his hands, he shook his head. “I’m sorry,” he said. “I’m so
sorry.”
Sonny took a step forward and shoved him and he stumbled, catching
himself on the door. He put up his hands—he would not fight. The door moved
in its frame at his back as the wind slammed against the house, and then he
slammed against the house when Sonny shoved him once more.
“Why?” Sonny said. “Why did you run?”
Eyelid bowed his head. “I was scared,” he said, then forced himself to
look up. To look her father in the eye—he deserved that much. “I was scared.”
There was silence, utter silence in the room. And then came a loud, clear
voice.
“I believe him.”
Everyone turned to Mae. She took a small step forward, standing between
him and her father.
“I believe him,” she said again.
Eyelid felt himself go tense. No, he thought, not now. No, don’t, don’t do
it.
“Mae?” Elle choked out.
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“I believe him,” Mae said again, “because I—”
“—I watched her die,” Eyelid said. He was acutely aware that there were
other people in the room—the cop and Ray speaking in hushed voices, the boy
in the shadows, the old man crying. The storm flung itself against the old house
as if to rend it from the very ground that it lay upon. Eyelid looked back at Elle
and Sonny and Mae—he stared at Mae—and then he let out a deep breath and
the confession poured from him. “I watched her die and then I ran. And I—” He
leaned back against the wall, let it hold him upright as he told them what
happened. How he watched Ro take her last breath and then looked up and saw
what was coming at him from the woods. Ray with the gun, and the woman he
loved was dead. He could not help her and she was dead.
“I ran, I left her on the porch and ran.” He stopped talking, his breath
heaving in his chest. That was all they needed to know.
All this time Mae had kept quiet, all this time.
“I didn’t mean to kill her, but I ran,” he said. “I couldn’t save her and I
ran.”
He could not give up the rest. He could not have them blame her. Maybe
in time she would tell her father and sister but the others did not need to know—
not Ray, not Childers. He could not let Mae tell them how she had found him
crying, holding Ro in his arms, could not tell them how her face had gone to
shock. He could not let her tell them how they both saw Ray coming in the
woods, hollering for Roxanne. How her sister took his hand and led him upstairs
to a small door at the back of her closet. He’d been sick with grief, he wasn’t
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thinking, could not think, could not understand what had come to pass, like it
was some nightmare he longed to wake up from. His mind had only been on Ro
as her younger sister pushed him through the door and into the crawlspace. Stay
here, she’d said to him, you’ll be safe here. He could not let Mae tell them how she’d
brought him food and water for three days, how he’d tossed and turned in a
feverish haze and hardly eaten any of it, how the crawlspace ended with another
small door that led outside, how on the third night he’d left without saying
goodbye to the girl who lied to her family to protect him. He ran to the highway
and kept going until he hitched a ride north and never came back. Never came
back till now.
Someone shoved him from behind and then he was on his knees.
Something cold was clamped around his wrists.
“Don’t!” Mae said, but Elle grabbed her hand. Sonny was staring him
down without saying a word. There was a wailing noise and then the girl twisted
in her father’s arms, reached toward him, her green eyes wide as her father tried
to shush her.
“He saved her, he saved Fern,” her brother was yelling and then there was
a clicking sound as the cuffs closed around Eyelid’s wrists. His eyes were locked
on the girl who held his gaze, who sat up with her arms around her father’s neck
and looked at him. She was alive. He had saved her and she was alive.
He felt something shift inside of him, a weight loosen from his chest. She
was alive. He looked over at Mae and whispered his thanks—he whispered but
knew she heard.
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She had saved him. For three long years she’d given him her trust, her
silence… He felt rough arms push at him as Childers hauled him to his feet and
then shoved him toward the door. Away from her. Away from them all.
“Bet you wish you never came back,” the cop said.
Eyelid said nothing, knowing he’d been given no choice. He’d been
compelled to come back to the South, back to her house. She had been his
compass.
The door swung open into the night and the wind hit his face, whipped
against him, and it was slow-going toward the black and white cruiser in the
driveway. The beech trees in the front yard were bowing and the wind tunneled
around his ears and the porch swing was bouncing on its chains and whipping
back and forth in the storm and the black butcher dog barked and barked,
slathering at the door.
“Fuckin’ coward,” Childers said, and spat.
“Maybe,” he said, “maybe.” The accusation didn’t seem true and didn’t
make him angry. It didn’t even hurt.
Childers pushed him into the backseat of the car and the door rammed
shut behind him. Eyelid stared at the metal grate that shielded the driver’s seat.
The engine hummed to life and the red siren lights on the roof began to flash,
lighting up the darkness. The radio belted out full blast, warning of the storm,
and before Childers could drive away, the front door of the house whipped open.
Sonny ran out, hunching over and taking hold of his glasses as the wind
lashed against him. He careened down the steps and then stopped in front of the
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car. He did not look at Eyelid, did not look at him at all but he pounded on the
driver’s window until Childers, swearing, got out of the car and slammed the
door shut behind him. The whole car rocked. Eyelid watched the two men
shouting at each other over the wind. Sonny was telling the cop not to drive in
the storm. That he shouldn’t risk it, not now.
Eyelid leaned back into the cracked leather seat. He stared out through the
dirty windshield and into the dark woods and thought of all the what ifs. What if
he’d just kept going, what if he’d left the little girl on the dock with her brother?
What if he was halfway to Nashville by now, halfway to Nashville and out of the
storm? What if he was on a flight back home, not locked up in some patrol car?
What if she hadn’t died, here in this place.
He looked over at the house beside him. He watched as the red lights
flashed across the windows, lighting them up and casting a red haze across the
entire face of the old behemoth. Its splintering pillars and warped porch and
black shutters. Its pointy spire on top.
He did not like the look of it. He had never liked the look of it. The storm
suited the house, the yard, the dark woods around it. Somehow it looked like a
place that was always meant to be in peril. Like a ship that is pitched about in the
worst of storms but never sinks.
Eyelid shut his eyes and thought of Roxanne and when he opened them
the two men had gone back inside the house and left him in the locked car. He
saved her, he told himself. He saved her. He knew that this was why Ro had
wanted him to come back. That this was the reason all along—
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He almost smiled, the sheer exhaustion getting to him. Every muscle in
his body ached and his wrists were bound but he felt different inside, he did.
He’d been freed of something. Finally the moorings had been lifted and the wind
was pushing him forward.
His eyes fell upon the massive house as if drawn to it, its windows dim in
the night. Its sweeping dark yard, its woods. It was human nature to blame
something when things went wrong, he knew. And yet the house did not look
evil to him, not now. It just looked like something old, forlorn. The rain thrashed
down upon it, water ran down its sides. It looked like it was crying. It was a sad
thing, this house all alone in the middle of the woods. It was a place that had seen
horrible things come to pass. It had seen its share of death and did not want to
be left alone.
But this time the girl had lived.
Eyelid rested his head against the back of the seat. A gust of wind
slammed against the car and he shut his eyes, listening to the sound of the storm.
It reminded him of waves crashing against a ship, of the moment in a fierce
storm when a sailor does not know if he will live or die but craves to breathe his
next breath. His eyes fluttered, his lids heavy… Here he lies where he long’d to be.
Home is the sailor, home from the sea.
He let out a deep sigh. He was dead tired and he knew, at last, he would
sleep through the night.
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EPILOGUE

Six months later, the red door is open and waiting. Every corner of the house has
been claimed. The tired ones are lying down in the hallways, snuggled into
narrow corners, sleeping on the old feather mattresses, on the windowseat in the
upstairs room, and in the basement, under the cedar table. A woman lies sleeping
in the porch swing with the sun across her face and the rocking chairs have all
been taken. The house will be remembered as a place where they took shelter.
Their refuge. A roof to live under while they rebuilt. In August, Hurricane
Camille had flattened other houses along the bay and the gulf and yet this old one
remained standing, no more battered than it had been before. The house is
strong and thrums with voices and whispers, with soft footsteps, with doors
opening and shutting, with faces pressed against the windowpanes.
Mae feels the house watching her as she leaves. Indeed, people are staring
out the windows as she kisses Elle on the porch and pulls Wesley Ray into a hug.
As she bends down she feels the gold locket around her neck. It is cool against
her skin in the heat. Her father bustles behind her, carrying the last of the
supplies for their sailing trip. The past few months, while the house has been full,
Sonny has taken her out on the boat every few days, teaching her to sail the same
way he taught her sister. Maybe he knows what she’s planning or maybe he needs
something to keep himself busy while he waits to hear about his grant, the one
she helped him write.
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The house is at Mae’s back as she walks down the drive, heading toward
the dock. She throws her towel over her shoulder, thinking she might even go
swimming on this trip. Her father calls out for her to wait and she turns. There’s
the bluish walls and the dark green hedge and that red, red door where people
have been leaving donations—money or food—for those put out by the storm.
The beech trees were uprooted by the wind and someone has chopped them into
small pieces, into firewood to warm hands and feet and hearts next winter in case
it is cold. She looks up at the roof’s pointy spire and then sees a face staring out
of the attic window. Her grandfather, ever vigilant. Mae waves, clutching the boat
key in her pocket, thinking of how the wind will be at her face and the open sea.
The saltwater and the breeze and the endless blue ocean.
She might go to him. Soon enough, in his own country. She went once to
visit him in jail but soon after there’d been word that he’d been deported, that
they hadn’t had enough evidence to convict. One day, she thinks, one day she
will sail The Three Sisters alone, with the wind at her face and the water rushing the
bow, and the horizon will stretch out before her like an open book. He’d told her
once about them, about The Three Sisters, in the Blue Mountains of his country.
The three ancient, sandstone rocks that had been whittled by wind and rain and
rivers over the years but were somehow left standing together at the foot of the
valley, watching over it in their quiet beauty. The Three Sisters will take her across
oceans, to glimpse a different sort of light. One day she will leave the humidity
for the dryness, for the tip of Australia, for him—at least for a little while. She
takes one last look over her shoulder at her home and says a goodbye under her
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breath. Goodbye for now. There have been so many lately. Her father just sold
off part of the land—but there will always be the house, coming and going from
her life, always.
It rises up into the glinting sky, unashamed of its marred walls, its shabby
pillars, its porous brick. Mae breathes in every angle, every sharp corner, but even
though she narrows her eyes she cannot see through its walls to the hidden
passageways, to the old crawlspace. From the outside, she can only gaze at the
surface of Blue Gate—the house and its surrounding woods and the red stakes
that seem the slightest bit sinister. She shivers but she knows that what the place
looks like doesn’t matter. She knows that a glance will not let her look through
the house’s walls and into its memories, its heart. She knows that she cannot see
through the surface of a thing and deep into its holds. She cannot see the
crawlspace where a girl sits with her back leaning against the hidden door, bent
over a charred book.
Fern’s blond hair falls over her shoulders, her hair in her eyes as she
dredges a story from her memory, as the story comes to life. She bites the end of
her pencil, her green eyes looking up at the walls, at the spider webs, at the
darkness in the corners. There’s the creaking sounds of the house shifting in its
frame and a steady dripping noise coming from somewhere and the wood is
splintery under her legs. It is alive, the girl knows, everything is alive and it’s
whispering to me—it’s calling out my name.
Fern looks up and sees Roxanne watching her from the shadows and she
smiles. Then she bows her head and begins to write.
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